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Editorial Remarks

We are happy to release before the scholarly world this Volume
(Vol. VIII, Issue II July - December 2021) of Pratyabhijµ¡ UGC
Care Listed Research Journal published by the Department of
Sanskrit Sahitya, Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit,
Kalady. Sanskrit wisdom is rich in quantity and quality and areas
that are excavated by researchers are only a small percentage of the
total available data in the form of published and unpublished manu-
scripts. The tradition of Sanskrit has attested texts and thinkers in a
wide range of disciplines like Sanskrit Poetics, Sastras, Darsanas,
Technical literature, Vedic literature, Classical literature, Aesthet-
ics, Dramas and Dramaturgy.

The present Issue consists of different topics in Indological sub-
jects. This Issue doesn't purport to be exhaustive. It is just an at-
tempt to introduce to our students and scholars some new areas of
thought. Some of the articles are the concepts of Indian poetics,
Ayurveda, Philosophy and other interdisciplinary subjects.

Dr. Saritha Maheswaran observes the musical references in
K¡lid¡sa's works. Dr. Ranjini M goes through the light of
Pratyabhijµa Philosophy to the M¡nasoll¡sav¡rttik¡ of Sure¿vara.
Vyshnavi P V observes the impact of Pratyabhijµadar¿ana in the
concept of áanta sentiment. Soumya S explains the contribution of
Abhinavagupta to Kashmir áaivism. Dr. V K Bhavani’s article based
on the Advaita Vedanta of Vivekananda. Dr. M S Sheeba reveals
the Philosophical quest in the á¡ntimantras. Dr. Gayathri O K has
discussed the contribution of Vijn¡nabhikÀu to Yoga Philosophy.

Dr. Murali Krishnan in his article reveals a new perspective in
visualizing the text, á¡kuntala. Dr. J P Prajith looks through the
S¡m¡nyap¡da of ¢¿¡nasivagurudevapaddhati. Dr. Nidheesh Kannan
B seeks the Post K¡mas£tra compositions and Sanskrit Erotic Genre.
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Dr. Saritha T P analyses the works of Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i. Dr. Arun
Jaganathan V R has delt with the Tala Y¡tirai: Tamil Saivite pil-
grimage mirrored in Tev¡ram. Dr. K Retheesh explains some vedic
concepts of Cosmology.

Dr. Prameela A K has attemps to speak about the menstrual cel-
ebration gleanings in K¡lik¡pur¡¸a. Dr. Athira Jathavedan observes
the style and content of presentation of Mah¡bh¡ratam Kilipp¡¶¶u.
Dr. K B Selvamony dicusses the polyphonic narrative lessons. Dr.
N A Shihab search about the concept of truth in Sanskrit literature.
Shelly M R discusses derivative nowns in Malayalam. Dr. Pramitha
D analyses the Niranun¡sika Prabandha of Melputt£r N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a.
Dr. Ambilimol reviews the perspective of K P Narayana Pisharoti on
Raghuvam¿a referencing K¡lid¡sah¤dayamthe·i and Punnassery
Nampi Nilakantha Sarma. Priyadarsan I discusses atheism of In-
dian logicians. Harishkumar C V & Dr. H Shylaja jointly study the
topic “Self esteem of beaux arts students: A psychological study”.
Dr. Divya Subran discusses the influence of The influence of
Tirukkural on the works of Sri Narayana guru. Dr. Midhun P estab-
lishes K¡ty¡yana as a P¡¸ini-Critic.

  Dr. Delvin Jose & Dr. Ittoop J Ancheril jointly investigates the
role of ginger in Improving wellness in the scenario of SARS-CoV-
2. Keerthy Mary Francis discusses the Sanskrit translation of a mod-
ern Malayalam poetry Syamamadhavam. Preetha P V writes about
the first Sanskrit journal of Kerala Vijµ¡nacint¡mani. Reshma P A
writes about the Sanskrit works of Kodungalloor Kunjikuttan
Thampuran. Sheena C V discusses neo vedantic elements in
Kumaranasan’s poetry. Anisha G Krishnan explore the topic re-
lated to computational linguistics as Word sense disambiguation in
Sanskrit Natural Language Processing. Arathi K thinks about San-
skrit gender as ∫…Δ∫EfiÚi…¶……π……™……Δ  ±…R¬ÛM…¥™…¥…∫l……* Smera Chandran introduces
hand gestures based on HastalakÀanad¢pika. Archana C S writes on
Apsar¡s in V¡lm¢kir¡m¡ya¸a. Amrutha K B compares the concept
of gu¸a and doÀa in Sanskrit and Ma¸iprav¡lam poetics. Anathan
K P discusses ecology based on Whitman’s Song of Myself.

Athira Chandran studies the character Vasantasena based on
M¤cchaka¶ika. Devika P evaluates M¡dhavi-the character
Mahabharata as a survivor based on a feminist reading. Roshna S R
discusses the possibility of DasapuÀpa cultivation. Sruthi S Nath
writes about Theyyam. Dr. Divya N K asses the spiritual values in
Bhagavadg¢ta.
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The articles of the contributors have been published in the present
volume without much editorial changes in the content and form.
Hence, we would like to make it clear that the contributors them-
selves hold the responsibility for the views and ideology taken by
them in their articles.

We express our sincere gratitude to the contributors of articles
for their time and contributions, our University for the financial sup-
port and Channel G, Kalady for the DTP work. We hope this jour-
nal will inspire Sanskrit scholars and we are happy to present this
volume.

Editorial Board
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Dr. Saritha Maheswaran

A STUDY ON MUSICAL REFERENCES IN  THE WORKS OF
KËLIDËSA

Various studies have been done on the works of K¡lid¡sa. His
decorative and descriptive skills, religious thought, socio-cultural
elements and ideals have all opened the way for in depth study and
thought but a detailed study about the music tradition in his Era or
about the musical knowledge that K¡lid¡sa had, is rare. His dramas
and poems are great examples which point out his unique nature of
music. The musical references that come with the plays are very
extensive so it would be interesting to briefly describe how poet
portrays the musical elements.

Great people like Bharata Muni have said Song is not just a con-
gregation of words means all those components which makes a
G¢tam (song) attractive, only when combined, becom es  Sa´g¢ta
(Music). As such, instruments are also a part of Sa´g¢tam  (Music).

As per Bharatamuni's view point, instruments are classified into
four ie, Tata, Avanaddha, SuÀira and Ghana. He said "i…i…Δ i…xj…“™…÷i…®…¬''.
This means instruments with stretched and twisted strings. Sage
Bharata had mainly mentioned about V¢¸a Vicitra and Vipaµci are
its variations. It is the number of stretched strings makes these in-
struments different from each other. Avanaddham includes percus-
sion instruments like M¤da´gam. Animal leather is tightly tied at
the end faces of these instruments.

SuÀira includes, as the name itself says, instruments with holes.
Flute is an example also named as Vam¿a byBharata. "P…x…i…fi∫i…÷ i……±……‰
 ¥…Y…‰™…&*'' this ¿loka explains that Ghana is the set of instruments which
is used to maintain a rhythm or T¡½a.
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It is known that Sa´g¢ta is formed from playing these instru-
ments along with the verbal song.

Verbal Music

YakÀas, Kinnaras and G¡ndharvas held a high position in the
poems of great poet, K¡lid¡sa. This itself reveals his musical prow-
ess. The poet describes Goddesses P¡rvati in the first Sarga of
Kum¡rasambhava which describes the voice of Goddesses are fol-
lows :-

∫¥…Æ‰̇h… i…∫™……®…fii…ª…÷i…‰¥… |…V…Œ±{…i……™……®… ¶…V……i…¥…… i…* 1

The poet feels that playing of V¢¸a has become a little unattrac-
tive when compared to the melodious sweet voice of Dev P¡rvati."In
the 8th  sarga of Kum¡rasambhava  the poet describes Lord áiva
who hears the melody of Kinnaras. Lord awake with the golden
lilies by hearing the melodious of Kinnaras.

®…⁄U«Ùx……{… Æ˙M…fiΩ˛“i…EËÚ ∂…EËÚ&
 EÚz…ÆË̇Ø˚π… ∫… M…“i…®…R¬ÛM…±…&**2

In this sloka, the poet describes the technical terms in the science
of Music like ®…⁄U«Ùx……, EËÚ ∂…EΔÚ which is a feature of the Kinnaras melodi-
ous song. M£¤cchna represents an old term for Ëroha¸a and
Avaroha¸a (Ascending & discending order) of swaras. Kai¿ika is a
name of raga. Some other ragas like Bhinnakam, Valantika,
Kukubham, Kha¸·adhara has been pointed in 4th Anka of
Vikramorva¿¢ya raga is also sometimes used to describe music in
general.

i…¥……Œ∫®… M…“i…Æ˙…M…‰h… Ω˛ Æ˙h…… |…∫…¶…Δ æ˛i…&*3

Æ˙…M…§…r˘ S…k…¥…fi k…Æ˙… ±… J…i… <¥… ∫…¥…«i……‰ Æ˙R¬ÛM…&*4

+Ω˛…‰ Æ˙…M…{… Æ˙¥…… Ω˛x…“ M…“ i…&**5

With reference to above situation the term 'raga' does not refer to
the actual classical music term 'raga' for eg. M¡y¡m¡½avagaula. As
of now.

In N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Bharata describes the seven syllables and points
out the flavours that can be conjured for each tone. But nothing has
been said by Bharata about the raga which can be described as the
essence of Indian Music today. So it could be concluded that the
concept of raga had not been evolved at that time. But it is clear
from the earlier words that concept of raga was rooted in the time of
K¡lid¡sa.
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i……Ë ∫…Œxv…π…÷ ¥™…Œ\V…i…¥…fi k…¶…‰nΔ̆
Æ˙∫……xi…Æ‰̇π…÷ |… i…§…r˘Æ˙…M…®…¬*
+{…∂™…i……®…{∫…Æ˙∫……Δ ®…÷Ω⁄̨k…»
|…™……‰M…®……tΔ ±… ±…i……ΔM…Ω˛…Æ˙®…¬**6

In the evening after the wedding ceremony of P¡rvati and
Parame¿wara, the newly weds saw dances of Apsaras accompanied
by melodious ragas. K¡lid¡sa affirms that music especially ragas
can evoke sentiments like S¤´gara, Karu¸a  etc., in people. The
heroes of the K¡lid¡sa's  poem who visit the forests of Himalayas,
hear the sweetness of instrumental Music.

™…& {…⁄Æ˙™…x…¬ EÚ“S…EÚÆ˙xw…¶……M……x…¬
n˘Æ˙“®…÷J……‰il…‰x… ∫…®…“Æ˙h…‰x…
=n¬̆M……∫™…i…… ®…SUÙ i…  EÚz…Æ˙…h……Δ
i……x…|…n˘… ™…i¥… ®…¥……‰{…M…xi…÷®…¬**7

∫…EÚ“S…EËÚ®……«Ø˚i…{…⁄h…«Æ˙xw…Ë&
E⁄ÚV…Œn¬̆¶…Æ˙…{…… n˘i…¥…Δ∂…EfiÚi™…®…¬*
∂…÷∏……¥… E÷Ú\V…‰π…÷ ™…∂…& ∫¥…®…÷SS…Ë-
Ø˚n¬̆M…“™…®……x…Δ ¥…x…n‰̆¥…i…… ¶…&**8

Vanadevatas are the singers of the forests. The sound of the flute,
enhances their music even more. The melody of flute that accom-
panies the song is created by nature itself. The wind that is swirling
inside the caves, and swaying inside small holes of bamboo resembles
a melody of flute by made by nature. Emperor Dil¢pa enters the
forest listening to the songs of the Vanadevata -forest Goddesses.
King of Ayodhy¡ feels that the nature itself welcomes him with a
song which gets reflected in small huts and in the jungle when the
presence of music combined with the description of nature, audi-
ence mind fills with joy as if the gold has gained a sweet smell.
Some other technical words that K¡lid¡sa has used in his dramas
are Upav¡hana and V¡rnapricaya. Let us take a situation from
M¡½avik¡gnimitra. King Agnimitra, Vid£Àaka, Devi Dhari¸i,
Parivr¡jaka are waiting for dance performance of heroine M¡lavika.
She starts dancing a new form called Chalika along with her teacher
Ganad¡sa was present in the music hall. Music is played before the
dance starts. M¡lavika sings R¡gach¡ya of the songs. Poet calls it
as Upag¡na / Upavahana. We may feel it as a R¡gavisthara of the
present day musical performances. Va¤¸aparicaya means practis-
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ing music. Looking King DuÀyanta and Vid£Àaka are engaged in
humorous conversations in the beginning of 5th A´ka of the Drama
á¡kuntala. Suddenly a musical sound came from the concert hall.
Queen Hamsapadika was involved in doing Va¤naparicaya. Prac-
ticing svaras is said to Va¤¸aparicaya ,

"∫…  Æ˙ ∫…∫…  Æ˙  Æ˙, ∫…… Æ˙∫…  Æ˙M… Æ˙''

This is the pattern or way of singing and practicing notes. It is
also called Va¤¸aparicaya .

Instrumental Music

The role of instrumental music in accompanying the song is al-
ways unique. A ¿loka from Meghasande¿a which signifies that
K¡lid¡sa was familiar to the music M¤da´ga and Flute.

∂…§n˘…™…xi…‰ ®…v…÷Æ˙®… x…±…Ë& EÚ“S…EÚ…& {…⁄™…«®……h……&
∫…ΔÆ˙HÚ… ¶…Œ∫j…{…÷Æ˙… ¥…V…™……‰ M…“™…i…‰  EÚz…Æ˙“ ¶…&
 x…æ˛…«n˘∫i…‰ ®…÷Æ˙V… <¥… S…‰i…¬ EÚxn˘Æ‰̇π…÷ v¥… x…& ∫™……i…¬̨
∫…ΔM…“i……l……«‰ x…x…÷ {…∂…÷{…i…‰∫i…j… ¶……¥…“ ∫…®…O…&**9

When the cloud reaches the Himalayas, the Kinnaras sing prais-
ing the Lord Mah¡deva on defeating the Tripura asuras. As men-
tioned earlier, when the wind blows through the holes of bamboo, it
resembles the music of flute. We may feel the music of Kinnaras is
not complete without the music of M¤da´ga  but according to the
poet, the thunders of the cloud which gets reflected the caves makes
or Mahadev's music performances complete. Here the word 'sang¢ta'
not only refers to the music performances but the dance performances
too. Form the poems it can be seen that there were various types of
Avanaddha instruments in the time of K¡lid¡sa. Muraja, M¤da´ga,
Í¤dhvaka, PuÀkara are some examples which are being referred in
the poem.

V…“®…⁄i…∫i… x…i… ¥…∂…ŒR¬ÛEÚ ¶…®…«™…⁄ÆË̇-
Ø˚n¬̆O…“¥…ËÆ˙x…÷∫… Æ˙i…∫™… {…÷πEÚÆ˙∫™…
 x…æ˛̨…« n˘x™…÷{… Ω˛i…®…v™…®…∫¥…Æ˙…‰il……
®……™…⁄Æ˙“ ®…n˘™… i… ®……V…«x…… ®…x……Δ ∫…**10

Here the poet describes the peacocks who hear the sound of
M¤da´ga  as if they were about to dance thinking that it was the
sound of thunder. May£ri Marjana is a unique way of playing
M¤da´ga ..
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In all, it means that the rhythmic music puÀkara, an avanaddha
instrument, makes peacocks dance with joy.

In this ¿loka of M¡lavik¡gnimitra the poet K¡lid¡sa describes
the rhythms of M¤da´ga  which played before M¡lavika's dance.

M…“i……x…÷M…Δ ¥…… Æ˙®…fin˘R¬ÛM…¥……t®…¬*11

i¥…n¬̆M…Δ¶…“Æ˙v¥… x…π…÷ ∂…x…EËÚ& {…÷πEÚÆ‰̇π¥…… I…{…i∫…÷*12

∫… ∫¥…™…Δ |…Ω˛i…{…÷πEÚÆ˙& EfiÚ i…*13

i……±…Ë&  ∂…\V……¥…±…™…∫…÷¶…M…Ëx…«Ãi…i…& EÚ…xi…™…… ®…‰*14

Are some ¿lokas that depicts K¡lid¡sas musical and instrumental
knowledge in him. The poet compares the sound of cloud/ thunders
to an instrument Pa¶aha in Meghasande¿a as the protagonist of the
poem YakÀa asks the cloud to play the burst of thunders as an offer-
ing to God Mah¡k¡la in a temple at Ujjain.

Kings of that era, used to wake up in the morning by hearing to
the sound of music and these instruments. Once King Da¿aratha
went for hunting inside some dense forests and for some reason he
had to spend a night inside it. He woke up in the morning hearing to
the soft sound of elephant made by swinging their ears along with
bird chiseling. It can be seen from poems that K¡lid¡sa was a lover
of playing V¢¸a. This is what is is said about Mah¡r¡ja Agniva¤¸a
in the Raghuvam¿a,

¥…±±…EÚ“ S… æ˛n˘™…ΔM…®…∫¥…x…… ¥…±M…÷¥……M… {… S… ¥……®…±……‰S…x……*15

The kings lap was always decorated by either V¢¸a (instrument)
which had a melodious music or a gorgeous, pretty shy lady with
minimal talks. In Meghasande¿a, poet portrays YakÀaptni who was
an expert V¢¸a player.

=i∫…ΔM…‰ ¥…… ®… ±…x…¥…∫…x…‰ ∫……Ë®™…  x… I…{™… ¥…“h……®…¬*16

According to the ¿loka, cloud in Meghasande¿a recognizes the
YakÀag¤ha at Alakapuri after a long journey from south. YakÀa says
that there cloud will be able to see YakÀapatni, in vain, wearing
dirty clothes, playing V¢¸a and singing along with it. If it all when
her husband's name happens to come in between the songs, the
music get disrupted due to rolling down of her tears. But still she
will be trying to play V¢¸a and swipe away her tears. This reflects
the fact that the string may get damaged due to presence of water
(tears) which poet knows.
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Poet say's Siddha couples who play V¢¸a do not travel in the
path of clouds as they are afraid of water droplets of the clouds
which affect their V¢¸a. This is said in the ¿loka,

 ∫…r˘u˘xuË̆& V…±…EÚh…¶…™……u˘“ h… ¶…®…÷«HÚ®……M…«®…¬*17

Conclusion

In this way, a detailed study of the poems of the great poet
K¡lid¡sa will reveal many new areas of study. A person who does
not have a musical taste will never be able to make so many musical
references in his compositions, The theory and science of music
have been changed so far through the centuries. None of the ragas
mentioned in the play Vikramo¤va¿iya service today under that name,
some scientific poetry researchers have made observations. As a
result, it has been found that Suddhas¡veri is mentioned as Gu¸akari,
in early books while old raga Patamaµjari has a similar taste of the
present-day raga Gowla.

K¡lid¡sa's outlook to dance was one step ahead of music be-
cause all his heroines were either daughters of Apsaras or were pro-
fessional dancers. All the heroes are fond of music and dance. Places
are having music and dance halls. The poet likes to present the whole
play as a dance drama.

Footnotes:
  1. Kum¡rasambhava, 1-45

 2.  Ibid, VIII.85

  3. Abhijµ¡na¿¡kuntala, I
 4.  idem
 5.  Ibid, V
 6. Kum¡rasambhava, VII-91
7. Ibid, 1-8
8. Raghuvam¿am, 2-12
9. Meghasande¿am, P£¤vamegham, 56
10. M¡lavik¡gnimitram, 1-21
11. Raghuvam¿am, 16-64.
12. Meghasande¿am, Uttara megham, 6
13. Raghuvam¿am, 19-14
14. Meghasande¿am, Uttara megham, 12.
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15. Raghuvam¿am, 19.13
16. Meghasande¿a, Uttara megham, 26.
17. Ibid, p£¤vamegham, 48
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SWËMI VIVEKËNANDA AND ADVAITA VEDËNTA

Dr. V.K. Bhavani

Advaita is often called a monistic system of thought. The word
Advaita Ved¡nta essentially refers to the identity of the self Ëtman
and the whole Ëtman. Ëdi áa´kara was the first in the tradition to
consolidate the siddh¡nta of Advaita Ved¡nta. It is based on ¿¡stra,
yukti, anubhava and aided by Karma (spiritual practices). Advaita
philosophy provides a clear cut way of life to be followed  starting
from childhood, when learning has to be realised in practice through-
out one's life, even up to death. This is the reason, this philosophy is
called an experimental Philosophy. The same way as accepted by
Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda.

Advaita says that the one unchanging entity i,e.Brahman alone
exists, and that changing entities do not have absolute existence,
much as the ocean's waves have no existence in seperation from the
ocean. ár¢ áa´kara wrote commentries on the Prasth¡natray¢
(Brahma S£tra, Upanishad & Bhagavatg¢ta). A famous quote from
Vivekac£d¡ma¸i, one of his prakara¸agranth¡s that in a brief and
clear way expresses and summarises his philosophy as

"Brahmasatyam jaganmithy¡
j¢vo brahmaiva naparaÅ"

Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda's life is most influenced by Advaita espe-
cially in the fields of monism, religion, education, and moral val-
ues. In all these matters their perspective and deducements are cor-
responding Brahman is the only truth, the spatio-temporal world is
an illusion and there is ultimately no difference between Brahman
and Ëtman (j¢v¡tm¡). This is the Advaita thought.
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The main intention of my paper of how could we understand the
influence of Advaita on Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda. ár¢ áa´kara and
Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda are the social reformers of different ages. His
teachings and philosophy are corresponding to that of ár¢ áa´kara,
one can observe that the same vision and same aim, are followed in
the light of Advaita.

Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda was born on 12th January,1863, and passed
away on 4th July, 1902. His real name Narendra N¡th Datta. He was
an Indian Hindu monk and chief disciple of the 19th century Saint
R¡mak¤À¸a. He was key figure in the introduction of the Indian
philosophies of Ved¡nta and Yoga to the western world, bringing
Hinduism to the status of a major world religion during the late 19th
century. He was a major force in the revival of Hinduism in India,
and contributed to the concept of nationalism in colonial India. He
was influenced by his Guru R¡mak¤À¸a. After R¡mak¤À¸a's death
he travelled through the Indian sub-continent extensively and ac-
quired first hand knowledge of the condition prevailing in British
India.

áa´kara travelled across the Indian sub-continent to propagate
his philosophy through discourses and debates with other thinkers.
He established the importance of monastic life as sanctioned in the
UpaniÀads and Brahmas£tra, in a time when M¢m¡msa school es-
tablished strict ritualism and ridiculed monasticism. He is reputed to
have founded four maths, which helped in the historical develop-
ment, revival and spread of Advaita Ved¡nta of which he is known
as the greatest revivalist.

He was influenced by his Guru, R¡mak¤À¸a, from whom he learnt
all living beings were an embodiment of the divine self, therefore,
service to God could be rendered by service to mankind. He later,
travelled to the United States, representing India at the 1893 parlia-
ment of the world religion. Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda conducted hun-
dreds of public and private lectures and classes disseminating tenets
of Hindu philosophy in the United States, England and Europe. In
India, Vivek¡nanda regarded as a patriotic saint and his birthday is
celebrated as National Youth Day in India. He founded the
Ramakrishna Math and the Ramakrishna Mission. He is best known
for his inspiring speech which began “\Sisters and Brothers of
America”, in which he introduced Hinduism at the Parliament of
the world's religion in Chicago in 1893. Vivek¡nanda believed that
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the essence of  Hinduism was best expressed in the Ved¡nta phi-
losophy, based on Ëdi áa´kara's interpretation. He summarised the
Ved¡nta as follows:-

"Each soul is potentially divine. The goal is to manifest divinity
within by controlling nature, external and internal. Do this either by
work, or worship, or mental disciple, or philosophy- by one or more,
or all these- and be free."

This is the whole of religion, doctrine or dogmas, or rituals or
books, or temples or forms, are but secondary details.

ASCETIC VIEWS ON áRÌ áA×KARA AND SWËMI
VIVEKËNANDA

ár¢ áa´kara, the great scholar who worked tirelessly throughout
his life for the propagation of monism for the purpose of uplifting
mankind.

"áabd¡dibhiÅ paµc¡bhireva paµca
paµcatvamap£Å swagu¸ena b¡ddh¡Å
k£ra´gam¡¶a´gapa¶a´gam¢n¡-
bh¤´g¡Å naraÅ paµc¡bhiranchit¡Å kim?"

It means that the deer, the elephant, the moth, the fish, and the
blackbee, these five have died, being tried to or other of the five
senses, viz, sound etc, through their own attachment, what then is in
store for man who is attached to all these five, deer, elephant, fire-
fly, fish, beetle etc. courted death entransed in the qualities which
can be grasped through their organs (they are still courting death).

Here ár¢ áa´kara is introducing the truth in the following simili-
tude that a strong bond with worldly pleasures will lead to death.
The object of this similitude is to dissuade those, who surrender
their valuable lives to death by indulging themselves in the plea-
sures of the material world alone. ár¢ áa´kara is giving us the mes-
sage through this similitude that everyone should strive to make this
human life meaningful without getting immersed in worldly plea-
sures and also that one should not discard values of life for the sake
of paltry profit and for worldly pleasure and happiness. So Asceti-
cism is the main value of his life.

Likewise Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda linked morality with control of
the mind, seeing truth, purity, and unselfishness as traits, which
strengthened it. He advised his followers to be holy, unselfish and
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to have á¤addh¡ (faith).

As áa´kara, Vivek¡nanda supported Brahmac¡rya believing it
the source of his physical and mental stamina and eloquence. He
emphasized that success was an outcome of focussed thought and
action, in his lectures on R¡jayoga he said, Take up one idea, Make
that one idea your life think of it, dream of it, live on that idea. Let
the brain, muscles, nerves every part of your body be full of that
idea and just leave every other idea alone. This is the way to suc-
cess that is way great spiritual giants are produced.

ESSENCE OF EDUCATION - VIEWS ON áRÌ áA×KARA
AND SWËMI VIVEKËNANDA

According to ár¢ áa´kara ,

Aµjanamalasy¿jadatv¡nidra-
pramadamutatvamughastamogu¸aÅ
etaihi prayukto n¡ hi vethi kinci-
nnidraluvastambavadeva tistati.

It means that ignorance, lassitude, dullness, sleep, inadvertence,
stupidity etc are attributes of tamas. One tried to these does not com-
prehend anything, but remains like one asleep or like a stock or
stone. The fact that it is not possible to educate one, who remains
laden with the distorted vision of ignorance and lazyness, is what
ár¢ áa´kara introduces through this similitude. In this, only those
who do not have a dull and inactive state of mind are fit to receive
the knowledge of Brahman. Efforts of a teacher trying to impact
knowledge to a person, who does not have the power of discrimina-
tion, will be a futile task. Hence the student should also have certain
qualifications. If such a student receives knowledge from an adopt
teacher, the goal of both the persons will be fruitful.

Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda believed that the education is the manifes-
tation of perfection already in man. He thought it a pity that the
existing system of education did not enable a person to stand on his
own feet, nor died it teach himself confidence and self respect. To
Vivek¡nanda, education was not only collection of information, but
something more meaningful, he fet education should be man-mak-
ing, life giving and character-building. To him education was an
assimilation of noble ideas. "Education is not the amount of infor-
mation that we put into your brain and and runs riot there, undi-
gested, all your life. We must have life building, man making, char-
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acter making, and assimilation of idea. If you have assimilated five
ideas and made them your life and character, you have more educa-
tion than any man who has got by heart a whole library."

Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda had given more importance to on positive
education. He stressed on giving the public only positive education,
because negative thoughts weaken men. Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda told,
if young boys and girls are encouraged and are not unnecessarily
criticized all the time, they are bound to improve in time.

In New York, Vivek¡nanda used to observe the Irish colonists
come-down-trodden, hazzard-looking, destitude of all possession
at home, penniless and wooden headed with their belongings, a stick
and a bundle of rags hanging at the end of it, fright in their steps,
alarm in their eyes. Vivek¡nanda, a good teacher observed com-
pletely different spectacle in next six months, the man walks up-
right, his attire is changed. In his eyes and steps there is no more
fright. He tried to find out the cause, he told, of this incidence is
seen by the explanations of Vedanta, that Irishman was kept sur-
rounded by contempt in his own country- the whole of Nature was
telling him with one voice- "Pat, you have no more hope, you were
born a slave and will remain so."Having been thus told from his
birth, pat started believing in it and hypnotized himself that he is
very low. While no sooner had he landed in America, than the shout
went up on all sided- " Pat, you are a man as we are, it is man who
has done all, a man like you can do everything have courage. Pat
raised his head and saw that it was so, the self- confidence within
him woke up again. Sw¡my Vivek¡nanda feels likewise, the edu-
cation that young boys and girls receive is very negative. He thinks
they do not gain confidence or selfrespect from these education, so
according to Vivek¡nanda only positive education should be given
to children.

RELIGIOUS VIEWS ON áRÌ áA×KARA AND SWËMI
VIVEKËNANDA

In the time of áa´kara, Hinduism was increasing influence in
India at the expense of Buddhism and Jainism. Hinduism was di-
vided into innumerable sects, each quarelling with the others. The
followers of M¢m¡msa and S¡mkhya philosophy were atheists, in
so much that they did not believe in God as a unified being. Be-
sides, these atheists there were numerous theistic sects. There were
also those rejected the ved¡s like the C¡rv¡kas.
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Ëdi áa´kara held discourses and debates with the leading schol-
ars of all these sects and schools of philosophy to controvert their
doctrine. He unified the theistic sects into a common framework of
Sanmata system. In his works, Ëdi áa´kara stressed the importance
of the ved¡s, and his efforts helped Hinduism regain strength and
popularity. Many trace the present world wide prominence of
ved¡nta to his works. He travelled on foot to various parts of India
to restore the study of the ved¡s.  Eventhough he lived for only 32
years, his impact on India and on Hinduism was striking. He rein-
troduced the doctrines that are followed by their respective sects
even today.

Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda's opinion is that religion was not only talk
or doctrine or theory, to him religion was realization, as he said, " it
is being and becoming, not hearing and acknowledging, it is the
whole soul becoming changed into what it believes. He also felt
religion is the gist of all worships its to be pure and to do good to
others. According to Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda, religion is the idea which
is raising the brute in man to God. According to Vivek¡nanda an
important teaching he received from his Guru, R¡mak¤À¸a was that
J¢va is áiva (each individual in divinity itself). So he stressed on
áiv¡µjane J¢vaseva (to serve common people considering them as
manifestation of God). According to Vivek¡nanda, man is poten-
tially Divine, so service to man is indeed service to God.

He warned it is completely unfair to discriminate between sexes,
as there is not any sex distinction in Ëtman, the soul has neither
sex, nor caste, nor imperfection. He suggested not to think that there
are human beings. He felt, the best indicator to the progress of a
nation is its status of women and it is possible to get back India's lost
pride and honor unless they try to better condition of women. He
considered men and women as two wings of a bird to fly on.

CONCLUSION

Advaita Philosophy provides a clear cut way of life to be fol-
lowed starting from childhood and upto death. Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda's
life is most wonderful influence on Advaita especially in the fields
of monism, religion, education and moral values. ár¢ áa´kara and
Sw¡mi Vivek¡nanda are the social reformers on different stages.
His teachings and philosophy are corresponding to that of ár¢
áa´kara, we can observe that the same vision, same aim, followed
in the light of Advaita. Both of them believed that this human life
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meaningful without getting immersed in worldly pleasures and also
that one should not discard values of life for the sake of paltry profit
and for worldly pleasure and happiness. So asceticism is the main
value of life. Their educational views, religious outlook are the cor-
responding. In my opinion mental satisfaction is very prominant
than others. A satisfied life is better than a successful life because
sucess of our life is measured by others. But our satisfaction is mea-
sured by our own soul, Mind and heart.

Websites

1. Vivekavani.com/swami-vivekananda-adi-shankaracharya

2. Swami Vivekananda- Wikipedia
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Dr. Ranjini M.

SURESVARA’S MËNASÕLLËSAVËRTTIKA IN THE
LIGHT OF PRATYABHIJØA PHILOSOPHY

In the hierarchy of philosophical systems of India the Vedanta
philosophy especially ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya's Advaita Ved¡nta has
marked its surpassing character, Non-dualism. Even though it starts
from the Vedas, the status of founder of Philosophy goes to
Goudap¡da (the Grand Teacher of ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya).1  He repeats
on the non-duality of the reality and the auspiciousness of the same
in different K¡rik¡s of M¡¸·£ky°paniÀat.2  Following the Grand
Teacher, ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya propounded Advaita Ved¡nta by com-
menting the Prasth¡natraya (Major UpaniÀads, Brahmas£tra and
Bhagavadg¢ta), by writing Prakara¸a texts like Ëtm¡n¡tmaviveka
and Ëtmabodha, and by writing Stotra texts, which are aiming dif-
ferent levels of aspirants or Adhikarins.

Post-áa´kara Advaita Ved¡nta

Affixing the contribution of ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya as a mile stone of
Advaita Ved¡nta this system can be divided into two as Pre-áa´kara
and Post-áa´kara Advaita Ved¡nta. Starting from Badar¡ya¸a to
Goudap¡da come under Pre-áa´kara Advaita Ved¡nta.
Ma¸·anami¿ra, Sure¿war¡c¡rya, Padamap¡da and other disciples
of ár¢ áa´kara, Prak¡¿¡tma, Sarvajµ¡tma, Vimukt¡tma, Citsukha,
V¡caspatimi¿ra, Madhus£dana Saraswati  are considered as the
contributors of Post-áa´kara Advaita Ved¡nta. These scholars had
written commentaries on Bh¡Àyas of ár¢ áa´kara and other inde-
pendent texts. Among the works four Siddhis are important. They
are Brahmasiddhi of Ma¸danami¿ra, NaiÀkarmyasiddhi of Sure¿wara,
IÀ¶asiddhi of Vimukt¡tman and Advaitasiddhi of Madhus£dana
Saraswati. The authors of the first two Siddhis are áa´kara's own
disciples. If they are one and the same or different personalities is a
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question yet unsettled. The doctrinal divergences have proved that
they are different. Prof.Kuppuswamy Sastri, Chandradhar Sarma,
M. Hiriyanna etc. had made a conclusion of non-equivalence.

Sure¿war¡c¡rya

Sure¿war¡c¡rya had lived in the ninth century (AD 800). He
was a strong M¢maÆsaka, defeated by ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya in a dis-
cussion and he become the disciple of  ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya. His name
in childhood was Vi¿var£pa. After defeated by ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya
he took the name Sure¿wara. He was the V¡rtikak¡ra of Advaita
Ved¡nta.

Works of Sure¿war¡c¡rya

According to the direction given by ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya,
Sure¿war¡c¡rya wrote V¡rtikas for B¤had¡ra¸yak°paniÀadbh¡Àya,
Taittar¢y°paniÀadbh¡Àya, Paµc¢kara¸a and DakÀi¸¡m£rtystotra.
The  V¡rtika of DakÀi¸¡m£rtystotra is known as
M¡nas°ll¡sav¡rttika. His other independent works are NaiÀkarmya
Siddhi and Ka¿¢im¤timokÀavic¡ra.

M¡nas°ll¡sa - the Commentary on DakÀi¸¡m£rtistotra.

 M¡nas°ll¡sa is a V¡rttika on DakÀi¸¡m£rtystotra. The mean-
ing of the word M¡nas°ll¡sa is that which exhiliarates the mind. It
contains ten parts named as Ull¡sas depending on the ten verses of
DakÀi¸¡m£rtystotra and as a whole there are 361 ¿l°kas. In the com-
plete works of ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya published by Sree Sankaracharya
University of Sanskrit there are three stotras of DakÀi¸¡m£rti viz.
DakÀi¸¡m£rtyaÀ¶aka, DakÀi¸¡m£rtystotra and another
DakÀi¸¡m£rtystotra. Among these three this M¡nas°ll¡sav¡rttika
is a commentary for DakÀi¸¡m£rtistotra which is familiar every-
where. This particular stotra contains ten slokas and along with this
by adding eight more slokas there is another version used for daily
reading. Swami Mrdananda included both versions in his Malayalam
commentary published by Sri Ramakrishna Math in 1977.

DakÀi¸¡m£rtistotra

DakÀi¸¡m£rtystotra is a stotra text praising DakÀi¸¡m£rty as a
great Guru written by ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya. Vidyaranya pointed out in
áa´karavijaya that ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya himself is the incarnation of
DakÀi¸¡m£rti. The incarnation of áambhu is acting in the world in
the form áa´kar¡c¡rya.3 DakÀi¸¡m£rti is the Lord of Knowledge.
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He is the treasure house of all knowledge. M…÷Æ˙¥…‰ ∫…¥…«±……‰EÚ…x……Δ  ¶…π…V…‰
¶…¥…Æ˙…‰ M…h……®…¬*  x…v…™…‰ ∫…¥…« ¥…t…x……Δ n˘ I…h……®…⁄i…«™…‰ x…®…&** is a widespread ¿loka in
daily practice of the people.

Significance of DakÀi¸¡m£rti

According to DakÀi¸¡m£rtyupaniÀad the word DakÀi¸¡m£rti is
defined like this-

∂…‰®…÷π…“ n˘ I…h…… |……‰HÚ… ∫…… ™…∫™……¶…“I…h…‰ ®…÷J…®…¬*
n˘ I…h…… ¶…®…÷J…& |……‰HÚ&  ∂…¥……‰%∫……Ë •…¿¥…… n˘ ¶…&**4

The commentary of the same says that - ÀEÚ  ¥…∂…‰π…h… ¥… ∂…π]ı& {…Æ˙®……i®……
<i™…j……Ω˛- ∂…‰®…÷π…“ i…k¥…Y……x…∞¸ {…h…“ •…¿®……j…|…EÚ…∂…x…n˘I…… < i… n˘ I…h…… |……‰HÚ…, ∫…Ë¥… ™…∫™…
{…Æ˙®……xi…x…& + ¶…i…& <«I…h…‰ ∫……I……iEÚ…Æ‰̇ ®…÷J…Δ u˘…ÆΔ̇ ¶…¥… i…, ∫……‰%∫……Ë  ∂…¥…& •…¿¥…… n˘ ¶…&
n˘ I…h…… ¶…®…÷J…& < i… |……‰HÚ& |… i…{…… n˘i…& <i™…l…«&*Also n˘ I…h…& V…M…i∫…fiŒπ]ıŒ∫l… i…∫…ΔΩ˛…Æ˙ ¥…π…™…‰
∫…®…l…«∂S……∫……Ë +®…⁄Ãi…∂S… +∂…Æ˙“Æ˙∂S… < i… n˘ I…h……®…⁄Ãi…* One who is competent
(n˘I…) in respect of creation, sustenance and dissolution of the Uni-
verse, who in reality is formless ie; Brahman in the Upanisads.

On the same way he is M…÷Ø˚®…⁄Ãi…&*  ár¢ áa´kar¡c¡rya had imagined
M…÷Ø˚ in his Vivekac£d¡ma¸i like this. A Guru is one who bestowed
the splendour of sovereignty of self-effulgence in his desciple. Also
Guru is the vanisher of the darkness due to the ignorance.5 The
opening verse of the áata¿loki says that the peerless Guru converts
as ordinary disciple into an enlightened person or His own stature.6

Only with the help of a Guru one can realise or recognise his own
self as Param¡tma.7  Thus Guru DakÀi¸¡m£rti, Lord of Knowledge
vanishes the block of ignorance and gives self-recognition.

DakÀi¸¡m£rtist°tra and Pratyabhijµ¡

The elements of Pratyabhijµ¡ Philosophy in M¡nasoll¡sa, the
commentary of DakÀi¸¡m£rtist°tra is intelligible. In the first sloka
of DakÀi¸¡m£rtist°tra, Sr¢ ¿a´kara had used the analogy of a city
seen obviously in a mirror. This analogy expresses the purity of
Absolute awareness accounts for inner character of manifestation
while its freedom for the external appearance there of. Like wise
Utpaladeva the founder of Pratyabhijµ¡ system used the same anal-
ogy of mirror in his V¤tti of Somananda's ¿ivad¤À¶i. The objects are
situated along with pure consciousness like the reflection in the mir-
ror.8  Abhinavagupta is closely following the footsteps of his grant
teacher to circumvent the creeping dualism. He emphasises the logic
of a city reflected in a mirror.9  Kanthi Candra Pandey says that all
these objects shine within that subject. These objects are essentially
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of the nature of pure consciousness only, and shine as one within
the object, exactly in the manner in which a city shines in a mirror.10

In Bhaskari the commentary of I¿varapratyabijµ¡ vimar¿ini, it is
extremely clear.11 In the second sloka of DakÀi¸¡m£rtist°tra Sr¢
áa´kara had used the analogy of the will of Yogin and a magician.
This analogy is used tremendously in various texts of Prathyabhijµa
philosophy like áivad¤À¶i, Ì¿varapratyabhijµ¡ k¡rik¡ etc.12

Ahinavagupta succinctly puts this concept in his Vimar¿ini also.13

He has been extremely prolific and generous in using Ny¡ya and
the above mentioned are the two basic Ny¡yas used by
Abhinavagupta frequently.14

M¡nasoll¡sa and Pratyabhijµ¡

The Advaita text Dak¿i¸¡m£rtist°tra and the Pratyabhijµ¡ texts
like áivad¤À¶i used common examples to define the philosophical
concepts. The Dak¿i¸¡m£rtist°tra commentary M¡nasoll¡sa also
used the similar points which are common in both philosophies.
The author Sure¿war¡c¡rya prays the lord as soul ie; Parame¿vara
after the Ma´ga½a¿loka.

The concept of Pratyabhijµ¡

According to the translation given for Pratyabhijµ¡dar¿anam in
Sarvadar¿anasa´graha, the word Pratyabhijµ¡ is given on the basis
of Ì¿varapratyabhijµ¡k¡rik¡15  like this - 'Though the personal self
be manifested as identical with the universal soul, its manifestation
effects no complete satisfaction so long as there is no recognition of
those attributes; but as soon as it is taught by spiritual director to
recognise in itself the perfections of Mahe¿vara, his omniscience,
omnipotence, and other attributes, it attains the whole pleroma of
being.'16  This concept of knowing is clearly presented in the sev-
enth Ullasa of M¡nasoll¡sa.17

Thirty-six Principles

According to Pratyabhijµ¡dar¿anam the no. of principles is thirty-
six. Starting from áiva and ending with the five Mahabh£tas. These
are told by áaiv¡gama that accepted by Pratyabhijµa philosophy.
In M¡nas°ll¡sa it is cited in two different Ullasas, second and the
ninth chapter.18

Satt¡ and Sphuratt¡ (Existence and Self- illumination)

The svar£pa lakÀa¸a of Brahman is Saccid¡nandaÆ Brahma.
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According to this definition Brahma is ever existing and self-illumi-
nating.19 The existing Parame¿vara is also self-illuminating.20 Both
the real forms are common in Brahman and Parame¿vara.
M¡nas°ll¡sa depictd a picture of this synthesis of the two realities
of both the philosophies. If the thing exists it has Satt¡, and the
thing if it is illuminating it should have sphuratt¡.21 In
Ì¿varapratyabhijµ¡k¡rik¡ Utpaladeva describes the nature of
Parame¿vara that which exists and illumines without any speciali-
ties of place and time. This special feature is the heart of Parame¿¶hin
ie; Parame¿vara.22

Powers of Ultimate Reality

In all absolutistic philosophies the Ultimate Reality being the
source of all other organisms, is conceived as having potential. Re-
garding the powers of the Ultimate Reality Pratyabhijµa philosophy
and Advaita Vedanta hold different concepts.

Power of Brahman

M¡ya, Avidya or Ajµ¡na is an indefinable concept because it is
not real and unreal and has a world of phenomenology. It is attrib-
uted as a power of Brahman, but in reality Brahman is Nirgu¸a,
NiÀkriya and á¡nta. It is of the nature of superimposition and it will
vanish at the time of the dawn of right knowledge. In Advaita Ved¡nta
actually the ultimate reality is without any power as compared with
the Pratyabhijµ¡ Philosophy.

Power of áiva

áiva, who is always associated with his female counterpart áakti.
Not only in the process of manifestation, but in every time áiva and
áakti are united with each other.23  áiva is capable for doing actions
with áakti and otherwise he can't do nothing. Again áiva holds in-
numerable powers like Icc¡¿akti, Kriy¡¿akti, Jµ¡na¿akti,
Ënanda¿akati, Cit¿akti, Sm¤ti¿akti, Ap°hana¿akti, Sv¡tantrya¿akti
etc. This Sv¡tantrya¿akti is the special character of áiva. Utpala
points out that the sovereignty of Mahe¿vara is his power of free-
dom itself.24  Abhinavagupta in his Ì¿varapratyabhijµ¡vimar¿ini said
that the Sv¡tantrya or sovereignty is the lack of dependence and it
is the real bliss, opulence and lighting.25 According to M¡nasoll¡sa
Ì¿vara is independent because of his own infinite powers. In the
process of origin existence and dissolution he uses his own will.26

This power of will is nothing but power of sovereignty.27  Because
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of this power the ultimate reality can do or don't do or do in any
other way.28  As an Advaitic text it quotes the árutis like ∫……‰%EÚ…®…™…i…,
i…∫®……u˘… Bi…∫®……n˘…i®…x…& +…EÚ…∂… ∫…®¶…⁄i…& etc. to clear the cause of the diver-
sified universe.29

Thus it is needed a thorough study on the M¡nasoll¡sa to ex-
pose the doctrinal similarities and dissimilarities of the two schools
of philosophy. The Scholars like C. Markandeya Sastri and R.B
Amarnath Ray are of this opinion that the text belong to Ka¿m¢r
áaivism and are written by Abhinavagupta or any of his follower.
But ár¢ Ananta K¤À¸a á¡stri through his commentary
M¡nasoll¡savardhin¢ shows clearly that the text and the commen-
tary must accepted as texts of Advaita Ved¡nta.30 At the same time
this study needed time to fix the authorship.
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Dr. Murali Krishnan K.

PERSPECTIVE OF THE COGNOSCENTI: GAZETHEORY
AND VISUALIZING THE TEXT SHAKUNTALA

Inspection functions ceaselessly. The gaze is alert everywhere:
Foucault

Abstract

This article posits the issue of "gaze" as a term that refers to how
we look at visual representations. When critics talk about the gaze,
they are often referring to the "male gaze" that invokes the sexual
politics which tends to empower men and objectify women. The
traditional dramatic narratives which are staged, it is argued here,
respond to a deep-seated drive known as "scopophilia", the sexual
pleasure involved in looking, i.e. masculine scopophilia. A play like
Shakuntala is no exception. Here the dramatist through the central
character  tends to sexualise women for a male viewer: a typical
heterosexual, masculine gaze. As Mulvey writes, women are
characterised by their "to-be-looked-at-ness" in cinema. In this play
too woman is "spectacle", and man is "the bearer of the look". There
is a subtle conjoining of the gaze in the entire project of drama-
turgy.

Introduction

It is after the publication of the article 'Visual Pleasure and Nar-
rative Cinema' by Laura Mulvey, the idea of male gaze came into
the central point of discussion. The Male Gaze theory, a part of the
psychoanalytic theory, narrates Gaze being the primary source of
pleasure among audience, especially among the males, was widely
vocalized. Mulvey comes out with the point that through the objec-
tification of women, men are getting the visual pleasure through
scopophilia. In her opinion films create a space in which women
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can be sexually objectified and there begins the exploitation of
women by men in the patriarchal society. Looking becomes a plea-
surable act and a film satisfies this. The male gaze theory thus
emerged, that this theory discusses over the sexual objectification
of women and their portrayal from the perspective of a heterosexual
male viewer for the pleasure of Gaze. This aspect can be vividly
identified in the ancient dramatic text Shakuntala, wherein the audi-
ence (cognoscenti) merges with the writer's perspective in creating
a visual outlook for the feminine charm of Shakuntala, the leading
character in the play. This idea is argued in this essay so as to drive
home the point that even an ancient dramatic text is not free from
such objectification and the ensuing scopophilia.

Merging the male perspective

In the late twentieth century film theorists developed ''spectator
theory,'' claiming to have found complex structures that underlie
the moviegoing experience, then showing that these structures were
manipulated by filmmakers to promote ideological purposes. Mov-
iegoers can be receptive to effects that played on deep psychoana-
lytic structures to turn everyone into a single unified model, or a
concept of a ''spectator.''

The concept of the "Gaze" in feminist film theory is typically
based on theories originally postulated by Freud and Lacan. The
pleasure of looking, according to Freud, derives from the sexual
drive. For him, voyeurism is linked with the dominant-submissive
behaviours. For Lacan, the gaze is situated somewhere between the
eye and what is seen. Looking involves not simply the act of see-
ing, but also translating, interpreting, and an awareness that one is
being seen.

Laura Mulvey (1999) extends this concept to analyse gender or
power constructs in films, and discusses three mechanisms of the
gaze.

They consist of

a) the gaze of the camera which frames and "choreographs"
our perceptions,

b) the gaze of the male characters within the film, and

c) the gaze of the spectator.
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The Male Gaze Theory was first introduced by the English Art
Critic John Berger in his series ''Ways of Seeing.'' It was introduced
as part of his studies regarding the nude in European paintings. This
theory all of a sudden became popular and feminists were after this
theory.

Mulvey explained that she had used psycho analytic theory as "a
political weapon, demonstrating he way the unconscious of patriar-
chal society has structured film form" (6). In classical Hollywood
cinema men are kept as the subject and women being the object of
desire and the Male gaze. She tries to prove that women are being
treated as an object of "to-be-looked-at-ness" in any classic Holly-
wood films. Often it is the men always being the protagonist, with
subject value and the film makers directs the spectators to gaze at
the female characters, which most of the time happens in a way that
they are either automatically or unconsciously forced to look at them.
It occurs as the male character watching the female, but the camera
movements and the angles they choose forces any spectator to gaze
at the female together with the protagonist in a desirable manner.
Men become the "bearer of the look" and women bears the "to-be-
looked-at-ness." Mulvey analyzed "In a world ordered by sexual
imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split between active/male
and passive/female. The determining male gaze projects its phan-
tasy on to the female form which is styled accordingly" (11).

In Mulvey's explanation any spectator who watches the film sees
the male protagonist as their own counter parts. When the male pro-
tagonist looks the female, indirectly the male spectator too gets the
possession of the woman on the screen. Thus, the scopophilic plea-
sure is aroused in them. Another way in which Mulvey explained
the scopophilia theory of Freud in regard to cinema is through the
concept of binary opposition. Binary opposition is gender biased.
In a film the male characters are seen as the active and the passive
parts. Male being the active protagonist who is powerful and the
whole film revolves around them. In the same film female charac-
ters being the passive powerless gender, whose only purpose lies in
the exhibition of her body and the erotic exploitation of her nude.
The females are exposed in such a way so that the male spectators
could feel the pleasure and would be continuously engaged with
the screen. This practice of women being the pill of pleasure is con-
tinued in the patriarchal society consciously and unconsciously. It
is for this way of practice in films Mulvey (1981) voice the cin-
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ematic identifications were structured along the lines of sexual dif-
ference. Representation of the "more perfect, more complete, more
powerful ideal ego" of the male hero stands in stark opposition to
the distorted image of the passive female character (Mulvey, 12).
The theory of male gaze presupposes that  the fetishist mode of
male gaze used as one way of solving the castration complex. Apart
from the view of women as seductive and attractive paradoxically
women are portrayed as the figure for "lack."  Men are always un-
der the castration anxiety and they view women as someone who
lacks the phallus. To deal with this fear of castration they usually try
to find any women guilty. This way of solving the anxiety and fear
is the fetishist mode of male gaze. Through fetishization, the atten-
tion of the lack is diverted in to guilt and thus men see women as
someone whom they don't want to fear instead of the feel of anxiety
and castration complex. For Mulvey, "The beauty of the woman as
the object and the screen space coalesces; she is no longer the bearer
of guilt but a perfect product, whose body, stylized and fragmented
by close-ups, is the content of the film and the direct recipient of the
spectator's look" (14).

The gaze isn't always overtly sexual, but the woman is still treated
as an object to be looked at. Sometimes the gaze focuses on frag-
mented body parts, which can dehumanize the person being looked
at. No often-male characters would be filmed to be gazed at in the
same way as female characters portrayed to be gazed at. But not all
female characters are not gazed at as objects. There are differences
that we can notice on how such non-gazed female characters are
filmed. While men are mostly represented in detail facial view,
women are mainly shown as body parts alone. Ann Kaplan's essay
"Is the Gaze Male?" further proposes that the film audience is al-
ways in the dominant or male position. It also introduces to film
theory the possibility that the gaze can be used as a deconstructive
tool to unpack embedded meanings and actions.

The structure of the text

Indian Classical theatre with reference to the Natyashastra con-
sists of two classes: lokdharmi (popular and realistic) and natyadharmi
(conventional and theatrical i.e. marked by artificiality with songs,
dances, asides and soliloquies). Nataka, considered as the highest
form of drama, drew its subject from epic tradition. The dominant
emotion was heroic and erotic. The hero is King Dushyanta and the
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dominant emotion is sringara rasa or love or heroism. The play be-
gins with the benediction (Nandi), a prayer to the Ashtamurthi (eight
manifest forms) Lord Shiva. The prologue and seven acts are fol-
lowed by the Bharatavakya or epilogue or blessings for the King-
dom.

According to Indian theories of aesthetics and perception, look-
ing (drishti) as evident in Indian Classical Dance, is integrally linked
with cognizing form (rupa) and naming (nama). Mastery of abhinaya
necessarily involves the ability to direct the audience's sensibilities
to- wards a particular perception through the use of eye movements.
The eyes are used not just for "looking" at, or responding to another
imaginary character. The focused gaze directs attention to an ac-
tion, a place or a part of the body. This cues observers to "see" what
they are supposed to see. While expatiating on the visual content of
the dramatic text, Gupt (1994) invokes several commentaries on the
gestures, postures of the heroine (Act 1 verse 16) which perceptibly
place her at the centre of the male gaze.

Male Gaze and the Text

In classical Indian categorization, drama was considered as
drishya kavya. In simple terms 'drishya' means seeing or visualiz-
ing and 'kavya' means poetry which is heard. The idea of 'sight'
begins from the first act itself. Chasing the deer, the Charioteer of
the King, compliments the king stating that "Glancing from the black-
buck to you, bow drawn, I see Siva himself". (6-7). The verbs 'see',
'look' are sustained in the next conversational part also. After he has
been dissuaded by the ascetics, the king is informed about the asrama
of Kanva, daughter Shakuntala and his absence. Then he states he
will meet Shakuntala instead.

It is obvious that the meeting between Shakuntala and Dushyanta
is dramatic. But before he enters into the scene there is the pertinent
male gaze working looming large in the visual spectacle.

While coming closer to the hermitage, Duhsanta gets throbbing
in his arm indication of the omen being "presaging some woman's
charm." He hides his royal identity and tries to look a humble and
modest civilian.

Then the King encounters some hermitage girls coming for usual
duties in the groves.
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"Oh, but they make a charming sight". Shakuntala and two of
her friends- Anasuya and Priyamvada are engaged in nurturing the
plants. This episode reflects the usual engagements of the hermit-
age dwellers. Duhsanta observes from his camouflage, the charm of
Kanva's daughter.  King Duhshanta surreptitiously watches
Shakuntala, Anusuya, and Priyamvada..

He wonders at the sight of this "supreme natural beauty". He
decides to watch her "discreetly". He watches her complaining about
the bark garment, her blouse, which Priyamvada has 'pulled it far
too tight'. She wants her to 'loosen it a little'. Her friend Priyamvada
mocks her, with an erotic touch, that she should scold her own youth
that makes her breasts swell so. The playful tidying of her bark
garment and the compliments by her friends helps the poet to focus
the view of the male perspective on the beauty of the heroine of the
play, even erotically at length.

The next few lines, a magnificent poetry for sure, enhances the
quality of the heroine's charm.

Tied to her shoulder by a makeshift knot,
The mottled garment chafes her youthful breasts,
And fold her, like a blossom in a pale bud...
The lotus glows, though weeds drag down its roots,
A dark penumbra makes the moon more light,
And this slight child beggars her beggar's clothes-
All rags are gowns on girls who burn this bright. (Kalidasa, 2001)

This romantic setting reaches its peak when it deals with a femi-
nine vine climbing a masculine mango tree, the first with fresh blos-
soms and the latter with soft buds. The hermitage girls imagine them
to be in nuptial bond. The words of king who watches Shakuntala,
add further dimension to the picturesque rendering of beauty.

Her lower lip's as red as fresh young bud,
Her arms are tender shoots, supple yet trim,
And like a longed-for blossom, gathering strength,
Youth pushes up through all hr limbs. (ibid)

This is simply a parallel of the imminent love encounter between
the hero and the heroine of the play. Shakuntala in the introductory
sections is an adorned erotic object for the males in the audience.
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Then Shakuntala is disturbed by a bee, and her gestures are marked
by the hiding King.

Wonderful! Even this threat enhances her charm:
Where the bee flies
There fly her eyes,
Beneath her lovely knitted brows,
She darts an ardent glance,
Inspired by fear.
Mere practice, for on other days,
Such looks shall match a lover's gaze
In pure desire...
You brave her flailing hands, and from that under-
Lip you steal the concentrated power
Of love (ibid)

Sensing that this is an opportunity, the King makes his appear-
ance, though in disguise.

Between the dialogues that ensue there are clear indications of
intense erotic glances between Dushanta and Shakuntala. The dra-
matist has suggested that Shakuntala has displayed all the embar-
rassment of erotic attraction in this scene. Shakuntala feels like be-
ing shaken with a passion not appropriate for one under an ascetic
life. She feels an erotic sensation just at the sight of the King who
introduces to be the newly appointed minister in charge of religious
affairs. As appropriate to the Indian classical dramatic convention,
Shakuntala's love-striken condition is dramatized by her gesture and
expression of "embarrassment", not through dialogue.-is in keeping
with the conventions of classical Indian plays, in which feelings
like attraction were conveyed more through than through speech.

Further, when talking about Shakuntala's lineage, Anasuya ex-
plains how Menaka, Shakuntala's mother, tested the self-restraint of
Kausika. She states how Kausika caught sight of her intoxicating
body, before Anasuya's modesty put curbs on her narrative. This
idea of desire, body, charm are actually factors that intensify the
already existing passion that burn within the King, ironically put in
restraint owing to the setting of the hermitage. This is to sustain the
male perspective of seeking pleasure in exotic places.
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When Priyamvada playfully demands payment for watering her
favourite trees, the King offers his signet ring in return of the debt as
repayment. He once again narrates her physical form, which is now
exhausted due to the laborious task that she was involved in.

From heaving up the pot, her palms are raw,
Her shoulders stoop,
Her breath is laboured and her bosom shakes,
All sifted strength.
Only filmy sweat the the mimosa's bloom
Slides from ear to cheek
And as her hairband slips, those cobalt locks
Flow round her submerged hand
Like water round a rock,
Further, he tries his best to read her mind;
What though she doesn't answer me directly?
What though she doesn't look me in the face?
When I speak, she is quiet attention,
When I gaze, evasive grace. (ibid)

Here also the narrator merges with male audience perspective,
the desire to woo her, to seek her attention. Her answer to his gaze is
rather evasive. Hence three views merge, viz, the king's, the heroine's
and the spectator. The gaze that the king enjoy, the gaze that
Shakuntala wishes to receive and return and the gaze of the specta-
tor who expects with delight a possible union of these two love
afflicted characters.

The meeting gets abruptly disrupted as a voice off stage warns
the hermit dwellers about the king's ensemble arriving the grove on
hunt. Shakuntala, using the pretence of the spiked foot on the blade
of grass, gazes the king. (The King later recounts this in the next act
where in he mentions she "gazed with what seemed like ardour")
She leaves the stage but Duhsanta feels his intense desire to prolong
his stay in and around the hermitage, enjoying the company of
Shakuntala.

Hence Act 1 is heavily endowed with the continuous exchange
of gaze between the two. Kalidasa, as a dramatist, has been quite
keen to accommodate the idea of gaze and to ensure that women
are presented primarily as the objects of the hero's desire.
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This mindset of Dushyanta continues in Act 2, wherein he opens
up his mind. Still the body/desire theme is evident.

When she looked lovingly at someone or something else,
When she moved with heavy hips as though slowed down by

love,
When she spoke so sharply to the friend who tried to halt her,
I read all these as secret signs
For me alone-
Such is the power that lovers have
To make the world their own. (ibid)

His dialogue re-emphasizes the focus of attention of the narra-
tive - Shakutala

"Madhavya, you'll never know why you were given eyes until
you've seen the one thing really worth seeing".

He then goes on to add virtues that make her the unique creation
among women in general;

A blossom yet unsmelt,
A tender shoot unpinched,
A gem uncut,
Untasted, fresh-fermented honey-wine,
The fruit of proper actions
Still intact-
A beauty without fault or flaw. (ibid)

Vidusaka blames the King for turning "the penance-grove into a
pleasure-garden." Duhsanta now cares only about his proximity to
Shakuntala.

In Act 3, Shakuntala suffers from heatstroke. Actually her symp-
toms of heatstroke are the  symptoms of her love sickness for her
love for the King in disguise. The girls question Shakuntala about
the source of her illness, since it appears she's "feeling exactly what
women in love are said to feel." The King, who was hiding and
'gazing with longing', full of doubt, anxiously waits for her response.
Shakuntala says that from the moment she saw Duhsanta, she's been
filled with longing for him, so her friends must help her.  The King
says, "When I gaze at my beloved, my eyes forget to blink". The
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King rejoices to hear that Shakuntala is deep love. As advised by
the friends, Shakuntala composes a poem expressing her love. As
she recites her poem aloud, the King suddenly reveals himself in
their presence. As part of their plot she reveals her love for the King
which the latter reciprocates.

Further, in the romantic episode as reported by the dramatist, the
sensual quality is in abundance.

Shakuntala: Let me go now. I need to ask my friends' advice.
King: Yes. I shall release you-
Shakuntala: When?
King: When? When like a bee, I kiss the bud of your unbruised

lip
And flood my thirsting mouth with nectar. (ibid)

As Stoller Miller (1999) points out, Kalidasa has reversed the
activities associated with each domain viz., asrama and court. Asrama
becomes a locale for love and union (Sambhogas??gara) whereas
the court becomes the locale for love and separation
(Vipralambhas??gara), usually the latter place culminates with union
and marriage.

We can surmise the following out of this wide of illustrations
which are evident in the text.

a) When the male protagonist, here the King, looks the
female, indirectly the male spectator too gets the posses-
sion of the woman on the screen, thus arousing  the sco-
pophilic pleasure.

b) The male being the active protagonist, the king, who
is powerful and the whole drama revolves around him. In
the same drama, the female character, Shakuntala, being
the passive powerless gender, whose only purpose lies in
the exhibition of her body and the erotic exploitation of
her anatomy.

c) The heroine is exposed in such a way so that the
male spectators could feel the pleasure and would be con-
tinuously engaged with the medium of drama satisfying
the norms of the patriarchal society consciously and un-
consciously.
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d) The gaze focuses on fragmented body parts of the
heroine, which can dehumanize the person being looked
at and male characters are gazed at in the same intensity.

e) But, as it is evident in the narrative,  not all female
characters are not gazed at as objects. There is the pres-
ence of non-gazed female characters in the play.

Conclusion

It is evident that Kalidasa's plays are centered around a king who
is caught between duty and desire. At the sometime his plays are
also concerned about a woman who seems to exist outside of the
proper courtly circles as in our case of Shakuntala, who lives in a
forest hermitage. The king's romantic interest appears to be in con-
flict with his royal identity and responsibility. However, each woman
turns out to be of royal or divine identity. Kalidasa's plays however
needs new interpretation and in this analysis, one can see how the
woman is not just an object of sublime love but of desire. This is
evident in the methods and means by which Kalidasa places the
king in consonance with the outlook of the male audience who, out
of desire, wilfully joins in the gaze to adore the feminine charm with
carnal/sexual instinct. Here, as it is suggested the audience derives
visual pleasure through scopophilia.  Here, when the male protago-
nist looks at the female, indirectly the male spectator gets the pos-
session of the woman on the stage. This union of 'gaze' ultimately
erupts the erotic fantasies embedded within the text.
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Dr. M.S.Sheeba

KNOWLEDGE AND HAPPINESS IN áËNTI MANTRAS- A
PHILOSOPHICAL QUEST

Summary

No matter what man attains in material life, he cannot be found
to have lasting satisfaction. It is not uncommon for human beings to
think that they are satisfied with what they have achieved.Even those
who are in the heavenly realms know that such satisfaction does not
come. One thing that can be understood from all this is that no world
of sight and hearing or d¤À¶a and sruta can give this satisfaction. It is
not a sign of contentment for a man to feel that whatever he has
achieved throughout his life, what he achieved is not enough. When
we achieve something, we get the feeling that we do not have to
achieve it again, that is the real satisfaction. The reason for this sat-
isfaction is the realization of what is true and what is false. It is the
knowledge of whom or what one really is.That is the eternal and
ultimate peace. Violence-free and enemy-free is an innate condition
of the organism. In order to reach this state one has to be free from
the paradigms of the supernatural- Ëdhidaivika, the natural-
Ëdhibhautika and the spiritual - Ëdhy¡tmika. One can experience
peace when one is freed from these three sorrows. Peace mantras or
á¡nti Mantras are great and profound mantras for getting rid of heat
waves. Just as there is a vast external world for a person, there is
also a vast internal world. Peace in both these places is á¡nti.  God-
liness is the most effective way to solve the innumerable problems
that enter into his life, knowingly or unknowingly, and to create
peace. The ¿¡nti mantras are the prayer songs that a devotee utters
in order to attain peace. The masters insist that the first of the three
peace words in each mantra should be uttered in a high voice, the
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second in a low voice and the third in a low voice. That is, the
mantras of peace always end in the sacred word given by the letters
AUM and in three different pronunciations of the word á¡nti, mean-
ing peace.

Introduction

 The origin of the mantras of peace is in the Vedas. The mantra
of peace is chanted at the beginning and end of any religious cer-
emony. Rishis are advocates and experienced of truth. Upanishad
mantras are the visible truths of the sages who are the seers. Every
word of these truth seekers is for the Different types of mantras of
peace can be found in Upanishads.

"°m p£rnnamadah p£rnnamidam P£rn¡t-P£rnnamudacyate l
P£rnnasya P£rnnam¡d¡ya P£rnnamev¡vashiÀyatell
Om á¡ntih á¡ntih á¡ntih ",

It is the ¿¡nti mantra of Ishavasyopanishad, in which deep phi-
losophies are hidden. The divine spirit, which pervades the most
subtle atom and the vast universe, is complete. What arises from
this perfection is also perfection. This means that the causal Para
Brahma and the substantial universe are complete.

The omnipresent Brahman or divine spirit has no beginning, no
end, no birth, no death, and no destruction. No matter how much
take or give from it, it will remain the same. It is real and infinite.
Through these mantras of peace, a devotee bows down such an all-
pervading God with intense devotion to save him from the three
kinds of sorrows that a human being has to experience.

Peace is eternal sam¡dhi. Supernatural or adhidaivika sorrows
are volcanic eruptions caused by natural forces, tremors, tsunamis,
floods, droughts other natural disasters etc. Ëdhibhautika sorrows
are the sorrows that arise in everyday life, from the surroundings,
from other living being etc. Spiritual sorrows are the sorrows that
arise from each man, that is, from the emotions like that are the
result of lust, anger, lust, lust, rivalry, actions and so on.  In order to
save oneself from all these kinds of sorrows - t¡patrayas, one has to
chant the word of peace three times and recite mantras. This is what
is implemented through the mantras of peace. These mantras are
popularly known as the Mantras of Peace - á¡nti mantras because
they are uttered three times the word ¿¡nti.
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Peace is the liberation from external and self-created problems.
Peace is something that pervades everywhere actually. Various dis-
turbances cause unrest. When the anger inside began to subside,
peace began to awaken. Where there is peace, happiness prevails
there. Peace will be found in the life of anyone who gives up exces-
sive desires. But the fact is that it is possible for very few. There is
also the belief that uttering the word   three times will come true.
The power of magic spells is to bring peace not only to those who
utters the mantra but also to those who listen to what someone ut-
ters. á¡nti mantra of Kenopanishad states,

Om sahan¡vavatu, sahanau bhunaktu,
Sahav®ryam karav¡vahai,tejasvi
n¡vadheetamastu, m¡ vidvishaavahai. Om ¿¡ntih ¿¡ntih

¿¡ntih ll

All ¿¡nti mantras begin with Omkara. Õmk¡ram is the Pra¸ava
mantra, the voice of the universe. This single word is a compilation
of many profound things. Aumk¡ram is a combination of the letters
A U M. Where 'A' stands for primitiveness (¡dimatvam), 'U' stands
for elevation (Unnati) and 'M' stands for knowledge (miti). It is the
representational power of creation-existence-destruction and the
sound of the universe. It is the representational power of creation-
existence-destruction (s¤shti-sthiti-laya) and it is the sound
(dhvanitam) of the universe.

 The devotee who sees his fellow man as himself has no selfish
desires at all.We were all saved together. Let's eat together. Let's
learn together. May we work together to help and co-operate. May
our knowledge be effective and may there be no strife among us.
May we have physical, mental and divine peace etc. is the most
sacred prayers of this mantra. Here are the pure prayers that good
thoughts may come from everywhere.

¿¡nti mantra of Tattiriyopanishad says,

"Õm sham no Mitrah sham no Varunah sham no
bhavatv¡ryamaa,sham na Indro Bhrihaspatih sham no
Vishnururukramah l namo brahmane namste V¡yo tvameva
pratyakshm Brahm¡si l Tv¡meva pratyaksham Brahma vadishy¡mi
l Ritam vadishy¡mi l Satyam vadishy¡mi l Tanm¡vavatu avatu m¡m
l Avatu vakt¡ram l °m sh¡ntih sh¡ntih sh¡ntih" ll
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Mitran, Varuna, Aryama, Indra, Brhaspatih, Vishnu, all of whom
are worshiped through this mantra. It is filled with prayers for all
these deities to bless us.

Oh Mitra Deva, grant us salvation...oh Varuna...Aryama ...
Indradeva ... Brhaspati ... Vishnudeva ...grant us protection... Oh
Vayudeva you are the manifest God.May this God of air save
us...Save our teachers. Save us from the Tapatrayas and grant peace
... All these are the pure prayers of this mantra.

¿¡nti mantra of Mandukyopanishad is like this,

"Õm bhadram kar¸ebhih s¤unuy¡ma dev¡h bhadram
pasyem¡kshabhiryajatr¡h l sthirairangaistustuv¡sastan£bhirshema
devahitam yad¡yuh l Svasti na indrovrddhasrav¡h svasti na puush¡
visvaved¡h, svasti nast¡rshyo Aristanemih svasti no
Brhaspatirdadh¡tu l Om ¿¡ntih ¿¡ntih ¿¡ntih" l

May our ears be filled with goodness. May our eyes be filled
with goodness, may we live according to God's will, and may we
live with a healthy body. May God Indra gives us Svasti. May the
Pushav, the Sun gives us svasti. May the demon-destroyer TarkÀyan
give us peace. It is also a prayer for deliverance from all sorrows.
These are the prayers that are seen in this mantra.

"Õm sarve bhavantu sukhinah
Sarve santu nir¡mayah l
Sarve bhadr¡¸i pa¿yantu ma
Ka¿cidduhkhbh¡gbhavet ll
Om ¿¡ntih ¿¡ntih ¿¡ntih"

Is another á¡nti mantra which says, May all living things re-
joice. Good luck to everything. May the whole organism develop,
Let there be no sorrow or suffering for anyone. May all living be-
ings have complete perfection. This mantra of peace pours out ex-
traordinary prayers. The need to acquire knowledge casts a shadow
over this mantra. Knowledge develops life. This knowledge also
reveals who he is. Life without self-knowledge can be miserable. It
would be shrouded in ignorance. Another mantra of peace promotes
human cooperative attitude and compassion. It's like this,

"Svasti praj¡bhy¡h parip¡layantam
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Ny¡yena m¡rgena mah¢m mah¢¿¡
Gobhr¡hmanebhyah ¿ubhamastu nityam
Lok¡h samast¡h sukhino bhavantu
Sarve jan¡h sukhino bhavantu
Samastam sanmangal¡ni santu
Loka kaly¡na samruddhirastu
Visva¿¡ntirastu
Om ¿¡ntih ¿¡ntih ¿¡ntih"

There is a great peace in this mantra itself. May all citizens be
protected, Let all kings rule over the earth in a just way. May the
whole world be at ease, May all people be well. May men and all
things be blessed, and may the world be auspicious and
prosperous.May universal peace arise, and this mantra contains bril-
liant prayers for peace everywhere.

 Each element in the universe, consisting of variables and rituals
or animate and inanimate things, has its own functions. It is in these
virtues that the stability of the universe exists. No element in the
universe is smaller or larger than another. It is a very intelligent
system of consciousness. Here the devotee, who has reached the
highest level, seeks peace for all the objects around him without
any selfish thoughts.  Another is the Gayatri Mantra.  Gayatri Man-
tra is a mantra rich in twenty four syllables in three lines of eight
syllables each.

"Õm bh£r bhuvah svah
Tat saviturvare¸yam
Bhargo devasya dheemahi
Dhiyo yo na prachoday¡t "ll

'Õm' is the Pranava mantra °mkara, the supernatural name of
God. The word 'bh£rbhuvasvah', which is a combination of the first
three words 'bhuh', 'bhuvah' and 'svah', refers to the 'mah¡vy¡h¤ti'.
It shows Ì¿vara and the infinite aspects inherent in Ì¿vara.The word
'bhu' signifies essence or reality. Yet here the word refers to the
substance of the earth from which we are born, grow and disappear.
God has provided everything for all living things on this earth.

 The other meaning of this word is that which the source of soul
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and life is. The power of God is independent of everything, but
everything else is free of that power.

The word 'bhuva', means universal consciousness. This con-
sciousness acts as self-consciousness and shines forth in everything
else. This consciousness is the creator of the universe and the con-
troller of the universe. Another meaning of this word is the expan-
sion of God into the heavenly world. The conscious God, who is
higher than the sky and the interstices, has no limits, evolution or
limitations. The word 'Bhuva' also means the power to remove dif-
ficulties (sankata n¡shaka). When the bodies in which he resides
have sorrows and grieves, none of this affects this unconscious. All
the suffering in us and the changes we experience around us are felt
by Maya.All these are mere empirical truths and are imbued with
the eternal truth of God.It's self - convincing for the best self - aware
person. One can also be freed from these illusions through unwa-
vering devotion to God.

Omnipresence is the nature of God. Ì¿vara is hidden in the uni-
verse around us in various forms. Thus Ì¿vara proves himself through
the movable and immovable objects and interacts with the universe
he has created. The word 'Bhuva' also shows the blissful nature of
God. He himself was everything, but at the same time Ishwara shone
away from everything as bliss.

Happiness is the satisfaction one feels while sitting on one's body
on earth. But the state of reality in him is bliss.One, who sees every-
thing he does as an offering to God, can get to know Ì¿vara, who
stands alone in the surrounding diversity. Let us analyse the term
'Tatsaviturvarenyam'. In the case of a person who is unselfish, he
can be referred to by the word 'it'. That is, in the first person.In the
mantra too, the word 'it' refers to the devotee who praises God

The devotee sees nothing else in the prayer here. The word
'Savitah', the source of everything, is the other name of God Him-
self. This is where the origin of the universe comes from. The state
of the universe and its destruction also take place in Ì¿vara himself.
Pra½aya or destruction is envisioned here as darkness spreading in
the absence of the sun. Another meaning of this word is the gift of
God to mankind. A little bit of Para Brahma Caitanya is present in
the devotee and in all other living beings. It acts as the driving force
of life. That power does not remain dormant. While that power still
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in motion for action. Ì¿vara is the driving force behind all the
achievements of art, sports, science, technology and culture. This
energy also acts as a productive force in life. That is why 'Savita'
has all the meanings of mother and father. In addition, the word
'savita' also means the ability or knowledge to distinguish right from
wrong. It is also the power that discerns what is good and what is
bad and guides the living being.

By the word 'Vare¸yam', one is acknowledging the precious
Ì¿vara. God who gives and takes back, He will bring us to true
happiness, if we wish. It is with such a God that we should offer
prayers. In 'Bhargo Devasya Dh¢mahi', the word 'Bhargo' means
bright. It is also a beacon of love and devotion to God. Everything
that belongs to this most holy power is sanctified in the same way. It
is like metal ore being sanctified when added to fire. If you merge in
Ishwara, you can become Ishwara. It can be everything. But the
result of evil will not be with God. But goodness is God Himself. By
purifying the soul by removing the illusion, one can know the di-
vine spirit within. When read in conjunction with the embodiment
'Devata', the word 'Devasya' can mean both good and bad. To the
deities in tangible form have different forms of power and virtue.
But the word here is meant to mean 'Devadhidevan', the abode of
all the deities. Through the word 'Dh¢mahi', the devotee is carefully
concentrating his mind on Ì¿vara. In Ìshvaradhyana, one forgets
everything else and merges with Ì¿vara.

The verses 'dhiyo Yo na prachodayat' show that God inspires
the intellect. It is a prayer that the human intellect may come to
know Pra¸ava based on God. All the achievements in life are
achieved by us through intellect. The driving force behind this in-
tellect is consciousness.

 The word 'yo' means that we pray to 'it' or that God.

 The Gayatri Mantra is a mantra created when Visv¡mitra
Maharshi, the seer of this mantra, had a vision of Savita. This man-
tra is known as the Queen of Mantras.That is how Visv¡amitra
Maharshi became the friend (Mitram)of the universe. Mantras have
the power to awaken the divine power inherent in man. In short, this
mantra means that we meditate on the Para Brahma Caitanya which
is omnipresent in the earth, atmosphere and sky. It is our prayer that
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this Great Spirit will exalt our intellect. Some other peace mantras
are,

"P¤thvi á¡nti, antar¢ksh¡ ¿¡nti, dvyou ¿¡nti, dik ¿¡nti,
avaantaradik ¿¡nti, agnis¿¡nti, ¡dityas¿¡nti, chandramas¿¡nti,
nakshatr¡¸i ¿¡nti, ¡pah ¿¡nti, aushadh¡h ¿¡nti, vanaspatayas¿¡nti,
purushas¿¡nti, Brahmans¿¡nti, shantirevas¿¡nti, sh¡ntima astu ¿¡nti,
tayaham ¿¡ntiyamahyam dvipade chatushpade cha ¿¡ntim karomi,
sh¡ntir me astu ¿¡nti"ll

 In the earth and in the heavens and in the heavens and on the
horizon, and in the heavens and the earth,May Brahman, the Al-
mighty, fill peace with cattle, horses and the human race, may that
peace prevail there, may that peace fill me too. May I confirm that
there is peace in me and others, in two legged beings, and in four
legged beings and May there be only peace in me too.

Conclusion

The mantras of peace are so selfless, so loving, so cohesive, so
faithful, so extraordinary great and auspicious prayers! It is these
great lusts that elevate one to greatness.All peace mantras are for
the peace of the individual and the world. 'Õm Lok¡h Samasth¡h
Sukhino Bhavanthu' is the highest form ofprayer. Prayer that holds
the whole world may be in happiness.Pray for the well-being and
prosperity of the whole world. The mantras of peace convey to man
the vast thoughts and the vast messages. These are the most beauti-
ful and sacred prayers for world peace. Each of these is a separate
storehouse of energy. They have the power to transform from nega-
tive thoughts to positive thoughts and from lower energy to higher
energy level.They are capable of guiding human power. It is a fact
that man has known throughout his life that there is no such thing as
peace without peace.
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Dr. J.P. Prajith

SËMËNYAPËDA OF IáËNAáIVAGURU
DEVAPADDHATI- AN OVERVIEW

"I¿¡na¿ivagurudevapaddhati1  (ISGP), the authoritative  T¡ntric
text  of by Isanasivaguru, was introduced to the erudite class  in an
edited form by the famous scholar Maha Mahopadhyaya Dr. T.
Ganapati Sastri  in 1920. The full edited  version was  in fact  col-
lected from many different places.2 The voluminous  text ISGP is
an authentic  T¡ntric  literary work  widely accepted among T¡ntric
practitioners in Kerala.

An Encyclopaedic Work

There isn't the shadow of a doubt that the author has employed
very authoritative sources for his prestigious work. The T¡ntric rites
and rituals, Homas, Japas, Utsava, daily rituals (Nity¡nu¿¶h¡nas)
and rules related to them are specified in minutest detail by the au-
thor. It is because of his wide knowledge and authority that the sub-
sequent t¡ntric books and literary, and historical works have held
him as an unrivalled authority on tantra and every other subject
dealt with in his great work. It is for this very reason that he contin-
ues to hold the interest of seekers of knowledge and is held in per-
manent esteem by them.

The Text

ISGP, generally called 'Tantrapaddhati' is mainly divided in to
four parts;

1. S¡m¡nyap¡da 2. Mantrap¡da

3. Kriy¡p¡da 4. Yogap¡da

Of these first two are classed as P£rv¡rdha or the former half and
next two Uttar¡rdha or the latter half. There are several sub divi-
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sions in each of the four parts. They are called pa¶alas. The pa¶alas
themselves consist of hymns and mantras describing and in praise
of Gods and Goddesses; Japa, Homa and several religious ¿routa
and Sm¡rta rites and their mode of performance, their effect in ward-
ing of evil; of poisonous plants and the treatment of poison
(ViÀacikitsa); the detailed description of the properties of medicines
and the mode of administration of medicines for different types of
diseases; on magic, black magic and how it is to be performed; on
the constructions of different types of temples, houses, palaces,
vim¡nas, temple gates (arches), etc; the consecrations of idols and
the forms of daily worships of different deities;  different types of
festivals to be celebrated on different occasions; the renovation and
penance rites for dilapidated temples; Nitya naimittika pr¡y¡¿cittas,
etc.

The subject dealt with are so wide and varied and comprehen-
sive that it took 18000 odd slokas for the completion of the book in
119 pa¶alas, each pa¶ala of varying sizes employing appropriate
meters. The manuscript of this work in Malayalam and Sanskrit
was painstakingly collected by the publisher from the different
sources for publication3.

The four p¡das or chapters of the text are aranged in pa¶alas as
follows:-

P£rv¡rdha:-

Volume I S¡m¡nyap¡da 1 to 14 pa¶alas

Volume II Mantrap¡da 15 to 52 pa¶alas

Uttar¡rdha :-

Volume III Kriy¡p¡da 1 to 30  pa¶alas

Volmue IV Kriy¡p¡da 31to 64 pa¶alas

Yogap¡da :- 3pa¶alas

In other words S¡m¡nyap¡da consists of 14 pa¶alas, Mantrap¡da
38 pa¶alas and P£rv¡rdha therefore consists of 52 pa¶alas. Of the
four volumes Kriy¡p¡da is the largest, consisting of 64 pa¶alas.
When we add three pa¶alas of Yogap¡da, the Uttar¡rdha in total
consists of 67 pa¶alas. The whole work together thus materializes
into 119 pa¶alas. Each of these pa¶alas are further subdivided in to
smaller units which deals with Adhik¡ras, V¢dhis, LakÀa¸as,
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Pram¡¸as, K¤amas, Prakara¸as, etc,. These units are too numerous
to be recounted here but suffice  it to say here that number 580.

S¡m¡ny¡p¡da of p£rv¡rdha strictly adhering  to tradition, the
author begins the  S¡m¡ny¡p¡da by invoking  V¡g¢¿vara  with
Ma´gal¡cara¸a.

This  Ma´gal¡cara¸a is observed not only at the beginning  of
the text but as a prefix  to every  p¡da of the text  in the form of
Gurusmara¸a and  Devat¡smara¸a4. The first  pa¶ala consists of
Ma´gal¡cara¸a , Granth¡rambha, Svar¡dhik¡ra, Hal¡dhk¡ra and
Sa´ket¡dhik¡ra. Hence  some fundamental aspects of T¡ntric ver-
sions are explained.  After initial    invocation  of V¡g¢¿vara, the
author goes on to describe and propitiate  the Gods and Goddesses
through several  slokas. At the very  outset  the author indicates that
only those who are well versed  with Agamas Vedas, pur¡¸as, etc
will be  able to assimilate   the contents of the text. After invoking
the Gods and seeking their  blessing, the author introduces the sub-
ject being dealt with, the  purpose of the book and its importance
other authoritative  works referred to the  intricacy  and depth of the
book, its  idiosyncrasies  and peculiarities  in many slokas.

He compares  his work to an impenetrable  fortress,  the abode of
ViÀ¸u, the Vedas the Da¸·an¢ti, Kalik¡la, MokÀam¡rga, etc. The
above comparison  need to be taken  only as indicative  of the pro-
fundity of the  text and not as the nature of the arrogance of the
author. In this pa¶ala, Mantra is defined on the authority of Ratnatraya5

and the author  explains the word Mantra. He says that the  Mantras
serve as the protective armour and are  of four types. These
Mantrad¢kÀa are  commonly  know as M¡t¤ka. The Mantras are
classified  in to four.

1. B¢ja- Mantra having one syllable.
2. Mantra not exceeding 10 syllables.
3. Mantra having 10 to 20 syllabus.
4. Mah¡mantra having more than 20 syllables.

The  chanting  of the first three is effective respectively in child-
hood, youth and old age. The last is effective for people of all ages.

The third  unit of S¡m¡nyap¡da, entitled svar¡dhik¡ra deals  with
the Svara of vowels  used in Mantras the power of the word, how
they out upon the body and how effective they are once they leave
the mouth in the form of the word. It describes  the internal and
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external processes of evolution of the sound starting from  s£kÀma
produced from ku¸dalini. They are known as Bindu,  N¡da, Rav¡,
Vaighar¢, Madhyam¡, Pa¿yant¢ and s£kÀma. From  Saktib¢ja 16
vowels are produced, which are kalas. The  author's   profound and
knowledge  of Sabda¿¡stra is revealed here. The  subsequent units
of S¡m¡nyap¡da are  Hal¡dhik¡ra and sanket¡dhik¡ra. Haladhikara
deals with consonants, which are limited to  50 in number which
represent  50 forms of  Rudra, Pra¸ava, standing for ¿iva the alpha-
bet 'ka' representing  Brahman.  AkÀaras representing  numbers  when
technically used, the  names of many meters and finally the  36
Tattvas.   Sa´ket¡dhik¡ra deals with  contain technical  terms. By
way of conclusion of the  first  pa¶ala the author says  that pram¡¸a
is like the seed of a huge tree from which  springs the whole  uni-
verse6.

The second pa¶ala consists of 20  units including   Rudr¡dhik¡ra,
Rudra¿aktyadhik¡ra, ViÀ¸um£rtyadhik¡ra, ViÀ¸u¿aktyadhik¡ra etc.
This deals with the relations  of AkÀaram¡l¡mantra, kal¡ etc and
also enumerates  the Lip¢, Sudhalip¢ and the different forms of
Ny¡sakriyas and their procedure. They also describe the relevant
Saktidevatas and  how they are to be propitiated. Sa¿aktisr¢ka¸dany¡sa,
sam¤ddhiny¡sa, prapaµjay¡gany¡sa, kÀobh¢¸¢nyasa etc, are just a
few of them. But most of these Ny¡sakriyas are no longer in  prac-
tice.

The section of third pa¶ala consists of Svaroday¡dhik¡ra,
Svaram£rtyadhik¡ra, PratyakÀam£rtyadhik¡ra and PratyakÀara
r£padhikara. They deal with the making of T¡ntric diagrams  and
representation of  Mantr¡kÀara through those  diagrams  and the
colours  to be used  in each of  these representations in the T¡ntric
designs. The immense importance of the depth of the learning of
the S¡dhaka  is emphasized  through  a sloka where it is specifically
mentioned that this  vidya is to be imparted  only to the most worthy
and deserving  disciples.  This particular  section is based an earlier
work. Tattvas¡gara. The fourth  pa¶ala discusses Mantrali´g¡dhik¡ra
which consists of  three types of Mantras. They are PuruÀa, Str¢ and
Napumsaka. The first class of Mantras end with the word Sv¡ha.
The second end with Namah and third  doesn't have any specific
ending. The T¡ntric  authority Gautama did this classification  . The
'PuruÀa' Mantra has to be  chanted in secret; the second one should
be applied for putting people  to magic sleep  (similar to hypnotic
sleep). The third class is recited for other purposes. Certain portion
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of Mantravy¡kara¸a' are made use of   in the writing of this section.
The author says7.

¨ÉxjÉÉºjÉävÉÉ ºjÉÒ{ÉÚ̈ ÉÉÆºÉ¶SÉ ¹Éhb÷É& º´ÉÉ½þÉxiÉÉ&-
ºªÉÚªÉÉãÊ¹ÉiÉÉ ªÉä xÉ¨ÉÉàxiÉÉ& *
iÉä ¹Éhb÷ÉJªÉÉ& Ê¶É¹]õ¨ÉxjÉÉ& {ÉÚ̈ ÉÉÆºÉ& |ÉÉàHÆò
¨ÉxjÉ´ªÉÉ{ÉÞiÉÉè MÉÉàiÉ¨ÉäxÉ **

The fifth   Pa¶ala consists of six units which deal with the proper
mode of practice of Mantras- Mantrop¡sana. Pallav¡dyadhik¡ra,
De¿¡dhik¡ra, Kal¡dhik¡ra, Dravy¡dhik¡ra, Din¡dhik¡ra and
Asan¡dhik¡ra are the units of this pa¶ala. Pallav¡dhik¡ra describes
the way in which Mantras are to be properly pronounced. This unit
also explains  six ways in which S¡dhyamantras are chanted. They
are  Pallava, Yoga, Rodha, Grathana, Samputaka and Vidarbha¸a.
Each of this different mantras  is made used of for the fulfilment of
the  different purposes, depending on the nature of the result to be
obtained through the performance  of mantas, different  places are
to be selected as mantrav¡da8.

+ÉÊ¦ÉSÉÉ®úÊ´ÉvÉÉè iÉÖ  EòxªÉEòÉtÉ Ê´ÉvÉ´ÉÉtÉ¶SÉ MÉ´ÉÉ·É´ÉäSÉvÉÉà¹ÉÉ& *
+{É½þxªÉÖÊ®ú¨Éä |ÉªÉÉàMÉ¶ÉËHò ºÉÖiÉ®úÉ ¨ÉÉRóEòÊ±ÉEòÉÊxÉiÉi|Énäù¶Éä**

In Kaladhikara, specified  timings are fixed for the performance
of  mantrakarmas9.

=nùªÉÉiÉÂ {É®úiÉÉà ®ú´ÉäºiÉÖ ªÉÉ¨ÉÉÊ´É½þ ½äþ¨ÉxiÉ´ÉºÉxiÉEòÉèGò¨ÉÉàHòÉè *
|É½þ®úÉ´ÉÊvÉ {ÉÎ¶SÉ¨ÉÉè ÊxÉnùÉPÉÉ½þ´ÉªÉ¨ÉÉºÉÉ´ÉÖÊnùiÉÉè ÊnùxÉÉ´ÉºÉÉxÉÉiÉÂ **
Ê¨ÉÊ½þ®úÉºiÉ¨ÉªÉÉiÉÂ iÉÖÊ´ÉÆ¶ÉÊiÉ ºªÉÉnÂù PÉÊ]õEòÉ& ¶ÉÉ®únùEòÉ±ÉºÉÆÊYÉiÉÉà%ºÉÉè *
{É®úiÉÉà vÉÊ]õEòÉºiÉÖ¶ÉèÊ¶É®ú& ºªÉÉnÖùnùªÉÉiÉÂ |ÉÉÊMÉÊiÉ iÉi´ÉºÉÉMÉ®úÉàHò¨ÉÂ **

Dravy¡dhik¡ra provides in detail the different  objects required
for different types of Mantrakriyas. Din¡dhik¡ra deals with the most
auspicious day on which different rituals  are to be performed.
Asan¡dhik¡ra specifies  the different  seats on which the s¡dhaka
has to perform religious  rites.  The above specifications are based
on the earlier authoritative  work  Tattvas¡gara, according to the
author. In the sixth pa¶ala the author comprehensively  deals with a
wide variety of Tantric  diagrams and designs as well as sacrificial
fire pits. The following T¡ntric diagrams are mentioned.

1. Catura¿ra 2. Paµcako¸a
3. Bhadrak¡ 4. Sarvatobhadr¡
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5. P¡rvat¢k¡ntapras¡da 6. Lat¡li´godbhav¡
7. Paµcabrahmama¸·ala 8. Svastik¡bja
9. Svastik¡sarvatobhadracakr¡bja 10. Dalabheda
11. M¡y¡cakra 12. Tripur¡ma¸dala
13. Lingodarasandoham¡la

Here again, different types of diagrams of  Homakundas or Sac-
rificial pits  are chosen depending  upon the purpose of the rites and
the results to be obtained. In the  designing of the diagram and puts,
the author has relied on earlier authorities like Bhojaraja and works
like Saiv¡gama, Ajit¡, B¤ahtkalottar¡, Tattv¡s¡gara etc.10

<ÊiÉ EÖòhb÷¨Éhb÷±ÉÊ´ÉÊvÉ& |ÉvÉÉxÉiÉ& EòÊlÉiÉ& Ê¶É´ÉÉÊnùºÉÖ®ú{ÉÚVÉxÉÉàÊSÉiÉ& *
¤É½ÖþvÉÉ ÊxÉ¯û{ªÉ Ê´ÉÊ´ÉvÉÉxÉÂ Ê¶É´ÉÉMÉ¨ÉÉÊxÉ½þ ºÉÉvÉEäòxpù¨ÉxÉºÉÉÆ Ê|ÉªÉRÂóEò®ú& **

Seventh pa¶ala deals with the materials like ladles
(sruksruv¡dhik¡ra), fire- making wood (Ar¸y¡dividhi) names of
sacred grass for making  Pavitras and different types of vessals
(Ahutipram¡¸a) and the type of trees from which wood is to be
taken for Balikarmas. Later the author narrates about the mode of
making of metallic vessals  (Patr¡m¡na) in gold, silver and copper
and about their purification rites. In this context  the famous author
'PouÀkara'  is cited as the authority.

In the eighth pa¶ala deals  with various rites of worship like invo-
cation (Asan¡v¡han¡dhik¡ra) different oblations  (Arghyavidhis,
P¡dy¡camanamadh£park¡dhik¡ravidhis, ceremonial bath
(Sn¡n¡dhik¡ra) dressing of deities  (Vastrabh£Àa¸avidhis), offer-
ing of  flowers and  incense   PuÀp¡dhikara and Dh£pavidhis). The
pa¶ala also mentions  the three types of worship such as  uttama,
madhyama and adhama. Uttama type consists of 16 varieties,
Madhyama  ten and Adhama five varieties.11 The Nityanaivedya
prakara¸as, Naimittikak¡myavidhis, Naivedy¡dhik¡ras and
Trividhopac¡radhik¡ras are mentioned by way of  elaboration of
different modes of worship and their stipulations.

The ninth pa¶ala illustrated two types of purification of the body
through bath are mentioned here.  They are Jalasn¡na
(V¡ru¸asn¡n¡caman¡dhik¡ra) and Agnisn¡na or Smearing of ashes
(Agneyasn¡n¡dhik¡ra). Through this, the S¡dhaka  attains the pu-
rity as prescribed by Dharma¿¡stra. Jalasn¡na is of four types. Of
them Gang¡s¡na is holiest . Next comes a dip in  T¢rthas, which is
considered Uttama, the third in  priority  is Ta¶¡kasn¡na and the last
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is sn¡na in wells and pond which is considered as inferior or Adhama.
Relaxation in rules is allowed for s¡dhakas suffering from illness
where cold bath is  forbidden. On such occasions they may take hot
water bath  but these  are  rare exceptions rather  than rules. The
pa¶ala as a whole deals in details with the daily routines of a S¡dhaka.

The subject dealt with in the tenth pa¶ala is the purification  and
festivities pertaining to the mind. They have  two aspects; physical
and mental (Bh£ta¿udhyadhik¡ra). Both physical and mental purity
is required for a S¡dhaka but the most essential and indispensable
pre-requisite is, no doubt, mental purity (Atma¿uddhi). On the above,
the author has taken Brahma¿ambh£ and Sr¢kalottara as the au-
thorities.

The eleventh pa¶ala portions to the propitiation of  v¡stu,  or
v¡stup£j¡dhik¡ra and RakÀoghnahoma. V¡stu is the presiding de-
ity (Demon) of all  structures. Before starting any construction work,
be it a house, a palace or a temple, the v¡studevata has to be wor-
shipped  and his permission sought and obtained. This is essential
for the well being of the owner of the house,. V¡studevata is  deemed
to like with face down words, with legs and hands wide  apart. For
the purpose of vastup£ja, the following three types of vidhis are
specified.  They are P£ja, Bal¢ and Homa. these  ceremonies are a
must not only for new  houses but also for temples and for sacrifi-
cial grounds or Balivedis. Different types of V¡stup£ja are speci-
fied for  those belonging to the four casts based on c¡turvar¸ya
system.

The twelvth pa¶ala deals with A´kur¡rpa¸a or the process of
sowing seeds on the ground intended for construction to test its suit-
ability. If the seeds sown do not  sprout  properly within the nor-
mally stipulated period, Parih¡rkriyas according to the discretion
of the priest are to be done. A´kur¡rpa¸a  is the very first  ritual to
be performed before starting construction of any type of p£ja wor-
ship or sacrifice.12

The  thirteenth pa¶ala mainly concentrates on  the many differ-
ent modes  of practicing  mantrad¢kÀa by the performer  of the
mantrakriyas. Several forms of  worship  are  mentioned by the
author in this context. The most  important among them are Agnip£ja
and Vighnaniv¡ra¸a£ja for which  diagrams of different colour have
to be made. After this the Ëcarya and  the disciplines  must jointly
remain  seated on the sacrificial  place and worship the deity as
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universe itself. Then they perform oblation  to the fire This kind of
Mantrad¢kÀa is supposed to wash among even the accumulated since
of  seven generations, according to the author.

The fourteenth   and the last pa¶ala of the s¡m¡nyap¡da is di-
vided subject wise into five, namely Dv¡trim¿adagnibhed¡dhik¡ra,
Vaidik¡gnikalp¡dhik¡ra, Saiv¡gnikalp¡dhik¡ra VaiÀ¸av¡gnikal
p¡dhikara and Mantr¡gnikalp¡dhikara. 32 types of holy fires  other
vedic fires  of Agnip£jas are mentioned here for the benefit of  the
s¡dhak¡as welfare. Four types of Vaidika, Saiva, VaiÀ¸ava and
K¡mya forms of  Agnip£ja are also explained  in this pa¶ala in
detail.13 S¡m¡nyap¡da the first section of the p£rv¡rdha of ISGP,
concludes here. As the very title s¡m¡nyap¡da signifies this is only
a general statement of  T¡ntric principles.

Footnotes

1. Unni. N.P. Dr, I¿anasivagurudevapaddhati, Pub- Bharateya
Vidyaprakasan, New  Delhi, 1990.

2. Ibid, Introduction, Vol. I
3. Sources - OML-TVM MS. No. 10717 A, 14803, 15394, 15397, 15925,

15982, 1641 B, 16505, 16795 C, 16847 A, 16923 A, 17681 B, 17962,
18478 C, 20105, 20106, 201707, 21922 B, Brahamasri  Narayanan
Raman Namputirippadu, Kanjirappalli Mana, Kakkukara- Thriumaradi,
Pakuti, Muvattupuzha, Paliam State; P.C. Narayana Bhattathiri, Parambur
Illam, Thiruvalla; Kupakkara Madam, Fort, Tvm; KV Manalikkara
Madam; Kilimanoor Palace; Narayanan Namboothiri, Kattumadam;
Tharayil Kuzhikattu Illam, Agnisarman (Akiraman) Bhattathiri,
Thiruvalla; Padmanabhan Battathiri, Thekkedathu Illam, Thiruvalla;
HH Maharaja Palace Library, Tvm;  Raman Namboothiripadu,
Sreenilayam, Panniyoorkulam , P.O, Kattumadam Mana.
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5. Ibid, P. 3, Vol. 1
6. Ibid- Sl.9, 10, Vol. 1
7. Sp.  pa¶ala.4, Sl. 1, Vol. 1
8. Sp. pa¶ala 5, 81, 37, Vol. 1
9. Sp. pa¶ala 5- 81, 37, Vol. 1
10. Sp. pa¶ala, 60S1- 160, Vol. 1
11. Ibid, pa¶ala 8- Sl.3
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13. Ibid, pa¶ala 14-Sl. 1
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Dr. Nidheesh Kannan B.

POST KËMASÍTRA COMPOSITIONS AND SANSKRIT
EROTIC GENRE

The Urban episode of Indian history witnessed innumerable con-
tributions to the material life and social status of Indian people in the
fields of art, architecture, literature, polity and so on. Consideration of
physical and bodily pleasures especially sexual fulfillments is one of
the most remarkable priorities of urban people here at that time. As a
result, a genre of erotic literature came to being as an alternative vi-
sion of material life towards the orthodox spiritual thought. It can be
known from the Buddhist and allied literatures that the urban cities
were crowded centres with various kinds of people and merchants. A
new strengthened phase in the trade relation with distant societies,
particularly Roman trade relations is one of the major peculiarities of
this period. Great growth in the fields of agriculture, handicrafts, pro-
duction of goods reflected in the luxurious lifestyle of the upper stra-
tum of the society. As a fundamental way of pleasure consumption,
sexuality got more social sanction this time. Erotic science also was
placed as an elegant symbol of art, beauty and aesthetics.

The Erotic Culture and Tradition

The history of the process of urbanization in Indian sub-conti-
nent discloses the development of many socio-political upheavals
as the turning points of several phases. The Gupta period gave more
importance to the cultural upheaval including art and literature. The
new intelligentsia empowered by the social conditions of such phases
reinforced the fields of knowledge. It is noted that the origin and
evolution of such snippets of knowledge in the history of human
beings were completely in tune with the growth of economic growth
in the society. In other words, the economic foundation of certain
society determines its cultural prosperity. Thus the cities emerged
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in the phase of grant imperious of ancient India amplified the mode
of living of individuals in the stratified social situation. The indirect
coercion by the implementation of the ideological apparatus of the
state always moulds the taste of the people and these tastes give rise
to the creation of luxury

One of the earliest scientific traditions across the country, the
erotic science or K¡ma¿¡stra has assumed dimensions galore in the
context of Indian social life and it perceived great cultural and so-
cial acceleration of Indian urban life. V¡tsy¡yana's K¡mas£tra is
considered as the earliest available written document in this subject.
As D.D. Kosambi points; "K¡mas£tra was apparently the first in the
world to treat scientifically of erotics, not only for the individual but
as a social science as well. This is thus a complement to the monas-
tic tradition that was sweeping the countryside as a civilizing influ-
ence. Naturally, it was meant for the new elite, the n¡garaka or 'man-
about town' whose existence implied some source of income, ample
leisure, and the existence of many towns where this new class could
develop its tastes. Their pastimes did imply taste for all cultured
pursuits, among which refined sexual enjoyment took its place frank
and unashamed. The treatment is materialistic throughout, but never
gross."

V¡tsy¡yana states that the evolution of K¡ma¿¡stra took place
in the loary past from the Praj¡pati himself. Later it turned into vari-
ous forms both contractive and expansive through different schol-
ars till the formation of K¡mas£tra.1 Of all the Sanskrit technical
treatises, K¡ma¿¡stra also has a background of divine origin. But,
the quotations adopted by V¡tsy¡yana from the works of more than
ten predecessors like B¡bhravya, Gonard¢ya, Go¸ik¡putra,
C¡r¡ya¸a, Suvar¸an¡bha and Auddh¡laki on various occasions
prove undoubtedly that there existed a trustworthy tradition of
K¡ma¿¡stra before V¡tsy¡yana.

The K¡mas£tra of V¡tsy¡yana

The K¡mas£tra of V¡tsy¡yana is not only an amusing and leg-
ible work; it is also one of India's most prominent original works,
giving an insight into the history, politics, secular life and social
customs of early India. In Sanskrit, the term 'K¡ma' means desire,
affection, love, lust, sensual pleasure and the like. 'S£tra', in this
context, refers to the style of writing used by the author. This style
consists of the use of aphorisms, short rules, or percepts. Thus, this
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work is called 'K¡mas£tra' owing to its subject and style (Burton
Richard Francis, 2009: 10).  The backdrop of the formation of a
text like K¡mas£tra appears to be a period in which most people
were thinking that renunciation was an essential part and aim of
human life. (Doniger Wendy & Sudhir Kakar, 2009: xi).

Following the style of Kau¶alya, V¡tsy¡yana also framed his
work like Artha¿¡stra in its structure. K¡mas£tra is divided into
adhikara¸as, adhy¡yas and prakara¸as, or books, chapters and top-
ics respectively. The entire text is divided into seven adhikara¸as
and the first adhikara¸a has five adhy¡yas and five prakara¸as, the
second adhikara¸a has ten adhy¡yas and seventeen prakara¸as, the
third adhikara¸a has five adhy¡yas and nine prakara¸as, the fourth
adhikara¸a has two adhy¡yas and eight prakara¸as, the fifth
adhikara¸a has six adhy¡yas and ten prakara¸as, the sixth
adhikara¸a has six adhy¡yas and twelve prakara¸as, the last and
seventh adhikara¸a has two adhy¡yas and six prakara¸as. Accord-
ing to V¡tsy¡yana, the entire work comprises of seven adhikara¸as,
thirty six adhy¡yas, sixty four prakara¸as and thousand two hun-
dred and fifty s£tras.2

Post K¡mas£tra Literature

From the great inspiration of K¡mas£tra, after four decades the
tradition again started to develop in its literature. As a result, the text
Ratirahasya composed by Kokkoka. Among the works on
K¡ma¿¡stra, Kokkoka's Ratirahasya find its place second after
K¡mas£tra based on its nature and authenticity. Kokkoka follows
the style and theories of K¡mas£tra, but does not imitate V¡tsy¡yana
blindly. He avoids some less important topics seen in K¡mas£tra
and particularly introduces several new subjects in sexuality.

After Kokkoka, the branch of erotic science showed textual devel-
opments with Jyotir¢¿vara's Paµcas¡yaka, Padma¿r¢'s N¡garasarvasva,
Jayadeva's Ratimaµjar¢, Prau·hadevar¡ja's Ratiratnaprad¢pik¡,
M¢nan¡tha's Smarad¢pik¡, Pa¸·ar¢vihvala's D£t¢karmaprak¡¿a,
Ruyyaka's Sah¤dayal¢l¡, KÀemendra's V¡tsy¡yanas£tras¡ra,
Carurvargasa´graha, Darpadalana, Paur£ravasamanasijas£tra,
B¡bhravyak¡rik¡, á¤´g¡rarasaprabandhad¢pik¡, Ratikallolin¢,
Ana´gara´ga and many more.

In addition to these works, M. Krishnamachariar in the History
of Classical Sanskrit Literature, provides a list of works come under
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the K¡ma¿¡stra literature. But there is no other source of informa-
tion regarding those works. They are;

"á¤´g¡rad¢pik¡ of Harihara, K¡masam£ha of Ananta,
á¤´g¡ramaµjar¢ of King Shahaji, Rasikaraµjanam of Vaidyan¡tha,
Rasikabodhin¢ of K¡mar¡jad¢kÀita, Rasacandrik¡ of Vi¿ve¿vara,
Ja·¡v¤tta of M¡dhava, Dh£rt¡nandam, á¤´g¡ras¡ra of Citradhara,
K¡maprabh¤taka of Ke¿ava, K¡m¡nanda of Varadar¡ja,
Ana´gad¢pik¡, Ratis¡ra, Raticandrik¡ and á¤´g¡rakut£hala of
Kautukadeva, T¤t¢yapuruÀ¡rthas¡dhakasara¸¢, Pra¸ayacint¡,
Bandhodaya (A collection of pictures artistically drawn upon palm
leaves illustrating various postures of copulation and accompanied by
the verse describing the bandhas.), á¤´g¡rakanduka, J¡rapaµc¡¿at,
Ve¿y¡´gan¡kalpadruma, Raghupatirahasyad¢pik¡, K¡ma¿¡stra of
Kar¸adeva,  Ratis¡ra of M¡dhavadeva, Raticandrik¡, K¡maratna,
Rasikasarvasva, K¡maprak¡¿a, N¡garavallabha, Manmathasamhit¡,
Madanamah¡r¸ava of Mandh¡t¡, K¡maprabodha of An£pasimha,
Sadarpakandrapa of Bh¡v¡nanda Thakkura,  Madanasaµj¢van¢ of
Ana´gatilaka, Ana´gad¢pik¡, Ana´ga¿ekhara, Str¢vil¡sa of Deve¿vara
Up¡dhy¡ya, Ratin¢timukula of KÀemakara á¡strin and Kavicint¡ma¸¢"
(2009: 893-896).

Diminution of Erotic Genre

K¡ma¿¡stra is a genre which is closely connected with material
life and pleasure of human beings. In Sanskrit, a wide range of liter-
ary works are written in this area. Classical Sanskrit poetry is rich
with the symbols and open descriptions of sexuality. This shows
how the ancient people handled the subject easily. The works like
Amaru¿ataka, Bhart¤harai's á¤´g¡ra¿ataka, Caurapaµc¡¿ik¡ etc.
treated love and sex in their subject matter. Among the works of
K¡lid¡sa, Meghad£ta and Kum¡rasambhava, were the two master-
pieces which are mostly blended with erotic and sexual symbols in
content. The most celebrated Sanskrit literary critic
Ënanadavardhana also looks upon the highly erotic figures of
K¡lid¡sa with a sense of shame3. The entire part of Meghad£ta and
the eighth sarga of Kum¡rasambhava enumerates the topmost level
of pleasure from sexual union.

The treatment of love in Sanskrit, particularly in the field of lit-
erature showed prosperity and a standardized growth in creativity.
But in the case of Prakara¸a or á¡stric texts, this growth and textual
richness is shown extremely stumpy. Only countable number of texts
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are written in a serious scientific methodology which are to be taken
as reference manuals. There are many other texts which are com-
posed in later period in the field of K¡ma¿¡stra. Such works are
written by the instance of various Kings for their pleasure satisfac-
tion and some of them are perfunctorily written works.

This type of textual deficiency indicates the transition of social
seption and decline or degradation of urban privilege in early India.
"The works of D¡modara and KÀemendra certainly indicate that
from the eighth century onwards there was a steady decline of clas-
sical courtesanship. The overall decline and degradation which
marked the social, economic and political life of that period was
certainly responsible for reducing the abodes of accomplished cour-
tesans into the dens of swindlers and cheats. While such types of
women came to predominate over the entire society of prostitutes,
prostitution lost all its decency, having fallen into the grip of the
anti-socials. This does not mean that the prostitutes of the earlier
age belonged to a different type, but their society was guided by a
set of values to which a good number of them were committed,
despite their greed for wealth and luxury. The reversal of the tradi-
tional set of values made prostitution a degraded profession"
(Narendranath Bhattacharyya, 1975: 101). This is also one of the
major reasons for the stumpy growth of this genre. Post-K¡mas£tra
period witnessed compositions of erotic treatises like
N¡garasarvasva, Ratirahasya, Paµcas¡yaka, Ana´gara´ga etc. They
show thematic variety in structure. At the same time they are dim-
lighted in the excellence of content. The parameters of morality that
evolved in India during the colonial period were a kin to that of the
Victorian morality. That seems to be the reason for the insufficient
of attention received by the K¡ma¿¡stra discourse in India later.

Footnotes
1 K¡mas£tra, 1. 1. 3-14
2 B´ÉÆ ¹ÉÏ]ÂõjÉ¶ÉnùvªÉÉªÉÉ&, SÉiÉÖ&¹ÉÎ¹]õ& |ÉEò®úhÉÉÊxÉ, +ÊvÉEò®úhÉÉÊxÉ ºÉ{iÉ,

ºÉ{ÉÉnù¶±ÉÉäEòºÉ½þ»É¨ÉÂ* <ÊiÉ ¶ÉÉºjÉºªÉ ºÉÆOÉ½þ&** (EòÉ¨ÉºÉÚjÉ¨ÉÂ, 1. 1. 23)
3 ¨É½þÉEò´ÉÒxÉÉ¨É{ªÉÖkÉ¨Énäù´ÉiÉÉÊ´É¹ÉªÉ|ÉÊºÉrùºÉÆ¦ÉÉäMÉ¶ÉÞÆMÉÉ®úÊxÉ¤ÉxvÉxÉÉtxÉÉèÊSÉiªÉÆ ¶ÉÊHòÊiÉ®úºEÞòiÉi´ÉÉiÉÂ

OÉÉ¨ªÉi´ÉäxÉ xÉ |ÉÊiÉ¦ÉÉºÉiÉä* ªÉlÉÉ EÖò¨ÉÉ®úºÉÆ¦É´Éä
näù´ÉÒºÉÆ¦ÉÉäMÉ´ÉhÉÇxÉ¨ÉÂ** (v´ÉxªÉÉ±ÉÉäEò&, {ÉÞ. 346)
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Dr. Saritha T. P.

YAáOVIJAYA GAÛI AND HIS WORKS

The Jaina Dar¿ana has an important role in our Indian philo-
sophical thinking by its distinct nature. The term 'Jaina' which de-
rived from the word 'Jina'.  It  means that, one who has conquered
his passions and achieved mastery over himself.  In Sarvadar¿ana
SaÆgraha, M¡dhav¡ch¡rya denotes that Jainism also known as
"Ërhata Dar¿ana".  It is believed that Ërhat tradition had a very
long history which prevailed even before Aryan invasion and their
settlement in ancient India. They believed that ÎÀhabhadeva was
their first teacher also known as Ëd¢n¡tha. While excavating the
Indus valley their belief became strengthened through the finding
of Br¡hmi scriptures. References about 'Vr¡tya' from Îgveda points
out that it might  be Ërhat tradition  which belonged to the  Jaina
tradition. They tried to preach the concept of non- violence, peace
and goodwill. According to them their motto was 'Ahimsa Paramo
Dharma'. They believe that their religion is eternal with timely modi-
fication done by their T¢rtha´karas. The twenty four T¢rtha´karas
starts from the first T¢rtha´kara named ÎÀabhadeva  to the twenty
fourth named as  Mah¡v¢ra. Based on the  teachings of Mah¡v¢ra
the Jainas practise their lifestyle.

The development of the art of logic is rather a late phenomenon.
The practice  of logic in India invariably connected with religion
and spiritualism. Later  it has been claimed that as a separate branch
of learning.  In  fact the science of logic is claimed to be a source of
equanimity in misery and pleasure which  brings  very near to spiri-
tualism through the formal application of Logic in Daily life. Since
the beginning of  the 4th Century ACE  all scholars of philosophy,
therefore devoted themselves to  handle the topics of logic for tak-
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ing self defensive position. The  Jaina logicians also rightly uphold
the spirit of Jaina scriptures while they incorporating the main theme
of the Jainism as Anek¡ntav¡da (Relativistic Pluralism) and
Sy¡dv¡da (Theory of Assertion of Possibilities).

Ya¿ovijaya Ga i̧

Since the second  half of the seventeenth century ACE the Jaina
logical thought has reached  a new phase with its conceptual  modi-
fication.  This happened  because of the rising of a luminous star in
the galaxy of Jaina philosophical thought and literature. It was
Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i, who started a new era by introducing of
Navyany¡ya techniques  in dealing with logical doctrines related
with Jaina Epistemology.  He was super genius like an ocean, who
has drunk deeply from all the system of thought. As a profound
scholar, he was well versed  in the development of logical  and
philosophical literature of ancient India.  He was always  tried to
keep accuracy and clarity in the  style of his  writing.

Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i  is recorded as the last in the  lineage of Jaina
logicians  per the chronological records by  his Historians.  He oc-
cupies a remarkable position in the field of Jaina logic with his con-
tributions.  Dr. Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana in the work namely "A
History of Indian Logic" (HIL) states  that YG was a member of the
ávet¡mbara sect, who lived in between  1608 A.D and 1688 A.D.
Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i   was a spiritual descendent of H¢ravijayas£ri, the
well known  high priest among the Jains of that time under the King-
dom of  Mughal Emperor Akbar.1

The details about the life and works of Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i  had
available to us  from many sources fortunately known from
Suja¿aveli bh¡Àa, a work which written in ancient Guzerati language
by  K¡ntivijayaga¸i, the contemporary of Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i  and it
was quoted by Sukhlalji Sanghavi  in the introduction of  Jaina
Tarkabh¡À¡.  Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i  was born in Kanodum near Kalola
in Gujarat and died at Dabhoi in 1688 A.D.  His father was N¡r¡ya¸a
and mother was áobhagade. He  had a brother  called Padmavijaya.
Before accepting the ascetic life, Ya¿ovijaya was named as  Jasvant
and Padmavijaya called as Padmasimha.2

Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i was a disciple of Nayavijaya who was third in
the line to H¢ravijaya (1526-1595AD), the contemporaryof Mughal
King Emperor Akbar.  H¢ravijaya's disciple was L¡bhavijaya.  In
1626 A.D he went to Banares with the  help of a businessman named
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Dhanajis£ri. There he studied Ny¡ya¿¡stra in disguise of a Br¡hma¸a
ascetic. By about 1638 A.D, he confessed  before his preceptor that
he belong to Jaina community. He was  a Jaina and was asked at
once to  leave the Sanskrit Academies of the Br¡hma¸¡s.  His vast
erudition in Logic and metaphysical topics, he obtained the titles of
'Up¡dhy¡ya', 'Ny¡ya vi¿¡rada', and 'Ny¡y¡c¡rya'.3

Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i has continued  his academic effort focusing on
the techniques of  Navyany¡ya in discussing the philosophical doc-
trines. Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i got expertise in Vy¡kara¸a, K¡vya,
Chandas,  Ala´k¡ra etc..  He wrote many types of work such as
prose (gadya), poetry (padya), some are mixed (gadyapadyobhaya).4

All topics related with Jaina ethics, logic, epistemology and other
subjects  are handled  by Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i through his composition.

More than one hundred works have attributed to his authorship
though some are unavailable to us even today.  His works were
written   in different  languages such as Sanskrit, Pr¡k¤t, Gujarati,
Hindi, Rajasthani,  etc.. dealing with various types of topics.  He is
highly respected in society because of his vast erudite scholarship
and  the composition of logical works of highly technical argumen-
tative style.  Jaina Tarkabh¡À¡. Jµ¡nabindu and Ny¡yaloka are
among them.  He wrote a polemical work entitled Adhy¡tmikamatakha¸·a
in which he tries to establish the doctrinal views of ávet¡mbara on
the nature of an omniscient being (Kevalin) and the ability of women
to attain liberation (mokÀa)5 with a defensive style. He also wrote an
important commentary on Dharmasamgraha (ár¡vak¡c¡ra
M¡navijaya) in1681. In this work he put forward the   non-Jain
element which had been encrypted in the book which caused to
fade  the real spirit by his predecessor  because of the lack of the
correct vision on conceiving the doctrines. He wrote a work called
'Jµ¡nas¡ra' which discusses the mystical nature of the soul because
of the influence of the writing the mystic poet Ënandaghana in his
last days. He is often described as a reformer and standardize of
Jain practice6 with timely modification.

Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i's works are enlisted into three sections namely
Logical, Philosophical and Religious.   About twenty works on logic
are mentioned  by various scholars.  Some works are available  and
some works are  quoted by other writers either supporting or reject-
ing or defending their views in the form of citations or quotations.

1. Ny¡yaprad¢pa - This work edited by Vijayanemis£ri
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with a commentary of (Vijaya) Lava¸ya S£ri and published
from  Ahmedabad 1947, 1957.  It is a work in Sanskrit deal-
ing with  Saptaba´gi Nayas.7 In the  HIL, Vidyabhushana
mentions this.  But in the XVII Volume of Encyclopedia ed-
ited by Karl H Potter records  that the title of this work as
'Nayaprad¢pa.'

2. Tarkabh¡À¡ - This work was considered as foremost in
logical exposition. It is edited and published at  Saraswathi
Pustak Bhandar, Ahmedabad in 1938 and reprinted in  1993
with an editorial notes Sukhlaji Sanghavi, Padit Mahendra
Kumar Sastri, Pandit Dalsukh Malvania.8 The text  Tarkabh¡À¡
begins  with a salutation to Jaina. It consist of three chapters
viz., Pram¡¸a pariccheda (Organs of valid knowledge), Naya
(Method of description) and NikÀepa (Symbols). This text got
popularity as an introductory text of Jaina Logic. The first
pariccheda viz., Pram¡¸a pariccheda discusses the nature of
the organs of knowledge and its divisions. The second
pariccheda  starts with the nature of Nayas (method of de-
scription) called Naya  paricchedas including nay¡bh¡sas (fal-
lacious methods of description). The third Pariccheda discusses
'NikÀepa' (symbol). Symbol means the particular type of com-
position of words or objects with proper  adjustment to re-
move the lack of understanding in contextualizing the knowl-
edge. Symbols are useful because they adjust the benediction
of the name structure, genus etc and also the symbol with
reference to self.

3. Ny¡yarahasya - This work has been printed in the col-
lection cited in Bhavnagar (1909).  This work was edited by
Lava¸ya S£ri with an editorial notes of Pramoda from
Ahmedabad in 1946. It is reprinted with Hindi explanation by
Durganatha Jha and  published  at Bombay in 1983. Under
commentaries at Ahmedabad 1983 also.9 In the HIL
Vidyabhusana uses this title, but in the XVII Volume of En-
cyclopedia edited by Karl H Potter records  that as
Nayarahasya.

4. Nayopade¿a with Ny¡y¡m¤tatara´gi¸¢ - This work was
edited by Vijaya L¡va¸ya S£ri, 1985, Two volumes and
Premavijaya, Bombay 1987.   It is also printed in Bhavanagar
collection cited as under 711.10
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5. Mah¡v¢rastavana.  It consists of 108 verses composed in
eulogy of Mah¡v¢ra and at the same time embodying solu-
tions of the deepest problems of logic.

An elaborate commentary in prose by the author himself, elu-
cidating many intricate points in the precise style of modern
logicians.  The work opens with a salutation to Mah¡v¢ra who
is called áambu and ends with a brief account of the author
himelf.11

It treats the topics such as soul (¡tman) emancipation (mukti)
momentariness (kÀa¸ikatva) origination (utpatti) destruction
(dhvamsa), sy¡dv¡da, class and individual (J¡ti and  Vyakti),
space and time (de¿a and k¡la), middle terms and major team
(vy¡pya-vy¡paka), knowledge and external world
(vijµ¡nav¡da-b¡hy¡rtha- v¡da)  etc..  Many references about
the philosophers like- S¡Ækhya, Ka¸abhakÀa, AkÀap¡da,
Naiy¡yika, Bauddha, M¡dhyamika, Prabh¡kara, M¢m¡msaka
and treaties such as Bh¡Àya, V¡rtika, Tika, Samandabhadra,
Gandhahasti, Sammati, Mi¿ra bh¡¶¶a, ár¢dhara, Udayana,
N¡r¡ya¸a.12 N¡r¡yan¡c¡rya, áiroma¸i,13 Didhitik¡ra,
Vardham¡na and Gu¸¡nanda are also noted in this work.14

This work has been printed in Bombay.

6. Ny¡yaka¸da¸akh¡dya -  This work was edited by
Badarinath Shukla at Varanasi, in 1966.  It also  has been
printed from Ahmedabad, and included in  Vi¿vatattvaprak¡¿a,
Intro. p.101, Bhargava (Intro. to his edition and translation of
Jaina Tarkabh¡À¡, page. XIX) quotes that this work "deals
with soul, emancipation, momantaries,  origination, destruc-
tion, non- absolution, class and individual, space and time,
determinate concomitant and  indeterminate concomitance,
etc.." Also  it is edited from Ahmednagar in 1964  by Sukhlal
Sanghavi, Ahmedabad 1938.15

7.  Ny¡y¡loka - The Ny¡y¡loka begins with a salutation to
Mah¡v¢ra   as Param¡tman (the supreme spirit) and ends with
an entreaty.16  The author declares that through the composi-
tion of this work he could be freed from all suffering which
causes from lust and hatred by acquiring the merits.17

The work discusses the nature of soul (¡tman), emanci-
pation (mukti), inference (anum¡na), testimony (¡gama), di-
rect knowledge (pratyakÀa jµ¡na), indirect knowledge
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(apratyakÀajµ¡na), validity of external things18 - (B¡hy¡rtha-
siddhi), inherence (Samav¡ya), negation (abh¡va), ether
(¡k¡¿a), Substance (dravya) etc..

Philosopher, philosophical treatise and systems are
quoted- in this work.  The references  about Jaina  philoso-
phers are mentioned first. They are  Jinabhadra Ga¸i,
KÀam¡¿rama¸a and then B¤haspati, Dharmak¢rti, Ëc¡rya,
Cint¡ma¸ik¤t,  Ma¸ikanta Mi¿ra, Vardham¡na, and
PakÀadhara Mi¿ra are also noted.19

Sy¡dv¡da-rahasya, Sy¡dv¡da- Ratn¡kara, Sammati¶¢ka,
Jµ¡n¡r¸ava etc.. are the philosophical treatises. Many schools
such as Naiy¡yikas, Ucchr´khala,   S¡Ækhya, Carv¡ka,
Taut¡tita, Ved¡ntin, Yauktika, Baudha, AnupaniÀada,
Digambaras are also mentioned in it. This work  has been
edited with Vijayanemi S£ri's Tattvaprabha by Udayavijaya
Ga¸i at Ahmmedbad 1918.

8. Anek¡ntavyavastha -  Anek¡ntavyavst¡  deals with the
theory  of anek¡nta doctrines in Navyany¡ya style. This work
has been edited with Lava¸ya s¸ri's, Tattvabodhini by
DakÀav¢jaya, Botad 1951. Second edition of this work is
published from Bombay in 1987. This title in Jaina Episte-
mology is used by I.C Shastri. But  in the XVII Volume of
Encyclopedia edited by Karl H. Potter records  that as
Anek¡nta Vyavasth¡prakara¸a.

9. Jµ¡nabindu - This work been entirely related with theory
of knowledge.  Edited with five more of Ya¿ovijaya's works
under the series of  Ny¡yac¡rya - Sri   Ya¿ovijayak¤tagrantam¡la,
Bhavnagar, in 1909 and  1965.  It is also edited in 1908  by
Sukhlal Saghavi, Dalsukh Malvania and H.K Devi in two
volumes in 1942 also.

10. Bh¡Àarahasya - Ya¿ovijaya's Bh¡Àarahasya deals with  the
Ëgamic topics in logical style. The  distinction between the
true and false speech as given in the Prajµ¡panas£tra, is dealt
with in this work. The remaining works are not related with
the logical subject. Bh¡À¡rahasya  and Kusumoda, explains
'The theory of knowledge'  published by Bhuvanabh¡nu s£ri
from Dholaka in 2002.
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11. Dravyagu¸apary¡yas¡ra- This work was edited by
Bh¢masinha Manaka in Prakara¸aratn¡kara Volume II,
Bombay 1876-78,  and summarized by  Guerinot,  1906.

12. B¡labodha or Vivara¸a- B¡labodha or Vivara¸a is a work
on Umasv¡ti's Tattvarthas£tra. This work has been edited at
Ahmedabad in 1924 and by Vijayadarsana s£ri, Bhavanagar,
1955.

13. Vy¡khy¡  - On Haribhadra s£ri's Yogavim¿aka - This
work  is edited by Sukhalaji Sanghvi, Agra 1922 and reprinted
in 1991.

14. Sy¡dv¡dakalpalatha- This work is the commentary on
Haribhadras£ri's á¡strav¡rtt¡samuccaya, edited by
Hargovinda Shah, Bombay in 7th series by Chaukhamba
Prachyavidya Grantavali, Varanasi, 1977.

15. V¡dasaÆgraha - This work has been published in 1974.

16. Vadam¡la - This work has been published  with
Vallabha's Hemalata edited by Jayaghosa S£ri,  Dholaka  in
1992.31

17. Sy¡dv¡damaµjuÀ¡ - Sukhlalji Sanghavi opinions that
this work seem to be lost.  But it is recorded in the Encyclope-
dia of a  revised Edition, Syadv¡damaµjuÀa on Hemachandra's
Anyayogavyavacchedakadv¡tri-m¿ik¡ is seen by scholars.

18. Vivara¸a-Vivara¸a on Samantabhadra's Ëpatam¢m¡msa,
this work has been  printed in   Jaina Grantha Prakasa Sabha
frm Ahmedabad, in 1937.

19. Jµan¡r¸ava - Sukhlalji Sanghavi in the introduction of
Jaina Tarkabh¡À¡ records that Jµ¡nar¸ava was an incomplete
form.  It might be  an alternative name for another   work by
the ¡c¡rya. However  it is quoted as his work mentioned  in
Jaingranth¡vali.

20. Pratim¡sth¡panany¡ya -  This work has been edited in
Muktim¡la However  it is quoted as his work mentioned  in
Jaingranth¡vali.

AÀ¶aÀ¡hasri Vivara¸a, Adhy¡tmas¡ra, Adhy¡tmopniÀat
Prakara¸a, DharmasaÆgraha, Yogad¢pika, Adhy¡tmabindu,
Ëdhy¡tmamatakha¸·a¸a, Nayacakra, Sy¡dv¡drahasya AÀ¶ad¤À¶i-
sv¡dhy¡ya etc These are the philosophical works of Ya¿ovijaya
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Ga¸i available to us and here introduce some religious works on
Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i.

Gurutattvavini¿caya or nir¸aya, V¤tti, Upade¿arahasya and
Svopajµav¤tti, Vair¡gyakalpalata, Ër¡dhakavir¡dhakacaturbha´g¢-
prakara¸a/Svopajµa, B¡labhodha etc

Besides these works Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i's has been written some
works that are available viz., Indrastuti Caturvim¿a t¢ka,
Devadharmpar¢kÀa, Dv¡t¤m¿atdv¡t¤im¿ika, Ni¿abhakta Praka-
ra¸aÆ, Param¡tmapaµcavim¿a¶¢ka, Paramajyotipaµcavim¿a¶¢ka,
Pataµjalayogadar¿ana Vivar¸am, M¡rgapari¿uddhi, YatilakÀa¸asa-
mucchaya, Yogavim¿ati¶¢k¡, Sam¡c¡riprakara¸a, Stotr¡vali,
SaÆkha¿varapar¿vanathastotra, Sam¢kapar¿vanadhastotra, Ëdijina-
stavanam etc. These are also quoted in the introductory part of Jaina
Tarkabh¡Àa by Sukhlalji Sanghavi.

Conclusion

By the beginning of the 17th century, after a gap of five hundred
years, there a new illuminary star rose  in the horizon of Jaina phi-
losophy and literature.  He tried to  regenerate the logical concept
by introducing the new type methodology in defining logical topics
by composing a  new manual of Jaina logic by adopting the novel
language of the logical  theorization.   It was Ya¿ovijaya Ga¸i   who
illumined like a star in the galaxy of Jaina thought.
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Dr. N.A. Shihab

CONCEPT OF TRUTH   SOME GLEANINGS FROM
SANSKRIT LITERATURE

India is a country which is a treasure house of literature based on
satya, culture, aesthetic beauty, spirituality, metaphysics, astrology,
medicine, science and many others. These works are authored by
the great saint-philosophers of ancient India mainly in Sanskrit lan-
guage. The subjects they handled were subjected to in-depth analy-
sis truthfully and impartially. These efforts were put in by them for
the entire humanity to realize the truth behind our existence and to
have a better and meaningful life in future. Satya is considered as a
prime concept in Indian literature and spirituality.  In Îgveda, writ-
ten around 2000 B.C, one can seen the earliest known discussion
on Satya. As remarked by Antonio T. de Nicolas, "Satya is the mo-
dality of acting in the world of Sat, as the truth to be built, formed or
established." (Antonio T. de Nicolas, Meditations through the
Îgveda, page 162-164. (2003).

In the Vedas and the S£tras of the later period, the term satya
was used to mean an ethical concept regarding truthfulness. Satya
was considered those days as a virtue of great importance.  The
term Satya was taken to mean truth. This was also taken to mean to
be consistent with reality or truthfulness in one's thought, speech
and action.

Satyameva Jayate

Satyameva Jayate is a highly lofty concept brought out in Indian
literature. This literally means 'truth alone triumphs'. This is a part
of a hymn taken from Mu¸·aka UpaniÀad, which is a part of Atharva
Veda.
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Satyameva jayate n¡n£nam satyena panth¡ vitito devy¡n  |
Yen¡kramantyuÀayo hy¡ptak¡m¡ yatra tat satyasya
paramam vidh¡nam ||

(Mu¸·aka UpaniÀad, 3.1.6.  Eduard Roer, Bibliotheca Indica,
Vol. XV, No. 41 and 50, Asiatic Society of Bengal, page 162)

This may be roughly translated as follows: Truth alone triumphs
and not falsehood. The divine path is spread out through truth. This
is the path the sages, whose desires have been completely fulfilled,
take to arrive at the place of the supreme treasure of truth (Brah-
man).

The concept of truth is further stressed by Mu¸·aka UpaniÀad
as follows:

Satyena labhyastapas¡ hyeÀa ¡tm¡ samyagjµena brahmacarye¸a
nityam  |

 (Mu¸·aka UpaniÀad, 3.1.5, MP Pandit (1969), Gleanings from
the Upanishads, University of Virginia Archives, pages 11-12)

This may be translated thus: By following continuously the path
of satya, tapas, samyagµ¡na and brahmacarya, one can achieve
¡tman (liberation).

"The last section of the Mu¸·aka UpaniÀad asserts the ethical
and truthful precepts necessary for man to attain the knowledge of
the Brahman and thus liberation".  (Robert Hume, Mu¸·aka
UpaniÀad, Thirteen Principal UpaniÀads, Oxford University Press,
pages 374-375)

Satyameva Jayate was adopted as the national motto of India
after India got its independence from the British rule and became a
republic on the 26th January, 1950 appears in the national emblem
of India with four lions. This emblem along with the words
"Satyameva Jayate" appears on one side of all Indian currency notes
as well as national documents. The state governments of Kerala,
Karnataka and Uttarakhand also has adopted Satyameva Jayate in
their official emblem.

Asato m¡ sadgamaya
Tamaso m¡ jyotirgamaya
m¤tyorm¡ am¤tam gamaya
Om ¿¡nti ¿¡nti ¿¡ntiÅ.
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This may be translated as:
From falsehood lead me to truth,
From darkness lead me to light,
From death lead me to immortality.

This is included in B¤had¡ra¸yaka UpaniÀad (1.3.28). The San-
skrit root 'sat', literally means truth or what is existing, truthful or
real. This word has a number of interpretations in the spiritual realm
like "truth", "the Absolute truth", 'Brahman", etc. This hymn was
originally meant as a prayer to be used at the beginning of sacrifices
by the person conducting the sacrifice in praise of the Moon. This
prayer can be said to be a true prayer. It is not a prayer to attain
material benefits. This prayer seeks assistance to free oneself from
the misunderstandings about oneself, the universe and God. This
also seeks blessing in the form of true knowledge. This hymn effec-
tively manifests the lofty thinking of India and the sincere efforts
put in by the people of India to lead a truthful life, amply reflected
in Indian literature.

Advaita Ved¡nta accepts the concept of heaven as a part of real-
ity in the lower level. Though it is so, attaining heaven is not the
true and ultimate goal of human life as per Advaita Ved¡nta. After
death, In the case of a person who has carried out sufficient virtuous
deeds during his span of life, that person is said to occupy heaven
for a period of time. After he has spent the time allotted for his
virtuous deeds the person is sure to come back to this empirical
world once again.  This means that the person has not realized the
truth and is yet bound in the chains of ignorance.

The Bhagavad-G¢ta declares:

Ëbrahma-bhuvan¡t lok¡Å
Punar¡vartino srjuna |
M¡m upetya tu Kaunteya
Punarjanm na vidyate || (Bhagvat G¢ta 8.16)

'All the realms from the realm of Brahma down to the realm of
the empirical world are subject to re-birth. But, Oh Arjuna, one who
takes refuge in me is never reborn.'

The goal of human life, as per Advaita Ved¡nta, is Self- realiza-
tion. This Self or Ëtman is truth or the absolute truth or the ultimate
reality. At the time when a person has Self-realization or realizes his
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own true nature, he attains liberation in the present life itself. When
this happens, the person does not have to go to any heavenly abode.
He simply merges into the Supreme Reality or the Absolute Truth.

Satyam vada; dharmam cara; sv¡dhy¡y¡, m¡ pramadaÅ |

Taittar¢ya UpaniÀad speaks high of education. It asserts that there
exists progress and upliftment only in those places where there is
education. In places where there is no education, only degradation
can be found and the society will face total misery. This is the rea-
son why we have been inspired in a continuous manner over gen-
erations to study. This trend was evident in India right from the
Vedic time. This approach is amply highlighted in Taittar¢ya
UpaniÀad.

Îtam ca sv¡dhy¡yapravacane ca |
Satyam ca sv¡dhy¡yapravacane ca |
Tapa¿ca sv¡dhy¡yapravacane ca   |
Dama¿ca sv¡dhy¡yapravacane ca |

( Taittar¢ya UpaniÀad, 1.17)

Taittar¢ya UpaniÀad instructs the students in the first chapter, elev-
enth anuv¡ka, in the following manner once the teaching and train-
ing in various subjects which lasts many years are completed in the
Gurukula system of education and the students are ready to leave:

Vedaman£tvy¡ch¡ryosntevo¡sinamanu¿¡sti - The teacher in-
structs the students who have completed their study of the Vedas.

Satyam vada  | - Speak the truth.
Dharmam cara  | - Practise virtue.
Sv¡dhy¡y¡nm¡ pramadaÅ  | - Do not neglect your daily study
Ëc¡ry¡ya priyam dhanam¡h¤tya  | - Offer to the teacher

    whatever pleases him.
Praj¡tantum m¡ vyavacchetsiÅ  | - Do not cut off the line of

progeny.
Saty¡nna pram¡ditvyam  | -  Do not neglect truth
Dharm¡nna pram¡ditvyam  | -  Do not neglect virtue.
Ku¿al¡nna pram¡ditvyam  | -  Do not neglect welfare.
Bh£tai na pram¡ditvyam  | -  Do not neglect prosperity.
Sv¡dhy¡yapravacan¡bhy¡m na pram¡ditvyam  | -  Do not

neglect study and teaching. (Taittar¢ya UpaniÀad,
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1.11.i.)

The UpaniÀad continues with the teacher giving further instruc-
tions to the students on various other subjects. These are the final
words of wisdom from the teacher and the students are preparing to
leave the hermitage of the teacher. The students are about step into
the society for doing virtuous deeds for the welfare of everyone in
the society. These words of the teacher can be seen as a compen-
dium of everything worth teaching.

A noble outlook on life, truthfulness and a rich philosophical
thought can be observed in the traditional Gurukula system praised
and augmented by Sanskrit literature.

R¡m¡ya¸a and Mah¡bh¡rata, the great epics of India, are rich
with stories extolling the virtue of truth. Satya and dharma are up-
held in both the epics.

One story is that of King, Hari¿candra, and ruler of the IÀv¡ku
dynasty, who was famous for being truthful and keeping up prom-
ises. This story can be found in Mah¡bh¡rata, Aitareya Br¡hma¸a,
M¡rka¸·ya Pur¡¸a and Devi Bh¡gavata Pur¡¸a. The most popu-
lar story is the one depicted in M¡rka¸·eya Pur¡¸a. In the story of
Hari¿candra his truthfullness is depicted well. The testings faced by
him during his life and attainment of heaven are described.

In the story VasiÀ¶a, the royal priest of King Hari¿candra, came
back then after his tapas which lasted twelve years. He made enqui-
ries to Lord Brahma about the unfortunate incidents that occurred
in the life of King Hari¿candra. He was told that King Hari¿candra
was only being tested by Sage Vi¿v¡mitra about his honesty and
truthfulness and was actually assisting him to attain the abode of
heaven. This legend illustrates the importance given by Sanskrit
literature to the concept of truth.

R¡m¡ya¸a, the great epic of India is another work which pro-
fesses the greatness of the concept of truth as well as to uplift the
moral and spiritual stature of humans. R¡m¡ went to the forest to
keep up the promise his father, Da¿aratha, gave to his wife Kaikeyi.
Kaikeyi was asked by Da¿ratha to ask for two boons as a reward for
helping him in his battle aiding Devendra. Kaikeyi opted to ask for
these two boons at her will at the proper time. When R¡m¡ was
chosen to be the one to be crowned as the heir to the throne, Kaikeyi
asked for the two boons given to her at an earlier time. One was to
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make her son, Bharata, the heir to the throne. The second was to
send R¡m¡ away to forest for fourteen years. Da¿ratha was heart-
broken and died quite soon.  R¡m¡ is seen to be willingly departing
to forest quite happily to keep up the truth. There are many such
incidents portrayed in R¡m¡ya¸a where truth is upheld.

Mah¡bh¡rata is another great epic of India in which the concept
of truth is upheld. Bh¢Àma, whose name was originally Satyavrata,
came to be called Bh¢Àma after he took the terrible vow of celibacy
at a young age, which he kept up until death. The Mah¡bh¡rata war
was named a dharma yuddha, where again, the concept of truth is
evidently manifested.

It can thus be seen that the ancient scriptures of India and San-
skrit literature in general inspire man to teach and study to achieve
progress and upliftment. Satya or truth is seen to be given a promi-
nent position here.
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Dr. Arun Jaganathan V. R.

TALA YËTIRAI: TAMIL áAIVITE PILGRIMAGE
MIRRORED IN TEVËRAM

Places of Pilgrimage especially in India are wonderful matter for
the study of social and cultural suggestion of the geography of a
particular place. Scholars like Tuner1  and Bharadwaj2 use the sources
form Mahabh¡rata an Pur¡¸as as guides for understanding the socio-
religious and cultural inspirations and motivations for pilgrimage
and for analyzing the changes over time to time in the division of
pilgrimage sites in India.

In this article, some of the pilgrimage depictions that can be seen
in the Tev¡ram songs are being evaluated and how these songs
played a role in determining the Tamil áaivite community's view of
itself as a separate regional culture is also examined.

The Tev¡ram  and áaivism

Tev¡ram is a collection of songs of devotion to áiva composed
in Tamil by three N¡yanm¡rs (Tamil áaivite devotional poets) viz.,
Appar (Tirun¡vukkaracar), Sambandhar or Campantar
(Tiruµ¡nasambandhar), and Sundarar (Sundaram£rti) of the Tamil
áaivite cult around 5th and 8th CE. The Tamil áaiva cult that which
flourished through these songs under royal patronage survives
among many particular communities in Tamilnadu even today. It
can be said the Tamil áaivism symbolizes the earliest and fully ex-
pressive appearance of dialectal or vernacular devotional religion
in India. The cult gave importance to approach of God love as the
importance of the religious life and the expressing this love as the
highest religious activity. Though a greater importance was given
to Tamil devotional songs sung by áaiva saints, this cult not re-
jected the so called great traditional scriptures like Vedas and
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Pur¡¸as. This to an extant even cut across the so called castes and
sex boundaries, and became a feature which gives the form of be-
ing a movement of social protest. This cult attracted a cross section
of castes Brahmins, Kings, Merchants, Peasants and even the oth-
ers too. While the greater part of the cult following consisted of
various Tamil farmer castes groups for whom the land oriented na-
ture of Tamil áaivism had the great demand.3

As mentioned earlier the three saints who flourished between 6th

and 9th century CE, when the Pallavas were the powerful rulers in
the then Tamil country with the native Colas and P¡ndyas ruling
only some part of the country. During this period many places were
dominated by the philosophy and ideas of Buddhism and Jainism.4

During the 10th century CE, the songs sung by these three were
collected under R¡jar¡ja Cola for forming the first seven among the
twelve books of Tamil áaivite canons. Later, M¡¸ikkav¡cakar's
Tiruv¡cakam or Tiruv¡sakam was also added to this book with many
poems of other unknown authors too, compiled and composed by
C®ki½¡r Perum¡l the during 12th century CE.

Tev¡ram consists of about 800 songs. Each of this song con-
tains of ten stanzas called as Patikam and an eleventh verse called
as Tirukkataik¡pu (the finishing verse). These songs are believed
to be the spontaneously composed or sung by these saints with ref-
erence to áiva in a particular shrine that the saint visits. These songs
always tell about the dwelling God of that place i.e. áiva by men-
tioning the name of the place or the place where that particular shrine
is situated.5 These three saints are travelers and their important duty
was to travel through the Tamil country and singing áiva and the
places where he resides. These songs even were called as the Tamil
Marai (the Tamil Veda) thus it is clear that these songs have the
status of canonical scriptures. They were also considered as the ba-
sic texts of the áaiva Sidd¡nta (the Sanskrit tradition of áaiva espe-
cially in Tamil country) and to the idea of philosophy developed by
the áaiva cult.

Tala Y¡tirai or Pilgrimage and Tev¡ram

Tala Y¡tirai or Pilgrimage can be defined as the travel under-
taken by an individual or a group of individuals, devotees so to say
to one or more sacred places where their Gods 'reside.' The two
main facets of a pilgrimage is one that journey itself and other is that
of being at the destination. Among these two, the Tev¡ram, focuses
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on the goal, because they contain a detailed portrayal of a place
where they are and not about the travel or the description of routes
too. This does not make the travel or journey of the particular saint
among the three as an unimportant one. áaivites considered this
journey as the Tala Y¡tirai  i.e. a tour or journey to the sacred place,
thus the spot are known as Talam and after such a visit made by
these saints, they will be known as P¡tal Petra Talam - a sacred
place sung by the áaivite saints (Nayanm¡rs).

In these songs, the three saints, though Appar and Sambhantar
have two centuries difference from Sundarar had composed
Tev¡ram. Most of the places can be identified very correctly by
their name itself. Most of these places even exists today. The name
of those place mentioned in the songs that may be some town, vil-
lage, forest or hill are usually in every stanza of the Patikam. If one
or more shrine existed in same temple or place at the time of com-
position, those names will also be specified.

The path or route of these three saints are described in detail in
the twelfth century hagiography and other textual resources. The
areas were known as N¡tu6  that are related to northern and southern
banks of the river K¡veri. One can see around description of around
260 places in these songs and among these places, 160 are from
Tanjore district alone especially those situated I the banks of K¡veri.

Love and devotion towards áiva is the sole criteria for this pil-
grimage. For this they the saints expressed their expression of love
and devotion at its fullest by singing of it in the detailed, similar and
actual term.

The influence of Tev¡ram songs on the Cultural History of Tamil

The place oriented descriptions found in Tev¡ram songs had a
great influence on the cultural history of Tamil. By bringing many
remote and isolated shrines situated in many part of Tamin¡du, and
the local mythical stories and legends of that regions, these songs
serve a good medium for the integration of the political administra-
tions existed during that time such as Pallavas, Colas and P¡n·yas.

It is also significant to note that the important places and temples
that were the then centers of Sanskrit oriented Pallava rule were
slowly shifted to  cola centers like Tiruv¡r£r and Cidambram and
then to Tanjav£r district especially the temples situated in the banks
of K¡veri.
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These songs identify áiva with the Tamil culture and sometimes
as language itself. Thus, they redefine the identity of the people of
Tamil land as a community. So a case of separate cultural group
which is voluntarily united by the love towards land and through it
love to their deity also. Thus a strong belief in the focused presence
of the sacred in particular places and objects and the association of
specific emotions in the landscapes in Tamil geography. The earli-
est Bhakti cults in Tamil land very successfully combine this con-
nection of both the religious and the emotional life also with the
particular landscapes.

It can also be noted some typical songs in Tev¡ram establish a
number of relationships between the language Tamil, the Tamil land-
scape and the ultimate áiva.

Usually the songs state and confirm the presence of áiva in a
place as the local God though he is considered as the Pan Indian
God. There the saints describe the important features of God in the
place where the shrine is situated, its style, its special qualities if
any, the reason and cause for the form of áiva being there i.e. how
he came there. This process involves mystification of a local story
or a localized version of Pan Indian myth in the saint's views. Many
Pan Indian myth such as Gaj¡suravadha done by áiva, áiva wan-
dering as a Bhik¿u with a bowl for begging as naked man etc. are
explained as happened in the Tamil places like D¡rukavana and so
on. These songs also connect áiva or the temple is situated with
other shrines and thus presents the place as the part of a larger or
common landscape.

In language, landscape and myths, the songs declares the
Tamilness by referring the songs as Tamilm¡lai or as Tamilmarai or
simply as Icaitamil means a garland of Tamil songs or the Tamil
Veda or as Tamil song respectively.

All these songs even uses the concept of Aintinai of Tamil litera-
ture in them for explaining the place or shrine where áiva reside. Uses
of Akam landscapes like in Ann¡malai, Mutukundram, and Corrutturai
are some among them.7 Many songs of Sambandhar, Appar and
Sundarar while describing the deity of several places with their names,
they also add the type of Tinai to which the place belongs to.

Another point to be noted is that, the Akam poems having the
five features (Karu) are hill, pasture, countryside, seashore and waste-
land, these are suggestively used to suggest the characteristic of
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love. In Tev¡ram songs too, images of hills, trees, animal etc. are
also seen that are used to evoke the greatness of love between áiva
and the devotee that was used in Akam poems to show the love
between the hero and heroine during Sangam period poems. Like
these the use of landscape is seen broadly in many Tev¡ram songs.

For establishing the concept that the áiva of a specific place or
shrine is as same as the áiva of the greater tradition , these saints
uses many local and greater myths by blending the local available
myths of the so called Dravidian áiva in their songs. Puranic myths
like Gaj¡surasamhara, K¡lasamhara etc. are praised in the Tev¡ram
songs as these episodes happened on the many place of Tamil country
especially in and around Tanjore district in the temples like
Tirukkattav£r, Tirukadayur and the like.8

Frequently the Tev¡ram songs refer the local myths that are not
at all seen in the same versions of outside Tamil area, such as spi-
der, snake and elephant showing their devotion towards áiva, a rat
keeping the lamps of the shrine by pushing the wicks up using its
nose etc. also.

These Talap¡talkka½ or pilgrimage songs sung the N¡yanmars
especially Appar, Sambandar and Sudarar were celebrated and re-
membered in several tangible ways.  Under the support of Cola kings
who were Saivite in every nature, who build many huge structures
as temples for áiva in many places of south India were praised by
these three saints and came to be known as Pattal Petra Tirutalangal
as mentioned earlier. These temples, appear to the influence of the
songs on the iconographical picturing of their God áiva by the Tamil
Saivites. The saints also became an important part of iconographi-
cal representations seen in these temples.

These saints and the Y¡tirai performed by them live on in the
mindfulness of Saivites through the songs in the daily worship of
áiva. During the Cola period, these kings who were wealthy enough
created awareness and even endowments for establishing and spread-
ing the singing of Tev¡ram songs in many major áiva temples un-
der them. They the kings even inscribed these songs in the walls of
temples too.

In the singing too the Tamil devotees recall the pilgrimage of the
N¡yanmars as they are interconnected in the different pictures of
the mythological and physical landscapes of the places of áiva. The
method of Y¡tirai perceived as the exclusive understanding of God
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in a specific place becomes the symbolic representation of the love
towards áiva among the Tamil Saivism.

Footnotes
1. Victor Tuner, Dramas, Fields and Metaphors: Symbolic Action in

Human Society,  1974,  p. 197.
2. Suchindar Mohan Bharadwaj, Hindu Places of Pilgrimage in India (A

Study in Cultural Geography), 1973, pp. 17-79.
3. Vide., George W. Spencer,  The Sacred Geography of the Tamil Shaivite

Hymns, Numen 17, 1970, pp. 232-244.
4. Appar had himself converted to Jainism in his young age and again to

the path of áaivism.
 5. Ër£r¡n - The God of Tiruv¡r£r, Ann¡malay¡n - The one who dwells in

Tiruvann¡malai likewise.
6. A similar type of usage can be found among Vaisnavites. They describe

the pilgrim places as Desams.
 7. The Akam poems includes Kurinci (hiil), Neythal (seashore), P¡lai

(desert),  Mullai (forests), and Marutam (Cropland).  Among them these
mentioned places are hill area and seashore landscapes.

8. The divine deeds of áiva are considered to be eight in numbers as per the
Puranas. These in Tamil Tevaram songs are called as AÀ¶av¢r¡ttanam or
the eight heroic deeds. They are Brahmasamhara, Andak¡surasudhana,
DakÀ£ntaka, Jalandharasamhara, Gaj¡surasamhara, Manmatasamhara and
K¡lasamhara. These eight heroic deeds performed by áiva are explained
in Teveram songs as V¢r¡ttanam and the songs described these episodes
are performed by áiva in Tirukandiy£r, Triukoll£r, Tiruvadhikai,
Tirup¡riyal, Tiruvirkudi, Tiruv¡zh£r, Tirukurrukal and Tirukaday£r re
spectively.
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Prameela A. K.

MENSTRUAL CELEBRATION  GLEANINGS  FROM
KALIKAPURËÛA

Introduction

The word menstruation comes with lot of No's for women, like
no temple visit, no auspicious activities etc.. Mainly the Hindus have
wide spectrum of beliefs about menstruation and menstrual fluid. A
belief also exsist that the goddess being worshiped too menstruates.
AÆbuv¡ci  festival in the K¡m¡khya temple of Assam in associ-
ated with such a belief.

In India lots of temples celebrate menstruation festivals of god-
desses. My paper entitled Menstrual Celebration - gleanings from
Kalikapur¡¸a discussess  the menstrual festival of goddess
K¡m¡khya.

The K¡m¡khya temple is considered as one of the celebrated
Religious centres of the world, dedicated to mother goddess
K¡m¡khya, who is another form of Parvati. This temple is situated
at the top of the Milachal hill in the Guvahati city of Assam.

Many  figures out K¡m¡khya as a virgin and as a spouse of
Siva. She is picturised as a young goddess with 12 arms and six
heads in the Kalikapur¡¸a.

But the temple does not contain any image or statue of K¡m¡khya.
There is only a sculptured image of the Yoni of the Goddess in a
cave inside the main temple.It is believed that the natural spring
always keep the stone moist.

Myth

The myth of K¡m¡khya believes that when Sati committed self-
immolation at her father Daksha's yajna, her consort Shiva indulged
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in prolonged grief, imperilling the cosmic cycles. So Mahavishnu
dismembered her body into 51 parts, scattering them across the land.
Where her vagina fell, P¢thasth¡n¡s were formed.  It is believed
that the bleeding yoni of sati had fallen on the top of the N¢lachala
hill. The ambuvaci festival is associated with this belief and it is
closely related to menstruation. The festival is celebrated every year
in connection to this. The menstruation fluid which is considered as
a taboo in the society is worshipped in this K¡m¡khya temple.

The AÆbuv¡ci   Festival

AÆbuv¡ci  festival of Assam is a seasonal festival. It is directly
related to agriculture and fertility. As per Indian  Calendar it nor-
mally starts from 6th or 7lh of Ashada  and continues for four days.
The word 'AÆbuv¡ci' is derived from two words 'AÆbu' and 'v¡ci
', the former means water and the latter means raining. On this occa-
sion, doors of the sanctum of the temples remain closed for three
days. No pilgrims are allowed to enter the temple, including the
priests during these days.. The temple reopens on the fourth day.
Cultivation, digging, ploughing, cutting trees, building houses etc
are prohibited on these days. These four days are related to the
menstrual days of women.

During this festival, the yoni Mandala of  K¡m¡khya Pitha is
covered with a cloth called A´gavastra for four days. The day next
to the completion of the period of AÆbuv¡ci  is called ¿uddhi and
on this day K¡m¡khya or the yoni Ma¸dala, is given a ritualistic
bath.

A ceremonial P£ja is also performed. This ceremony has its spe-
cial importance since the main object of worship is said to be the
genital organ (yoni) of the Devi. Pilgrims from different parts of
India assemble in the temple premises awaiting entry to the temple
on the reopening day.

One of the traditional beliefs from ancient time associated with
AÆbuv¡ci is the custom of distributing the pieces of A´gavastra or
Raktavastra, which is used to cover the symbol of Devi during the
menstrual  period.

A´gavastra is regarded as greatly pure and holy, the devotees
crave for acquiring a piece of this cloth. The garments that adorn
her during these days are made into small strips and distributed among
the Bhaktas after the purifying rituals on the fourth day. These pieces
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of cloth are tied on the arms or wrists or necks as talisman to achieve
success.

The identification of earth with woman implies that the functions
of the earth and those of women are alike. The same preconditions
which fertilize woman are also thought to fertilize Mother Earth.
For the same reason in the Sakta literature special importance is
attached to the menstrual blood. There is no mention of the word
'AÆbuv¡ci' in Kalikapur¡¸a., even though it says about goddess'
menstruation.

The colour red is frequently connected with the Mother God-
dess. Red, representing the menstrual blood, is the symbol of fertil-
ity supposed to represent the earth or Mother Goddess.

In the Kalikapur¡¸a., in the list of the offerings to the Goddess
red cloth is praised as the best. Thus the Goddess as the symbol of
vegetation and fertility is narrated in the text. Red cloth and red silk
are highly praised for offering to the great goddess.

The K¡m¡khya temple is seen as the sign of a woman's strength
and natural physiology. The Goddess is called as the bleeding Devi
or menstruating Goddess because, in the month of Ashadha (June),
the devi starts menstruating automatically. The proof of this men-
struation is that the water of the underground spring below the vulva-
shaped stone in the Garbhagrih¡  turns red.

This menstruation process lasts for three days and priests of the
temple don't allow anyone to enter the temple. It means the God-
dess is not allowed to be worshiped during those three days. The
pilgrims are just allowed to dip their handkerchiefs in the 'red' water
of the spring that comes out from the Garbhagrih¡ through a narrow
stream. Worshippers keep those 'red' handkerchiefs secured with
them as Devi's offerings for good luck.

There is no scientific proof that the red colour of the spring's
water is because of blood. Many people believe that the red colour
of the water is due to the vermillion which is mixed by the priests.
So, there is no evidence of the menstruation of the Goddess but this
process is seen with great respect by worshippers of the Goddess.

Different  offerings  to the goddess.

In the Kalikapur¡¸a the Goddess is portrayed as bloodthirsty
goddess whom a devotee can satisfy by sacrificing human and ani-
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mals. Blood sacrifice is considered to be the best of all the offerings
to the goddess.

An adept should always satisfy Ca¸dika with Balid¡na. Chapter
67 of the text, called Rudhir¡dhyaya means blood chapter, is dedi-
cated to the items and procedure of offering blood sacrifices to the
goddess. The items include birds, reptiles, fish, animals, any one's
own blood. The Kalikapur¡¸a. which deals in details with the pro-
cess of Pa¿aubali: The animals are created by Brahma for offering
in the sacrifice, hence killing an animal in a sacrifice is not consid-
ered as a sin. A brahmin should never offer a lion, tiger or a man,
but can offer his own blood to the goddess. The tribals offers Buf-
falo sacrifice.

Moreover, offer of clothes made of cotton, wool, bark and silk;
stitched and un stitched dress; various ornaments and perfumes etc
are made.

On the ceremonial reopening day of the temple, it is open for all
visitors.  On this day a big fair is held at the temple premises. Vari-
ous articles relating to temple and household goods are brought for
sale.  The most attractive thing is the red silk clothes of yonipitha.
Everyone try to get a piece of this cloth believing it to have magical
powers.

The Boro people an important group among Assam tribals also
observe this special occasion of holiness. They too abstain from
ploughing the land, cutting trees, touching the granary etc.
They believe that if any tree is cut during Ambuv¡ci  period, then it
can never grow again.

After re opening of the temple a traditional dance called Deodhani
nac is performed by professional  artists.

Conclusion

In fact that menstruation is always considered as an impure pro-
cess where women and Goddess alike goes through a period of se-
clusion during menstruation which further leads to the devaluation
of women. In this festival menstrual blood (symbolically) is received
as prasada is the violation of orthodox rules of purity. In Kerala
many Hindu  communities celebrate first menstruation day as festi-
val. And it may be mentioned in this context that the Goddess
Bhagavati in the Chengannur Mahadeva temple in South Kerala is
also believed to have menstruation once a year.
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The recent issue that fired up in Sabarimala of Kerala state was
associated with temple entry of young women. They were denied
the entry to the temple calming that they could not complete fourty
one days of vrata. In this case the menstrual cycle act as a restriction
to the women devotees. But in  K¡m¡khya temple menstruation is
celebrated as the festival of the goddess. So in India this controver-
sial culture and practices excist in the name of menstruation. We
know that it is a biological process and is not to be restricted in the
name of beliefs.
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Dr. Gayathri O.K.

ËCËRYA VIJØËNABHIKâU’S CONTRIBUTION TO
YOGA PHILOSOPHY

Ëc¡rya Vijµ¡nabhikÀu

Ëc¡rya Vijµ¡nabhikÀu and his contributions to yoga philoso-
phy is discussed in this paper. Vijµ¡nabhikÀu's works do not indi-
cate his parents, guru, childhood, or place of birth. One is in the
dark as regards any personal whereabouts of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu. Scholars
are of the opinion that Vijµ¡nabhikÀu had lived in the last half of
the 16th century and the beginning of the 17th century A.D.1

Dr.S.Radhakrishnan, Dr.S.N.Dasgupta, Prof.M.Winternitz,
F.E.Hall, Dr.R.Garbe, Prof. M.Hiriya¸¸a etc have agreed that
Vijµ¡nabhikÀu lived in the 16th century A.D. So it can be agreed or
rather concluded that Vijµ¡nabhikÀu lived between 1550A.D and
1623 A.D, and this is supported by many scholars.

Authercraft

Ëc¡rya Vijµ¡nabhikÀu was a scholar of independent ideas. He
was a prolific author and has covered a wide range of subjects in his
writings. In the Catalogues Catalogorum of Aufrecht, Vijµ¡nabhikÀu
has eighteen works ascribed to him. Of these his published works
are:

1.   Yogav¡rttika
2.   Yogas¡rasa´graha
3.   S¡Ækhyapravacanabh¡Àya
4.   S¡Ækhyas¡ra
5.   Vijµ¡n¡m¤tabh¡Àyam
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The systems of Yoga, S¡Ækhya, and Ved¡nta had been of great
attraction to Vijµ¡nabhikÀu. He combined these three systems to
form a new system, exclusively his own, the Avibh¡g¡dvaita or
integral non-dualism. Most of his works are based on one system or
the other. On the foothold of S¡Ækhyas£tras he penned
S¡Ækhyapravacanabh¡Àya, the Vy¡sabh¡Àya and a brief study of
P¡taµjalayogas£tras paved the way for the quill driving of
Yogav¡rttika and the Brahmas£tras to the interpellating of
Brahmas£tras. By bonding the two systems, that is the kernel of
S¡Ækhya and Yoga which he studied in-depth and the result was
the penning of S¡Ækhyas¡ra and Yogas¡rasa´graha. Both these
works are in a very simple and lucid style.

He treated the two philosophies, S¡Ækhya and Yoga, with great
ease. His scholarly helped him to author a standard work one on
S¡Ækhya and Yoga, known as S¡Ækhyapravacanabh¡Àya and
Yogav¡rttika. The S¡Ækhyas¡ra and Yogas¡rasa´graha are two
masterly works summarising the principles of the S¡Ækhya and Yoga
systems.

Skill in Yoga philosophy

The scholarly adeptness of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu is specified in
Vijµ¡nabhikÀu's work on Yoga philosophy. The evidence of this is
clearly seen in the Yogav¡rttika and Yogas¡rasa´graha. Brief writ-
ings on these works are given.

Yogav¡rttika

The commentary of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu on the Vy¡sabh¡Àya of
Yogas£tras is significantly called Yogav¡rttika. Normally, a V¡rttika
is described as that which gives thought to what is said, what is
unsaid and badly said  in the work on which the V¡rttika is written.2

Yogav¡rttika is basically a commentary on the Vy¡sabh¡Àya.
The Vy¡sa's commentary is unintelligible without the Pataµjali's
S£tras. So it was thought best to bring all these three together in one
book the Yogav¡rttika. In Yogav¡rttika, VijµanabhikÀu makes an
effort to comment not only on what Vy¡sa has already said but
carefully points out when something is left out and does not mince
towards whenever Vy¡sa misunderstood Pataµjali. In the field of
Yoga, Yogav¡rttika of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu is an important work.

The work Yogav¡rttika is divided into four P¡das, such as
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Sam¡dhip¡da, S¡dhanap¡da, Vibh£tip¡da and Kaivalyap¡da.
Amongst the four p¡das, the Sam¡dhip¡da mainly concerns with
the Samadhi itself and the means for it. Sam¡dhip¡da mentions the
means only for a superior aspirant and most of the laymen are ex-
cluded from following it.

S¡dhanap¡da deals with the means of Yoga for a man who is
engaged in an active life. So the S¡dhanap¡da is very interesting to
anyone who is eager to follow Yoga. This p¡da starts with Kriy¡yoga
and enumerates all the five Kle¿as, which are the reason for the
cycle of birth and death or Sams¡ra. This p¡damainly discusses the
Kle¿as and its subdivisions, the difference between Avidy¡ and
Asmita, gross and subtle Kle¿as, the various kinds of pain and the
means for its removal, the science of Yoga compared with the sci-
ence of medicine, the four-fold divisions of disease its cause and
the means of its removal, Samyoga, MokÀa and its means
Samyagdar¿anam etc.

Vijµ¡nabhikÀu takes a different path from the conventional ap-
proach to Yogic explanation because of the differences. The
S¡dhanap¡da includes in it the five external auxiliaries of Yoga, in
chronological order. One can, from this angle confirm that
Vijµ¡nabhikÀ£ was a Yoga practitioner. Not only this he believed
that Yoga along with staunch belief towards God would lead to
Kaivalya and for this the 'Prajµ¡' had to be developed too. The
importance assigned to the devotion of Ì¿vara was the main source
that would help to remove the obstacles.

The third Vibh£tiP¡da dealt with the last three internal aids viz.
Dh¡rana, Dhy¡na and Sam¡dhi. This P¡da was mainly devoted to
the Siddhis or Vibh£tis which occur to one practising 'Sanyama'. In
this P¡da at many places, Vijµ¡nabhikÀ£'s theistic commitment and
his attack on the Vedantins can be spotted clearly. The Yogi who is
fit for Kaivalya, the various stages of Sam¡dhi etc. are described in
this P¡da. Dh¡rana, Dhy¡na and Sam¡dhi are indispensable in a
Yogi's progress towards liberation; Vijµ¡nabhikÀu also says that if
there is the grace of Ì¿vara there is no need for these internal aids.

The scholasticism of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu is clear as water in the ex-
planation of this Vibh£ti P¡da. He, as an excavator digs down into
the theory, leaving no stone unturned. He sticks to the role of
V¡rttikak¡ra, staunchly, and wants everything to be crystal clear
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and doubtless. While going through the interpretation of Vibh£ti
P¡da, one gets the idea that Vijµ¡nabhikÀu was either a Yogi with
powerful thinking or very much gifted with Siddhis which is ac-
quired with great penance, like great Yogis.

In the series on the Yogav¡rttika, the fourth and the last
Kaivalyap¡da discusses many points which are not mentioned in
the first three P¡das. In this P¡da that there is a discussion on the
'Prak¤ty¡pura', 'Nirma¸acitta', and the nature of a Yogi, the attain-
ment of Kaivalya, the attainment of Dharmamegha Sam¡dhi etc.
Dual reflection theory is mentioned along with 'Kart¤karmavirodha'.
Kaivalya is defined in the last S£tra and Vijµ¡nabhikÀu makes it a
point to repeat that there is Kaivalya for both Prak¤ti and PuruÀa
and each reaching its respective natural state.

A committed theist Vijµ¡nabhikÀu concludes Yogav¡rttika with
the prayer that Ì¿vara who is the self in all living beings may be
pleased with his work.3

Yogas¡rasa´graha

Yogas¡rasa´graha is in the form of collected theories of
Yogas£tras, and it is an original work of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu. In the be-
ginning of the work Vijµ¡nabhikÀu says:4

¥……Ãi…EÚ…S…±…n˘hb‰̃x… ®… l…i¥…… ™……‰M…∫……Æ˙®…¬*
=P…fii™……®…fii…∫……Æ˙…‰™…Δ O…xl… E÷Ú®¶……‰  x…v…“™…i…‰**

The text has been written in simple and ordinary Sanskrit. It is
prose and poetry mixed and the main text is in prose but the extracts
are generally in the form of S£tras, Bh¡Àyas and ¿lokas.

As same as Pataµjali, Vijµ¡nabhikÀu has collected the essence
of Yoga in four divisions and according to its subject matter each of
them has been nominated. According to Yogas£tra, the four chap-
ters are, Sam¡dhip¡da, S¡dhanap¡da, Vibh£tip¡da and
Kaivalyap¡da.

The first section discusses the forms of Yoga and the explana-
tion of its relevance. After that the V¤tti and Nirodha (mental func-
tion and its suppression) has been depicted. Vijµ¡nabhikÀu has also
described the sub-divisions of Asamprajµ¡ta Yoga and the descrip-
tion of Vitarka, Vic¡ra, Ënanda and Asmita. He has described the
four levels of Yogis and then there is the description of Asamprajµ¡ta
Yoga. Describing Up¡ya-pratyaya, the first division of Asamprajµ¡ta
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Yoga, Vijµ¡nabhikÀu has given a brief description of God. After
that the Bhava-pratyaya has been described and at the end, the ef-
fects of Asamprajµ¡ta have been declared.

The second part deals with the means of Yoga. First the internal
means such as Parikarma etc. practice for Yoga has been mentioned
and subsequently, the effect of Yoga has been revealed towards
liberation. Lastly, there is the description of eight means of Yoga
such as Yama, Niyama, Ësana, Pr¡¸¡y¡ma, Praty¡h¡ra, Dh¡ra¸a,
Dhy¡na and Sam¡dhi.

The third section includes the Siddhis resulting from Sanyasa.
Then the method of enlightenment has been explained and then
there is an indication of eight types of perfection specifically A¸im¡,
Mahim¡, Laghim¡, Pr¡pti, Pr¡k¡mya, Ì¿iit¡, Vasit¡ and
Kamavas¡yitv¡.

The fourth part discusses about Kaivalya. Here one finds the
description of MokÀa resulting from Yoga. At the end part of this
work Vijµ¡nabhikÀu has mentioned áabda (word), in which Sphota,
the greatness or pervasiveness of the mind and time is described.

Vijµ¡nabhikÀu's boundless knowledge of Yoga is specified in
the books of Yoga philosophy he has penned. The writings of
Vijµ¡nabhikÀu on the philosophy of Yoga, Yogav¡rttika and
Yogas¡rasa´graha are par excellence. These works point out many
Yogic concepts. The element of the traditional study of Yoga is
mainly used in the Yogas¡rasaÆgraha as the theoretical aspect. The
control of the mind is the main theme of Yoga philosophy and there
are various paths to attain this control. The Yogas¡rasa´graha gives
a very detailed explanation of the various types of Yogins. One is
made fit for Sam¡dhi by following several practices like Abh¡ysa,
Vair¡gya Kriy¡yoga etc.  A very beautiful word picture of the eight
limbs of Yoga is there in Yogas¡rasa´graha. The practice of eight
limbs of Yoga will lead an aspirant to the ultimate aim of human life
that is Sam¡dhi. Various types of Samadhi are explained in this as
Samprajµ¡ta Sam¡dhi, Asamprajµ¡ta Sam¡dhi, Dharmamegha
Sam¡dhi etc. Yogav¡rttika has been collected in the pot knows as
Yogas¡rasa´graha.

The importance of Yoga has not lost its shine even in this twenty-
first century. The globalisation in the cultural arena has made Yoga
a universally accepted one. The present status of Yoga and the
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sources which have helped its growth are all examined thoroughly.
The status of Yoga today is only for physical fitness and to free the
mind from stress and strain.

One must surely, at least once in one's life must go through the
pages of the life and works of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu. As regards the record
of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu's life, there are many shortcomings, yet whatever
is available in the treasure box of Indian philosophy. There is a
large scope for arousing curiosity when one reads the works of
Vijµ¡nabhikÀu. The works of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu is the fathom point in
the ocean of philosophy. The reader of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu must be highly
qualified or should have an aptitude and know the philosophy thor-
oughly.

Conclusion

Vijµ¡nabhikÀu is a genius and a man of great learning and inde-
pendent ideas. The style with which Vijµ¡nabhikÀu presents is a
mellow attitude towards his writing. The works of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu,
to be understood to depth, one should also know his philosophical
aptitude.The scholarly adeptness of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu is specified in
Vijµ¡nabhikÀu's works on Yoga philosophy. The evidence of this
is clearly seen in the Yogav¡rttika and Yogas¡rasa´graha. The com-
mentary of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu on the Vy¡sabh¡Àya of Yogas£tras is
significantly called Yogavarttika. In Yogav¡rttika, Vijµ¡nabhikÀu
makes an effort to comment not only on what Vy¡sa has already
said but carefully points out when something is left out and does not
mince towards whenever Vy¡sa misunderstood Pataµjali.

Vijµ¡nabhikÀu's name figures prominently in all works dealing
with S¡Ækhya -Yoga philosophy. His magnum opus on the Yoga
system, the Yogav¡rttika, throws light on a number of Yogic points.
Yogav¡rttika and Yogas¡rasa´graha are the two parallel works of
Vijµ¡nabhikÀu. The Yogas¡rasa´graha is a summary or an over-
view of Yoga philosophy and is evidently the last work that
Vijµ¡nabhikÀu composed in his lifetime. The philosophy which is
ancient and which had its birth in India is the glorious philosophy of
Yoga. This philosophy, even in this modern era has not lost its lus-
tre a bit but can be seen increasing at a high speed.

Footnotes
1. +™…Δ  ¥…Y……x… ¶…I…÷Æ˙…S……™…«& EÚŒ∫®…xn‰̆∂…‰ EÚŒ∫®…xEÚ…±…‰ +…∫…“ n˘ i… ∫…®™…E¬Ú x… ¶…¥… i…* i…l…… {…

Bi…n˘ ¥…Æ˙ V…i•…¿®…“®……Δ∫…… ¶……π™…{…÷∫i…EÚ∫™…  ¥…GÚ®…“™… 1775 ∫…Δ¥…i∫…Æ‰˙  ±… J…i…∫™… ={…±…Δ¶……i…¬...*
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2. Kanshi Ram, Integral non dualism, p.8
3. Rukmini, T.S. Yogav¡rttika of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu, p-1  2
4. Jha Ganga Nath. Yogas¡rasa´graha of Vijµ¡nabhikÀu, p-1
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Dr. Athira Jathavedan

MAHËBHËRATAM  KIßIPPËÙÙU

The oral languages of India are divided into four gotras as Astric,
Tibeto-chines, Dravida  and Indo-European. The Telugu, Tamil,
Karnataka and Malayalam which are the important languages of
DakÀi¸¡patha belong to dr¡vida gotra. Among these the mutual re-
lations between Tamil and Malayalam is much stronger than their
relations to Telugu and Kannada. The Kodumtamil which was
prominent in Kerala in early days was only a communicative lan-
guage and so could not be developed to literary form. Because of
the inclination of Kerala Br¡hmins towards Sanskrit the literature
evolved first in Sanskrit followed by Ma¸iprav¡la which is a com-
bination of Sanskrit and Malayalam. Since emotions are dominant
over thoughts in human beings it is common that in any literature
verses might have arisen before prose.  Songs might have arisen as
medium of entertainment and also as devotional.

There are a variety of songs in Malayalam like Folk songs, p¡n¡s,
g¡tha, kilipp¡ttu, tottaÆ p¡ttu, teyyaÆ p¡ttu etc. Among these
KriÀ¸ag¡ha of Cherussery, jµ¡napp¡na of P£nth¡naÆ and the
Kilipp¡ts R¡m¡ya¸a, Bh¡rata and Bh¡gavata of Ezhuttachan seem
to have attained literary  perfection.

Tunjattu Ezhuttacchan:-

Tunjattu R¡m¡nujan Ezhuttacchan who is regarded as the father
of Malayalam was born at Tirur in Ponn¡ni taluk of Malappuram
district. His birth place in the banks of Ponn¡ni river of Malabar
region is now called Tunjan parambu. Now a research centre for
language studies is established in this place. From the first stanza of
his Adhy¡tma R¡m¡ya¸a-
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"p¡dasevakan¡yabhaktan¡Æd¡san brahma
p¡dajanajµ¡nin¡m¡dyan¡yulloru nj¡n"

gives an indication that he belonged to Nair community. His time
is supposed to lie between the 600 to 800 of the Kollam era accord-
ing to different scholars.(1400-1600 AD)  If it was at the beginning
of  600 he would have preceded the author of KriÀnag¡tha as there
is no proof for this Ullor S Parameswara Ayyar, the historian of
Malayalam language concluded that Ezhuttacchan between 670 and
750 of kollam era. It is generally accepted that his name was
R¡m¡nujan though other names R¡man, áankaran, S£ryan¡r¡ya¸a
are attributed to him. It seems from his works that Ezhuttacchan's
guru's name also was  R¡man. . R¡man¡m¡c¡ryan¡volaÆ
tu¸akka¸aÆ, Agrajan mama satat¡Æ. Though there are many works
attributed to him it is established beyond doubt that Adhy¡tma
R¡m¡ya¸a, Uttara R¡m¡ya¸a, Mah¡bh¡rata and Devi M¡h¡tmya
kilipp¡ttu are authored by him. áreemad Bh¡gavata also is attrib-
uted to him.

Adhy¡tma R¡m¡ya¸aÆ Ki½ipp¡ttu:-

Adhy¡tma R¡m¡ya¸am is considered as the most important work
of Ezhuttacchan. Because of the abundance of the Sanskrit words it
seems to be his first literary work.

gatv¡ ragh£ttamasannidhau satvaraÆ
bhaktaiva p£jayitv¡ saha lakÀa¸aÆ

In this context it may be noted that by the time of writing
Mah¡bh¡rata the Sanskrit words are not used much. Adhyatma
R¡m¡ya¸a is the most popular work of ezhuttacchan and is read
during the R¡m¡ya¸a month Karkidaka in Kerala.

Mah¡bh¡rata:-

As a literary work Mah¡bh¡rata excels R¡m¡ya¸a. As a later
work it is more compact than R¡m¡ya¸a. He has won in beautifully
compressing the extensive story of Mah¡bh¡rata. S¤ng¡ra, V¢ra,
Adbhuta, Karu¸a, Bhay¡naka, Raudra and á¡nta are applied beau-
tifully throughout this work. He has not included many parts of
Mah¡bh¡rata like Bhagavad g¢ta, Sanatsuj¡t¢ya and Anug¢ta etc.
In his ki½ipp¡ttu. á¡ntiparva and Anu¿¡sika are also highly com-
pressed. After writing Ëdi Parva including minute details he might
have doubted about the size of the work. And so might have com-
pressed the anya Parv¡s. The Ëdi Parva is divided in to three as
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Pauloma, Ëstika and Sambhava and Sauptika Parva is divided in to
two as Sauptika and AiÀika. In total there are twenty one Parv¡s in
his ki½ipp¡ttu instead of eighteen in Mah¡bh¡rata. The reason for
this is not clear.eg for s¤ng¡ra :-

Kari¸¢yuga madhyagatan¡y madichoru
kariv¢raneppole madana viva¿an¡y

Eg:- for Karu¸a:-

V¢¸itallo kidakkunnu dhara¸iyil-
áo¸itavuma¸iµjallo áiva áiva!
Nalla maratakakkallinottoru
Kaly¡¸ar£pan kum¡ran manoharan

There are enough examples for raudra as Du¿¿¡sanavadha etc.
The áakuntala leaving Kanv¡¿rama is reminds one the Abhijµ¡na
á¡kuntala of K¡lid¡sa.

Bh¡rataÆ ki½¢pp¡ttu and other works on Bh¡rata katha :-

There are many books in Malayalam both independent and trans-
lations based on Mah¡bh¡rata. But none of them has attained per-
fection in devotional aspect as kilippattu of Ezhuttacchan. Sr¢kriÀ¸a
stutis in Bh¡rataÆ ki½ipp¡ttu shows his deep devotion towards Sr¢
Krishna. Like devotion Self realisation is also given prominent place
in Mah¡bh¡rata. Bhagavad g¢ta, Anug¢ta and Sasanatsuj¡t¢yaÆ are
dealing with spirituality as he has compressed these in his ki½ipp¡ttu
it may be inferred that he has given prominence to devotion in his
ki½ipp¡ttu. Moral teachings also are given important place as exem-
plified by Vidurav¡kya of Udyogaparva. The great moral teachings
of Mah¡bh¡rata is translated in sweet simple language without leav-
ing there essence. The Viduran¢ti of ki½ipp¡ttu is as excellent as that
of Mah¡bh¡rata There are many up¡khy¡n¡s in Mah¡bh¡rata. For
eg:-Sree R¡mop¡khy¡na, Nalop¡khy¡na etc. Some of them are
included,some avoided, some compressed and some others only
indicated in ki½ipp¡ttu. This might be for making it compact. It may
seem that the advise "Dharma Matirbhavatu VaÅ" given by Veda
Vy¡sa in Mah¡bh¡rata is translated as "K¤À¸e Matirbhavatu vaÅ"
in ki½ipp¡ttu. This shows that he has dared place Bhakti replacing
Dharma.

áaktiyuÆ na¿ich¢duÆ bhaktiyumurachiduÆ
Bhuktiyil viraktiyuÆ muktiyuÆ t¡nevaruÆ
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It is difficult to say which aspects of a perfect poem like l¡½itya ,
pras¡da, M¡dhurya, Alank¡rasaurabhya is more dominant in
ki½ipp¡ttu. Two other ki½ipp¡ttu cherished by Keralites are Adhy¡tma
R¡m¡ya¸a and Bh¡gavata. But in the matter of literary perfection
Mah¡bh¡rata excels the other two. Even the Malayalam translation
of Mah¡bh¡rata by Kodungallor Kunjikkuttan Thampur¡n is much
behind of ki½ipp¡ttu in populate.

The following is a devotional sloka of Mah¡bh¡rata. It is given
at the beginning of every parva.

N¡r¡ya¸aÆ namask¤tya naraÆ caiva narottamaÆ
Dev¢Æ saraswat¢Æ caiva tato jayamud¢ray®t

But in case of ki½ipp¡ttu  Ezhuttacchan says that the motive for
his writing is the intense desire for hearing the story of lord Krishna.
It may be noted that every ki½ipp¡ttu is written as sung by ki½i (par-
rot) Ezhuttacchan being the listerner. At the beginning of each parva
he is requesting the ki½i to narrate the story of Bhagav¡n lord Krishna.
The prominence given to Bhakti is the reason for the popularity of
this ki½ipp¡ttus. A common man is more close to Bhakti than Dharma.
Though the translation of Mah¡bh¡rata by Kodungalloor
Kunjikkuttan Thampur¡n  v¤tt¡nuv¤tta the Ezhuttacchan's ki½ipp¡ttu
has more influence Keralites. Though there are many works like
Ka¸¸a¿¿a Bh¡rata, Bh¡rata Campu and G¡tha based on
Mah¡bh¡rata, the ki½ipp¡ttu can be singled out the one giving promi-
nent to Bhakti.

Ezhuttacchan has written the ki½ipp¡ttu as sung by kili(parrot)
who happens to come to him from somewhere. He welcomes the
parrot and offers her fruits,then the narration starts as answer to his
question. It is known that this ki½ipp¡ttu style has came from Tamil.
The great áaiva poet Tirujµ¡na Sambandham£rty N¡yan¡r has ac-
cepted this style in Tev¡ram as noted by Ulloor in Kerala S¡hitya
Caritram.

Ciraiy¡rumadakki½iyeyinke v¡; tenodu p¡l
Muraiy¡le u¸athoruvan; meyva½athodu tara½am

His life time was the 7th century AD. Another áaiva poet
Manikyavacakam of 9th century AD also had followed this style.

Er¡rarunki½iyeyenka½ peruthuraikkon
C¢r¡rtirun¡mam t¢rthuraaiy¡y
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Ulloor says that Ezhuttacchan might have followed these Tamil
poets in accepting this style.

Ki½ipp¡ttu Metres:-

Keka, K¡ka½i, Ka½ak¡nji and Annanada are the metres mainly
used in ki½ipp¡ttu. Annanada first appears in Karnaparva and mausala
parva of Mah¡bh¡rata.Ulloor points out that among the four metres
used by Ezhuttacchan Keka, K¡kali and Ka½ak¡nji were in used
earlier also as seen in GurudakÀinapp¡ttu. Ulloor also opines that
Annanada was introduced by Ezhuthacchan. Ma¸ik¡nji,
Drutak¡ka½i,£nak¡ka½i etc. Are other metres used in ki½ipp¡ttu.

M¡varatam P¡ttu:-

Oriental research has published M¡varata P¡ttu by an anony-
mous author. The name itself indicate that it is dealing with
Mah¡bh¡rata in the form of songs. Though there are similarities
between the beginning of M¡varatam and kilippattu the differences
are also clear.

M¡varata starts as :-

Hara! Hara! áiva! áiva!áivaáankara! H¡!
áiva! N¡r¡ya¸a! áivaáankarare!
The Kar¸a Parva of ki½ipp¡ttu starts as
Hara Hara hara áiva áiva áiva
Pura Hara Mura Hara nata Pada
Bhava M¤ti Bhaya Hara smara Hara

In spite of these similarities the influence of Tamil in M¡varataÆ
p¡ttu makes a difference from the language of Mah¡bh¡rata.

What makes Mah¡bh¡ratam ki½ipp¡ttu relevant today is that its
novelty is not lost even after 450 years. In that sense it is a perfect
Malayalam poem. Even in the eyes of Sanskrit scholars it is a per-
fect match of rasa, bh¡va, ala´k¡ra, v¤tta and arthacamatk¡ra. In
this sense Ezhuttacchan deserves the title father of Malayalam lan-
guage. To conclude though Malayalam language has under gone
changes over centuries Ezhuttacchan's language is still a model for
even modern Malayalam poets.
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Dr.  K. B. Selvamony

THE POLYPHONIC NARRATIVE LESSONS

The writer travels through various paths. He uses different paths
and experiences which may be strange to the reader. Sometimes he
completely douses the conscious level and moves to the uncon-
scious level. In the moments of creativity, he lets the unconscious
mind free without any control. There are certain writing methods
which express a kind of automatism. Here, the writer sets the thoughts
free from the cages without any obstruction. The surrealistic method
which ignores consciousness and accepts unconscious level makes
the pith of writing more radiant. The definition that art is the version
of strange imagination becomes meaningful here. As man longs to
be free from restrictions, art too longs to be free from conventional
rules. Surrealism appeared as a flinch from the established condi-
tions. This movement which formed in painting made drastic changes
in literature also. Literature accepted the strange ideas of surreal-
ism. Illogicality, hallucination and queer notions increased the beauty
and insight of literature. Ideas which are seemingly having no con-
nection too were accepted. Because of this, the connection and con-
versation of literature with other forms of art got acceptance. Inter-
disciplinary discussions became more frequent. The similarity of
one with the other-though opposite- was discussed. The surrealistic
ways laid the foundation for all these.  It created diverse lessons of
narration.

 This movement was able to overcome our imagination and vi-
sion. Unexpected additions and incidents happen here. We can say
that all systems get shattered. That is why Salvador Dali commented
that surrealism is destructive1. He writes that surrealism could over-
come all the thoughts which confine our reading. There the dead
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and alive converse. People engaged in different forms of art be-
come friends. Time and place is not a matter here. Unknown places
become known, strangers behave as familiar persons. That is why it
is being said as a world of unconsciousness. There is no way for a
clear and transparent discourse. The reader or spectator has to find
a way to get a clear idea. There is the solution in surrealism as infi-
nite areas of knowledge are kept open there. Interdisciplinary can
be observed and studied as a continuation of this branch. The col-
laboration of different subjects is a peculiarity of surrealism. The
study of polyphonic sound in art is having its importance here. M
Mukundan presented surrealism subtly in his works. He has written
so many works which are against surrealism. He has exposed the
guidelines of this movement in his story named 'The Train that had
Wings'. 'This story is there in the collection of my stories published
by Michigan University, America.  The logic behind the surrealistic
painter Rene Magritte's drawing the picture of a flower and writing
under it that it is not a flower attracted me. There are levels of dreams
and hallucination in surrealism. It might have dissolved in my sub-
conscious mind2."

A wide range of contradictions are there in his works. C¯zanne,
published in Mathrubhumi is a story written in surrealistic style3. A
shocking theme is there. But it doesn't create an exploding atmo-
sphere. The essence of the story is the conversation between the
dead and the alive. But it doesn't rise to the level of hallucination.
Mukundan takes a new narrative technique where he melts and
blends surrealism to realism. He saved a story which otherwise would
have been slipped into hallucination and thus surrealism came be-
fore us through another way.

 C¯zanne is the story of Amarthyan, a painter who reaches Paris
as the part of a project. The snow filled streets, the white Basilica,
Louvre museum -all extends the beauty of the story. Mukundan
writes in the beginning of the story that snow can turn hard realities
into dreams. It hints Amarthyan's picturisation of the dreams be-
yond his vision to a story. Amarthyan's journey through the snow
filled streets and the strange imaginations which he feels in his mind
make the story. The dreamland of painters gifted him not only won-
ders, but also strange imaginations. Amarthyan too had the mindset
of coddling the realities beyond, as that of painters. That is why
Paris seemed to be so familiar for him, though he has not visited it
before. And he didn't know French language. Isabel who travelled
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with him didn't know English too. Still they communicated. Their
first journey was to the grave of young painter Hugh,who died of
AIDS. Isabel says that Amarthyan's and Hugh's paintings have or-
ganic relations. Hugh was not permitted to be buried in cemetery.
His illness denied it. He was buried in the outskirts of the city where
immigrants and the poor lived. He was the symbol of the uncontrol-
lable life of the painters. Most often, the painters do not accept a
polished life which is familiar to all. The clear and faded obscurity
in their paintings was there in their lives too. They were trapped in
homosexuality and AIDS. Rock Hudson, Rudolf Nureyev and Michel
Foucault died of AIDS.

They met life not in bright lines. They accepted the dark faded
coloured life. Strange ways come when Amarthyan travels alone
through Paris. Here reality's limits get vanished,logical calculations
become wrong and illogicality's fantasies  get right. Imagination
has to give up subtle realities. The story moves away from local
outskirts. Thus Paris becomes the map of imagination. The ques-
tion is it possible of moving from Paris without meeting C¯zanne
becomes relevant. Because when flying from the native place, imagi-
nation also becomes free.Amarthyan sees C¯zanne  during a train
journey. Amarthyan meets the stranger who sat near him. Then the
stranger introduces himself as C¯zanne . Amarthyan was travelling
to see the native place and home of C¯zanne . That was the  great
ambition of his life. He loved C¯zanne 's paintings like 'The Card
Players', 'The Bathers' etc. Many painters greet C¯zanne  as the
Father of Painting.  C¯zanne who died in 1906 copied impression-
ism and cubism in painting.

C¯zanne was returning after participating in the birthday party
of Balzac. Painter Edgar Degas, Marcel Proust and Victor Hugo
also were there for the function.Amarthyan was not wondered or
astonished by the words of C¯zanne . This painter thinks that the
earth not only belongs to the people who are alive, but also to the
dead. Dead ones may also have their dreams, desires  and engage-
ments which they share with each other. Édouard Manet  was also
invited for the birthday party, but he could not come due to the lack
of time.  C¯zanne says that he is so busy even after his death.

Amarthyan encounters the question, 'Are you an Indian?' in the
beginning of the meeting with C¯zanne. It was a question with an
easy answer. But Amarthyan's answer was not one with pride. Some
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recent incidents hurt his feelings.As a writer,in his mind,he might
had the loneliness and threat which  M F Hussain faced. Amarthyan
was against interpreting history, movies, literature, and painting ac-
cording to the rules of religion. He likes free life and cretaivity and
he was against all the obstacles on the way. Fake patriotism is a
kind of ornament for many. They use this partriotism to trap their
rivals. 124 A became a signal to destroy the enemy.It is hidden in
Amarthyan's answer.

The life and specialties of painters and writers become clear in
this story. Many artists and writers like  Balzac, Edgar Degas, Marcel
Proust, Victor Hugo, Voltaire, Rousseau, Alexandre Dumas, Emile
Zola, Maupassant, Baudelaire, Edouard Manet, van Gogh  etc. ap-
pear  in this story. Mukundan writes that Balzac is the only writer in
the world who died after getting affected by writing. He was poor
and lonely.He wrote most of his famous works when he was living
in fear of creditors. He died as a result of continuous and intensive
writing. Writing drained him. Edgar Degas was a painter who por-
trayed dancers and especially moving objects alone. Victor Hugo
was the paterfamilias of writers. Alexandre Dumas is the writer who
was read the most in the last two centuries. Nobody was there who
hadn't read his The Count of Monte Cristo. Here writers have not
only been introduced, but also the friendship between writers and
artists are portrayed. It reminds a time when they sat together and
made open discussions. 'C¯zanne' is notable as a memory which
points to the new world where people like to live separately.

K P Appan observes that some disease like leprosy, tuberculo-
sis, syphilis, cancer, AIDS etc. provided the cultural equipage for
certain literary movements4. Leprosy and tuberculosis were main
themes in classicism. Realism talked about syphilis. Modern writ-
ings were about cancer. AIDS is the disease of postmodern age.
Diseases change as per the peculiarity of time. While M Mukundan
was writing 'C¯zanne', all the diseases mentioned above  got  rem-
edy. But a new virus conquered as defeating all the impediments.
We can see that virus towards the end of the story. This new virus
conquers Amarthyan who comes to visit the grave of Hugh who
died of AIDS. Thus Mukundan's story gives continuation to Appan's
observations. "You left this world by climbing on the wings of HIV
virus. I will come to you by climbing on the wings of another new
virus. We can sit together and watch our unfulfilled dreams again."
'C¯zanne' transforms as the story about the new disease. Everytime
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there have been germs and viruses to affect and cause danger to the
world.And it is the fate of man to climb on its wings and under its
shadow. Covid 19 becomes the death and pain of modern times. K
P Appan also observes that the affected person always lives in imagi-
nation. "The disease physically tortures the person. But it also be-
comes a reason for spiritual revelations. It creates a desire for beauty
in the patient. A vision of beauty is created from disappointment.
Imagination is a room for patient. He wishes to live in that room."5

The disease gifted Amarthyan imagination/fancy. The virus which
flew to him paved way for the meeting with C¯zanne. We can un-
derstand this story as the revelation which was given to Amarthyan
by the disease. The streets, art galleries and cemeteries of Paris ap-
pear in the story.Mukundan is able to picturise it in a way that the
reader can see them directly.It shows the Orsay museum in Paris.
Degas, Renard, Gauguin, van Gogh, Mathis-all are there. Cezanne's
mostly awaited card players are also there. The story opens the door
not only to painting, but also to various other areas. The snow filled
streets, the city of Barbasil where girls who wore little frocks catch-
ing fish, and the residence at Paris are pictured in an excellent way.
The houses had original paintings, sculptures, infinite number of
binded books, piano, carpets, gothic furniture, chandeliers etc.
Mukundan also writes beautifully about the cemeteries where the
writers of Paris rest.The story has also the description of the artists
who rest in the cemeteries of Montmartre, P¯re Lachaise, Panth¯on,
Montparnasse, Passy and St Pierre. The cemeteries amidst the chest-
nut tress with the brick paved walkway and between orchid flowers
proclaimed the greatness of the artists. Note the part where  the story
brings in  Balzac's grave. "From a distance, Amarthyan saw the
grave of Balzac in between the branches of the chestnut trees with
withered leaves. There was the statue of Balzac on a pillar within a
square made of black bars. There were withered leaves and snow in
the dim light. Flowers of different colours were there at the bottom
of the statue of Balzac which only had his face". This is a model of
respect towards artists. Perhaps Mukundan might have remembered
his dear friend Punathil Kunjabdulla while writing this. The bereaved
condition of the grave of Punathil,who freed imagination like hallu-
cination, was much discussed.Mukundan has shared this disdain in
facebook. He shared the picture of a gravestone filled with copse
and disappeared from our vision or memory. It was the grave of Dr
Punathil Kunjabdulla, who wrote 'Marunnu', 'Smarakashilakal' and
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many other stories and treated the imagination of the Malayali with
letters, which was left bereaved6. While the graves of many of our
writers are left ignored, in other places, they hold the head high
amidst the flowers. Artists live even after their death. People who
love reading and writing showers flowers on the grave and refresh
memories. Death does not destroy memory, but makes it glow. Here
there is the severe criticism against the attitude of Malayali.

'C¯zanne' creates multiple lessons. The story gets new meanings
near the interdisciplinary problems. The conditions of recent India,
negligence towards artists-all are pointed out here. The intense
thoughts about various diseases are also filled in the story. Trans-
parent fantasy is created in narration. The beauty of Paris and friend-
liness towards writers is proved here. And also the knowledge on
painting is distributed. The story introduces the places scented with
homosexuality. It turns to the level of a documentary too when
C¯zanne describes about his home and workplace. Thus 'C¯zanne',
where we can't differentiate surrealism and realism, is a story which
creates multiple lessons in narration.

Footnotes
1. Surrealism is destructive, but it destroys only what it considers to be

shackles limiting our vision
2.  Prasadhakan magazine , September 2021, page  23
3. Mathrubhumi Onappathippu  2021
4. Rogavum Sahithyabhavanayum ,D C Books, Kottayam, October 2004,

Page 9
5. Rogavum Sahithyabhavanayum ,D C Books, Kottayam, October 2004,

Page 7
6. mathrubhumi.com, Oct 27, 2018
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Shelly M.R.

DERIVATIVE NOUNS (TADDHITANGAL)  IN
MALAYALAM- A CRITICAL STUDY BASED  ON

KERALA PËÛINÌYAM

Kerala is the most authenticated grammar texts in Malayalam.
Although there have been many Grammar texts, none of them claim
to be crowning as Kerala Pa¸in¢yam. Since so many years passed it
is still being  unquestionable. Kerala Pa¸ini (A.R) was a perfect
mother tongue  lover and a the same time he was well versed in
Sanskrit. Therefore, it is clear that, to a certain extent, Sanskrit natu-
rally influenced his views during the compilation of Kerala
Pa¸in¢yam. There are so many instances in this text,where his deep-
est knowledge in Sanskrit is revealed. Especially  in the discussions
on derivative nouns (taddhitam), he went ahead with the unification
of both languages.The Sanskrit grammarians  have  made it clear
that  deliberative discussions on taddhitam is a context in which
even the best grammarian may create complexities and, so that,this
article critically examines  the discussions on derivative nouns in
Kerala Pa¸in¢yam. This also is  an attempt  to simplify and codify
the perspectives of  A.R  on derivative nouns.

As a language, Malayalam belongs to the Dravidian tribe and
genetically relatedto Tamil. But it is still misunderstood as a lan-
guage originated from Sanskrit due to the prevalence of Sanskrit in
it. It does not seem wrongto say that most of the words and expres-
sions in Malayalam today are in some way related to Sanskrit and
that is why many have such a misconception. The grammatical struc-
ture of both languages are quite different from each other. But al-
most the same technical terms are used to express the same concept.
Even in Kerala Pa¸in¢yam, the authentic grammar text of Malayalam,
A.R Raja Raja Varma has unconsciously expressed his deepest San-
skrit knowledge to convey the ideas and to a certain extent, that was
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also a reason for many of the complications in Kerala Pa¸in¢yam.
In this context, this article critically approaches the perceptions of
A.R on taddhitam (Derivative noun) in Kerala Pa¸in¢yam.

Taddhitam is a new noun derived from a noun or adjective.There
is a famous quote  in Sanskrit on taddhitam"Thadhitha m£·o
vy¡kara¸a"It can be interpreted in two ways.

1) Grammarians know nothing about taddhitam.

This means that the number and nature of taddhitam are so wide
that even the most proficient grammarian can say absolutely noth-
ing about it.

2) Taddhitam £a vaiyakara¸a- The real grammarian carries ev-
erything about taddhitam

It means that a person who knows everything abouttaddhitam
can only be called as a grammarian in real sense.

These arguments shows the importance oftaddhitam in
grammar..In such a condition, it may be relevant for thinking criti-
cally on the derivative nouns in Malayalam.

In, Kerala Pa¸in¢yam, A.R describes in detail the different forms
and characteristics of taddhitam. Mainly they are tanm¡tram, tadvat,
n¡mnirm¡yi. And p£ra¸i.

Derivative nouns

1 tanm¡tram. (means 'only that')

Selecting and pointing out only one property of an object with
multiple properties is known as tanm¡tram. Suffix'ma' is used to
indicate the meaning of tanm¡tram.in adjective /abstract nouns..

Eg. Putuma (novelty), pazhama (oldness),

In other nouns, 'ttam' is used.'tam' is  the instinction of the 'tvam'
from Sanscrit

Eg-tharava¶ittam (nobility), a¶imattam (slavery).

Also, tvam, taram and tanam from Sanskrit, only due to the lack
of original Malayalam suffixes, are used to express the same.

Eg-v¢ratvam (valour), man·attaram  (foolishness), ven¶¡tanam
(triviality).

In adopted Sanskrit sounds, the same Sanskrit suffix is used.
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Eg-m¤udutvam ( - softness),prabhutvam (-royalty).

2) Tadvat(means 'like that')

In  masculine and neuter sounds, the suffix 'an', is used to get the
meaning of  tadvat. Itstands for getting the expressions 'that which
is in it', 'that which comes from there', 'that which is born there'
etc....

Eg-k£nan (- hunchback), tekkan(t - southern), k¡¶an(-tribal).

In feminine sounds, the suffix which has the feminine meaning
is used.

Eg-k£ni (- hunchback-femminine), tha¶icci (obese), velakkaratti
(-maid servant).

3) Namanirmmayi

The gender suffixes 'an' (masculine), a½ (feminine) and 'tu' (neu-
ter) can make perecham (- incomplete verb that depends on noun)
(¡dh¡rikabh¡sam (the form which has the same meaning of loca-
tive case) and sambandhikavibhakthi (- genitive or possessive case)
as nouns.These derivative nouns are called n¡mnirm¡yi. whichis
not found in Sanskrit.

Eg-kan¶avan (-he who has seen)-kan¶aval (she who has seen)-
kandatu (-that which has seen), (peraccam +gender suffixes)

Mumpilattevan -mumpilatteval -mumpilattetu (¡dh¡rikabh¡sam
+gendersuffixes)

Entevan-enteval -entethu (sambandhika+gender suffixes)

4) p£ra¸i - means  'that which fills'

p£ra¸I taddhitam is formed when the suffix '¡m' comes together
in the sense of filing it in numerical sounds.It comes only in the
meaning of masculine gender.

Eg-onnam, onn¡man

p£ra¸idoes not have feminine and neuter forms. When  a½ and tu
(feminine and neuter genders) join with p£ra¸i it becomes
n¡mnirm¡yi.

Eg-onn¡m, onnamatteval, onnamattetu,

Besides that, suffixes like ngu, nnu, and t¤a can be combined
with pronouns to get derivative nouns in the sense of space, time
and measure.
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Eg-Space- an´gu (there), in´gu (-here), en´gu (-where)

Time -annu (then), innu (today, now), ennu (when)

Measure- (at¤a- so many) it¤a-this much), et¤a- howmuch)

A.R begins the discussion on derivative nouns by praising its
infinite variety and throughout this context, he follows his prede-
cessor Hermen Gundert in many aspects. It was Gundert who pri-
marily told about the conversion of tvaminto tam, before A.R men-
tioned it. A.R only illustrates it with more examples. But it is clear
that A.R shows a keen attentionin categorizing the suffixes of de-
rivative nouns. For example, Even Seshagiriprabhu, one of the main
critics of Kerala Panini, considered ¡lan and ¡li as suffixes for
tadvattaddhitam. It was due to the influence of Gundert. Actually
we can find, an andi is the only part in ¡lan and ¡li that give a
gender indication. That may be the reason why A.R has suggested
onlyan and I as suffixes for tadvattaddhitam. A.R's approach comes
here as more scientific. A.R considers 'i' only as a feminine indica-
tor. But it may be as masculine and neuter.

Vill¡li-Archer- masculine1

In certain cases i may stands without specific gender indication.

Eg-n¡ri-- stinkard (either masculine or feminine)

Pank¡li- - partner("")

Rogi-- patient

P¡pi--sinner

A.R received both praise and criticism when he speaks of
thanmathrataddhitam.2 The word ¡diyum is used ve¸¶¡nam here to
indicate that there are other suffixes, such as vu and yma among
thetanm¡tra suffixes and is not a derivative noun. It is only a nega-
tive verb.

A.R had to include tanam in the group of tanm¡tram probably
because he followed Gundert without further thought. Moreover,
the similarity of Sanskrit nouns like,pur¡tanam, pr¡krtam and
adhun¡tanam may have contributed to this determination. Other-
wise it would be an understatement to say that A.R failed to under-
stand the functional nature of ve¸¶¡nam Not only that, but A.R also
refers to the suffix taram which is widely used in Malayalam, not
mentioned by Gundert.
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Eg-ma¸·attaram, te¸·ittaram

Also some derivative nouns shows a literal similarity to verbs
because, all  roots are, in fact, literally verbs in nature.3 Remember,
that Kerala Panini himself says in the verb discussion that verb sounds
are more in number than nouns. Some of the grammarians, later,
prescribed  some additions to A.R's n¡mnirm¡yi. They argue that
since the combination ofpronouns with gender suffixes such as avan,
aval, atu (he, she, that) are present in Malayalam, these pronouns
should also be considered as the resource for generating
N¡manirm¡yi.4

N¡mnirm¡yi forms like, na·appon and nadappatu are also used
in Malayalam. Some N¡mnirm¡yi forms derived from the future
form of verbs refer to the meaning of present and future at the same
time. na·akum+on= na·akkuvon =he who  walks/he who will walk.

There is no doubt that A.R got a little less of look in the concep-
tion of p£ra¸i. He considered onn¡m and nur¡m as p£ra¸i taddhitam.
It is very much clear that these forms do not belong to the character-
istics of nouns and they are only adjectives5. It has been observed
that only adjectives formed when the suffix am is added to numeri-
cal sounds6 and that these forms become p£ra¸i only if the  adjec-
tive derived from the nouns is assumed to be derivative nouns.7

Seen in this light, the validity of worth reviewing. It is better to
consider onn¡man, onnamattevan and so as included in n¡mnirm¡yi
It may be desirable to include as p£ra¸i, very few sounds like
o¶¶ay¡n, ira¶¶ay¡n as p£ra¸i Derivative nouns suggested by A.R,
such as annu, atra can be named as Nirdesakathadhithangal.8 To-
day every language is being changed and accordingly new sounds
and expressions are formed there. Malayalam also has such a ten-
dency to derivate new forms, by using Sanskrit suffixes with for-
eign sounds9 like koudasikam, masmarikam, alakthikam etc. These
nouns are derived from foreign words like koodasa, mesmer and
electricity. Also, new words like 'unsahicable' are emerging as a
combination of Malayalam and English in spoken language.

Conclusion

A.R's analysis on derivative nouns has its own specialties. It is
one of the contexts in which A.R expresses his deepest inclination
on Sanskrit. This is very much evident in the naming of derivative
nouns itself tanm¡tram tadvat etc are perfectly involved in Sanskrit
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style. But the division as n¡mnirm¡yi shows his love of mother
tongue.It is no found in Sanskrit. At the same time his views on
n¡mnirm¡yi and p£ra¸i are little bit confusing. In the construction
of derivative noun, every noun is made up of another noun. There-
fore, it does not seem appropriate to name as n¡mnirm¡yi alone for
a particular group. So it seems desirable to make the following re-
arrangements for understanding and grasping the concept easily.

1) Renaming taddhitam as namajan¡mam- ( a noun derived from
another noun). It has more clarity in meaning and is suitable for the
style of Malayalam language.

2) It can be classified in to four

a)  bhavas£cakam- indicating a particular mood/state)

b) lingas£cakam - (indicating three genders) (tadvat and
   namanirm¡yi can together be considered as a single group)

c) Nirde¿¡tmakam -(suggestive)

d) Parak¢yam- (nouns derived from foreign words than
   Sanskrit) koudasikam, masmarikam, ¡laktikam

It seems that such a classification would be more helpful  in mak-
ing the study on Taddhitam more simple and concise. What's more,
in this way, new nouns as a combination of Malayalam and English
may emerge in future and this will further expand our perspectives
on Taddhitam. It is important to note that, in this context  A.R openly
admits that even his analysis on derivative nouns are not 100% flaw-
less. It reminds us the credibility and validity of the famous  quote
"taddhita m£·o vaiyakkara¸¡.
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Dr. Ambilimol B. V.

PERSPECTIVE OF K. P. NARAYANA PISHAROTI  ON
RAGHUVAMSA

K¡lid¡sah¤dayam Te¶i1 of K. P Narayana Pisharoti is a valuable
work among the studies on K¡lid¡sa's works in Malayalam. It pre-
sents his viewpoints and opinions about K¡lid¡sa and his works.
The title literally means 'In search of K¡lid¡sa's Heart'. Narayana
Pisharoti observes that 'as a reader one can criticize or interpret and
find out new meanings in K¡lid¡sa's works, according to his own
viewpoints because of their unique features'2. Accordingly, he makes
discussion of K¡lid¡sa works, especially the three works
Abhijµ¡na¿¡kuntala, Kum¡rasambhava and Raghuvam¿a.
‘Punnasseri Nambi Nilaka¸tha Sarma’ is another written by K.P.
Narayana Pisharoti.

K¡lidasah¤daya te¶i consists of ten articles. First of all, in the
first article entitled 'K¡vyam jayikkunnu, kaviyum' (The poem is
Jubilant and the poet also) gives a general awareness about K¡lid¡sa,
his scholarship, skill in depiction etc.

The second article entitled 'Vi¿vamah¡kavi' (Universal Poet) deals
with the distinctiveness of the scholarship of K¡lid¡sa based on his
k¡vyas Îtusamh¡ra, Meghad£ta, Kum¡rasambhava and
Raghuvam¿a. K¡lid¡sa is placed here as the founder of the genre
Sande¿ak¡vya. Skill of application of the sentiment pathos with
accurate metre in the context of 'Rativil¡p¡ in Kum¡rasambhava
and Ajavil¡pa in Raghuvam¿a' are also discussed therein. A discus-
sion on Îtusamh¡ra is also added here.

The third article is named as 'K¡lid¡san - Mah¡kaviyum
N¡¶akak¤ttum' (K¡lid¡sa- Poet and Dramatist) in which Narayana
Pisharoti discusses the peerless expertise of K¡lid¡sa as a dramatist.
Usage of ala´k¡ras especially Upam¡ and M¡lopam¡, áabdala´k¡ras
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like Yamak¡, SleÀa and employment of rasa based on Raghuvam¿a
and specialties of three dramas also are dealt with here.

The fourth article is entitled 'Abhijµ¡na¿¡kuntala'. As the title
itself indicates here Narayana Pisharoti evaluates K¡lid¡sa as a
unique dramatist on the basis of the style and presentation of
Abhijµ¡na¿¡kuntala.

The fifth article 'V¡garth¡viva Samp¤ktau' analyses the beauty
of diction and suggestive meaning of the invocatory verse of
Raghuvam¿a. Narayana Pisharoti says that K¡lid¡sa gives a broad
and suggestive meaning through this ¿loka by using two beautiful
words 'v¡k' and 'samp¤ktau' instead of '¿abda' and 'sahita'.  This, in
his opinion is, in conformity with the definition of k¡vya in
Bh¡maha's view.

Another notable point is that scholars generally do not accept
repetition of the same word in a K¡vya. But Narayana Pisharoti
explains a verse of Raghuvam¿a considering this aspect as a good
quality. He says that K¡lid¡sa has strictly followed many such us-
ages in his K¡vya without any burden. The ¿loka is as follows,

∫… n÷̆π|……{…™…∂……& |……{…i…¬ n˘∂…«™…x…¬  |…™…n˘∂…«x…&*
+l… |…n˘…‰π…‰ n˘…‰π…Y…& {…n¬̆®… {…n¬̆®……i…{…j…‰h…3**

The sixth article 'Sarvavidy¡vicakÀa¸an' (well versed is all
branches of Knowledge) discusses about the multifaceted genius of
K¡lid¡sa. K¡lid¡sa refers to Veda as chandas and Sruti. Narayana
Pisharoti examines a number of ¿lokas to expose K¡lid¡sa's schol-
arship in Vedic and allied literature. His erudition in Vedas,
vy¡khy¡nas, JyotiÀa, Nirukta, Ayurveda, and philosophy like Ny¡ya,
S¡nkhya, Ved¡nta, and Yoga are also analyzed here.

In the seventh article named as Kum¡rasambhavattile
m¡nadan·am' (the term m¡nadan·a in Kum¡rasambhava), he dis-
cusses about the first ¿loka of Kum¡rasambhava.

Eighth article entitled 'K¡lid¡sanum Niruktavum' (K¡lid¡sa and
Nirukta) gives illuminating informations about the roots of certain
words based on Nirukta. In his opinion the word Raghu is derived
from the root 'Ragh' which means 'to go' (gamana)4. The word Aja is
the synonym of BraÅman because his birth was in the Br¡Åmamuh£rta.

'K¡lid¡sakritikalum prakiÀiptav¡davum' (K¡lid¡sa's works and
the issue of Interpolations) the ninth article in this study, makes a
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meaningful effort to discuss the issue of interpolations in K¡lid¡sa's
works. Narayana Pisharoti examines others opinion also in this sec-
tion and he tells a good reader is a good critic who has to judge the
prakÀipta portions. He also says that while criticizing a k¡vya work
one must realize the style of presentation, usage of words, and method
of diction of the author. According to him, K¡lid¡sa is a great poet
of excellent poetic utterance and almost all verses of K¡lid¡sa are
accepted by him from the point of view of a good reader.

The last article 'Raghuvam¿aparya¶ana' (A rambling through
Raghuvam¿a) is an assessment of the 'Raghuvam¿opah¡ra' a com-
pilation of articles written by Trivikraman Namputirippad. It de-
bates some psychological dimensions of the story of Raghuvam¿a
based on Raghuvam¿opah¡ra. Pisharoti highly appreciates
Trivikraman Namputirippad's skill of literary criticism. Pisharoti
seems to think his own study as an appendage to Raghuvam¿opah¡ra.

In Raghuvam¿opah¡ra, Thrivikraman Namputirippad shows that
how Raghuvam¿a containts different types of affection of parents.
According to him there is difference in the affection between the
father and mother to their progenies. He brings forth here the mater-
nal and paternal affection depicted in Raghuvam¿a in different con-
texts. While when R¡ma and LakÀma¸a returned to Ayodhya, from
the battle field of La´ka, Kausaly¡ and Sumitr¡ expressed their grief
by embracing their injured body.  In the third sarga Dil¢pa shows
his pride and sorrow in his son's bravery and sad condition (injury)
respectively after the battle with Indra.

Narayana Pisharoti says, in fact K¡lid¡sa clearly mentioned such
maternal and paternal feelings (happiness and sorrow) with their
own importance. He exposes it quoting a verse of K¡lid¡sa from
Raghuvam¿a (XIV.3) '+…x…xnV…˘& ∂……‰EÚV…®…∏…÷§……π{…∫i…™……‰Æ˙∂…“i…Δ  ∂… ∂…Æ˙…‰  §…¶…‰n'˘*

But Narayana Pisharoti denied Namputipad's viewpoint that ev-
ery father and mother has the same affection to their children. Dil¢pa,
Kausaly¡ and Sumitr¡ have experienced happiness in their sons'
victory and sorrow seeing their injury. In the sentence '+…x…xn˘&
∂……‰EÚV…®…∏…÷§……π{…∫i…™……‰Æ˙∂…“i…Δ  ∂… ∂…Æ˙…‰  §…¶…‰n'.˘ K¡lid¡sa explains the happiness
and sorrow of Dil¢pa.  Similarly, he exhibits the happiness and sor-
row of Kausaly¡ and Sumitr¡ also.

In another place, Narayana Pisharoti has explained the opinion
of Trivikraman Namputrippad concerning the death of B¡lin. Slay-
ing of B¡li by the hand of R¡ma is justified here as a proper activity
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of R¡ma. Trivikraman Namputrippad considers the covert attack of
R¡ma as an ideal activity on the part of a King. Pisharoti clarifies
that there is no reference of the wicked use of arrow by R¡ma any-
where in Raghuvam¿a. He says K¡lid¡sa must have thought killing
of B¡lin would be difficult as he was very brave.

In another context Thrivikraman Namputirippad has explained
only about the two boons of Kaikey¢. One of the two boons was
offered by Da¿aratha to Kaikey¢ at the time of Dav¡surayudha and
another one was offered by Da¿aratha to the father of Kaikey¢ at the
time of the marriage of Kaikey¢. But Thrivikraman Namputiripad
does not explain about the past history of Da¿aratha especially about
the cause of polygamy of Da¿aratha. Narayana Pisharoti supple-
ments here Da¿aratha's past history, childlessness, polygamy and
its causes etc. based on the statements of Manusm¤ti as

¥…xv™……π]ı®…‰ v…¥…‰t…§n‰̆ n˘∂…®…‰ i…÷ ®…fii…|…V……*
BEÚ…n˘∂…‰ ∫j…“V…x… x… ∫…t∫i¥… |…™…¶…… π…h…“**

He sums up it by quoting a portion from Raghuvam¿a, that is
related with the curse fallen on Da¿aratha. Actually, the curse has
given him happiness because he was worried in childlessness. The
¿loka is '∂……{……‰{™…o˘π]ıi…x…™……x…x…{…n¬̆®…∂……‰¶…‰ ∫……x…÷O…Ω˛…‰ ¶…M…¥…i…… ®… ™… {…… i…i……‰%™…®…¬'5**

Thrivikraman Namputirippad presents the details of the three
types of salutation of a person in the society when he discusses
about the context of the 'p¡tivraty¡' of S¢t¡ and the salutation of
Bharata to S¢t¡. Pisharoti appreciates Namputirippad for giving
importance to the deliberation of the salutation of Bharata; as he
thinks that homage has a power on p¡tivraty¡. Narayana Pisharoti
accepts the viewpoints of Thrivikraman Namputirippad about the
importance of three types of homage and he concludes it highlight-
ing the pativratya of S¢t¡.

He sums up this session appreciating Thrivikraman
Namputirippad as a good critic and above all, he gives more impor-
tance here to discuss especially the temperamental characterization
based on the epic R¡m¡ya¸a.

Punnasseri Nilaka¸tha Sarma

K. P. Narayana Pisharoti in his work Punna¿¿ery Nampi
N¢laka¸¶ha áarma6 gives some ¿lokas of Raghuvam¿a of K¡lid¡sa
that are explained by Punna¿¿ery to his disciples during his leisure
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times. The verses thus commented yield innovative meanings that
are not seen in the commentaries of earlier scholars of other re-
gions. These types of interpretations are known as 'sam¡ddhi
vy¡khy¡na' in Kerala. Narayana Pisharoti finds certain difficulty
and exaggeration of meanings explained in those verses. For in-
stance, the verse 'x…Æ˙{… i…E÷Ú±…¶…⁄i™…Ë M…¶…«®……v…k… Æ˙…Y…“ M…÷Ø˚ ¶…Æ˙ ¶… x… ¥…π]Δı ±……‰EÚ{……±……x…÷¶……¥…Ë&'
may be quoted.

K.P. Narayana Pisharoti states in his work named 'Punna¿¿ery
Nampi N¢laka¸¶ha áarma' that once Punna¿¿ery explained this ¿loka
well to him reciting the second line two or three times. Here,
Punna¿¿ery thinks, the verse means that the king Dil¢pa is impreg-
nated in the queen. But the real and the appropriate sense is 'the
queen became pregnant'. To give a solution of the doubt, Punna¿¿ery
recites the poem repeatedly giving stress on the word 'gurubhiÅ'.
He says that 'Æ˙…Y…“ M…¶…» +… +v…k…' is the correct order of the poem. He
explains that K¡lid¡sa used the upasarga '¡' to mention extraordi-
nary greatness of the pregnancy on which all adjectives of
'garbham¡datta' like 't…Ë +j…‰& x…™…x…∫…®…÷il…Δ V™……‰ i…& ∫…÷Æ˙∫… Æ˙i…¬ ¥…Œºx… x…π`ˆ ⁄̈⁄i…®…¬ B‰∂…Δ
i…‰V…& ±……‰EÚ{……±……x…÷¶……¥…Ë&' concentrate7.

In the first sarga the ¿loka

+n⁄̆Æ˙¥…Ãk…x…”  ∫…Àr˘ Æ˙…V…x…¬  ¥…M…h…™……i®…x…&*
={…Œ∫l…i…‰™…Δ EÚ±™……h…“ x……Œ®x… EÚ“Ãk…i… B¥… ™…i…¬8**

says that the sage VasiÀ¶ha tells to Dil¢pa and SudakÀi¸¡ about
their 'anapatyat¡' (absence of progeny) at his hermitage. Then
VasiÀ¶ha describes to Dil¢pa about his misbehaviour to the cow
K¡madhenu and says that as a remedy for it Dil¢pa should serve the
cow Nandin¢, the daughter of K¡madhenu. In the mean while the
cow returns from the forest at the dusk. VasiÀ¶ha tells that this is
very auspicious (good omen) to you because the cow comes back
from the forest when she is thought of. Here Punna¿¿ery gives some
new meanings to the words such as the king Dil¢pa will gain the
advantage to his deed after the twenty-first day. Dil¢pa serves
Nandin¢ twentyone days. The second sarga says that in the twenty
second day Nandin¢ blesses him of begetting a male offspring.
Punna¿¿ery says that according to the Astrology, in the Ka¶apay¡di
system the word '¡tm¡' is corresponding to the number 'fifty' and
the word 'd£ra'to twenty-eight. So the word 'ad£ra' means the num-
ber of the day i.e., 22 by deducting twenty-eight from fifty, If the
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anvaya is considered as 'Æ˙…V…x…¬  ∫… r˘®…¬ +…i®…x…& +n⁄̆Æ˙¥…Ãi…x…”  ¥…M…h…™… < i…'* (In
the second sarga of RaghuvaÆ¿a, K¡lid¡sa already mentioned about
the result of serving Nandin¢ was turned out in the day of 22) He
also tells that the word 'viga¸aya' is to be considered as a term hav-
ing mathematical connotation which means 'should be realized by
ganita technique'9.

±…±……]ı…‰n˘™…®……¶…÷Mx…Δ {…±±…¥…Œ∫x…Mv…{……]ı±……*

 §…ß…i…“ …‰i…Æ˙…‰®……R¬ÛM…Δ  ∫…xv™…‰¥… ∂… ∂…x…Δ x…¥…®…¬10**

is another ¿loka commented by Punna¿¿ery in a similar manner. It
tells that king Dil¢pa yearn the boon from the cow Nandin¢ on the day
of 'dv¡da¿¢'. Punna¿¿ery, on contrary, accepts that King Dil¢pa and
SudakÀi¸¡ came to visit the sage on the day of 'paµcam¢ candrik¡. In
the verse '∫…Δv™…‰¥… ∂… ∂…x…Δ x…¥…®…¬', Nandin¢ is said to have had resemblance
with the half-moon setting in the west. The word 'lal¡¶oday¡' gives
two meanings, one of them is natural mark of Nandin¢ on her fore-
head and other one is the moon was in high position in the sky at dusk
on that day. Punna¿¿ery says that the day it may be 'paµcam¢' because
on the'paµcam¢ the moon will be normally on top in his travel, and
K¡lid¡sa also said that Nandin¢ gave her deeds to Dil¢pa on the 'dv¡da¿i
day' And so, both of these days can be connected as Dil¢pa began to
serve Nandin¢ on the day of ÀaÀ¶h¢' onwards and it continued for
twenty-one days. And the twenty second day will be 'dv¡da¿¢ from
the day of ÀaÀ¶h¢ naturally. Punna¿¿ery has ascertained this statement
projecting the word P¡ra¸a in 'x… {……Æ˙h…… ∫™…… u˘Ω˛i…… i…¥…Ë¥…®…¬'.   The meaning
given for this is the 'lunch after ek¡da¿¢vrata'. This is based on the
statement of Amarako¿a11. These are some observations of K.P.
Narayana Pisharoti which are shining in the two texts written by
him on Sanskrit literary appreciation.

Footnotes

1 K. P. Narayana Pisharoti, K¡lid¡sah¤dayam  Te¶i, 2000, Kerala Sahitya
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3 Ibid., p. 84. cf. the reading of Aru¸agirin¡tha and N¡r¡yanapa¸•ita '∫…
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Dr. Pramitha D.

NIRANUNËSIKA PRABHANDHA OF MELPUTTUR
NËRËYAÛABHAÙÙATIRI: A REVIEW

N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a of Melputtur is a scholar of par excellence in
the literary milieu of Kerala.  He authored several works on varied
subjects both literary as well as scientific possessing exceptional
features, which include Prakriy¡sarvasva, Manameyodaya,
Ap¡¸in¢yapram¡¸at¡, Dh¡tuk¡vya, N¡r¡ya¸¢ya, Sr¢p¡dasaptati
and several camp£ prabandhas. Prakriy¡sarvasva is the most im-
portant one in scientific works which recast the s£tras of Pa¸ini in
twenty sections in the form of prose as well as verses.
M¡nameyodaya another important work of N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a dis-
cusses the pram¡¸as in P£rvamim¡msa. Among his literary works
N¡r¸aya¸¢ya the brilliant summery of Bh¡gavata Pur¡¸a in one
hundred da¿akas, is undoubtedly occupy the highest position.  The
grammatical peculiarities, the melody of meters, sweet diction, the
exposition of philosophical ideas and the intense devotion make it
as the best devotional poem in Sanskrit literature. N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a's
excellence in using different style of composition and selection of
meters proper to the theme are unique. He is a master in the art of
summarizing long and complicated passages in an eloquent style.

Campu Kavyas of Melputtur N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a

Gadyapadyamay¢ k¡ciccamp£rityabhidh¢yate.1 Camp£ literature
is a narrative of mixed prose and poem. Kerala had a vast tradition
in Camp£ literature. The subject matter of camp£s are related to the
stories in ithihasas and puranas, regional importance, festivals and
holy places etc.  Kerala's Camp£ tradition can be identified as a
source of Kerala Sanskrit theatre. Melputtur N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a, who
was considered as the pioneer of Kerala prabandha tradition, had
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written many campu prabandhas for the sake of c¡ky¡rs, especially
for the use of his friend Ravinartaka.

N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a are R¡jas£ya, N¡l¡yan¢carita, Sv¡h¡sudh¡kara,
Matsy¡vat¡ra, Tripuradahana, AÀ¶m¢campu, sundopasundop¡khy¡na,
Kaundheyaka, gajendramokÀa, Kucelop¡khy¡na, Aj¡milamokÀa
D£tav¡khya, Subadr¡hara¸a, P¡µc¡l¢svayamvar¡ and
S£rpa¸akh¡pral¡pa are some of his noteworthy prabandhas. In most
of the Prabhandhas he choose the theme from epics and pura¸as. As
these works are mostly meant for the performance of c¡ky¡rs, he abun-
dantly borrows various verses from works other than the original trea-
tises.  He uses even the borrowed verses in such a way that one cannot
distinguish it from his own works. Among these prabandhas
S£rpa¸akh¡pral¡pa is a notable one for its way of presentation.

S£rpa¸akh¡pral¡pa

S£rpa¸akh¡pral¡paprabandha adopted its theme from
Ara¸yakak¡¸·a of the R¡m¡ya¸a.  When S£rpa¸akh¡ approaches
R¡ma with desire, he rejected her then she went near to LakÀma¸a
he cuts the ear and nose of S£rpa¸akh¡, she approaches her brother
Khara, who in turn attacks R¡ma and LakÀma¸a with his army.
R¡ma destroys the army and killed Khara. S£rpa¸akh¡ rushes to
R¡vana to inform all these incidents. Deprived of her nose
S£rpa¸akh¡ narrate the whole events to Ravana using words with-
out nasal sounds, hence the Prabandha came to be known as
Niranun¡sika prabandha.

Niranun¡sikaprabandha consists beautiful stanzas in
¿¡rdh£litavikr¢·ita and sragdhar¡ and a prose written without nasal
vowels and it is believed to be written at the request of Ravinartaka
to be used on the stage. The text starts with the loud voice of
S£rpa¸akh¡ in the sabha of R¡va¸a She complaint to her elder
brother R¡va¸a that she is mutilated by two young t¡pasa who were
living in the banks of God¡vari river, they also killed Khara and the
soldiers of r¡kÀasas. She warns her brother that he should be very
careful for that in any time their weapon may move against him.
Then she explains the details of those two t¡psas¡s and praise the
beauty of S¢ta. She says that the two young and handsome sons of
Da¿aratha, who were killed T¡¶aka for protecting the sacrifices of
t¡pasas from childhood itself, wandering in the banks of God¡var¢
river. Besides there is a lady with dazzling beauty named S¢t¡, the
wife of R¡ma and daughter of janaka.
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Literary Merit

Niranun¡sikaprabhand¡ is a brief work of high literary quality,
which abundantly uses various metaphors. The description of S¢ta
in the prose is a masterly piece of poetic work by N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a.
áurpa¸akha while complaining her deformation by lakÀma¸a to
R¡va¸a, she extensively describes the stunning beauty of S¢ta, wife
of R¡ma. She describes that 'jagad¡ditaÅ prabh¤ti pr¡rabdh¡y¡
vadh£vargasargakau¿ala¿ikÀ¡y¡Å phalabh£teva sarojabhuvaÅ
¡kalpabh¡vitarataral¡kÀ¢ sarg¡rthopacitacarutvas¡rasarvasvayoga
ivopap¡dit¡' S¢ta as the essence of all the beautiful works of Brahma
and her softness make the ¿ir¢¿¡ flower as hard and she is like all the
smoothness of flowers were get together in one place. She invites
the attention of everyone by the beauty of each body part.  Her
body covered with the abundant curled black hair resembles with
the lightening in dense cloud which is said that the 'Ke¿apa¿aihidiv¡pi
dar¿itakÀap¡vat¡ra'2

Linguistic Merit

The language used in this Prabandha is very particular, as it is
narrated by áurpa¸akha after her mutilation of nose and ear,
N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a wrote this without nasal sounds or var¸apaµcakas,
so that this is also known as Niranun¡sika. Even though this
prabandha is written for presentation on stage concurrently it satis-
fies the reader and makes visualization of context by its beautiful
depictions. The Ara¸yak¡¸·a in R¡m¡ya¸a portrays a situation,
after the mutilation of limbs and death of Khara. S£rpa¸ak¡ scorns
R¡va¸a for his un-kingly activities by which his kingdom is going
to face calamitous situation soon. She blames him sharply and nar-
rates how a king shall conduct the affairs of a kingdom.

pramattah k¡ma bhogeÀu svaira v¤tto nira´kuÀah|
samutpann¡m bhayam ghoram boddhavyam na
avabudhyase ||3

R¡m¡ya¸a attribute a separate chapter for describing S£rpa¸aka's
accusing of R¡va¸a and reporting the deformation to Khara.
N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a summarizes the whole episode in seven fine stan-
zas and a beautiful prose. In this prabhandha S£rpa¸aka sharply
blames Rava¸a before his ministers as -

h¡ h¡ r¡kÀsar¡ja! duÀparibhavagrastasya dhik te bhuj¡
vidhyuµjihvavipattireva sukar¡ kÀdraprat¡pa!, tvay¡/
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dvast¡patrapa! pa¿ya pa¿ya sakalai¿cakÀurbhiret¡t¤¿¢
j¡t¡ kasyacideva t¡pasa¿i¿oho ¿astr¡t tavaiva savas¡//4

Here each word contempt Rava¸a's irresponsible activities, be-
cause of which his sister is treacherously mutilated by the young
t¡pasas. The language of this prabandha gives possibilities of sev-
eral interpretations for c¡kyars while performing. The word 'bhuj¡Å'
used here in the feminine gender instead of the natural use of bhuj¡n.
This is explained by c¡kyar as hands bereft of masculine power or
quality.5 The language used by N¡raya¸abha¶¶a in the prose in mag-
nificent manner which clearly express S£rpa¸aka's intension  to
inspire R¡va¸a by creating desire towards S¢ta and revenge against
R¡ma. The linguistic merit of this prabandha first of all lies in the
employment of language without nasal sounds. Further the diplo-
macy of S£rpa¸ak¡ even in a pathetically mutilated condition is
well pictured through the language of this prabandha.

Thus S£rpa¸ak¡pral¡pa or Niranun¡sikaprabandha is a very short
and unique work of Melputtur N¡raya¸abha¶¶a which possesses
itself a distinctive place in the tradition of prabhanda literature of
Kerala.
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Priyadharsan I.

ATHEISM OF INDIAN LOGICIANS

The Logicians of ancient India have contributed their effort in
explicating the universe with a realistic perspective. And their world
view now falls into the arena of proto-science. The atomic theory of
the Logicians was not based on any scientific experiments but merely
based on speculations and hypotheses. Regarding the limitations of
the then time the Logicians such as Vai¿eÀika and Ny¡ya couldn't
tread any further in the path of atomic theory. But the most peculiar
thing about the Logicians is that these hypotheses never warranted
a God as the creator of the Universe. Even though considered as the
Ëstikadar¿anas neither Vai¿eÀika nor Ny¡ya thought it was inevi-
table to admit a God as an indispensable philosophical necessity.

Denial of God

The atomic theory might have been existent long before the sys-
tematic advent of the Vai¿eÀika or Ny¡ya school. Of the two,
Ny¡yas£tras has been redacted later to Vai¿eÀika s£tr¡s (Matilal:
1977). The Ny¡yas£tras are outstanding in arrangement and they
were well structured. They both advocated that the complete char-
acteristics of the world can be classified in different categories. Their
main dissensions were on the number of categories under which the
universe can be classified. Even though they were belligerent re-
garding some philosophical points they both accepted the theory of
atomic combinations and the beginning of the world out of these
combinations. The atomic theory of the Logicians is very similar to
that of the Greeks. According to Aristotle, Leucippus and Democritus
have jointly formulated1 the theory of the atoms. (Garvey, Stangroom:
2016). It is at this same time or even before that the atomic theory of
India had a parallel origin.
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Ny¡ya - Vai¿eÀika not only stood for the reality of the material
world but they argued for the independent origin of the world out of
the combination of atoms without the intervention of any sentient
agent such as God. This position of the Ny¡ya - Vai¿eÀika makes
them the antithesis to the idealism. (Chattopadhyaya: 2010) The
Logicians never felt the necessity of a God for its existence2 but
they placed some inexplicable potential such as Ad¤¿¶a in the place
of God. However, this Ad¤¿¶a was later replaced or overpowered
by God.

The concept of Soul

Neither Ny¡yas£tras nor the Vai¿eÀikas£tr¡s give any indisput-
able notion about the existence of any omnipotent and omnipresent
agent which can be entitled as a supreme soul. (Chattopadhyaya:
2009). The Ny¡yas£tras gives some allusion to the soul. It comes
within the 'Prameya' but this soul is not conceived as a supreme or
ultimate entity but envisaged as the personal and limited soul of all
the mundane creatures. And this individual soul has the ability to
pass from one body to another after the death and it can enjoy the
dharma and adharma in the next birth. (Vidyabhushana: 1920) Iccha,
Dve¿a, Prayatna, Sukha, Dukkha and Buddhi are the features of the
Soul. (Ny¡yas£tras: 1.1.10) These qualities which have been attrib-
uted to the soul by Ny¡ya thinkers raises a serious doubt about the
ultimate nature of it. If the Ny¡ya thinkers wanted the God to be a
supreme entity then they would have certainly abstained from as-
cribing the qualities like DveÀa and Dukkha to the God. So, this is
clear here that the soul in the Ny¡yas£tras never suggest the su-
preme God or Param¡tman in any sense.

Ì¿vara in Ny¡yas£tras

The later part of the S£tras gives some idea about the God. As
usual, the Ny¡ya uses the Anum¡na to prove the existence of God.
It states that the actions of people are not always immediately met
with any kind of result. Some actions bear fruits instantaneously but
some do not bear any result immediately. They thought that all ac-
tions must be immediately met with the kind of result which is sup-
posed to happen. That is the law of the actions. But this is not al-
ways happening in the case of men's action so there must be a higher
agent who manipulates and controls them. And he could be none
other than the Ì¿vara. (Ny¡yas£tras: 4.1.19-21)
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It is most peculiar here that this God of Ny¡yas£tras has nothing
to do with the origin and dissolution of the world. The metaphysical
need of admitting a God in any philosophy usually ends with adorn-
ing him as the creator and preserver of the universe. But this ten-
dency is absent in the Ny¡yas£tras. The Ny¡ya philosophers may
not have been completely truthful to the admittance of the God
(Chattopadhyaya: 2009) It seems like they wanted to recognize the
God but they didn't give all the powers to him. Apart from this the
God is not capable to produce any result according to his will but he
is only able to produce the results according to the actions of the
people. In fact, the people are the makers of their own fortune and
misfortune but only God delivers them. The God cannot deliver
any result at his will and the men cannot produce the result that they
desire. Thus, here the power of men and God is limited in different
ways hence the God presented in the Ny¡yas£tras is not an om-
nipotent being.

Another interesting factor about the Ny¡yas£tras is that it doesn't
keep the traditional mode of presentation in the composition of the
S£tras. The S£tras generally keeps a harmony in the subject matter
right from the beginning to the end. When analyzing the Ny¡yas£tras
this is not kept there. The text begins with the discussion of the
mokÀa or apavarga but the conclusive part of the S£tra doesn't al-
lude to the liberation but devote its focus on the discussion of the
logical fallacies. The S£tra is not fully committed to the elucidation
of the apavarga, rather it focuses completely on the epistemology of
the system. These facts evidently prove that the Ny¡yas£tras is much
more inclined towards the logical contemplation about world and
showed little interest in the intelligent creator of the world.

Ì¿vara in Vai¿eÀikas£tras

The Vai¿eÀikas£tra is silent about the involvement of God or
any intelligent being in the creation of the Universe. As stated ear-
lier the concept Ad¤¿¶a was the potency that worked behind the
creation of the world. This Ad¤¿¶a3 is conceived as an insentient
force which caused the combination of the atoms. (Vai¿eÀikas£tras:
5.2.13) This is proof enough to understand the position of the
Vai¿eÀika towards the God. Here the vital power that is needed for
making the aggregate of atoms have been vested upon a non-intel-
ligent entity and not on the God. The first commentaries like
R¡va¸abh¡Àya, which is lost now, could have revealed the atheistic
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tendency of the Vai¿eÀika in vivid details (Sastri: 1951) The rejec-
tion of the God is unambiguous in this scenario and the influence4

of the M¢m¡ms¡ philosophy is visible here. (Chattopadhyaya: 2009)

Combinations of the Atoms

The formulation of the molecules and other larger aggregates
are the challenging problem that the Logicians encountered. Over-
coming this metaphysical difficulty without the help of a God was a
hard problem. The opponents challenged the Logicians about the
efficient-cause of the combinations of atoms.  Ad¤¿¶a was used by
Vai¿eÀika to pass through this difficulty. Vai¿eÀika put forward that
the two atoms together combined to generate a dvya¸uka or dyads;
three dyads formulated a trya¸uka; four trya¸ukas combined to-
gether to form a chatura¸uka. And this sequence will go on until
any desired shape is obtained. The larger objects contain a colossal
number of atoms to form big sizes. Chattopadhyaya opines that this
theory of Vai¿eÀika was excellent considering the time of these think-
ers. The scientific advancements were very feeble at that time and
no further experiments could be conducted into the micro-universe
to validate the veracity of their hypothesis.6

The Vai¿eÀikas£tra do not exemplify the combination of the at-
oms in details. Lots of areas, where precise emphasis was warranted,
were left unattended. This task was done in the later work of
Pra¿astap¡da. (Sastri: 1951) He elucidated the theory of the combi-
nation with great care in his commentary to the Vai¿eÀikas£tra.7

Moreover, Pra¿astap¡da is much more inclined towards the theism.
After Pra¿astap¡da the Vai¿eÀika commenced to show its inclina-
tion towards the God.8

On the Scriptures

The concept of the God and the notion of infallibility of Ved¡s,
in most of the cases, go together in Indian philosophy. Because
they both are closely related regarding the supremacy they draw in
the contemplative tradition. The Ny¡yas£tra held that the Vedas
contain a lot of incongruities and contradictions so it cannot be con-
sidered as a reliable text of utmost knowledge. (Ny¡yas£tras: 2.1.58)
The injunctions for the Yajµa and the claim on the subsequent re-
sult of it are the main reasons that helped the Vedas to maintain its
infallible position. But the opponent argued that the result is not
seen always even after the efficacious conclusion of the Yajµa. An
answer has been made from the point of Logicians. In order to ob-
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tain a particular result, both material and metaphysical needs are to
be propitiated. But if any of the two is not done in the perfect man-
ner then the sacrifice cannot generate the desired effect. In order to
have the perfect result both sacrificial performance and the sacrificer
must be devoid of any imperfections. (Ny¡yas£tras: 2.1.59)

Even though the sacrificial performance is done with exquisite
care and precision it alone cannot generate the desired result unless
the mundane necessities are met.9 Again the inclination of the Logi-
cians towards the material world is very clear here. In this context
the sacrifice has no ultimate power to control the whole situation.
The sacrificial potential cannot overpower the defects of the mate-
rial pre-requisites. If the material procedures are flawed then it will
jeopardize the whole purpose of the Yajµa.

This position of the Logicians throws some questions about the
infallibility of the Vedas. If the Yajµa which is advocated by the
Vedas cannot fulfill the result of an action then that injunction is not
infallible or ultimate. So, the trustworthiness of Vedas is equated
with the trustworthiness of scriptures of the Ayurveda. (Ny¡yas£tras:
2.1.69; Vidyabhusana: 1920) The medicinal prescriptions of
Ayurveda have its own benefits and the result can be generated
from the prescription only if the medicines are used in the right
manner. Just like this the Vedic injunctions can produce the result
only if the material needs are associated with it.

Thus, the Logicians propose that the Vedas are not aupuruÀeya
but composed by the learned sages whose words cannot ever be
wrong. This position is just opposite to the M¢m¡ms¡ philosophy
who considered the Vedas to be eternal and hence infallible.

The Vai¿eÀika held that the Vedas were composed by the Ì¿vara.
(Vai¿eÀikas£tras: 10.2.9) Later, ár¢dhara asserted this in his com-
mentaries. (Basu: 1923) Even though Vai¿eÀika does not give the
Ì¿vara the power of creation and destruction they have no problem
in approving the God as the composer of the Vedas.

Conclusion

Both Ny¡ya and Vai¿eÀika had their dissensions on many philo-
sophical matters. But their ideas on the soul and Ì¿vara are very
peculiar considering them to be the Ëstikadar¿anas. The Ny¡ya
system which stood so vigourously for the God actually was negli-
gent towards the God at the incipient stage of their development.
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Being the atomists of India the Ny¡ya and Vai¿eÀika never admitted
the God as the creator and the destroyer of the world. For them an
intelligent being as the God was not necessary for the combination
of the atoms. The ¡tman that we find in the Ny¡yas£tra is nothing
more than the individual soul.

Regarding the infallibility of the Vedas the Ny¡ya admitted
learned sages and ¤Àis to be the author of them. They gave as much
importance to Vedas as they have given to the medicinal scriptures.
All these pointing to the material inclination of the Ny¡ya system.
The Vai¿eÀika didn't give the power to combine the atoms to the
God. But they admitted the Vedas were composed by him. Analyz-
ing theses inclinations of Ny¡ya-Vai¿eÀika it can be summarized
that they were, as the powerful philosophical systems of India, stood
for the material explanation of the world. They never wanted a God
as the architect of the world. He was an agent between the actions of
man and their results but not a supreme being who was omnipotent.
But later interpreters found the necessity of God for epistemological
and ontological purposes and included him as the intelligent being
behind everything.
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Footnotes
1. The origin of the atomic theory of Greek is still obscure. Even though

Aristotle ascribe it to both Leucippus and Democritus the disciple of
Democritus, Epicurus, have made no allusion to Leucippus (Russel: 2020)

2. The early Ny¡ya - Vai¿eÀika thinkers had very little in common with the
idealistic thoughts. They were more inclined towards the instrument of
knowledge rather than knowledge itself. (Ranade: 1926)

3. The later idealists rejected the Ad¤¿¶a for being non-intelligent. What is
non-intelligent cannot produce anything. The process of combination
of the atoms needs an intelligent being as the stimulator and arranger.
But the Ad¤¿¶a fails to satisfy these necessities.

4. Keith summarily rejects the influence of the S¡mkhya philosophy
regarding the atheism of Vai¿eÀika but he doesn't seem to overtly admit
the M¢m¡ms¡ influence. (Keith: 1921)

5. In later period we can even see that the followers of áankara question the
ontological and logical validity of the pattern of these pre-defined com
binations. Ënandagiri a later Advaitin in his work called Tarkasamgraha
challenges the logical ground of this combination. He argued that the
Logicians have to give a satisfactory explanation about why the pattern
of the combination could never have been in another way.

6. The atomic theory of Leucippus and Democritus continued, in some
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manner, to the modern scientific world despite most of the theories of
Democritus about the atoms are not valid today. But in India the attack
of idealism on the realism of Vai¿eÀika and Ny¡ya left them in a tough
position. Philosophers like Vasubandhu and áankara attacked the meta
physics of the Logicians. P. C. Ray has opined that the idealism of áankara
was belligerent towards the scientific thought of ancient India. (Ray:
1903)

7. The addition of seven more qualities into the category of Vai¿eÀika is
another contribution of him. Pra¿astap¡da added Gurutva, Dravatva,
Sneha, Dharma, Adharma, áabda and Samskara.

8. Chattopadhyaya is of the opinion that this admittance of God into the
system was not an emotional necessity but rather an intellectual necessity.
When the Ad¤¿¶a was not enough to handle all the philosophical
dilemma of the Vai¿eÀika it became an indispensable requirement for
them to include a God. (Chattopadhyaya: 2009)

9. For example, in order to give birth to a child; not only the prescribed
Yajµa has to be done but the parents should be healthy and fertile. An
infertile parent cannot bear a child, no matter whatever be the precision
and sanctity of the sacrifice.
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Harishkumar. C.V. and Dr. H. Sylaja

SELF ESTEEM OF BEAUX ARTS STUDENTS:
A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY

Beaux arts

The concept of beaux-arts, a term that was coined in France dur-
ing the 18th century, is expressed in English as fine arts. But the
French word beau (plural, beaux) is usually translated as meaning
"beautiful." This usage is the decisive clue to the separation of the
fine arts from the useful arts and technology in the 1700s. The arts
of the beautiful were separated from the arts of the useful because
of the belief that the fine arts had a special quality: they served to
give pleasure to an audience. The type of pleasure was called aes-
thetic, and it referred to the satisfaction given to the individual or
group solely from perceiving--seeing or hearing--a work of art. The
work could be a painting, a performance of music or drama, a well-
designed building, or a piece of literature. The satisfaction could
come from a perceived beauty, truth, or goodness; but since the
mid-18th century the emphasis has been on beauty.

In this study beaux art refers to the art forms like music, dance
and painting .Theses art forms are old as the universe. In all civili-
zations dance, music and painting have been considered so trea-
sured and meaningful that people have used expressive movements,
musical sounds and colourful painting creations naturally and thera-
peutically throughout the centuries.

Scientists study the dance, music and painting of various cul-
tures because the kinds of dance, music and painting people per-
form can reveal much about their way of life. There is sufficient
evidence to suggest that music, dance and painting therapy is of
great influence among physically handicapped and emotionally dis-
turbed people.
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SELF ESTEEM

Self esteem continues to be one of the most commonly research
concept in social psychology (Baumeister, 1993; Wells & Marwell,
1976; Wylie, 1979). In 1960s Morris Rosenberg and social-learn-
ing theorists defined self esteem in terms of a stable sense of per-
sonal worth or worthless.

Teachers, administrators, and parents are commonly concerned
about student's self esteem. Its significance is often exaggerated to
the extent that low self esteem is viewed as the cause of all evil and
high self esteem as the cause of all good (Mannin, Bear & Minke,
2006). Self esteem among students' usually increases during the
VIIth standard but may be depressed again during the transition to
high school. This is especially true of students who are not perform-
ing well academically (Simmons & Blyth, 1987; Wigfied et al, 1991).
Self evaluation disturbances are most common during early adoles-
cence, around the ages of 12-13 years (Rosenberg, 1985). Many
students have difficulty adjusting to the transition to secondary
school. Our self esteem is particularly boosted or deflated when we
succeed or fail in a domain that is important to us. The domain may
be academic, vocational, athletic, social, and physical and so on
(Covery & Feltz, 1991; Harter, 1986).

Self esteem is an individual's attitude about him or herself, in-
volving self-evaluation along a positive-negative dimension (Baron
& Byrne, 1991). Most generally self esteem refers to an individual's
overall positive evaluation to the self (Rosenberg, 1990; Carmi, &
Carrie, 1995). It is composed of two distinct dimensions, compe-
tence and worth. The competence dimension (efficacy based self
esteem) refers to the degree to which people see themselves as ca-
pable and efficacious. The worth dimensions (worth based self es-
teem) refer to the degree to which individuals feel they are the per-
sons to be valued. In other words of Nathaniel Branden (1992) self
esteem is the disposition to experience oneself as competent to cope
with the basic challenges of life and as worthy of happiness.

Branden (2001) found that self esteem is the sum of self confi-
dence (a feeling of personal capacity) and self-respect (a feeling of
personal worth). It exists as a consequence of the implicit judge-
ment that every person does about, on one side, his/her ability to
face life's challenges, that is, to understand and solve problems on
the other side, his right to achieve happiness. Reasons (2005) has
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defined self esteem as the experience of being capable of meeting
life challenges and being worthy of happiness.

FACTORS INFLUENCING SELF ESTEEM

Many researchers found that various factors influencing the self
esteem of an individual. Supportive child rearing, parent affection
and healthy family relationships all foretell positive self esteem dur-
ing adolescence. (Holmbeck, & Hill, 1986; Isberg et al., 1989;
Lackovic- Grgin, & Deckovic, 1994; Nielson, & Metha, 1994; &
Necessary, 1994). Another study pointed out that academics also
influence the self-esteem of adolescents. Report cards, grade points
average, extracurricular activities are part of our academic track-
record and therefore influence self esteem. (Holland & Ancdre, 1994;
Leonardson, 1986) In a study Hoge, Smit, & Hanson (1990) found
that feedback from respected teachers affect both global and aca-
demic self esteem of students.

The adolescent who likes himself or herself as a person will be
affectively depressed those who report happy or cheerful affect re-
port much greater energy levels than those who appear to be de-
pressed (Harter, 1990). People with low self esteem frequently are
in secure in their relationship and feel anxious about their futures.
Their self worth constantly is "on the line (Kernis et al., 1993). The
researchers show that adolescents' low level of self esteem has some
hazards and it may results psychological maladjustments. Low self
esteem during adolescence is associated with conformity, drug abuse,
delinquency, depression and suicidal thoughts (Bolognini,
Plancherel, Bettschart, & Halfon, 1996; Harter, 1986). Thus feel-
ings of unworthiness and shame are associated with psychological
maladjustment (Baumeister, 1993; Reimer, 1996; Schweitzer et al.,
1992).

 Stability of self esteem

There are a number of researches conducted in the stability of
self esteem. Researchers   found that self esteem (whether positive
or negative) is fairly stable over come for most people (Bolognini et
al., 1996), it does fluctuate to some extent according to circum-
stances (T evendale, DuBois, Lopez, & Prindiville, 1997). Another
study about the stability of self esteem reveals, the instability of self
esteem is more common for those who are overly sensitive to evalu-
ation or who are self-conscious - such as adolescence (Kernis et al.,
1993). We would expect fluctuations in adolescent self-evaluations
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based on the psychological, cognitive, and emotional changes. Self
esteem typically becomes more negative during preadolescence and
early adolescence, is stable during middle adolescence, and then
improves during late adolescence and early adulthood (Marsh,
1989). This means that positive feeling about oneself occur more
frequently among children, late adolescents, and young adults and
less frequently among early and middle adolescents.

Self-esteem is the way one feels about one-self including the
degree to which one possesses self respect and self-acceptance. Self-
esteem, in very general term, means the value ascribed by the indi-
vidual to himself, the way he views or evaluates himself. Like the
other aspects of the self it is learnt and builds up by interacting with
the other significant factors.

Self-esteem is a particular way of experiencing the self. It con-
notes individual's attitude towards self in personal, social, family,
and academic areas of experience that reflect on their judgment of
self worth. Self-esteem also entails certain action dispositions; to
move toward life rather than away from it; to move toward con-
sciousness rather than away from it; to treat facts with respect rather
than denial and to operate self-responsibly rather than the opposite.

Beaux arts students continuously engage in creative work. They
have to work hard in order to attain perfection of their abilities. They
have to develop their own ideas and make it into a work of art.
Several earlier studies have revealed that creative artists possess
greater maladjustment tendencies when compared to the normal. In
this context, an attempt is made to understand the influence of dance,
music and painting forms of our culture, on the individuals who are
associated with it and to study their self esteem among the three
groups which include dance, music and painting students .

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

"Self esteem of beaux arts students a psychological study"

DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS

Self Esteem

Self-esteem can be defined as one's overall sense of self-compe-
tence and self-worth. Self-competence is a generalized sense of one's
own efficacy or power.
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Beaux art

Beaux art refers to the art forms like music, dance and painting

OBJECTIVE

To study the difference in self esteem of beaux arts students (mu-
sic, dance, painting students).

HYPOTHESIS

There will be significant difference between beaux arts students
(music, dance and painting students) in self esteem.

METHOD

Sample

In this study, the investigator used purposive sampling technique
. The population for the present investigation defined as students
from various institutions from Kerala. The sample consists of 352
students.

Tool

SELF ESTEEM INVENTORY

The   self esteem of the subjects was measured using a standard-
ized test developed by Immanual Thomas and Sam Sananda Raj
(1985) of the Kerala University. The inventory is constructed mak-
ing use of the self report method.

STATISTICAL TREATMENT OF THE DATA

Statistical tools used is one way ANOVA  for analyzing self-
esteem.

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of Self-esteem with respect to subject

Variable 
Subject N Mean SD 95% CI 

LB UB 
 
 
Self esteem 

Music 146 69.49 11.875 67.55 71.44 
Dance 103 68.02 11.678 65.74 70.30 
Painting 103 69.51 11.673 67.23 71.80 

Total 352 69.07 11.744 67.84 70.30 
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Table 2: Summary of ANOVA of Self-esteem with respect to subject

The average value and standard deviation of music, dance and
painting students in their self esteem scores are shown in Table 1.
From Table 2, we can understand that the self esteem scores is simi-
lar in music, dance and painting students based on F=0.579 and
p=0.561.

 The result indicate that there is no significant difference between
music, dance and painting students in self esteem. It may be  be-
cause they are homogeneous groups. The mean value is lower in
dance students compared to music and painting and higher mean
score is for painting students. It is true that they are the creatures of
novelty and they could  use their cognitive, affective or emotional
experience of the evaluations more effectively in through their art
form.

Self esteem scores indicate that three groups of students namely
music, dance and painting possess high self esteem this may be due
to the fact that in society as well as by themselves they have the
perception that they possess special abilities compared to normal
individuals . The result reveals that beaux arts students should have
high self confidence than other students and this may influence  their
high self esteem that means they have  self confidence (a feeling of
personal capacity) and self-respect (a feeling of personal
worth).Beaux students can face lot of challenges which make them
capable of meeting life challenges and being worthy of happiness.
Their higher score in self esteem indicate that they can adjust with
the surrounding situation effectively. It can be seen that the beaux
arts is by itself a therapeutic technique and so people with this abil-
ity have the capability to meet  the depression and challenges up-
coming in their lives effectively than normal people.

CONCLUSION

    There is no significant difference between beaux students and
they possess high self esteem.

Variable 
Sources of 
variation 

Sum of 
Squares 

       df Mean 
Square 

F 
Sig. 

 
 
Self esteem 

Between Groups 160.181 2 80.091  
 
0.579 

 
 
0.561 

Within Groups 48254.182 349 138.264 
Total 48414.364 351  
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Dr. Divya Subran

THE INFLUENCE OF TIRUKKURAL ON THE WORKS
OF SRI NARAYANA GURU

áaivism was one of the ancient faiths in India, the áaiva philoso-
phy that existed in Kerala and Tamil Nadu was deeply influenced
the life and activities of Guru. The influence of áaiva philosophy is
explicit in his works.  He has produced around fifteen works on
áiva.  There are many short and long works (treatises) on the glory
of (praising) áiva. The Tirukkural was a significant philosophical
text written in Tamil.  It is authored by the great siddha Tiruva½½uvar.

TIRUKKURAL

The translation of Tirukkural was an explicit example of Guru's
relationship with the Tamil Siddhas and their texts.  This 1894 trans-
lation consists of only the first three units (Kadavul Vazhtu, Van
Cirappu and N¢tar Perumai). However, it was left incomplete for
some reason. It is written in "anuÀ¶up" meter.

The Tirukkural was a significant philosophical text written in
Tamil.  It is authored by the great siddha Tiruva½½uvar. Kural is
verse written in the s£tra form.  It is assumed to be around 2000
years old.  It enjoys fame as the Tamil Veda which consists of the
essence of the Caturveda. Va½½uvar's father's name was Bhagav¡n
and mother's name was Ëdi.  Legends say that Ëdi was a paraya
woman, and that Bhagav¡n's mother belonged to the Pulaya caste.
Guru himself has stated in áiv¡À¶aka in appraisal of the Tirukkural,
that Saraswat¢ Dev¢ had uttered the essence of Veda from
Tiruva½½uvar's tongue.

Arumara n¡lumorikkaloti munnam
karimukilvar¸anu pa´ku ceytu nalki
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paramatu va½½uvar n¡vilum mozhiµ¸a
pparima½abh¡rati k¡ttukolka nityam. (áiv¡À¶akam)1

Once, Saraswat¢ Dev¢ revealed to Vedavy¡sa the four Vedas
which are considered as the great source of all knowledge.  Later
on, she poured the same onto the tongue of Tiruva½½uvar, who wrote
Tirukkural.  Let the same Parima½a Bhagavat¢ (sweet scented god-
dess) bless us always.  As the Sanskrit Veda and Tamil Veda origi-
nated from the same source Sarasvat¢, they are considered equal.
Va½½uvar wrote the Tamil Veda Tirukkural by comprehending and
condensing the essence of the four Vedas into one.  The text was
named Tirukkural, for it refers to the satya svar£pa and dharm¡c¡ra
in s£trar£pa.  Later on, many were deauthorized of the Vedas de-
veloped by Vy¡sa and Va½½uvar both of whom shared Pulaya and
Paraya lineage.

The áaivists do not recognize caste division.  All are soul broth-
ers and the children of God.  It must have been the comprehension
of such a philosophy that enabled Guru to write this in his
J¡tinir¸ayam.

"Naraj¡tiyil ninnatre pirann¢¶unnu vipranum,
parayan t¡numentu½½atantaram naraj¡tiyil
paracciyil ninnu pa¸·u par¡¿aramahamuni,
pirannu mara s£tricca muni kaivartta kanyayil"

The caste divisions are not determined by nature.  It is a con-
struct by the human beings.   The difficulty in considering all born
as human as belonging to some caste is incomprehensible.  This
feeling reveals that the Tirukkural influenced has Guru to a great
extent.

The Tirukkural includes 1130 kurals in 133 chapters in 3 k¡¸·as.
The three puruÀ¡rthas - dharma, artha, k¡ma- are discussed in each
k¡¸·a.  Va½½uvar left mokÀa (deliverance) without discussing it as
mokÀa would naturally be arrived at if the former three are in proper
existence. In short the discussion on mokÀa is inherent in the dis-
cussion of dharma, artha and k¡rma. Prof. G. Balakrishnan Nair has
recorded that each chapter is divided in accordance with theto top-
ics  Guru has translated three units of the Tirukkural.
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THE INFLUENCE OF TIRUKKURAL ON THE WORKS OF
GURU

The Tirukkural culture has its influence on the works of Guru.
Guru's doctrinal texts J¡tinir¸aya, J¢vak¡ru¸yapaµcakam,
Anukamp¡da¿akam, Dev¢stavam, Indriya Vair¡gyam and
Ardhan¡r¢stavam are influenced by the Tirukkural. The J¡tilakÀa¸am
presents Guru's views against casteism.  So is J¡tinir¸ayam.

Guru logically states in the J¡tinir¸ayam that the caste division
that human beings created among themselves is non-existant.  He
says that human beings belong to but one caste - the humanity- and
the segregative ideas, constructed on caste basis, make those who
practise it despicable. He refers to Tiruva½½uvar in the J¡tinir¸ayam:
these

"Paracciyil ninnu par¡¿ara mahamunipirannu
mara s£triccamuni kaivarta kanyakayil"2

The person, who divided people on caste basis and granted (pre-
sented) the Brahmins as the supreme authority over everyone else,
was the son of a fisher woman.

Tiruva½½uvar's Tirukkural is one among those great texts which
considers human life, worldly ties and ritualistic practices as hate-
ful. Va½½uvar presents non-discriminatory thoughts on a broad hu-
man life sphere and such thoughts would be respected over ages
and geographical boundaries.  Thethoughts in the Tirukkural do
not show any particular bias to any particular caste or religious sect.
Va½½uvar bases his text on the affairs of human life and the first
three puruÀ¡rthas -aram (dharma), porul (artha) imbam (k¡ma / lust)
and v¢·u (mokÀa/deliverance).  Guru's mention Tiruva½½uvar in his
work and the translation of the Tirukkural would have been due to
the broad humanitarian and indiscriminatory views of Tiruva½½uvar.

JÌVAKËRU×YA PAØCAKAM

The essence of all religions is mercy.  Guru asks how one could
kill and eat another creature while all life forms are of spiritual kin-
dred.  He points out that the man who does not kill other creatures is
judicious and that only an avivek¢ (ignorant person) can kill them
and such a person is not different from an animal.  Guru also states
that despite all good qualities, the person who kills will never find a
refuge anywhere. He says,
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"Kollaykilavan gu¸amu½la poomaa-
nall¡ykil m¤gattodu thulyanavan
kollunnavanilla ¿ara¸yat¡,
mattell¡vaka nanmayumaar¸¸idilum"

Guru's J¢v¡k¡ru¸ya Paµcakam3 has been influenced by
Tirukkural. Thiruva½½uvar refers to this in adhik¡ram 25 as
aruludaimai (the quality of mercy) a supreme trait in the
sany¡sadharm¡¿ra.

"Nall¡ru enappa·uvatu y¡tonnil y¡tontum
kollamai c£zhum neri"

The path of goodness rests on the thought on how to evadekilling
other creatures.

"Kolai vinaiyar¡kiya m¡kka½
pulai vinairpunmai teriv¡rattu"

The wise men who know and distinguish dharma and adharma
consider those people who slaughter as adhamas.

The Tirukkural presents ahims¡ (koll¡mai) in its thirty-third chap-
ter thus:

"Arivinai y¡tonnin kollamai koral
piravinaiyyellam tharum"

Not to kill anything ever is truly a good deed.  Killing (slaughter)
is the source of all evils.

Ont¡ka nallatu koll¡mai mattu athan
Piµc¡rappoyyamai nantru.

Not to murder is the supreme good deed/goodness.  Not to lie is
the second.

 The Anukamp¡ Da¿akam is the text that can be discussed along
with the J¢vak¡ru¸ya Paµcakam. This work is a fine garland of
songs of love, mercy and kindness.  The very beginning, "no pain
should be induced even upon an ant" has a heart- melting tone.
Guru meditatively asks God by calling him the name Karu¸¡karan
- the merciful - to not let the space time bio continum leave his
thought(mind).
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"Aru½¡l varumimbaman paka-
Nnoru naµc¡l varumallalokkeyum
Iru½anpine m¡ttumallalin
karuv¡kum karuv¡mitetinum"

The word "Arul" comes from Tamil.  It denotes love, mercy,
blessing, god etc.  The eighth chapter of Tirukkural speaks about
anpu·ayamai Arul - love (merciful love).

"Anukambatilla uyirv¡zhkkai vamb¡rkkan
va¶¶almaram talirttatu" ie. It is love, the firm base, upon which

the continued existence of the cosmos rests.  "Anpil vazhiyatuyirnilai
ahthil¡rku embutol portta udamb£" i.e., everything in the world is
love.  When Guru says that a living being should possess love,
"Aru½u½½avan¡¸u j¢vi" he must have said it out of his understanding
of this philosophy.  Guru urges the people to chant this nine lettered
invocation to take them to the other side of sams¡ra samudra - the
cycle of births and deaths.

Guru also pays tribute to the Sidhas, the merciful lot who under-
stood this supreme philosophy: the divine person, who cured fever
and performed miracles with the holy ash could be Appar, who cured
the fever of king Pallava with the holy ash, or the áaivasiddha who
roamed around singing and cured stomatch aches (legends go that
he cured the unbearable stomach ache of the queen.)  The sage who
sung theself-written songs claiming them to be the famous Veda
written by áiva could be M¡¸ikkav¡cagar who wrote Tiruv¡cakam4

or Nandan¡r, the great disciple of áiva who was taken to heaven
with intact physique without dying.  Guru says that they are the
merciful divine person who took the human form:

"Jvaram¡¶¶i vibh£tiko¸·u mu-
Nnarit¡m velaka½ ceyta m£rttiye
Arut¡te valaµ¸»u p¡¶i ou-
Daram¡m novu ko¶utta siddhano
haranennezhuti prasiddham¡m mara-
yonnotiya m¡mun¢ndrano
mariy¡tu¶alo¶u poyora-
pparame¿ante paryardhabhaktano"

Guru makes it clear through the Anukamp¡da¿akam that what
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the Vedas, the gurus and the siddhas say is the same and that the
essence of all religions and philosophies is love.  Guru presents
through this text the same Tirukkural philosophy that the essence of
everything is anpu - love.

Guru's translation of the Tirukkural and its essence appearing in
Guru's works are the perfect example for his mastery in Tamil.  The
broad world view of Tiruva½½uvar which cultivated and liberated
historical conscience had its share in building Guru's personality
and philosophy.

Footnotes
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Dr. Midhun P.

KËTYËYANA AS A PËÛINI-CRITIC:
A SHORT ANALYSIS BASED ON PËTAØJALA-

MAHËBHËâYA

Among the 'Munitraya' of grammar, included in addition to P¡¸ini
and Pataµjali, Acharya K¡ty¡yana pricks like a prong in the minds
of a large number of the devotees of P¡¸ini.  They are of the view
that the main purpose in making K¡ty¡yana V¡rtikas was to criti-
cize P¡¸ini.  Here in this context, the word 'criticism' could not
possibly convey some clear meaning, so it would be expedient to
say that the main objective was to humiliate P¡¸ini.  Scholars on
this side are of the opinion that Pataµjali really has faith in P¡¸ini,
and for the fulfillment of this purpose he has made every effort to
save P¡¸ini from the attacks of P¡¸ini

Is K¡ty¡yana really trying to humiliate P¡¸ini?  Is Pataµjali a
blind devotee of P¡¸ini?  And has Pataµjali greatly condemned
K¡ty¡yana in the defense of P¡¸ini?  Before getting the solution of
such a number of questions, some other things also have to be known.

K¡ty¡yana is called ¥…… i…«EÚEÚ…Æ& and Pataµjali is called ®…Ω…¶……π™…EÚ…Æ&.
The general designation of the lectures on the S£tras is personal.
Although Nagesabhatta has duly given its definition, but its sum-
mary seems to be the same.  He has given the characteristic ofV¡rtika-
"=HÚ…x…ŸHÚnŸªHÚ S…xi……EÚÆi¥…Δ  Ω ¥…… i…«EÚi¥…®…¬ *"

Kayyata calls V¡rtika by the name of lecture-S£tra.  According
to him, theV¡rtikas are such explanatory sentences, which are the
lectures of P¡¸ini's S£tras.  A verse in Padamaµjar¢ also sheds some
light on this subject -

™… u∫i…fii…®…oπ]Δ ¥…… ∫…⁄j…EÚ…Æ‰h…i…i∫°ÚŸ]®…¬  *
¥……C™…EÚ…Æ…‰ •*¥…“i™…‰¥…Δ i…‰x……oπ]Δ S… ¶……π™…EÚfii…¬**

(The subject which has been forgotten or unseen by the
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S£trak¡ra, has been explained clearly by the V¡kyak¡ra
(V¡rtikak¡ra) and what has been unseen also by him has been ex-
plained by the Bh¡Àyak¡ra.)

Based on theV¡rtikas, at some place, Pataµjali has said-

<Ω  EÚ \S…n GÚ™…®……h…ΔS……‰ti…‰,  EÚ \S…SS…  GÚ™…®……h…Δ |…i™……J™……™…i…‰ *

In this also, there is a mention of Ukt¡nukta-cint¡ and Durukta.
Apart from these, Bhart¤hari has used the term '¶……π™…∫…⁄j…®…¬' forV¡rtika
at two places in Mah¡bh¡Àya d¢pika . These two names are also
used for V¡rtikas  .

If Pataµjali is also considered to beV¡rtikak¡ra in place of
Mah¡bh¡Àya kara, then the solution to the earlier questions will be
simple. Theodore Gold Stacker  has declared this in very clear words-
"The position of Pataµjali is analogous, though not identical. Far
from being a commentator on P¡¸ini, he could more properly be
called an author of V¡rtikas."

No scholar should have any objection in this, that Pataµjali him-
self has composedV¡rtikas at many places.  Pataµjali's Ishtis on the
basis of '<π]™……‰¶……π™…EÚ…Æ∫™…' are well known.  These  i?htis  are nothing
but the partial fulfillment of the objective of theV¡rtikas.  Here, a
question may arise in considering both K¡ty¡yana and Pataµjali as
the author ofV¡rtikas, whether the lectures of both are of the same
type, which is being designated by the same terms. The answer is
clear that there is a substantial difference between their lectures.
But the masters have their own limitations in this.  The ancient prin-
cipals considered only 'Carc¡padas' (S…S……«{…n… x…) as lectures, while the
Bh¡Àyak¡ra aspires to elaborate on it, saying-

"x…EÚ‰¥…±…ΔS…S……«{…n… x… ¥™……J™……x…Δ ¥…fi r& +…i…¬B‰S…¬< i… *  EÚΔ i… Ω«?
=n…ΩÆh…Δ |…i™…Ÿn…ΩÆh…Δ ¥…C™……v™……Ω…Æ&<i™…‰i…i∫…®…Ÿ ni…Δ ¥™……J™……x…Δ¶…¥… i…   *".

If we consider it under the shadow of this meaning, then both
K¡ty¡yana and Pataµjali can be placed in the category ofV¡rtikak¡ra
more easily.

Now one more thing has to be considered here, that V¤tti-Grantha
is also a lecture of S£tras, then what is the difference between the
two?  The difference is in the nature of both.  Explanation consists
of clarifying the meaning, answering the objections, pointing out
the errors and resolving the inconsistencies.  InV¡rtikas, all this is
done in detail in S£tra-styles and in V¤ttis. In V¤tti-Grantha, each
S£tra has been discussed respectively. But, the lectures of K¡ty¡yana
or any otherV¡rtikak¡ra are not on each S£tra.
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Professor Max Muller calls K¡ty¡yana the 'Editor' of P¡¸ini,
and he also states- "The great commentary of Pataµjali embraces
both the V¡rttikas of K¡ty¡yana and the S£tras of P¡¸ini"  . The
Mah¡bh¡Àya of Pataµjali is more of the lectures of theV¡rtikas than
the commentaries of the P¡¸ini-Sutras.  The basis of the composi-
tion of Pataµjali's commentary is theV¡rtikas of K¡ty¡yanadi
Vatikakaras, this is clearly known by reading the Mah¡bh¡Àya.
YudhiÀthira M¢m¡msaka, writing about K¡ty¡yana in the episode
'Vartikakaras of AÀ¶adhy¡yi' in his 'History of Sanskrit Grammar',
has said - "Pataµjali has composed his Mah¡bh¡Àya  on the basis of
K¡ty¡yana's Vartikas". A conclusion comes to the fore that, both
V¤tti, V¡rtika and Bh¡Àya are partly similar and partly different.

Now again it will be necessary to consider that basic question,
whether K¡ty¡yana has tended only to find fault in P¡¸ini?  In fact,
K¡ty¡yana is a true devotee and an ideal lecturer of P¡¸ini. He is
like a pillar of P¡¸inian grammar, which brings stability and firm-
ness into it. In such a view, K¡ty¡yana's Vartika-Patha helps to a
great extent in making P¡¸ini's AÀ¶adhy¡yi timely and complete.
These words arising from the deep contemplation of YuddhiÀthira
M¢m¡msaka will confirm the statement- "The V¡rtika-text of
K¡ty¡yana is a very important part of P¡¸inian grammar. Without
this, P¡¸inian grammar remains incomplete."

Knowing the views of a scholar like Theodore Goldstucker on
K¡ty¡yana, it must be noted that he has not studied K¡ty¡yana's
entire textual text. Whatever the reason, Goldstucker does not seem
to do justice to K¡ty¡yana. He writes- "In proposing to himself to
writeV¡rtikas on P¡¸ini, K¡ty¡yana did not mean to justify and to
defend the rules of P¡¸ini but to find fault with them ;  and whoever
has gone through his work must avow that he has done so to his
heart's content".

Considering this opinion and carrying out sufficient studies,
Dr.Kielhorn says that, the AÀ¶¡dhy¡y¢ of P¡¸ini and K¡ty¡yana's
version of theV¡rtikas were there before Theodore Goldstucker,
which did not contain the full V¡rtika-text. He writes-

The work which first brought the S£tras of P¡¸ini and theV¡rtikas
of Katy¡yana within the range of the studies of European scholars,
was the Calcutta Edition of P¡¸ini. Starting from such a selection of
V¡rtikas as they had given, it was not unnatural to arrive at the
conclusion, in which Prof. Goldstucker actually has arrived at, a
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conclusion which not even his subsequent profound knowledge of
the Mah¡bh¡Àya  could induce him to modify"  .

There is no doubt that K¡ty¡yana did neither write V¤ttis or lec-
tures on the P¡¸inian S£tras in the same way as K¡¿ik¡k¡ra or
Mah¡bh¡Àya k¡ra did, nor does he seem to have any such views.
He wanted to take P¡¸ini's grammar to perfection through his lec-
tures.  The purpose of making K¡ty¡yana's V¡rtika-P¡tha was not
to find fault with P¡¸ini, because K¡ty¡yana has considered P¡¸ini
to be appropriate only at a few places more than him, on which he
has pointed out the shortcomings.  K¡ty¡yana peruses all the S£tras
from the point of view of an impartial critic, and also the doubts
which were or could have been raised on the P¡¸inian S£tras. He is
always present in P¡¸ini's propitiation and protection. By stating
the purpose of some of P¡¸ini's S£tras, he establishes their signifi-
cance, but it is equally true that while explaining the purpose of
many other S£tras, he makes it clear that the words that prove from
those S£tras are of little use; or he tries to get rid of the insinuations
which are unnecessarily imposed on P¡¸ini Knowing one side of
the meaning of any of P¡¸inis S£tras, if any objection can be present,
then K¡ty¡yana is not miserly in establishing the P¡¸ini-siddh¡nta
by sub-establishing the other side of that S£tra.  Many times, he
himself has given multiple meanings of a S£tra to justify the
P¡¸iniian theory. K¡ty¡yana has raised objections to the entire for-
mula or any particular term used in them, but perhaps he himself
would never have resolved the objections, but he also explains the
way of appropriately applying that P¡¸inian rule, or by borrowing
a particular word from outside, he solves all those faults, which can
possibly be raised by someone else.  If at many places K¡ty¡yana
has amended P¡¸ini's rules or added other required terms, then it
has to be accepted also, that K¡ty¡yana has proved it to be logi-
cally right. While on one hand, he has described some of
P¡¸ini'sS£tras as meaningless, on the other hand, he has estab-
lished the rationale of many other S£tras which at first glance seem
useless. It would not be inappropriate in this context to mention
some of theV¡rtikas of K¡ty¡yana here.

K¡ty¡yana has mentioned the following threeV¡rtikas under
'<M™…h…& ∫…Δ|…∫……Æh…®…¬ ' (1. 1. 45)

i. ∫…®|…∫……Æh…∫…ΔY……™……Δ ¥……C™…∫™… ∫…ΔY…… S…‰uh…« ¥… v…& *
ii. ¥…h…«∫…ΔY……S…‰ z…¥…fi k…& *
iii.  ¥…¶… HÚ ¥…∂…‰π… x…n‰«∂…∫i…Ÿ Y……{…EÚ =¶…™…∫…ΔY……i¥…∫™… *
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Keeping in view the possible two meanings of the P¡¸ini-S£tra
in the first two of these threeV¡rtikas, K¡ty¡yana has directed for
the emergence of a different defect in each.  In the last V¡rtika it has
been told that both those meanings are acceptable.  It is worth men-
tioning here that behind this acceptance, P¡¸ini's inflection-specific
instruction of the word '∫…Δ|…∫……Æh…®…¬ is considered to be a pointer (tech-
nically, Y……{…EÚ®…¬), which clearly, in many doubtful places, is indica-
tive of the tendency to consider P¡¸ini as the final proof.

Here Pataµjali agrees with K¡ty¡yana, and then he has presented
solutions in different ways for the defects that have come in both
the sides. FourV¡rtikas have been given by K¡ty¡yana under the
S£tra 'BS…<MPÆ∫¥……n‰∂…‰' (1.1.48):

i. BS… <M¥…S…x…Δ ∫…¥…h……«EÚ…Æ x…¥…fii™…l…«®…¬ *
ii. n“P……«|…∫…R¬M…∫i…Ÿ x…¥…i…«EÚi¥……i…¬ *
iii. Ê∫…r®…‰R& ∫…∫l……x…i¥……i…¬ *
iv. B‰S……‰∂S……‰k…Æ¶…⁄™…∫i¥……i…¬ *

Out of these V¡rtikas, the first one tells the purpose of the P¡¸ini-
Sutra, the second one resolves the possible defects.  The third and
fourth ones say that the purpose for which this formula has been
created is unnecessary. That purpose can also be fulfilled without
that S£tra, so this S£tra ('BS… <MPÆ∫¥……n‰∂…‰') itself is unnecessary.

Pataµjali has not expressed his opinion on this S£tra except in
the lectures of the V¡rtika-commentaries. This shows that Pataµjali
agrees with K¡ty¡yana.

The followingV¡rtikas are found under 'n“v…“¥…‰¥…“]…®…¬ ' (1.1.6):

i. n“v…“¥…‰¥™……‰∂SUxn…‰ ¥…π…™…i¥……n¬oπ]…x…Ÿ ¥… v…i¥……SS…Uxn∫…∂SUxn∫™…n“v…‰nn“v…™…ŸÆ“ i… S…
M…Ÿh…n∂…«x……n|… i…π…‰v…&

ii. n“v™… n i… S… ∂™…x¥™…i™…™…‰x… *

Both these V¡rtikas confirm the side that 'n“v…“¥…‰¥…“' can be deduced
from the P¡¸iniya Sutra, that is, if P¡¸ini does not include 'n“v…“¥…‰¥…“'
in this S£tra, it will be fine.  Pataµjali says that <]¬ is likewise unnec-
essary.

On the S£tra +xi…ÆΔ §… Ω™……‰ «M……‰{…∫…Δ¥™……x…™……‰& (1.1.36) the mention of
theseV¡rtikas is found:

i. ={…∫…Δ¥™……x…O…Ωh…®…x…l…«EÚΔ §… Ω™……‰«M…‰h… EÚfii…i¥……i…¬ *
ii. x… ¥…… ∂……]EÚ™…ŸM……tl…«®…¬ *
iii. ¥……|…EÚÆh…‰i…“™…∫™…  Ri∫…⁄{…∫…R¬J™……x…®…¬ *
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An improvement has been told in the P¡¸ini-Sutras by the first
V¡rtika, which the second V¡rtika describes as meaningless. The
third V¡rtika instructs one more rule.

Pataµjali accepts the correction indicated by the first V¡rtika and
thus does not accept the word '={…∫…Δ¥™……x…®…¬'  +{…ŸÆ“ i… ¥…HÚ¥™…®…¬ further
incorporates this rule.

There is no V¡rtika of K¡ty¡yana available on the S£tra BR¬ |……S……Δ
n‰∂…‰ (1.1.75), but Pataµjali has improved the P¡¸ini-Sutra.

From the demonstration of the above V¡rtikas, it will be possible
to know that all those V¡rtikas are the creation of one learned sage.
If they are read together, then they make a memorandum of com-
plete composition in itself.  Thus it becomes clear that the purpose
of the composition of V¡rtikas was not to make a slur out of jeal-
ousy of P¡¸ini, but to justify his rules by protecting him from un-
necessary or possible faults on the one hand, and on the other, to
correct P¡¸ini's instructions, defects and avoidance. The definition
ofV¡rtikas is also appropriate according to this context:

=HÚ…x…ŸHÚnŸªHÚ…x……Δ S…xi…… ™…j… |…¥…i…«i…‰ *
i…n¬O…xl…Δ ¥…… i…«EÚΔ |……ΩŸ¥……« i…«EÚY…Ë®…«x…“ π… ¶…& **

Conclusion

There is no doubt that Pataµjali has resolved the defects and
suggestions displayed by K¡ty¡yana at many places.  But it is not
alike at all places.  It will be clear from the above examples that
Pataµjaliagrees with K¡ty¡yana as much as he opposes him and at
the same time it will not be correct to say that Mah¡bh¡Àya has been
composed to justify .  Apart from the quotes given above, there are
many such examples that can be given where Pataµjali goes a step
further than K¡ty¡yana by dismissing many verses in the P¡¸ini-
Sutras as unnecessary. It is stated by Pataµjali with utmost respect
|…®……h…¶…⁄i… +…S……™……‰«n¶…«{… ¥…j…{…… h…& ∂…ŸS……¥…¥…EÚ…∂…‰ |……R¬®…ŸJ…®…Ÿ{… ¥…∂™… ®…Ωi…… |…™…ix…‰x… ∫…⁄j…… h…
|…h…™… i… ∫®…. But from the following mentions, there can be seen a
contradiction in his words and actions:

1. On the S£tra 'n“v…“¥…‰¥…“]…®…¬' (1.1.6), K¡ty¡yana only established
the meaning of n“v…“¥…‰¥…“, Pataµjalialso calls <]¬ unnecessary.

2. In §…ΩŸM…h…¥…i…Ÿb i… ∫…R¬J™……  (1.1.23) or 'b i… S…' (1.1.25), in either of
the S£tras, 'b i…' is meaningless from Pataµjalii's point of view.

3. From Pataµjali's point of view, the S£tra π…π`“ ∫l……x…‰™……‰M…… (1.1.46)
is meaningless, which is justified by K¡ty¡yana.
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Apart from this, many more such examples can be given where
K¡ty¡yana is engaged in justification and Pataµjali is showing mean-
inglessness in the S£tras. Such a mention cannot be said to show
the justification of P¡¸ini.

Pataµjali could not remain a mere interpreter or commentator.
He became a follower of the person on whose work he was com-
menting. That is why those S£tras on which K¡ty¡yana had not
given anyV¡rtika, he considered K¡ty¡yana's method and com-
pletely followed the style of =HÚ…x…ŸHÚnŸªHÚ S…xi…x…®…¬.

The above discussion easily enables us to come to the conclu-
sion that K¡ty¡yana, the author of V¡rtikas, is an impartial S£tra-
critic of high order.  As much as the blind support of P¡¸ini is unde-
sirable to him, so is the unnecessary refutation in his S£tras. It is a
remarkable fact that the root-seed of a fine and logical explanation
like Mah¡bh¡Àya lies in K¡ty¡yana's Vartikas.

Footnotes:
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Dr. Delvin Jose, Dr Ittoop J. Ancheril

ROLE OF GINGER IN IMPROVING WELLNESS
IN THE SCENARIO OF  SARS-CoV-2

The recent outbreak of COVID-19 caused by SARS-CoV-2
brought a great global public health and economic concern. SARS-
CoV-2 is an enveloped RNA virus, from genus Betacoronavirus.
Ayurveda herbal drugs are gaining attention in this global pandemic
because of the large therapeutic window and potent antiviral,
immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory, and antioxidant properties.1

Ginger belonging to family Zingiberaceae is most important plant
with several medicinal, nutritional and ethnomedical values .There-
fore it used extensively worldwide as a spice, flavouring agent and
herbal remedy. Traditionally, Z. officinale is used in medicinal sys-
tems to cure a variety of diseases like pain, nausea, vomiting, asthma,
cough, inflammation, dyspepsia, loss of appetite, palpitaion, consti-
pation and indigestion. The major phytochemicals of ginger root
include gingerols, zingibain, bisabolene, oleoresins, starch, essen-
tial oil (zingiberne, zingiberole, camphen, cineole, borneol), muci-
lage, and proteins which were responsible for the medicinal prop-
erty of ginger. This study is aimed to review the salient medicinal
properties of ginger and its potential to modulate host immune sys-
tem as well as block the virus entry in host cells by interfering its
interaction with cellular receptor and may be used to develop an
effective and broad-spectrum strategy for the management of
COVID-19 as well as other coronavirus infections in coming future
on the basis of Ayurveda background.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, different strains of viruses had presented with
challenging health issues to human society. The most popular vi-
ruses in this category are severe acute respiratory syndrome
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coronavirus (SARS-CoV). With an increase in the population, mi-
gration, and social life, these viruses showed an increased rate in
the recombination of intra- and inter-species which made them adapt
to every recent host . The severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2019) spread in 2019 in the month of
December in Wuhan city of China, which again made the life of
humans miserable with numerous fatal health issues and slowly and
gradually this virus entrapped the whole world . By the end of Feb-
ruary 2020 and the start of March 2020, SARS-CoV-19 was de-
clared as an international pandemic by the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO). High mortality among immune-compromised and those
with some underlying pathology implies that the factors that im-
prove immunity can prevent serious manifestations due to COVID-
19 infection.2 Many herbal products are found to have immune-
modulatory and antiviral property, so their discovery can be a mile-
stone in the prevention and control of COVID-19.

Indian people are consuming Indian traditional medicinal herb
extract and Indian spices to boost the immune system to fight COVID
- 19. Ginger (Zingiber officinale) is the herbaceous plant native to
South Asia belonging to the family of Zingiberaceae. Ginger is
known as Sunti  (dried form) and ardraka (fresh form) in Ayurveda
and description of the plant appears in the ancient classic text like
Charaka, Sushruta, Vagbhatta and Chakra-dutta.3The use of drug is
mentioned in form of Trikatu, a famous Ayurvedic remedy for the
treatment of digestive disorders.4 Rasapanchaka of Sunti (rasa -
katu,guna-laghu snigdha,veerya-ushna,vipaka-madhura) differs
from rasapanchaka of ardraka (rasa-katu,guna-guru ruksha
tikshana,virya-ushna,vipaka-kadu). Pharmacologically, ginger has
been described as enhancement of appetite (Deepani), alleviate con-
stipation (Bhedini), appetizer (Ruchya), clear the tongue and throat
(jihwa kanta vishodhanam), balancing circulation (Anulomana),
cardio-protective (Hrudya), enhance digestion (Pachana), dissolve
calculi (Ashmadoshahara), nutritious (Vrishya), improve voice
(Swarya), alleviate cough (Kasahara), alleviate asthma (Swasahara),
analgesic (Sulahara), absorption of water through alimentary chan-
nel (Grahi), alleviate coldness (Sheeta Prashamana), anti-edema-
tous (Shotha Hara) and pain management (Vedana Sthapana).5  Gin-
ger rhizome possesses several outstanding bioactive non-volatile
phenolic compounds such as gingerols, paradols, shogaols, and
zingerones. 6-gingerol is a bioactive phenolic phytocompound
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found in the fresh ginger rhizome. 6-gingerol is a promising drug
candidate to treat various diseases associated with inflammation,
cancer, viral disease. Fresh ginger possesses anti-viral activity against
human respiratory syncytial virus due to the presence of bioactive
phenolic phytocompound 6-gingerol.6 This study is aimed to re-
view the salient medicinal properties of ginger and its potential to
modulate host immune system as well as block the virus entry in
host cells by interfering its interaction with cellular receptor and
may be used to develop an effective and broad-spectrum strategy
for the management of COVID-19 as well as other coronavirus in-
fections in coming future.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ayurveda classics  Brihatrayi and Laghutrayi provides informa-
tion about diseases which have conceptual similarity with SARS-
CoV-2. Ayurveda Pharmacology and herbal drugs were also
searched for formulations relevant to pandemic. Google Scholar,
PubMed and Ayurvedic  Journals like JRAS (Journal of Research
in Ayurvedic Science) IJAPR (International Journal Of Ayurveda
and Pharma Research) IAMJ (International Ayurvedic Medical
Journal)  were searched for relevant literature that published based
on Keywords "COVID-19", 'SARS-CoV-2", 'Ayurveda", 'Immu-
nity", 'Vyadhikshamatva" and "Wellness".

STRUCTURE, PATHOGENESIS AND IMMUNE REACTION
OF SARS-COV-2

The common coronavirus is a positive single-strand RNA virus
(+ssRNA) that belongs to the order Nidovirales, family
Coronaviridae, and subfamily Orthocoronavirinae. This specific
coronavirus is divided into four genera: α, β, γ, and d. Each genus
is further divided based on the characteristics of its subtype, ge-
nome, and phylogenic clustering. Coronavirus is a type of virus that
has an envelope, which is round or oval and is often pleomorphic.
The diameter of this virus is about 50-200?nm . SARS-CoV-2 has a
unique, club-shaped spike projection on the surface of the virus,
which makes this virus look like a solar corona. There are four ma-
jor structural proteins encoded by this novel coronavirus. They are
the spike (S), membrane (M), envelope (E), and nucleocapsid (N)
proteins. The S protein is the most important structure that can bind
with the receptor. This glycoprotein is located on the surface of the
virus and mediates the attachment to the host cell's receptor. The S
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protein of SARS-CoV-2 can interact strongly with the host cell via
the ACE2 receptor. This interaction creates a significant public health
risk for human transmission. After the S protein of the virus binds
with ACE2, the virus envelope can fuse with the host cell mem-
brane and enter the host cell .The internalisation process begins with
the fusion of the coronavirus and the membrane of the host cells ,
usually occurs within acidified endosomes.7 Some coronaviruses
also can fuse at the plasma membrane. This process is followed by
bundle formation leads to the mixing of viral and host cell mem-
branes and results in the fusion and release of the viral genome into
the cytoplasm .

The mode of infection is human to human transmission through
close contact. Close contact increases the risk of transmission via
droplets, such as from an infected person through coughing or sneez-
ing or the interaction between health workers and patients with
COVID-19. This disease has an incubation period of about 2-14
days, and during this time, the virus can be transmitted.8  Most pa-
tients with COVID-19 showed a peak increase of immunoglobulin
M (IgM) nine days after disease onset and shifted to immunoglobu-
lin G (IgG) in the second week. Other data showed that viral load
increases mostly during the first week of the disease but decreases
in the second week. Then, IgM and IgG begin to increase on day
10.

After the virus enters the host cell, it will replicate within these
cells and infect other cells, including alveolar macrophages. An
immune response is triggered by apoptosis or necrosis of the in-
fected cells. This immune response activates proinflammatory
cytokines. Then, these cytokines lead to the recruitment of inflam-
matory cells. This process results in immune cell infiltration and
tissue damage. The regenerative process also happens when tissue
damage occurs. It will cause serious changes in organs, and their
cytokines can enter the circulation where they become a cytokine
storm, which leads to multiorgan failure.9,10

AYURVEDA PURVIEW

Disease Concept

In Ayurveda, epidemics are discussed under the term of
Janapadodhwamsa  by Charaka11 and  Maraka by  Sushruta12. Dis-
ease can be classified as Adidaivika Bala Pravritta Vyadhi (ABPV),
Sansargaja, Upsargaja, and Aupasargic Roga. ABPV are those dis-
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eases arising due to causes that cannot be controlled by human in-
telligence. Upasargaja Vyadhi are those fever-like diseases that
manifest due to close contact with diseased persons whereas
Sansargaja Vyadhi resides with people who are cursed by almighty
god i.e. due to influence of invisible forces/forces behind human
control. Aupasargic Vyadhi is defined in two different ways by
Sushruta; one as a disease which spreads from one person to an-
other person and another as '...Upadravasangyah' i.e. complications
or associated diseases that manifest after primary disease.13  Susruta
mentions the diseases like Jwara, Kustha (skin diseases), Shosha
(tuberculosis), Netrabhisyandi (conjunctivitis), and other
Aupasargika roga (alike communicable diseases) can be spread
through Prasanga (intimate relationship), Gatra Sansparsha (direct
contact), Nishwasa (breathing or airborne), Sahabhojana (eating
together), Sahashayana (sleeping together), sharing and using of
others'clothes, ornaments etc. Agantuja Vyadhi (diseases of exog-
enous origin) occurs due to physical/external factors like Bhuta,
Visha, Vayu, Agni, and Prahara (trauma) etc.

Immunity Concept

Strength, health, lifespan, and vital breath are dependent on the
condition of Agni. Charaka has mentioned the term Vyadhikshamatwa14

and states that during certain conditions, or due to certain factors,
even unwholesome (unhealthy) food does not produce disease im-
mediately; all unwholesome diet are not equally harmful, all dosha
are not equally powerful, all persons are not capable of resisting
diseases. This suggests that the body's immune system plays a cru-
cial role in disease development. The equilibrium state of Dhatu is
called Swasthya.15 The person who is desirous to be healthy should
adopt healthy practices related to diet, conduct, and activities. Thus,
Immunity can be considered in Ayurveda as Vyadhikshamatwa and
Oja; which depends on the condition of Agni, Dosha, and Dhatu.

PLANT BASED-THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES AGAINST
COVID-19

Wide array of phytochemical components is extracted from a
single herb that may function unaided or in amalgamation with other
components to yield preferred pharmacological effects. Beneficial
impact of the medicinal plants lies in their bioactive constituent's
specifically secondary metabolites viz. steroids, alkaloids, diterpenes,
triterpenes, aliphatics and glycosides etc. Recently, in India, it was
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suggested by the Ministry of AYUSH (Ayurvedic, Yoga and Natur-
opathy, Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy), recommends 'Ayush
Kwath' or 'Ayush Kudineer' or 'Ayush Joshanda'16 which comprises
of four medicinal herbs like holy basil, cinnamon, ginger, black
pepper. The decoction of sunthi (Zingiber officinale Roscoe),
lavanga (Syzygium aromaticum) and maricha (Piper nigrum) have
been recommended to the healthy as well as COVID-19 infected
person, as it provides support in the humoral and cell mediated re-
sponses and also lowers the air way hyper responsiveness and nasal
congestions. Similarly, the bioactive constituent in Curcuma longa
Linn. i.e. curumin, is identified to block cytokine release, specifi-
cally interleukin-1, interleukin-6, pro-inflammatory cytokines and
tumor necrosis factor-a and is directed to be consumed with milk .
Moreover, AYUSH has recommended certain preventive and me-
dicinal plants for prevention and prophylactic of COVID-19 includ-
ing warm extracts of Tinospora cordifolia (advised for chronic fe-
ver) and  Andrograhis paniculata (advised for fever and cold).  The
symptomatic management of COVID-19  was suggested to be ac-
quired from Agastya Haritaki (prevention of upper respiratory in-
fections) and Anuthaila (sesame oil drops) recommended to pre-
vent respiratory infections .

USAGE, PREPARATION, PROCESSING AND CONSTITU-
ENTS OF GINGER

Ginger is used in numerous forms, including fresh, dried, pick-
led, preserved, crystallized, candied, and powdered or ground. The
flavor is somewhat peppery and slightly sweet, with a strong and
spicy aroma. The concentration of essential oils increases as ginger
ages and, therefore, the intended use of the rhizome determines the
time when it is harvested. If extracting the oil is the main purpose,
then ginger can be harvested at 9 months or longer. Ginger is com-
monly pickled in sweet vinegar, which turns it a pink color; this
form is popular with sushi. Ginger harvested at 8-9 months has a
tough skin that must be removed before eating, and the root is more
pungent and is used dried or pulverized into ground ginger. This is
the form most commonly found in our spice racks and used in cook-
ies, cakes, and curry mixes. Candied or crystallized ginger is cooked
in sugar syrup and coated with granulated sugar. Ginger harvested
at 5 months is not yet mature and has a very thin skin, and the
rhizomes are tender with a mild flavor and are best used in fresh or
preserved form.
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Volatile Oils6  : Volatile oils, also known as ginger essential oils,
are generally composed of terpenoids . Ginger essential oils give  a
unique aromatic smell . The volatile oil composition varies based
on where the ginger is harvested.The major ingredients identified in
volatile oils of ginger are α− Terpinene, α− Terpineol, 4 Terpin-
eol, Terpinolen ,γ -Terpinolene, Cineole, β−Eudesmol, Nerol, trans-
Nerolidol, 4-Isopropylbenzyl alcohol

Gingerol  : Gingerol is the spicy component of ZOR. It is a mix-
ture of various substances, all of which contain the 3-methoxy-4-
hydroxyphenyl functional group. Gingerols can be divided into
gingerols, shogaols, paradols, zingerones, gingerdiones, and
gingerdiols, according to the different fatty chains connected by
this functional group

Diarylheptanoids  : Diarylheptanoid is a group of compounds
with 1,7-disubstituted phenyl groups and heptane skeletons in its
parent structure. Currently, it can be divided into linear diphenyl
heptane and cyclic diphenyl heptane compounds with antioxidant
activity

Proteins and Amino Acids: includes glutamate, aspartic acid,
serine, glycine, threonine, alanine, cystine, valine, methionine, iso-
leucine, leucine, tyrosine, phenylalanine, lysine, histidine, arginine,
proline , and tryptophan.

Sugars and Organic Acids : Contains polysaccharides , cellu-
lose, and soluble sugar,oxalic acid, tartaric acid, lactic acid, acetic
acid, citric acid, succinic acid, formic acid, and malonic acid .

6.  BIOACTIVITIES OF GINGER

Antioxidant Activity  :  It has been known that overproduction of
free radicals, such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) causes the de-
velopment of many chronic diseases. The dried ginger exhibited
the strongest antioxidant activity, because the number of phenolic
compounds was 5.2-, 1.1-, and 2.4-fold higher than that of fresh,
stir-fried, and carbonized ginger, respectively. The antioxidant ac-
tivity of different gingers had a tendency to be the following: dried
ginger > stir-fried ginger > carbonized ginger > fresh ginger. This
was mainly associated with their polyphenolic contents. Several stud-
ies have indicated that ginger was effective for protection against
oxidative stress. The underlying mechanisms of antioxidant action
were investigated in cell models. Ginger extract showed antioxidant
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effects in human chondrocyte cells, with oxidative stress mediated
by interleukin-1β (IL-1β). It stimulated the expression of several
antioxidant enzymes and reduced the generation of ROS and lipid
peroxidation.17

Anti-Inflammatory Activity : Gingerol, shogaol, and other struc-
turally-related substances in ginger inhibit prostaglandin and
leukotriene biosynthesis through suppression of 5-lipoxygenase or
prostaglandin synthetase. Additionally, they can also inhibit syn-
thesis of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, TNF-α, and IL-
8. Because of potent compounds in ginger rhizome for inhibiting
allergic reactions, it may be useful for the treatment and prevention
of allergic diseases. The activation of NF-κB is linked to a variety
of inflammatory diseases, including cancer, atherosclerosis, myo-
cardial infarction, diabetes, allergy, asthma, arthritis, Crohn's dis-
ease, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer's disease, osteoporosis, psoria-
sis, septic shock, and AIDS. Gingerols can inhibit LPS-induced
COX-2 expression while shogaol containing extracts has no effect
on COX-2 expression.18 These data demonstrate that important com-
pounds in ginger are capable of inhibiting PGE (2) production.The
anti-inflammatory mechanisms of ginger are probably associated
with the inhibition of Akt and NF-?B activation, an enhancement in
anti-inflammatory cytokines, and a decline in proinflammatory
cytokines.

Antimicrobial Activity : The spread of bacterial, fungal, and vi-
ral infectious diseases has been a major public threat due to antimi-
crobial resistance. Biofilm formation is an important part of infec-
tion and antimicrobial resistance. Ginger inhibited the growth of a
multidrug-resistant strain of Pseudomonas aeruginosa by affecting
membrane integrity and inhibiting biofilm formation . Moreover, a
crude extract and methanolic fraction of ginger inhibited biofilm
formation, glucan synthesis, and the adherence of Streptococcus
mutans by downregulating virulence genes.19 The compounds in
ginger essential oil possess lipophilic properties, making the cell
wall as well as the cytoplasmic membrane more permeable and in-
ducing a loss of membrane integrity in fungi . An in vitro study
revealed that ginger essential oil effectively inhibited the growth of
Fusarium verticillioides by reducing ergosterol biosynthesis and
affecting membrane integrity. It could also decrease the production
of fumonisin B1 and fumonisin B

2
. In addition, ginger essential oil

had efficacy in suppressing the growth of Aspergillus flavus as well
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as aflatoxin and ergosterol production. Ginger was effective in block-
ing viral attachment and internalization

Cytotoxicity : Recently, ginger has been widely investigated for
its anticancer properties against different cancer types, such as breast,
cervical, colorectal, and prostate cancer.20 The potential mechanisms
of action involve the inhibition of proliferation and the induction of
apoptosis in cancer. Several investigations have demonstrated that
ginger and its bioactive compounds can interfere with the carcino-
genic processes of colorectal cancer. It was found that 6-gingerol,
10-gingerol, 6-shogaol, and 10-shogaol showed an antiproliferative
effect on human prostate cancer cells via a downregulation of the
protein expression of multidrug resistance associated protein 1
(MRP1) and glutathione-S-transferase (GSTπ). In addition, binary
combinations of ginger phytochemicals, such as 6-gingerol, 8-
gingerol, 10-gingerol, and 6-shogaol, synergistically inhibited the
proliferation of PC-3 prostate cancer cells

Neuroprotection  : Many investigations have revealed that gin-
ger positively affects memory function and exhibits anti-
neuroinflammatory activity, which might contribute to the manage-
ment and prevention of neurodegenerative diseases .The results from
a lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-activated BV2 microglia culture model
revealed that 10-gingerol was responsible for the strong
antineuroinflammatory capacity of fresh ginger. It inhibited the ex-
pression of proinflammatory genes by blocking NF-?B activation,
which led to a decline in the levels of NO, IL-1β, IL-6, and TNF-α
.The various studies found that ginger and its bioactive compounds,
such as 10-gingerol, 6-shogaol, and 6-dehydrogingerdione, exhib-
ited protective effects against Alzheimer's disease and Parkinson's
disease.21 The antioxidant and anti-inflammatory activities of gin-
ger contributed to neuroprotection.

Cardiovascular Protection:  Ginger decreased the activities of
angiotensin-1 converting enzyme (ACE) and arginase and increased
the level of NO, a well-known vasodilator molecule. Thus, blood
pressure decreased  with ginger. Moreover, ginger extract exhibited
vasoprotective effects on porcine coronary arteries by suppressing
NO synthase and cyclooxygenase .Generally, ginger has exhibited
cardiovascular protective effects by attenuating hypertension and
ameliorating dyslipidemia, such as in the improvement of HDL-C,
TC, LDL, TG, and VLDL.
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Antidiabetic Activity  :  The consumption of ginger could re-
duce the levels of fasting plasma glucose, glycated hemoglobin A
(HbA1C), insulin, TG, and TC in patients with type 2 diabetes mel-
litus (DM2) . In a randomized, double-blind, and placebo-controlled
trial, the ingestion of ginger decreased the levels of insulin, low-
density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), and TG; decreased the
homeostasis model assessment index; and increased the quantita-
tive insulin sensitivity check index in patients with DM2.22 The  gin-
ger and its bioactive compounds could protect against diabetes mel-
litus and its complications, probably by decreasing the level of in-
sulin, but increasing the sensitivity of insulin.

Antinausea and Antiemetic Activities  : Inhaling ginger es-
sence could attenuate nausea intensity and decrease emesis episodes
two and six hours after a nephrectomy in patients . In addition, dried
ginger powder treatment reduced episodes of intraoperative nausea
in elective cesarean section patients .  The activation of vagal affer-
ent mediated by serotonin (5-HT) is crucial in the mechanism of
emesis. 6-shogaol, 6-gingerol, and zingerone in ginger inhibited
emetic signal transmission in vagal afferent neurons by suppressing
the 5-HT receptor, and 6-shogaol had the strongest inhibitory effi-
cacy.23

GINGER IN OUR DAILY LIFE

Ginger Tea : Fresh Ginger  cut into slices and boiled with water
for 15-20 minutes. To this cooled decoction add some honey. Drink-
ing this will help relieve colds and coughs.

Ginger Candy : It is a digestive stimulant. It also improves the
assimilation and transportation of nutrients. Fresh ginger cut into
strips. Then soaked in lime juice and salt and then dried in the sun.
These pieces of dried ginger candy can be eaten before lunch to
achieve the results.

Ginger Water : It is very useful in treating nausea. Just boiling
fresh ginger in water and drinking this throughout the day will help
in morning sickness and also motion sickness.

Ginger Slices : Chewing of ginger slices helps in production of
saliva  who suffer from dry mouth.

Ginger Syrup: Thinly sliced ginger mix with sugar, water and
then boiled .
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DISCUSSION

The naturally occurring products and phytomedicines are com-
ing to the fore all around the world, owing to the orientation of the
social fabric to such remedies in different health care centres all
across the globe . A wide spectrum of studies is being conducted to
design a formulation against coronavirus with the aid of medicinal
plants. The pages of history stand testimony to the fact that diver-
sity of medicinal plants such as Indigofera tinctoria, Evolvulus
alsinoides, Vitex trifolia, Pergularia daemi, Gymnema sylvestre,
Clerodendrumineme, Abutilon indicum, Clitoria tematea, Leucas
Aspera, Sphaeranthus indicus, Allium sativum, Cassia alata showed
an anti-mice coronavirus activity (SARS-CoV). Amid them, V.
trifolia and S. indicus plummeted inflammatory cytokines via NF-
?B pathway, insinuated for respiratory discomfort in SARS-CoV .
Further, Glycyrrhiza glabra and A. sativum have also been found to
impede viral replication against SARS-CoV, while C. ineme was
potentially observed to deactivate viral ribosome machinery, reveal-
ing its utility against testing SARS-CoV-2-protein translation and
protein synthesis . Notably, various herbal plants showed restrain-
ing affects against Angiotensin converting enzyme, for example,
Coriandrum sativum, Punica granatum, Boerhaavia diffusa, Cassia
occidentalis, Coscinium fenestratum, Embeliaribes etc. To expedite,
Acacia nilotica, Ocimum sanctum, Eugenia jambolana, Vitex
negundo, Euphorbia granulate, Ocimum kikim, Ocimum scharicum,
Solanum nigrum etc. were effective against HIV-reverse transcriptase
activity and can be potent for SARS-CoV-2 too. Interestingly, the
role of tulsi for scientific evidence against COVID-19 has also been
elucidated . As, it is well known herbal plant for antiviral effects in
inhibiting many deadly viruses like vaccinia, dengue, hepatitis, en-
cephalitis etc. by enhancing their survival and defense ability. Gin-
ger has staring potential for treating a number of ailments including
degenerative disorders (arthritis and rheumatism), digestive health
(indigestion, constipation and ulcer), cardiovascular disorders (ath-
erosclerosis and hypertension), vomiting, diabetes mellitus, and can-
cer.24  It also has anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidative properties for
controlling the process of aging. Furthermore, it has antimicrobial
potential as well which can help in treating infectious diseases.

CONCLUSION

Due to the ongoing disaster of COVID-19, there is a pressing
need for the discovery of alternative remedial measures. There is a
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wide scope of herbal medicines that have been used since tradi-
tional times. They have been considered as potent clinical agents
against wide array of viral diseases due to their anti-viral properties.
The natural products of Ayurveda are being tested for treating
COVID-19. Basically, these formulations are comprised of huge
number of phytochemicals such as terpenoids, alkaloids, flavonoids,
phenols, tannins, polyphenols, saponins, polysaccharides, proteins,
lipids and peptides that possess myriad of functions against viral
invasion, penetration, replication, expression, assembly and release.
Moreover, medicinal plants and their natural ingredients proved to
be the most promising alternatives to prevent or cure the infection
and spread of this disease since its outbreak.Due to the values at-
tributed to ginger by some countries who have over the years relied
upon the use of traditional medicines to cure illnesses have started
encouraging people to consume ginger and other plants and herbs
to boost one's immune system and at the same time to help people
from being infected with the virus or possibly curing a person who
has already contracted the virus.
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Keerthy Mary Francis

SANSKRIT TRANSLATION OF á YËMAMËDHAVAÊ -
AN OVERVIEW

Language is a system of communication which is used in a par-
ticular society. It is essentially a code or a system of symbols, signs
or signals that signify the message. Translation helps them to ac-
quire the whole knowledge from the world, where people move
from one language to another, from one culture to another.

Jagannathan Chakravorthy says that it is a bilingual process, and
culturally it frees us from our basic monolingual insularity. (Paniker
189)In the opinion of R.N. Srivastava, the translation involves a
change from one system of signs into another with a view to pro-
duce an equivalent sense perception rather than retaining the liter-
ary meaning. (Paniker 138)However a good translation should be
as near to original as possible.

There have five methods in translation. They are literal transla-
tion, word by word translation, faithful translation, free translation
and adaption. Sometimes, a translation work includes more meth-
ods of translations.

From the available details of history, Rosetto inscription is most
ancient translation, which is from second century BCE.  From the
Babilonian city, they retrieved translated works of government docu-
ments. There have translations of Bible, a translation of Greek clas-
sic oddessy to latin by Leevis Andreniccass, translations of Greek
classics to Arabic language in the world.

In India, many of world classics are translated to Indian lan-
guages. And Indian literal and scientific texts are translated to for-
eign languages. There have also so many translation works which
are translated within two Indian languages. There have some texts
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which are most famous in world literature related to Sanskrit. They
are B¤hatkath¡maµjar¢ and Kath¡sarits¡gara, which are the sum-
mary texts of B¤hatkath¡ of Gu¸¡·hya. The translations of those
texts made them popular. The translated portions in Sanskrit dra-
mas from Pr¡k¤t to Sanskrit, namely 'Ch¡y¡', may also considered
as in the area of translation. Then many works are translated to other
Indian languages. There have great improvements in Sanskrit trans-
lation after independence of India. (VivarttanaÆ 16)

From Sanskrit to Malayalam, the works are bhagavadg¢t¡,
R¡m¡ya¸a, Mah¡bh¡rata and other religious texts, literature and sci-
ence. There have translations of Keralavarma like Abhijµ¡na¿¡kuntala,
Amaru¿ataka and Any¡pade¿a¿ataka, translation texts of A.R. Raja
Raja Varma like Kum¡rasaÆbhava, á¡kuntala etc. There have more
translations of Abhijµ¡na¿¡kuntala, RaghuvaÆ¿a, Meghasande¿a,
Paµcar¡tra, G¢tagovinda, Kum¡rasaÆbhava and Mudr¡r¡kÀasa.
There have some translations of Sanskrit dramas, Îgveda translation
of Vallathole, translations of Kokilasande¿a and áukasande¿a, trans-
lation of Artha¿¡stra namely Bh¡À¡kau¶iliya etc. There are many other
works on this field. But all are not mentioned here.

Translations from Malayalam to Sanskrit are few. Six works of
Kumaranasan are translated to Sanskrit. They are Cint¡viÀ¶ay¡ya s¢t¡
by Gopala Pillai as S¢t¡vic¡ralahar¢, V¢¸ap£v as GalitakusumaÆ by
Meenambal, Na½in¢ as the same name by P. Raghavan and as
Div¡karacint¡ by Managurukkal, L¢l¡ by Raman Pillai of Kottiyam
and Karu¸¡ by Achutan Mavelikkara. There have also the transla-
tions of áiÀyanuÆ MakanuÆ of Vallathole by Jose Pavaratty, N.V.P.
Unithiri and P.C. Muraleemadhavan; translations of AcchanuÆ
Maka½uÆ of Vallathole by N.V.P. Unithiri, Ujjayini of O.N.V. Kurup
by N.V.P. Unithiri and V.R. Muralidharan. Prose translatios are
J¢vak¡ru¸yacaÆp£ of Chattampi Swamikal by Radhakrishna
Panavally, Advaitacint¡ma¸¢ of Chattambi Swamikal by Dr. S.
Geethamani Amma and Dr. S.Sobhana, Bh¡rataparya¶anaÆ of
Kuttikrishna Marar by P. Govinda Marar, ár¢r¡mak¤À¸ag¢t¡ of
Kuttamath Kunniyur Kunjikrishna Kurup by Kuttamath Narayana
Kurup and Mah¡prasth¡na of Madambu Kunjikuttan by Asokan
Puranattukara. These are some among the translations from Malayalam
to Sanskrit. Translations works of Sanskrit from Malayalam are note-
worthy by Prof. N.V.P. Unithiri.
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N. V. P. Unithiri and his contributions

Prof. N.V.P. Unithiri is a renowned Sanskrit scholar and a multi-
lingual scholar from Kerala. N.V.P. Unithiri has more than hundred
publications. His autobiography is Na¶annu vanna vazhikal,
SaÆsk¤tas¡hityavimar¿anaÆ, Pr¡c¢nabh¡rat¢yadar¿anaÆ,
saÆsk¤tattin¶e nizhaluÆ veliccavuÆ, Vakrokti: K¡vyaj¢vitaÆ, edi-
tion of Catalogue of Manuscripts, studies in Kerala Sanskrit literature,
Poornasaraswati, and a Sanskrit text namely M¡kbatan¡¶akakath¡.
N.V.P. Unithiri is a noteworthy person in translation of Malayalam
poems. He translated áiÀyanuÆ makanuÆ, AcchanuÆ maka½uÆ,
Ca¸·¡labhikÀuki, Ujjayini, Narabali, MagdalanamariyaÆ,
Amb¡¶iyilekku v¢¸¶uÆ, áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ into Sanskrit language.
N.V.P. Unithiri tries to reflect the style, philosophy and thoughts of
the source poets into his translations.

áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ  of Prabhavarma

áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ of Prabhavarma is a Malayalam poem with
the memories of K¤À¸a in each and every moments of his life.
Prabhavarma wrote some books like Soupar¸ik¡, Arkap£r¸im¡,
Candanan¡zhi, ËrdraÆ, áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ, P¡r¡ya¸attin¶e
r¢tibheda´ga½ and MaleÀyan ·ayarikurippuka½ and so on.

The poem depicts the memories of K¤À¸a in each and every
moments of his life. The poem begins with the apology of a hunter
who releases an arrow to the foot of the K¤À¸a. Then K¤À¸a thought
about the past life. He realized that the victory of his life is not a real
success. The poem consists fifteen chapters. It is a kha¸·ak¡vya
mostly of Sanskrit metres. The itih¡sas are relevant through their
re-readings. There may be a new perspectives in looking upon the
characters. In the stories of K¤À¸a, most of the writers illustrate l¢l¡s
and happiness of K¤À¸¡. But Prabhavarma tries to portrait the im-
age of K¤À¸a in a gloomy mood. The poet wrote about the thoughts
of K¤À¸a just moments away from his death. The lines are ap-
proached to the thought of characters other than situations. Poet
tries to make some main messages to the world. The first one is to
make attitude against war. And the second is making the main con-
sideration towards women. The poem explains the uselessness of
war and delusion of success.

Sanskrit Translation of áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ

Prof. N.V.P. Unithiri has translated áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ of
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Prabhavarma. He tries to translate the text into Sanskrit in an ad-
equate level. The source and translated work are consisting fifteen
different poems which are related to K¤À¸a. It is necessary for a
comparative study of áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ and its translation work,
where both text have different aspects.

N.V.P. Unithiri translated the work with an understanding of
source text. A deep study about the text helped him very much in
the translation. However, there may be some changes in translation
text from the source text.

Changes in Translation

N.V.P. Unithiri more or less used a faithful translation method in
the translation of áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ. But sometime the work shows
the method of free translation. He is making some drops, additions
and changes in the work. He drops some words or sentences from
the source. He tries to compress some lines without any change in
the concepts of source text.

áai¿avattilakaleykku c¢ntiyeri-
yunnatay vidhi; pit¡vine

EtrayuÆ priyame¾unnorammayeyu-
Monnu k¡¸matumas¡dhyam¡y (Prabhavarma 129)

In translated work, it is written as-

∂…Ë∂…¥…‰  ¥… v…¥…∂……i…¬ ∫¥…®……i…fi {…i…fin˘∂…«x…Δ  ¥… x…¥…… Æ˙i…®…¬* (= h… k… Æ˙ 108)

Sometimes he drops some lines from the source text. He drops
the following lines from the content of translation.

áy¡maÆ t¢kaÀ¸atam¡lam¢ ni¼amite-
nt®¼ekkanatt¢¶uv¡n

.........
Pa¸·um mur¡r® har® (Prabhavarma 17-19)

He also dropped the last lines of ViÀ¡daparvaÆ of
áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ.

Inn¢ ve½iccamakam® te½iyunnu; j¢van
ma´gikke¶unnata¼iyunnatino¶¶umunnaÆ;

Ill¡ tiruttuvatini´goru m¡trap°luÆ
coll¡vatallitu varutti¶um¡tmaduÅkhaÆ.

(Prabhavarma 35)
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He also doesn't take some lines from the chapter,
R¡dhik¡da¸·aÆ.

Mukhattu n°kkiy¡l ka¸¸u-
ta¶¶i¶¡menna cintay¡l ......

K¤À¸anilninnu, mi¶¶unna
snehattin¡y tapiccava½! (Prabhavarma 78-79)

However he tries to save the beauty of the translation, because
he has the deep knowledge about the content of the source text.
Prabhavarma draws a picture about the curse to K¤À¸a. He says that
the arrow, which released to B¡li by R¡ma, may be returning in this
situation of K¤À¸a. But in translation, Unithiri denotes only the con-
cept and he drops the incident of R¡ma and B¡li.

 ¥…r˘& ∂…Æ˙…‰ Æ˙Ω ∫… S…‰xp˘™…÷i…‰ i…n˘… ™…i…¬ EÚ…±…GÚ®……i…¬ |… i…M…i…& |… i…EÚ…Æ˙§…÷v™……* 2.3
(= h… k… Æ˙ 19)

Then in the last portion, he expands the summarized sentence
from the text.

N¢r¡¾i va¼¼iyoru binduvilekkotu´guÆ
N®rattu j¢vasudhay¡yatil n¢ ni¼aµµ£! (Prabhavarma 135)

In translation, it is written as-

+Œ§n˘™…«nË̆EΔÚ ®…Ø˚¶…⁄ ®…∞¸{…Δ |……{™…ËEÚ §…xn÷̆i¥…®…¥……{… ∫…⁄I®…®…¬*
i…n˘… i¥…™…… V…“¥…∫…÷v……{i…®……{i…®…¬ ®…÷n˘… ∫¥…™…Δ ∫…{i…{… Æ˙{…⁄h…«∞¸{…®…¬** 15.36

(= h… k… Æ˙ 116)

However the translator adds some sentences or word to the trans-
lation other than text. It is as-

EÚ…‰®…±…Δ  ∂…∂…÷∂…Æ˙“ÆEΔÚ |… i… E‰Ú¥…±…Δ S… ¥…fil…… EfiÚi……&* 15.4 (= h… k… Æ˙ 108)

There have no more changes in the translation of some sentences
where Prabhavarma uses almost Sanskrit words in his lines.

+…®……‰n˘…®…fii…∫……v…EΔÚ; EÚ≥˝∫…x®…xn˘…I…®…xn˘Œ∫®…i…‰-
x…… ¥…π]Δı ∫…÷®…x……‰% ¶…Æ˙…®…®…v…÷Æ˙∫x…‰Ω˛…p«∫…ΔM…“i…EÚ®…¬* 1.3 (= h… k… Æ˙ 17)

Prabhavarma uses a complete Sanskrit verse in the chapter
Anug¢t¡. So the translator also uses the same verse in translation.

x… EÚ…ΔI…‰  ¥…V…™…Δ EfiÚπh…! x… S… Æ˙…V™…Δ ∫…÷J…… x… S…*
ÀEÚ x……‰ Æ˙…V™…‰x… M……‰ ¥…xn˘! ÀEÚ ¶……‰M…ËÃV… ¥…i…‰x… ¥……?** 7.25 (= h… k… Æ˙ 51)
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The verses 29 and 30 have only less change in translation, be-
cause the lines consist some names.

<Ω˛  i…π`ˆ i… ®…i∫™…‰∂…& {……\S……±……‰ p÷̆{…n˘…i®…V…&*
v…fiπ]t÷®x…∂S… ∫……Ë¶…p˘…‰ p˘…Ë{…n‰̆™……∂S… ∫……i™…EÚ“**
i…j… i……Ë ¶…“π®…EÚh……Í S…  ¥…EÚh…«& EfiÚ{… B¥… S…*
∫……Ë®…n˘ k…v……«i…«Æ˙…π]≈∫…÷æ˛n˘∂S… v…x…÷v…«Æ˙…&** 7.29-30 (= h… k… Æ˙ 51)

In Dv¡rak¡vartta, N.V.P. Unithiri translated all lines. From the
whole text áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ, he tries to make the beauty and rhythm
in his translation as in the source. However, in translation there may
less enjoyment because the source text is in our mother tongue
Malayalam where as translation is in Sanskrit.

Poetic Structure

The metre of the poem makes the beauty and rhythm of that
poem. áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ m of Prabhavarma is a kha¸·ak¡vya which
consists almost Sanskrit metres. There have some special denota-
tion of the letters and words. áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ of Prabhavarma
also consists some Malayalam metres like Kakali and Vasantamalika.
N.V.P. Unithiri tries to make the same structure of the source poem.
He tries to keep the number of letters in each line in translation as
the source text. However, there have some changes in that manner.
Prabhavarma uses AnuÀ¶up metre in most of the verses of his poem.
Unithiri also tries to retain that metre in his translation parts.
Prabhavarma also uses á¡rd£lavikr¢·itaÆ, Upendravajr¡,
Vasantatilak¡ metres in his text. Unithiri also uses the same manner
of poetic structure in the translation. Each chapter of text and trans-
lation consist more than one metre. Prabhavarma changes the metre
according to the contexts of the chapter. N.V.P. Unithiri also takes
that order of metres or denotation of letters. In translation, N.V.P.
Unithiri uses the metres like á¡rd£lavikr¢·itaÆ, Vasantatilak¡,
Sragdhar¡, AnuÀ¶up, Indravajr¡, Upendravajr¡ and Upaj¡ti in the
translation. Some examples of the Sanskrit metres which are seen
in the translation text are denoted here.

x……‰ ®…‰ S…‰i… ∫… EÚ…±…∂…‰™…EÚ§…≥˝…Ω…Æ‰̇ ∫…÷S……‰Æ˙i¥…Ω˛…-
∫……p»̆ i…‰ ®…÷J…®…∫™… ®…‰ ®…x… ∫… Ω˛…! {…⁄¥…» S… ±…I®…“{…i…‰*
x……‰ ®…‰ S…‰i… ∫… M……‰ {…EÚ…E÷Ú±…¥…v…⁄¥…∫j……ΩÆ‰̇h…… Ω˛i……-
SS……Ë™……«{……ΔM… ¥…±……‰±…i…ËIh™…Æ˙∫…i……EÚ…Ëi…⁄Ω˛±…Δ S…… {… i…‰** 1.1 (= h… k… Æ˙ 17)
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Here the verse is having the metre with maga¸a-saga¸a-jaga¸a-
saga¸a-taga¸a-taga¸a-guru is known as á¡rd£lavikr¢·ita.1

¥…‰M……‰O…®……Ø˚i…M…Ài… |… i…EÚi…÷«®…“π]‰ı*
EÚ… ¥…… i…÷π……Æ˙EÚ h…EÚ… E÷Ú∫…÷®……‰{… Æ˙∫l……?**
¥……i……M… i…Y…®…x…÷V…& E÷ÚØ˚l…‰ ¥…fil…… ÀEÚ
|……M…‰¥… i…i{…i…x…EÚ…Æ˙EÚØ˚{…™…ix…®…¬?** 3.9 (= h… k… Æ˙ 25)

Here the verse is having the metre with taga¸a-bhaga¸a-jaga¸a-
jaga¸a-guru-guru is known as Vasantatilak¡.2

 EÚŒ\S…SS……‰tΔ x… S……‰HΔÚ, i…n˘x…÷ S… M… n˘i…Δ S……∫™… i…º™…«÷k…ÆΔ̇ i…i…¬
EÚŒ∂S…z… ∫¥…“™…{…I…Δ p˘f¯ ™…i…÷®…l… x……‰ ™…ix…®……∫…“i…¬ EfiÚi…Δ S…*
v…“Æ‰ EfiÚπh…∫™… S…I…÷π™…x…¥…Æ˙i…®…l… ∫™…xn˘i…‰ §……π{… §…xn÷̆&
∫…xi…{i…… S……x…÷i……{……VV¥…±…n˘x…±…EÚ]ı…Ω…n¬̆ ™…l…… EÚh…«±…I™…®…¬** 4.2 (= h… k… Æ˙ 27)

Here the verse is having the metre with maga¸a-raga¸a-bhaga¸a-
naga¸a-yaga¸a-yaga¸a-yaga¸a is known as Sragdhar¡.3

UÙ…™…… ∫…n˘… |…EÚ…∂…∫™…  ¥…{…Æ˙“i…‰ i…  ¥…ti…‰*
x…  ¥…ti…‰ ∫…n˘… |…EÚ…∂…∫™… n˘™…Ë¥……x™…‰ i… ¥……∫i…¥…®…¬ ** 10.27 (= h… k… Æ˙ 67)

The verse includes eight letters in each line with AnuÀ¶up metre
. Here shows fifth letter as laghu, sixth as guru in each line The
seventh letters in first and third lines are guru and in other two lines
are laghu.4

¶…⁄®……Ë S… x… ∫™……n¬̆ ¥… x…i…… ™…l……∫……Ë
™…… ∫…i™…v…®…«μ…i…S……Æ˙∂…“±……*
®……i…fii¥…n˘“{i……‰VV¥…±…∫…i™…i…‰V…&
∫l……i…÷Δ {…÷Æ˙∫i…‰ x… S… ™……‰M™…i…… ®…‰** 6.26 (= h… k… Æ˙ 45)

Here the verse is having the metre with taga¸a-taga¸a-jaga¸a-
guru-guru is known as Indravajr¡.5

{…÷Æ˙… i¥…™……‰HΔÚ EÚn˘x…… i…Æ‰̇EÚ…i…¬
+¶…⁄ n˘n˘…x…” ∫…EÚ±…Δ S… ∫…i™…®…¬*
+i……‰ ¡ΩΔ̨ x… |… i…¥……S…®…⁄S…‰
x… x™……™…¥……n˘…™… EfiÚi…∂S… ™…ix…&** 6.4 (= h… k… Æ˙ 43)

Here the verse is having the metre with jaga¸a-taga¸a-jaga¸a-
guru-guru is known as Upendravajr¡.6

∂……{…Δ ¥…S…∫i…‰% J…±…®…‰¥… ∂…“πh……« ¥…Ω˛x…¬ i…n˘… i¥…i{…÷Æ˙i…& Œ∫l…i……‰%Ω˛®…¬*
®…™…… ¡∫……v™…Δ x…  EÚ®…{™…i……‰  Ω˛ ™…÷rΔ̆  ¥…Ω˛…i…÷Δ x… ™…i…‰ ∫®…  EÚŒ\S…i…¬** 6.5 (= h… k… Æ˙ 43)
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Here the verse is having the metre with the mix of Indravajr¡ and
Upendravajr¡ is known as Upaj¡ti.7

Conclusion

á¡mam¡dhavaÆ of Prabhavarma is a Malayalam poem which
consists the essence of Mah¡bh¡rata. In this translation, N.V.P.
Unithiri tries to make a perfect translation, where the readers may
feel that the translation is a different poem which includes the same
concept and poetic structure of the source text. Unithiri has high
scholarship on both Sanskrit and Malayalam, which are the me-
dium of translation and text. He has also a sound knowledge about
the subject. Dr. P.M.A. Rahiman says that N.V.P. Unithiri is trying
to know the subjects and problems, which are from the study of a
text first and then translates it. Here, N.V.P. Unithiri studied and
wrote a critical text on áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ first. So he could recog-
nize the subject, problems and possibilities of the translation of this
poem. It is easier to translate the poem áy¡mam¡dhavaÆ because,
the cultural and emotional similarities in the words, world of con-
cepts, order of sentences, techniques of literature are almost same in
Malayalam and Sanskrit. The reader, who doesn't know Malayalam,
easily can understand about the Malayalam literature and grace of
Prabhavarma through this translation.

N.V.P. Unithiri is a noteworthy person in the area of translation
of poems from Malayalam to Sanskrit. From the analysis of his trans-
lations, the scholars said that the works were very valuable to the
Sanskrit literature. It is a great thing that N.V.P. Unithiri studied and
wrote articles or books on any text before their translation. So he
can easily translate a text into another language without any loss of
content and beauty. In the situation of the translation of
áy¡mam¡dhavam, N.V.P. Unithiri wrote a book namely,
Prabh¡varmayu¶e áy¡mam¡dhavam- Oru Pa¶hanaÆ. From other
translations, the translation of poetry is more difficult. Some schol-
ars says that it is more better to translate poem to prose style. But
N.V.P. Unithiri shows all his grace in his translations, especially in
the translation of áy¡mam¡dhavam. He maintained the structure,
prosody and beauty of the text in his translation also. However, he
makes some changes in the translation like dropping some lines,
summarized or adding some words or lines to the content. But it
doesn't affect the soul of the poetry.
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Preetha P.V.

VIJØËNACINTËMAÛI JOURNAL AND ITS THEMES:
AN ANALYSIS

Sanskrit is not a mother tongue. But it has more value than other
languages. It is the main thought of Punnasseri Neelakantha Sarma.
He was a great Sanskrit scholar and a teacher who lived in
Perumudiyoor, near Pattambi, Palakkad district in Kerala, in the
latter half of the 19th century and first half of the 20th century. He is
highly passionate about the propagation of the Sanskrit language in
his society. It was the period of declination of the power of the San-
skrit language. So he decided to council the society about the im-
portance of Sanskrit for that he established Sanskrit school
'S¡rasvatodyotini' and admitted pupils without considering their caste
and creed. It paved a renaissance movement in the educational sys-
tem in Kerala. Also published a Sanskrit journal called
Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i. It discusses Socio-political aspects of society and
introduces the articles of literature.

Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i Journal

It is the first Sanskrit journal in Kerala started in 1883. During
that period, the rulers gave financial support to the growth and de-
velopment of publications from different languages. But no one took
any initiation for the publication of a journal in Sanskrit. The ar-
ticles published in this journal mainly connected with the socio-
political atmosphere of society at that period. It contains complete
news, views and criticism in the Sanskrit language. It has two main
parts, one is in Sanskrit and the other in Malayalam. Those who
love the Sanskrit language, there has a space to show their talents in
this journal. Many scholars inside and outside Kerala had written in
this journal. Finally, it developed into the form of a magazine. It
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was published for around 29 years. It was also a great contribution
of Neelakantha sarma to the society.

Editors of Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i Journal

In 1883 august, he started to publish the Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i jour-
nal with the scholar Vellanasseri Vasunni Moosath who see eye to
eye with Neelakantha Sarma. They released the Sanskrit Journal
and had continued till the year 1912. They were the main editors of
this Journal. A Scholar, Bharatha Pisharodi also joined the editorial
board. He had the idea to release a newspaper named Bh¡rata Patrik¡,
so he gave valuable suggestions for publication. Also, a nine-num-
bered group called S¡rasvatodyotini makes strong dictions for the
publication of this Journal. The members are Neelakantha Sarma,
Vasunni Moosath; Karuthappara Damodaran etc.1 Vachaspathi T.C.
Parameswara Moosath was the partner of this establishment.

Structure of Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i

In the first phase, Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i was in Malayalam script,
because its circulation was only in Kerala. It was printed on paper
with normal length and width. In the second phase, it contained two
parts named Samsk¤tamay£kha and Keralamay£kha.2 Sanskrit part
was printed in Grantha script. It was identical to the first phase. In
the third phase, N¡gar¡kÀara was introduced. It contained 16 pages
with a dummy length. It was a brown-colored light-weighted paper.
It contained the title with block letters on the top of the page, the rest
part printed in the Grantha script.3

Phases of Development of Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i Journal

Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i has different stages in its journey of publica-
tion. Positive effective support to its publication and Negative ef-
fects improved its quality. Through these, it became a part of his-
tory. Neelakantha Sarma started the Works of this Journal during
his education with Thripangode Kunjunni Moosath. In the 29th book
of Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i Journal, he wrote an article named Samsk¤ta
Bh¡À¡ Patrik¡.4 It tells the early attempts made by him for this Jour-
nal. The first phase of Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i contained grammar-re-
lated answers for some questions; main thought of some relevant
topics etc. It contains Samasy¡p£ra¸am with their answers.
Vellanasseri Vassunni Moosath continued the publication of this
Journal till 1887.5 Because of some health issues he changed the
editorship and handed over to Neelakantha Sarma.
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In its second phase, essays about some specific topics, local news
called De¿av¡rtt¡, puzzles and its answers like Citrapra¿na are in-
cluded there. It followed the normal procedure of a Journal and he
included all issues in the society with a critical view. He used simple
Sanskrit language, so readers and Sanskrit lovers like the way of
presenting the issues. The Sanskrit learners and teachers got a chance
to show their real talent in front of society through this journal. They
attempted to write essays, poems, stories etc. But suddenly, he
stopped the duty and handed over the charge to Bharatha Pisharody,
because of the sudden death of his teacher Thripangode Kunjunni
Moosath. After some months Neelakantha Sarma came back to the
field of work. But he faced some problems in continuing the publi-
cation of Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i. The main problems faced by them are
given below.

1. Publication fees wanted to be collected.

2. The second phase contained the Sanskrit part.
Grantha script was used for printing. That kind of printing
was only available in Palakkad. A long distance traveling
became a problem.6

All these made a difficult situation, so he started to think about a
Sanskrit school.  For him, it was easier than publishing a Sanskrit
Journal. According to the common view of the S¡rasvatodyotini
committee, he started a Sanskrit P¡¶ha¿¡la in 1889 with the same
name. After two years he rethinks about the publication of
Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i.

 In 1891, the third phase of this Journal was released. Neelakantha
Sarma just came over from the healthy issues named Dv¡t¤m¿at
YogaÅ. So it gave him more energy to work. The publication of a
Malayalam newspaper named Kerala Sobhin¢ by K.C. Kunjunni
Ezhuthachan was stopped due to some reason at that time.7 So
Neelakantha Sarma bought the press from him and started the pub-
lication of the Journal. The press was very helpful for printing Grantha
and Malayalam script. It was also named Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i and the
duty was given to Kadavalloor Achutathu Raman Moosath.

In 1898 Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i was nine years old. The fourth phase
of this started stared from this. The tenth book of this Journal at-
tained many changes in its outlook. Printing of N¡gar¡kÀara is one
of the main changes among them. It positively influenced the pub-
lication. At first, it was published only thrice in a month on the dates
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1st, 11th and 21st  and it was later changed as four times in a month
with the dates 1st, 8th, 15th and 22nd respectively.8 Editorial board took
more attention to the content of its articles because it was the main
pillar of this Journal. The introduction of the Devan¡gari script made
big progress in its circulation. Many Malayalam newspapers flour-
ished in this period. So they stopped the publishing of its Malayalam
part. The after-effects of the First World War badly affected the
publication of the complete Journal. Poverty spread all over the lo-
cality. So the journal was stopped because of the unavailability of
paper and damages of machines in the press etc.9 The editorial board
took a decision to change the Journal as a magazine and thus re-
started and printed in Mangalodayam press, Thrissur. But the dis-
tance of traveling was the main problem. From that, the history of
Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i has changed.

Now the Sanskrit lovers interested to preserve the copies of this
Journal. Sree Neelakantha Govt. Sanskrit College Pattambi takes a
step to preserve the available copies of this journal. A chair named
Legacy of Nila collected it.10 Finally, it is re-published. Now it is
preserved as Photostat copies and they are available in libraries of
Trippunithura Sanskrit College, Sree Neelakantha Govt. Sanskrit
College Pattambi and Appan Tampuran Memorial library,
Ayyanthole.

Writers in Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i Journal

There are many scholars inside and outside of Kerala who had
written in this journal. Kastoori Rangacharyar, Sree
Kumaratathacharyar, R.V.Krishnamacaryar, Koodallur Manankal
Divakaran Namboothirippadu, Kaikulangara Ramavaryar, Kerala
Varma Valiya Koyi Tampuran, A.R.Raja Raja Varma, Sree Saila
Thatacaryar, Vidwan Ettan Tampuran of the Samoothiri Kovilakam,
Manathala Neelakantha Moosath, Sambu Sarma are the main writ-
ers of this journal.11 P.S. Anantha Narayana Sastry, Vadakkepattu
Narayanan Nair and K.V.M. contributed their views to it.

Thematic Analysis of Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i Journal

Through the addition of the Devan¡gari script, the mode of pub-
lication was changed. Neelakantha Sarma added many innovations
to this Journal. For example- A prayer song called Ma´galasloka
was introduced in the front part like:-
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<«Ω…®§…EÚfi{…™…… M…Ÿh…ËEÚ¥…∫… i…¶…⁄«πh…Ÿ∂S… Æπh…Ÿ& ∫…n…
Æ…‰ S…πh…Ÿ ¥…«§…Ÿv…… v…Æ…V…∫…n∫…“ ¶Æ… V…πh…ŸÆi…«¬l……‰SS…™…Ë& *
+Y……x……xv™… x…Æ…EÚ Æπh…Ÿªn™…x  ¥…Y……x… S…xi……®… h…
¥…« v…«πh…Ÿ& {…Æ®…‰% {…«i……‰ ¶…¥…i…Ÿ ®…‰ |……Æ§v… V…πh…Ÿ {…Æ® **12

It was the praising song of the deity named Engayoor Bhagavathi.
Manavikrama Ettan Tampuran was highly interested in his activi-
ties. So he gave financial support to continue the publication of this
Journal. In its 17th year of publication, Neelakantha Sarma intro-
duced a preface with the name Sv¢ya Prast¡vana. Famous and non-
famous scholars helped the Journal with their articles. Many critical
thoughts were introduced in Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i. A discussion about
Abhiµj¡na¿¡kuntala and Uttarar¡macarita by Kerala Varma
Valiyakoyi Tampuran and Sree Kumaratathacharya is a famous one
among them.13 The speech series of Neelakantha Sarma called
Raguvam¿prabhaÀana discussed the text Raguvam¿a of K¡lid¡sa
and included its critical notes. It was published in the journal. His
Sanskrit letters and its reply were also edited by Neelakantha Sarma
with a suitable preface and it was published in this Journal with the
name Lekham¡l¡. Samasy¡p£ra¸aÆ, Citrapra¿na, T¤bhangipra¿na
are the creative area for students and scholars. It was the common
item in Samsk¤ta may£kha and Malayala may£kha. Many scholars
wrote articles about different subjectslike The author of
Kath¡sarits¡gara, Abhinava Bh¡¸abha¶¶a and so on. T.M. Raman
Nambiar, R.V. Krishnamachari was the creator of Samasy¡p£ra¸am.
V. Rama Bhadrachari was the author of Citrapra¿na published in
this Journal. EÚ‰Æ±…EÚ… ±…n…∫…S… Æi…®, ∫…Ÿ¶…… π…i…i…Æ R¬M… h…, ∏…“Æ…®……‰nxi…M…tEÚ…¥™…®,
¥……S…“∂…∂…i…EÚ®, EÚl……∫… Æi∫……M…ÆM…t|…§…xv…®, ∏…“¥……±®…“ EÚÆ…®……™…h…¥…V…«∫…⁄S…“, ®…Ω…¥…“ÆS… Æi…®,
¥…Æ…Ω…¥…i……Æ ¥…S……Æ&, ∫…xi……x…M……‰{……±…EÚl…… ¥…S……Æ&,  ¥…GÚ®……‰∂…“«™…® (∫…R¬M…“i…x……]EÚΔ),
∏…“®…⁄±…®…Ω…Æ…V…|…∂… ∫i…, +…S……™…«S… Æi…®, ∫¥…… i…EÚ∫¥…{x…®  are the main literary works
published through Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i journal

It gave a chance to write articles for students of S¡rasvatodyotini
P¡¶ha¿¡la. Through that Sanskrit verses, prose, story, dialogues,
critical views on different tests are introduced by them. The prob-
lem faced by the publication group, the importance of publication
fees the gratitude towards the Sanskrit lovers are presented in the
Sv¢ya Prast¡vana. The great poet Ullur. S. Parameswara Iyer quoted
about Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i in his book Kerala Sahitya Caritram thus:-

"Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i contained a lot of informative items of knowl-
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edge such as essays, short stories, various news, about people, place,
things and reviews, Samasy¡p£ra¸m, Citrapra¿anam, arguments on
Sahitya and Sastras. Scholars both from Kerala and outside send
articles to this Journal. Besides that, the beautiful editorial of
Neelakantha Sarma is like an ornament to this Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i."14

Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i discussess several topics from different fields.
Common and important themes are included in it. Each of them
shows their importance in this Journal. These themes can classified
as social, political, literature, health, educational and administration,
weather, industry, general issues, and so on. It included both tradi-
tional and modern ones. There are modern topics related to the so-
ciety influencing the renaissance movement of that period. Benefits
of English education, Benefits of Sanskrit education, Sanskrit news-
paper, Education for women, Industrial news about the spinning
mill, etc. are some examples of modern articles. Here some signifi-
cant issues, which were reflected in Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i Journal are
discussed-

1. Neelakantha Sarma feels very depressed about the rule of the
British Government and thus he supported the freedom
struggle under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. In this situ-
ation, he wrote an article about the economic state of India
and published it in the Journal in 1908.15

2. He also denoted a comment in other article about the financial
situation that-

"There are no any Indians doing jobs with a higher salary. It
was not a problem for the British government and its policies.
Indians wanted to awake and achieve that kind of job.16"

3. In 1905, a young lady named Kuriyedath was out casted from
her religion. Many activists opined against the incident. It was
the system of Sm¡rtta Vij¡ram. Neelakantha Sarma quoted
his opinion in his preface of Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i in 1905.17

4. The Brahmin community who were opposing the vaccination for
smallpox. Neelakantha Sarma tells his opinion through his
Journal in 1911.18

5. Many articles were having the views supporting widow marriage,
inter case marriage in Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i. These were related
to the out casting system in the society.
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6. Neelakantha Sarma was a member of the Travancore
kÀetraprave¿ana committee. He takes strong decision for the
temple entry of the untouchables. He tells that was no docu-
ment for refusing their rights. Like- +|…i…“ I…i…vn®…x…Ÿ®…i…Δ ¶…¥… i….19

That was the Pram¡¸a of S¡stra. Non-denial was a kind of
acceptance. So he said low castes can enter the temple.

7. He mainly quoted the sentence "we don't want to kill the anarchy
of cases, because it would be killed themselves after few years"
in his articles about caste discrimination20.

8. The Journal often published the views and arguments along with
the articles on nationalist movement and the boycotting of
foreign materials.

9. The article patrapravarttakaha r¡jyadr°ha¿a questions the authority
of the British regime and asks them why they dare to accuse
the Indian editors of traitors. Besides these Neelakantha Sarma
published articles like - The arrest of Balagangatara Tilak,
Marginalization of Indians in South Africa, lows of British
Government against the newspaper, Minto-morly political
development, news about Svadesaabhimani, Hongroon move-
ment of Anibesent were the main subjects, Hindu-Muslim at-
tacks in different parts of India, the expulsion of foreign cloths,
anniversary celebrations of the British queen, merits and de-
merits of the British Government, news about Samoothiri rul-
ers etc. Neelakantha Sarma represents the socio-political is-
sues through his articles.21 Some articles are dealing health of
society. Some news about spreading of plague, Vaccination
for smallpox, Treatment in Ayurveda, Treatment for poison,
Healthiest daily routines system, etc. These problems and the
attitude of the government towards this, their actions, public
opinion etc. are the subjects matter for articles.

Contemporaneousness of Articles in Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i Journal

Through book reviews and critical notes, Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i en-
courage and promote the newcomers in the Sanskrit field. Some
words like X-Ray and others are simply presented here. An article
named Ayurveda Cikits¡ KarmaÅ by P. Vasudevan Nambeesan was
published in this Journal. It was very popular among foreign San-
skrit lovers. He was a gold medalist from the first Dravidian
Ayurvedic meeting at madras in 1918. His language was simple but
his articles are inscrutable. The important matters in the political
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and cultural field of society are continuously discussed in this Jour-
nal. The Deporting of Svadesabhimani Ramakrishna Pillai was a
highly energetised article. The articles like criticizing functioning
of the Maths instituted by Sree Sankaracarya was published in 1086
Thulam22 with the title Ma¶¡dhipataya Mataprac¡raka¿ca are some
examples for this.

Mantra Ma¸dhala Niyama Nirmaana Sabha was an article by
Neelakantha Sarma. It tells to assure that the participation of people
in the construction of national policies and questioning the place of
political representatives in different issues. Sy¡nant£ra R¡jak¢ya
P¡¶ha¿¡la was an institution based article. It discussed the argu-
ment against the issues or Marginalization of the Professors in Gov-
ernment College. The powerful discussion of Madyama Sam¡ja was
already reported in this Journal. Socially and politically related ar-
ticles mentioned above directly or indirectly discussing the contem-
porary problems of the society were included in this journal.
Neelakantha Sarma was highly interested to remove the evils from
society. The articles against the devotion or Memorizing of
Paµjakanyaka have reflected in the society. The articles show these
were not a cultural rite in society. These show the contemporane-
ousness of the articles published in this Journal.

So Vijµ¡nacint¡ma¸i was a historical tribute at the period of re-
naissance. So it helps to know about attempts of social reformations
and changes happening in Kerala especially in the Malabar region.
It was the first Sanskrit Journal not only in Kerala but also from
India. So in, that view more studies are possible in this field. Many
literary Works were written in this period. So the discussions of
literature, their commentaries, and critical reviews are published in
this Journal are helpful for future studies of these texts.
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Reshma P. A.

SANSKRIT WORKS OF
KODUNGALLUR KUNJIKUTTAN TAMPURAN

Kerala has been a fertile soil for Sanskrit development. Sanskrit
tradition of Kerala is remarkable for its quality and quantity. Kerala
has made a remarkable and significant contribution to Sanskrit lit-
erature. Eventhough the main literary output of Kerala is in the
Malayalam language, there have been many literary works written
in Sanskrit by various scholars. There were several centers of San-
skrit learning in different parts of Kerala, which are Kodungallur,
Kolattunad, Kozhikode, Cochin, and Thiruvananthapuram. Among
them, the Kodungallur or Mahodayapura, which was the ancient
capital of Kerala, is the most important learning centre. This Royal
family was well known for the encouragements done for the devel-
opments of Sanskrit education in Kerala.

The Kodungallur Royal family was one of the most important
Sanskrit learning centers developed in the 19th century CE. In the
history of Kerala's Sanskrit literature, this Royal family's contribu-
tion was worth mentioning. And it is considered as the TakÀa¿il¡ of
Kerala.1 Members of this Royal family are great scholars and poets
of literature and art. The Royal family had many interlinks and in-
teractions in this field and which resulted in the flourishing of great
tradition in different ¿¡stras in Sanskrit as well as literature and art.
Godavarma Yuvaraja, Koccunni Thamburan, Godavarma Bhattan
Thamburan, and Kunjikuttan Thamburan are some of the famous
scholars in this group. Among these scholars, Kodungallur
Kunjikuttan Thamburan is one of the most distinguished scholars
of Kerala in the 19th century.

Kodungallur Gurukulam was the centre of attraction for schol-
ars, poets, artists, dramatists, and the like in the 19th and 20th centu-
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ries. The Gurukulam was producing many scholars in different parts
of Kerala and outside of Kerala.

The founder of this Gurukulam was the great scholar and poet
Godavarma Yuvaraja, popularly known as Vidvan Ilaya Thamburan,
who lived in the former half of the 19th century CE.2 In Kodungallur
Gurukulam along with different ¿¡stras in Sanskrit other branches
of knowledge like ¡yurveda, v¡stuvidya, music, and abhinaya were
also taught. The basic education of this institution was to acquire
capacity of poetic narration and the ability to converse freely in the
Sanskrit language. The schedule of the education of Gurukulam
was based on the thoroughness of the subject or text. The famous
teacher of the Gurukulam was Kumbhakonam Krishna Sastri in
Vy¡kara¸a and Godavarma Thamburan and Koccunni Thamburan
in the field of Tarkka ¿¡stra and Ala´k¡ra ¿¡stra respectively.
Kodungallur Royal family encouraged and imparted education to
the law caste people also. At that time the caste system had created
a very hard situation in Kerala. Even in this condition, the Royal
family took it as a challenge to educate the lower caste students
also. The education was completely free for all students.3

From this Gurukulam, Venmani Prasth¡na a school specializing
in Sanskrit and Malayalam mixed language was developed. Venmani
Nambuthiri, father of Kodungallur Kunjikuttan Thamburan was the
founder of this newly established genre of literature.4

Kodungallur Kunjikuttan Thamburan was a famous figure of the
Kodungallur Royal family and Gurukulam. He was a well known
poet and a great scholar both in Malayalam and Sanskrit. He was
known as 'Kerala Vy¡sa' because of his monumental translation of
the great Mah¡bh¡rata into Malayalam. Few people could acquire
such high esteem.

He was born in 1865 CE, Malayalam Era 1040 as the son of
Kunjipilla Thamburatti of Kodungallur Kovilakam and Venmani
Achan Nambuthirippad. Venmani Achan Nambuthirippad was a
prominent figure of Venmani Prasth¡na. Kunjikuttan was his child-
hood name and his real name was Rama Varma.5 At a very young
age, Kunjikuttan Thamburan displayed his interest in poetry.
Kodungallur Kovilakam was the ka½ari of Venmani poets, the place
came to be known as Kodungallur ka½ari or Gurukulam.

The scholarly audience and the traditional training sessions at
the Kovilakam molded the poet in him. Family teacher Valappil
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Unni Asan was his first teacher. Later he studied from Munnamkur
Godavarma Thamburan. He learned Tarkka á¡stra from Vidvan
Kunjiramavarma Thamburan.6 He started writing poetry at the age
of 7, Malayalam era 1047. At the age of 16, he turned to writing
poetry full time. He started writing poetry in Sanskrit at that time.
Later under the influence of his father Venmani Achan and Venmani
Mahan, he turned to write poetry in Malayalam.7 Then he married
Kodungallur Koippilly pappiyamma at the age of 21. In the
Malayalam era 1062, at the age of 22, he published his first book
Kavibh¡rataÆ. Kunjikuttan Thamburan wrote Kavibh¡rataÆ with
the influence of the work KavipuÀpam¡l¡ of Venmani Mahan
Nambuthiri. There is a famous story behind the writing of
KavipuÀpam¡l¡. Two works were published before Kavibh¡rataÆ
as the poets are considered as the fruits and flowers. They are
Kavipakv¡vali and KavipuÀpam¡l¡. The first work mentions only
four poets. It contains only one verse. Venmani Achan
Nambuthirippad, Ambadi Kunjikrishna Pothuval, etc are the poets
mentioned in the poem. The KavipuÀpam¡l¡ was written by Kathulli
Achutha Menon. He was one of the best friends of Venmani Mahan
Namb£thiri. In this work, Kathulli compared the poets with some
famous flowers. And he sends the work to his friend Venmani Mahan
for seeking his opinion about the work. But unfortunately, due to
some health issues, Venmani didn't read the work. Without know-
ing this fact, Kathulli gets angry. Later Venmani Mahan read the
work and he was not satisfied with it. And he decides to write an-
other as a challenge. He wrote a work on the same title
KavipuÀpam¡l¡. The work got a prominent place in the literary circle.
Because of that Kathulli's KavipuÀpam¡l¡'s place was lost and he
destroyed the work. Venmani Mahan wrote the work in Malayalam
era 1060. The work contains 39 verses. He introduces some poets
who were known to him and compared them with some flowers.8

This same method was adapted by Kunjikuttan Thamburan to
his work Kavibh¡ratam. He decides to write the work on the theme
of the Mah¡bh¡rata war with some notable scholars. He portrayed
the poets' features to Mah¡bh¡rata characters. The poem has two
parts, the Pa¸davakh¡¸da and Kauravakh¡¸da. The first part con-
sists of 38 poets. The second is 18 poets also. The work contains
Oja- Pr¡s¡da' gu¸as. But in the literary field, this work didn't get a
prominent place among Thamburan's works.9
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Kunjikuttan Thamburan started two literary movements in
Malayalam.

1) Pacca Malayalam (Pure Malayalam)

2) Pura¸etih¡savivartanam (Translation of Puranas and
Ithihasa)

Kunjikuttan Thamburan had too many scholarly friends. Their
meeting, Kavisammelanam, was also famous. They started writing
poems in pure Malayalam, avoiding the over influence of Sanskrit.
This movement came to be known as Pacca Malayalam Movement.10

He collected and studied the old scriptures of India. He has trans-
lated the entire Mah¡bh¡rata within 874 days.11 In the Malayalam
era 1068, under the leadership of C.P Achutha Menon, he made an
effort to translate Mah¡bh¡rata as Ki½ipp¡ttu. The plan was to fin-
ish the translation in five years. Whatever portion Kunjikuttan
Thamburan was assigned, he supposedly finished. But the manu-
script was not found. By this translation, he became famous as
'Kerala Vy¡sa'.

After 8-10 years later Kadathanattu Udayavarman Thamburan
started the effort to translate Bh¡rata Manjar¢ of Kshemendra.
Kunjikuttan Thamburan finished Dro¸a Parva. But the effort was
unfinished due to the death of Udayavarma Thamburan. But it was
finished up to á¡nti Parva.12

Later Kunjikuttan Thamburan started translation of single handed
on Malayalam era 1079. He planned to translate 50 verses per day,
during one y¡ma (till 9 o'clock), so that the work can be finished in
4-5 years. As he started translating, the speed increased up to 150
verses in one y¡ma. The translation work was finished in the
Malayalam era 1082. This was a meter by meter, word by word
translation. He has been truthful to even broken meters in the origi-
nal.13 This translation work has placed him at the peak of excel-
lence.

The Venmani poets are also experts in Drutakavana or spot nar-
ration. Kunjikuttan Thamburan was one among them. Between the
Malayalam era 1060-1067, many spot narrative exams or
Drutakavana's were conducted.14 The exams were conducted at   the
Kavisammelana's. In this way, the Kunjikuttan contributed im-
mensely to Malayalam and Sanskrit literature.
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Kunjikuttan Thamburan wrote many dramas. Both of his inde-
pendent plays are based on Pur¡¸as and Itih¡sa. He wrote eight
plays based on Pura¸as. Among them, three plays are lost com-
pletely.15 They are-

1. Nalacarita
2. Rajas£ya
3. Madhus£dhananaya

And five plays are published.16

1. LakÀa¸asa´gaÆ
2. Sant¡nagop¡laÆ
3. S¢t¡svayaÆvaraÆ
4. SyamantakaÆ
5. Ga´g¡vataraÆ

But there are no new elements in the characterization of his plays.
But his skill of writing Gadya kavyas is considerable. He is eminent
in using sentiments in plays.17 He translated the play Candrik¡ of
Ramapanivada and published it in Sugu´abodhin¢ magazine.18

He has written several works in Malayalam and Sanskrit. But
most of his contributions are in the Malayalam language. Among
his Sanskrit works, four of them are one-act plays.19

1. Kir¡t¡rjun¢yavy¡yoga
2. Subhadr¡hara´avy¡yoga
3. Da¿akum¡racarita
4. Jar¡sandhavadhak¡vya

These works are combining of history and Sanskrit. These Works
are also prove his knowledge and command of the Sanskrit lan-
guage.

And he wrote a biographical poem titled áa´karagurucaritaÆ.
In this work, he highlights the culture and diversity of Kerala. It also
defines the system of Gurukula education.20

And his other works are-

1. Babhruv¡hanacaritaÆ
2. Dhana¿¡strak¡rik¡
3. Arya¿atakaÆ
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4. Guruv¡yupure¿abhuja´gastavaÆ
5. SvayaÆvaramantr¡kÀaram¡l¡
6. Kir¡tarudrastava
7. VilaÆbanjiÀa

His famous translation works are21 -

1. Mah¡bh¡rata as Bh¡À¡ Bh¡rata
2. Bhagavatg¢t¡ as Bh¡À¡ Bhagavatg¢t¡

He also translated two english Dramas of Sheksphere22 -

1. Othello
2. Hamlet

Sanskrit Kavyas he translated23 -

1. K¡dambar¢kath¡s¡raÆ
2. áa´karagurucarita
3. áukasande¿a
4. Kokilasande¿a
5. Vikramorva¿¢ya

This is not enough to list out his works. He had also several
writings in Sanskrit and Malayalam language. In Malayalam, there
are 23 Kavyas, 16 laghuk¡vyas, and 9 dramas to his credit.24 He
had given a good contribution to the Malayalam literature in the
field of Vancipattu, Kurathip¡ttu and P¡na. Many of them are still
missing.

Conclusion

Kerala had many Royal families in the past. But most of these
families were not interested in the propagation of education. Instead
they gave importance to the growth of their country. The
Kodungallur Royal family members were not only the Kings, but
they were good scholars in the field of Sanskrit and Malayalam
literature and á¡stric subjects also. The literary contribution from
the members of the family is considerable. Kunjikuttan Thamburan
was not only a good scholar, he was also interested to organize
scholarly cultural activities under their patronage. Thamburan was
an expert in 'Druta Kavana'. He contributed immensely in different
genres in both Sanskrit and Malayalam literature. When he wrote
Kavibh¡rata, he was only 22 years of age. It was first published in
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Manorama. And he worked as an editor of Rasikaranjini magazine
in 1078. This time, most of his works were published. This Royal
house hold or Kovilakam, was a place of excellent debates in the
field of S¡hitya, Ny¡ya, Ved¡nta, JyotiÀa etc. Kunjikuttan
Thamburan had many disciples in central Kerala in last two centu-
ries. And they were very talented and scholarly persons.  Unfortu-
nately the vast and varied scholarship of Kunjikuttan thamburan
and Kodungallur Gurukulam had no continuity due to various rea-
sons. A man who spent his entire life in the world of poetry and
literature, Kunjikuttan Thamburan passed away on 22 January 1913
at the age of 48.  However, the impact of this great tradition and the
scholar are still not faded away from intellectual sphere of Kerala.
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{…÷Ø˚π……l……«& +R¬ÛM…“ GÚ™…xi…‰* <il…Δ ®……‰I…& < i… {…÷Ø˚π……l…Ê S… +…∫¥……ti…… +Œ∫i…* i…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…&
∂…®…&* ®……‰I…{…÷Ø˚π……l…«∫……v…EÚ S…k…¥…fi k…& ¶…¥… i… ∂……xi…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& < i…* B¥…Δ ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…‰ S…
∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& +Œ∫i…* +x…xi…ÆΔ̇ i…j…  x…¥…Ên˘&, ¥…ËÆ˙……M™…Δ, ∂…®…&, Æ˙i™…… n˘ ¥…±…I…h…Δ, Æ˙i™…… n˘∫…®…Œπ]ı&,
i…i¥…Y……x…®…¬ < i… GÚ®…‰h… ∂……xi…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…S…S……«  GÚ™…i…‰*

i…i¥…Y……x……‰il…&  x…¥…Ên˘& ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& < i…  x…¥…Ên˘{…I……&*  x…¥…Ên˘& n˘… Æ˙p˘¨… n˘ ¶…&
V……™…i…‰*  EÚxi…÷ i…i¥…Y……x……i…¬ V…x™……‰  x…¥…Ên˘& ¶…¥… i… ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…&* ∫…& B¥… ®……‰I…EÚ…Æ˙h…&*
+i…& ¶…Æ˙i…®…÷ x…x……  x…¥…Ên˘& ∫l…… ™…x……Δ ¥™… ¶…S…… Æ˙h……Δ S… ®…v™…‰ =HÚ&* +x™…¥™… ¶…S…… Æ˙¶……¥…‰π…÷
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|…l…®…i…™…… M… h…i…& S…* BEÚ∫™… Æ˙∫…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& +x™…∫™… Æ˙∫…∫™… ¥™… ¶…S…… Æ˙¶……¥…& ∫™……i…¬
< i…  ∫…r˘…xi……x…÷∫……ÆΔ̇  x…¥…Ên˘& ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& ¥™… ¶…S…… Æ˙¶……¥…& S… ¶…¥… i…* i…i¥…Y……x…‰il…&  x…¥…Ên˘&
E‰Ú¥…±…Δ ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& x…  EÚxi…÷ Æ˙i™……t¥…®…n«̆EÚ& S… ¶…¥… i… < i…  x…¥…Ên˘{…I……&* i…i…¬ J…hb˜™… i…
+ ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i……S……™…Êh…* ¥…ËÆ˙…M™…Δ S… ®……‰I…EÚ…Æ˙h…®…¬* |…l…®…Δ ¥…ËÆ˙…M™…Δ {…÷x…& i…i¥…Y……x…Δ V……™…i…‰* i…i¥…Y……x……x…xi…ÆΔ̇
 x…¥…Ên˘…‰ x… V……™…i…‰*  x…¥…Ên˘…i…¬ ®……‰I…& S… x…*  x…¥…Ên˘&, ¥…ËÆ˙…M™…Δ S… i…i¥…Y……x…∫™… EÚ…Æ˙h…Δ ¶…¥… i…, x…
i…∫™… EÚ…™…«®…¬* +i…& B¥… i…i¥…Y……x……‰il…&  x…¥…Ên˘& ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& x…* i…i¥…Y……x…®…‰¥…
i…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& < i… + ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…&*

∂……xi…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& ∂…®…& < i… <i…Æ˙{…I…& +x…÷¶……¥…… n˘ ¶… {…÷π]ı& ∂…®…& < i… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…&
∂……xi…Æ˙∫…i¥…‰x… {… Æ˙h…®…i…‰ < i…  ¥…∑…x……l…‰x… =HÚ®…¬*  x…¥…Ên˘& x…, ∂…®…& B¥… ∂……xi…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…&*
∂……xi…& ∂…®…& S… {…™……«™…¥…… S…x…& ¶…¥…i…& <i™…÷H‰Ú Ω˛…∫…- Ω˛…∫™……n˘“x……Δ <¥… {…™……«™…i¥……i…¬ i…i…¬ {… Æ˙Ω˛i…÷»
∂…C™…i…‰ < i… ∂…®…{…I…¥…… n˘x……Δ ®…i…®…¬*

Æ˙i™……n˘“x……Δ +x™…i…®…i¥…Δ ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& < i… E‰Ú S…i…¬* i…Ë& =S™…xi…‰ ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™…
∫l……  ™ …¶… …¥…& Æ ˙i™… …  n ˘  ¥ …I…h… Δ < i…* +v™……i®…S…S…… «n ˘ ™ …& ∂……xi…Æ ˙∫… … ‰ { …™ … … ‰   M …x …&
+±……Ë EÚEÚ ¥…¶……¥… ¥…∂…‰π……x…… ∏…i™… ∂…fiR¬ÛM……Æ‰̇ ={…™…÷HÚ… Æ˙i™…… n˘ ¶…z…… +…i®… ¥…π…™…EÚÆ˙ i…& ®……‰I…∫……v…x……
¶…¥… i…* i…i…¬ ∂……xi…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…&* Bi…n˘x…÷∫……ÆΔ̇ +x™…-Æ˙∫……x……Δ ∫l…… ™…x…& S… ∂……xi…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥……&
∫™…÷& < i…*  ¥…EfiÚi…n˘∂…«x…V…x™… Ω˛…∫™…Æ˙∫……i…¬, ∫…¥…«±……‰EΔÚ ∂……‰‰S…x…“™…i¥…‰x… n÷˘π]ı¥…xi…Δ ∂……‰‰EÚ…i…¬,
∫…¥…« ¥… π…™…∫…®…÷n˘…™…‰ ¶…™…®…¬ +x¥…¶…⁄™…x…¬ BEÚ& ¶…™……i…¬, ∫{…fiΩ˛h…“™…EÚ… ®…x…” |… i… + x…π]Δı V…÷M…÷{∫……i…¬,
+{…⁄¥…«®……i®…∫¥…∞¸{…Δ Y……i…i¥…‰  ¥…∫®…™……i…¬ S… ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…& ∫…Δ¶…¥… i…* <il…Δ +π]ı∫l…… ™…¶……¥…‰π…÷ B‰EÚ&
∂……xi…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& ∫™……i…¬ < i… i…‰π……Δ i……i{…™…«&* =HΔÚ S… ¶…M…¥…iM…“i……™……Δ-

™…∂S…i®…Æ˙ i…Æ‰̇¥… ∫™……n˘…i®…i…fi{i…∂S… ®……x…¥…&*
+…i®…x™…‰¥… S… ∫…xi…÷π]ı∫i…∫™… EÚ…™…» x…  ¥…ti…‰** (¶…M…¥…n¬̆M…“i……- 3.17)

+ ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…∫™…… ¶…|……™…‰h… i…i{…I…∫¥…“EÚ… Æ˙h…& Æ˙∫…∫™…  u˘®……x…∞¸{…Δ E÷Ú¥…«Œxi… < i… =S™…i…‰*
BEΔÚ ®…÷J™…Æ˙∫……x…÷¶…¥…‰  u˘i…“™…Δ ®……‰I…|……{i……Ë S…* i…z… ∫…®™…E¬Ú* =HΔÚ S…- {……x…EÚ∫…o˘∂…Δ ∫…¥…«∫l…… ™…x……Δ
∫…®…π]ı¨…i…¬  ¥… S…j……∫¥……n˘x…Δ ∫…Δ¶…¥… i…* i…∫®……i…¬ ∫… B¥… ∂……xi…& < i… +x…÷{…{…z…®…‰¥…* Æ˙i™…… n˘
∫…¥…«Æ˙∫……x……Δ ∫l…… ™…¶……¥……& BEÚ∫…®…™…‰ B¥… x… ∫…Δ¶…¥…Œxi…* Ω˛…∫™…-GÚ…‰v…-¥…“Æ˙-¶…™……x…EÚ…& {…Æ˙∫{…ÆΔ̇
 ¥…Ø˚r˘Æ˙∫……& ¶…¥…Œxi…*

+ ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i……x…÷∫……ÆΔ˙ ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…& |…i™… ¶…Y……n˘∂…«x…Δ S…

+ ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…∫™… ¥™……J™……x…{…Æ˙®{…Æ˙…™……Δ |…i™… ¶…Y…… n˘∂…«x…∫™… |…¶……¥…& ∫{…π]ı& B¥…* i…n‰̆¥… i…∫™…
|…i™…‰EÚi……*  x……]ı¨∂……∫j…∫™… Æ˙∫……v™……™…∫™… + ¶…x…¥…¶……Æ˙i…“ ¥™……J™……x…‰ i…i…¬  ¥…∫i…fii…‰x… p˘π]÷Δı ∂…C™…i…‰*
x……]ı¨∂……∫j…∫™… π…œ]¬ıj…∂…i…¬ +v™……™……& |…i™… ¶…Y……™……& π…œ]¬j…∂…i…¬ i…i¥……x……Δ  ¥…¥…fii™…l…» E÷ÚØ˚i…‰ < i…
+j… |…l…®…¶……M…‰ B¥… |… i…{…… n˘i…®…¬* +i…& B¥… i…∫™… ¥™……J™……x…‰ + ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…‰x… |…i™… ¶…Y……n˘∂…«x…∫™…
EÚ… x… S…i…¬ n˘…∂…« x…EÚ{…n˘… x… ®…÷Ω÷̨®…÷«Ω÷̨& |… i…{……txi…‰* ™…l…… ∫…Δ ¥…n¬̆,  ¥…∏……Œxi…&, {… Æ˙ ®…i…|…®……i……,
+{… Æ˙ ®…i…|…®……i……,  ¥…®…±…|… i…¶……x…Δ, BEÚP…x…{…i…… <i™……n˘™…&* x……]ı¨∂……∫j…‰ ™…l…… Æ˙∫…& ∏…‰™…& i…l……
|…i™… ¶…Y……n˘∂…«x…‰  ∂…¥…& < i… + ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…&* +i…& + ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…& ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…& +RÛM…“EÚÆ˙…‰ i…*
 EÚxi…÷ i…i…¬ <i…Æ˙{…I…|…EÚ…ÆΔ̇ x…¥…®…Æ˙∫…i¥…‰x… x…* ∫… B¥… Æ˙∫…& |…v……x…& < i… ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…& ®…Ω˛…Æ˙∫…& < i…
∫…& + ¶…|…Ë i…* i…n˘…∂…™…& x…  Ω˛ Æ˙∫……o˘i…‰ EÚŒ∂S…n˘l…«& |…¥…i…«i…‰ < i… EÚ… Æ˙EÚ…™……& Æ˙∫…∂…§n˘∫™…
BEÚ¥…S…x…|…™……‰M…®…÷ q˘∂™… ¶… ¥…i…÷®…Ω«̨ i…* ∫…¥…«l…… Æ˙∫…x……i®…EÚ¥…“i… ¥…vx…|…i…“ i…O……vl……‰ ¶……¥…& B¥… Æ˙∫…&
< i… + ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…∫™… =Ci™…x…÷∫……ÆΔ̇  ¥…vx…Æ˙… Ω˛i™…i¥…‰x… Æ˙∫……∫¥……n˘x…Δ ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…¶…Æ˙ ¥…k…‰ B¥… ¶…¥… i…*
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+ ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…‰x… Æ˙∫……∫¥……n˘x…Δ ∫¥……i®… ¥…∏……Œxi…& < i… =S™…i…‰* ∫…¥…«∫…R¬ÛEÚ±{… ¥…EÚ±{……x…xi…ÆΔ̇
®…x…& BEÚŒ∫∫…z…‰¥… BEÚ…O…i¥…‰¥… BEÚ…O…i¥…‰x… ¥…i…«i…‰ < i… i…j… +¥…∫l……* ∂……xi…Æ˙∫……n¬̆ i…±±…¶™…i…‰*
∂……xi…Æ˙∫…|… i…E⁄Ú ±…x…& ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™… Æ˙∫…i¥…Δ x… ∫……¥…«V…x…“x…Δ < i… EÚ…Æ˙h…i¥……i…¬  x…π…‰v……Ω«̨& < i… =S™…xi…‰*
i…ÃΩ˛ ∂…fiR¬ÛM……Æ˙…n˘™…& +x™…‰ Æ˙∫……& EÚœ∫®…∏S…i…¬ ∫…xn˘¶…Ê  x…π…‰v……Ω˛…«& ¶…¥…Œxi… < i… + ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…‰x…
+ ¶…|…Ë i…* ™…l…… ¥…“i…Æ˙… M…x……Δ |… i… ∂…fiR¬ÛM……Æ˙Æ˙∫…& x… <«Œ{∫…i…& < i… ®…i¥…… i…∫™… Æ˙∫…i¥…Δ x…  x… π…v™…i…‰*
EÚ…¥™…‰ ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…& +Œ∫i…, x……]ı ‰̈ i…÷ x……Œ∫i… < i… ¥……n˘& x… ™…÷HÚ& < i… S… i…‰x… =HÚ®…¬*

Æ˙∫…& BEÚ& B¥…* ={…… v…¶…‰n˘…i…¬ ∫…& {…fil…E¬Ú ¥™…¥…Ω˛Æ˙ i…* BEÚÆ˙∫…∫™… ∞¸{…¶…‰n˘…& ¶…¥…Œxi… +x™…Æ˙∫……&*
B¥…Δ ®……Ë ±…EÚÆ˙∫…& < i…  ¥…π…™…‰  ¶…z…… ¶…|……™……& |…S…±…Œxi…* E‰Ú S…i…¬ EÚØ˚h…‰, E‰Ú S…i…¬ +i¶…÷i…‰, E‰Ú S…i…¬
∂……xi…‰, E‰Ú S…i…¬ ∂…fiR¬ÛM……Æ‰̇ S… BEÚÆ˙∫…i¥…Δ EÚ±{…™…xi…‰* E‰Ú S…i…¬ Æ˙∫……i…¬ E‰Ú S…i…¬ Æ˙∫……& =n¬̆¶…˘¥…Œxi… < i…
EÚ…Æ˙h……i…¬ +π]ıÆ˙∫……& S…i¥……Æ˙Æ˙∫……& + {… ¶…¥…‰™…÷& < i… ¶…Æ˙i…& +R¬ÛM…“EÚÆ˙…‰ i…*

+ ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…∫™… ®…i……x…÷∫……ÆΔ̇ i…i¥…Y……x…®…‰¥… ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…&* i…n‰̆¥… +…i®…§……‰v…&
+l…¥…… +…i®…Y……x…®…¬* +…i®……x…Δ ¥…‰ k… < i… +…i®…Y……x…®…¬* +…i®……x…Δ ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…i¥…‰x… ∫¥…“EÚÆ˙…‰ i…
<i™…∫™… i……i{…™…» Æ˙i™……n˘™…& +∫l…… ™…x…& < i… x…* Æ˙i™……n˘™…&  ¥…¶……¥……n˘“x……Δ  x… ®…k…‰ =i{…txi…‰
+ x… ®…k…‰  x…Ø˚v™…xi…‰ S…*  EÚxi¥… {… i…‰π……Δ ∫l…… ™…i¥…Δ EÚ±{…™…xi…‰* i…i¥…Y……x…Δ ∫¥…¶……¥…‰x… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…i¥…‰
 i…π`ˆ i…* +i…& B¥… +…i®… ¥…π…™…EÚ& i…i¥…Y……x…Δ < i… ∂……xi…∫™… ∫l…… ™…M…h…x…… x… {…fil…E¬Ú M… h…i…&*
™…l…… M……‰& M……‰i¥…®…¬ x… {…fil…E¬Ú M…h™…i…‰* x… M…h™…i…‰ ™…t {… i…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…i¥…Δ ∫¥…i…&  ∫… r˘&
¶…¥… i…* BEÚ…‰x…{…\S……∂…i…¬ < i… ¶……¥…∫…ΔJ™……Δ  ¥…Æ˙…‰v…& S… x… ∫…Δ¶…¥… i…* Æ˙i™……n˘“x……Δ +…∫¥……n˘x……i…¬
∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™… +…∫¥……n˘x…Δ  ¥…±…I…h…Δ ¶…¥… i… < i… §……‰v……i…¬ ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…& {…fil…E¬Ú M… h…i…&*  x…¥…Ên˘…n˘™…& x…
+…i®…∫¥…∞¸{……&, i…‰ E‰Ú¥…±…Δ  S…k…¥…fik…™…& ¶…¥… i…* +i…& B¥… ∂……xi…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& S… x…* <il…Δ
+…i®…∫¥…∞¸{…®…‰¥… i…i¥…Y……x…®…¬ +l…¥…… ∂…®…i……* +i…& i…nË˘¥… i…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& < i…
+ ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i……S……™…«&*

¶……Æ˙i…“™… n˘∂…«x……x……Δ |…v……x…±…I™…& +…i®…∫……I……iEÚ…Æ˙…™… ®……M…« x…nÊ̆∂…Δ EÚÆ˙…‰ i… <i™…‰¥…* +™…Δ ±……‰E‰Ú
∫…¥…» §…xv…x…‰ ¶…¥… i…* i…i…¬ §…xv…x…∫™… EÚ…Æ˙h…®…¬ +Y……x…Δ S…* +Y……x…Δ {… Æ˙ ®…i…Y……x…®…‰¥…, x… E‰Ú¥…±…Δ
Y……x……¶……¥…&* |…i™… ¶…Y…… n˘∂…«x……x…÷∫……ÆΔ̇ §…xv…x…®…¬ +∂…÷ r˘& +l…¥…… ®…±… x… ®…k…Δ ¶…¥… i…* x……]ı¨…∫¥……n˘x…‰
+ v…EÚ…Æ˙“  ¥…®…±…|… i…®……∂…… ±…æ˛n˘™…& B¥… < i… =S™…i…‰* EÚ…¥™……x…xn˘∞¸{…& Æ˙∫…& ∫…¥…«l…… +±……Ë EÚEÚ&
¶…¥… i…* i…∫®……i…¬  ¥…®…±…æ˛n˘™…‰ B¥… Æ˙∫……∫¥……n˘& ∫…Δ¶…¥… i…* <il…Δ +Y……x…Æ˙… Ω˛i™……i…¬ ∫……I……p⁄̆{…‰ Æ˙∫……∫¥……n˘x…Δ
∫…Δ¶…¥… i…* Æ˙∫…∫¥…∞¸{…EÚl…x…∫…®…™…‰ i…‰x… =HΔÚ Æ˙∫…|…i…“ i…&  ¥…Px…Æ˙ Ω˛i…|…i…“ i…& B¥… < i…* +j…
+x…‰x… ∂…Ë¥…n˘∂…«x…∫™… ®…±…i…i¥…®… v…EfiÚi™… ∫…⁄S™…i…‰*

∂……xi…& B¥… |…EfiÚ i… Æ˙∫…& +x™…‰ i…÷ ∂……xi…∫™…  ¥…EÚ…Æ˙…& < i… + ¶…x…¥…M…÷{i…x… =S™…i…‰* B¥…Δ
∂……xi…Æ˙∫…‰ +uË̆i…i…i¥…∫™… ∫…⁄S…x…… ±…¶™…i…‰* +x…xi…ÆΔ̇ i…∫™… ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& i…i¥…˙Y……x… ®… i…
∫…®…l™…«i…‰* i…i¥…{…n˘∫™… +l…«& i…i…¬ i¥…®…¬ < i…* i…n˘…i®…Y……x…Δ i¥… ®…i™…l…«&* i…n‰̆¥…  ∂…¥…&* i…i…¬ < i…
 ∂…¥…i…i¥…Δ ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…∫™… ∫l…… ™…¶……¥…& < i…*  ∂…¥…∫™… {…\S… GÚ™……& ∫…fiŒπ]ı&, ∫…ΔΩ˛…Æ˙&, Œ∫l… i…&,
 ¥…±…™…&, +x…÷O…Ω˛& S…* ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…S…S……«™……Δ ∂……xi…Æ˙∫……i…¬ Æ˙i™…… n˘ ¥…EÚ…Æ˙…& V……™…xi…‰, {…÷x…& i…j…Ë¥…
±…“™…xi…‰, ∫¥…Δ ∫¥…Δ  x… ®…k…®……∫……t ∂……xi…Æ˙∫……i…¬ Æ˙i™……n˘™…& =i¶…¥…Œxi…  x… ®…k……{……™…‰ i…j…Ë¥… ±…“™…xi…‰
< i… S… =HÚ®…¬* +i…& ∂……xi…Æ˙∫…& |…EfiÚ i…& Æ˙i™……n˘™…&  ¥…EfiÚ i… < i… +¥…M…®™…i…‰* |…i™… ¶…Y……n˘∂…«x……x…÷∫……ÆΔ̇
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Dr. Sheena C. V.

EXHORTATION OF NEO -VEDANTIC ELEMENTS IN
KUMARAN ASAN’S POETRY

Advaitic thought, has its impacts on the social and cultural renais-
sance of the Indian society in the modern age. The Neo-Ved¡ntins
and social reformers used Advaita Ved¡nta as a tool against religious
dogmatism and caste prejudices, inequalities, injustice and unhealthy
practices. They had interpreted the Ved¡ntic thought for the welfare
of the humans and for revolutionary changes in the society. The most
prominent peculiarity of Neo-Ved¡nta is its practicability and accep-
tance in the Society.

Kumaranasan was one of the most triumvirate poets of Kerala,
(1873 -1924). He was the great philosopher and social reformer.
Asan was a disciple of Sree Narayana Guru. He was only poet in
Malayalam, who became 'Mah¡kavi' without writing a
'Mah¡k¡vyam'. He has brought to a peculiar manner of phase to the
poetry of Malayalam like a fresh and fragrance breeze in dry sum-
mer, through his litrerary works.

Poetry exists in a deep content structure which is diverse and
strange because we can see that in the works of Asan. He creates the
powerful imageries and symbols which penetrate in to the mind of
readers. To enter the ¡nandamayako¿a of the reader by travelling
from annamayako¿a  and vijn¡namayako¿a the poet should possess
the view which will sweep in the depth of life along with the diver-
sity in thought .In all the works of Kumaranasan poetry can be seen
in an amalgamation of both external and internal element. It seems
perfect blend of both practical and philosophical levels in the works
of Kumaranasan. In all his works he brings out the theme of unity.
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Special features of Asan's Poetry

The personal signature of Kumaranasan is witnessed in his works.
The diversity in presenting style and portrayal of life in the works of
Kumaranasan are noteworthy. The works of Asan stands above the
material level and exit in the spiritual level. Nij¡nanda, áankar¡Àtaka,
áivastotra are the works included in spiritual and devotional line.

Veenapoovu is the masterpiece of Asan, written with the social
consicousness .He portrays universal theme in this work. The poet
might be pointing to the life of Narayanaguru, love lose or man's
life. Poet has imagined life as a flower. Veenapoovu elucidates the
story of the birth of a man, his life, and end of his life. Here the
reader experience all the sorrows experienced by the poet. He is
lamenting the state of fallen flower .It denotes the line begins with
exclamation 'Ha' and ends with 'KaÀtam'(sorrow).

H¡ pushpame adhikatungapadathiletra
áhobhichirunnitoru r¡jnikanakkaye n¢
ári bh£vilasthira asam¿ayam innu ninte
Y¡bh£thiyengu punarengu kidappititorth¡l

Reading through the lines the flower opens up like a maiden
exposing her loving heart.

Philosophically analyzed, the sorrow in Veenapoovu is a trajec-
tory from 'avidya' to knowledge. Each passing moment in material
life is symbolized as disturbing moments dissolved in soil. The poem
studies man woman relationship, human conditions characeteristic
of nature and universal truth. It reaches us psychological, social and
spiritual levels. Veenapoovu is not only a turning point in the his-
tory of Malayalam poem but also a crucial point in the practical life
of Asan. Through he was disciple of Sri  Narayanaguru by compos-
ing this poem he portrays himself as a materialistic man rather than
a spiritual being.

Apart from other stotra works, Soundaryalahari, Nij¡nandavilasam,
Subrahmanya¿takam, Sivastotram¡la, Veenapoovu has an exclusive
composing style. Asan has undergone a spiritual life along with Sri
Narayana guru and at the same time he was an active participant in
social service.

Reflection of Vedantic Elements

 Ë¿¡n followed the same path of Vivekananda, Narayana Guru
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for the social reformation of the Kerala. Asan's Duravastha uplifted
the downtrodden people. The extreme portrayal of divinity in the
third part of Leela can be seen in the last part of Duravastna.

In the each and every verse of Duravastha tells us that the unity
of   J¢v¡tman and Param¡tman

Tungatayerum¡kasthinay giris¤ngangalil bh£mi kain¢ttunnu
Kunnincharuvukalil vanav¤kshathe chennu mukilm¡la

chumbikkunnu
Ennalleyuppelumabdhiyepulkunnu nannadhi  melichazhimughathil
Manthamarthy¡ n¢ tadukk¡ykay¢¿ech¡ sundharam¡missam¡gamangal2

It means that God's without  is will nothing  will happened in the
world every soul gradually attained completeness  with the will of
God. Like all other works  of Asan  the inner soul of Duravastha is
divine.3 The UpaniÀadic view is the inner soul of Veenapoovu, for
those who have grasped UpaniÀadic knowledge of Veenapoovu is
not mearly a poem of human life but the spiritual teacher who shows
the inner secret of self consciousness that is sacchid¡nanda in Advaita.
According to Dr M Leelavati there is no other work which penetrate
in to the heart of the reader with its deep sorrow.4

K M Danial has once said that the Asan admitted that Veenapoovu
is symbolized and related to the situation of Guru's movement.
Veenapoovu shows that Asan is a poet who has thoroughly studied
Ved¡ntic elements of áankaracharya. Besides the Prarodhoanam is
a work which is equally important as Veenapoovu. The '93' rd sloka
of Prarodhana related to the advaita concept of Gaudap¡da in the
M¡n·ukyak¡rika.

Ak¡sangaleyandara¿ikalodum bhakshikkum¡kasam¡
yik¡nunna sahasrarasmiyeyirutt¡kkum prabh¡s¡ramay
sok¡sangayezh¡tha sudhasughavum  dukh¢karikkunnath¡-
mek¡nth¡dvya s¡nthibhuvinu namask¡ram,namask¡rame5

Asan's philosophical thoughts were influenced by the Gaudap¡da
and Govindabhagavadp¡da. The poet and poetry create the out-
come of totality in the material and spiritual aspects. All poetries are
creating the exhortations of the Ved¡ntic elements. Asan has re-
vealed in the last sloka of Prarodhana the nature of Advaita. The
basic principle of the last part of Prarodhana is based on the theory
of Advaita.
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CONCLUSION

This paper point out the philosophical and social elements re-
flected in Asan's poetry through the 'Veenapoovu' .This special
works is passing through the situation of current problem connected
to the history of poetry.  All of his works are elevating the theoreti-
cal and philosophical approach of love and wisdom. 'Veenapoovu'
is one of the beautiful poems of Asan .It touches Ved¡ntic elements
through slokas and the inner soul of Asan. Asan was a person who
made an invaluable contribution to the Malayalam literaray move-
ment. He was a man who travelled through the corporeal world and
kept advaita as a treasure in Malayalam poetry a closer look reveals
that the advaita principles in Asan's poetry are largely reflected in
Veenapoovu and prarodhana.

Footnotes

  1. Veenapoovu. 1

  2. Asante padyakrithikal, Duravastha, p.521.

  3. Asanum Bharatiya Darsanagalum, Dr A Gopinathan, p.96.2005.
  4.  IbId, p.96.
  5. Prarodhanam.147.
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Soumya S.

ABHINAVAGUPTA’S WORKS AND HIS
CONTRIBUTIONS TO KASHMIR áAIVISM

Abhinavagupta who was one of the great philosophers, flour-
ished in the first half of the 11 Century AD.1 He gave very valuable
contributions to áaiva Philosophy. He was a stalwart in philosophy,
literature and religion. His dexterous skills have made priceless con-
tributions in miscellaneous arena of Indian wisdom. He has written
many works on various systems and thus played an immense part in
Indian knowledge system. This paper gives a brief description of
his works and the contributions he made through his works.

His works are classified under four heads such as Philosophical
works, Literary works, Stotra works and Unpublished works.

A summarized description of the Philosophical works is given below.

1. Bhagavadg¢t¡rthasa´graha

It is a summary of Bhagavadg¢t¡'s subject matter. The text offers
detailed description of selected ¿lokas. It highlights many hidden
and obscure philosophical implications of G¢t¡ which are overlooked
by the other commentators. A detailed study of this work will give a
faithful gist of the G¢t¡ as well as of the fundamental tenets of the
Trika system. The work looks at the G¢t¡ from áaiva point of view.
It contains more verses than the original work. According to the
áaiva tradition Lord K¤À¸a is said to have studied the monistic
áaiv¡gamas under Durv¡sas, and thus G¢t¡ is claimed by the áaivists
to be an exposition of áaiva Philosophy.2

2. Ìsvarapratyabhijµ¡vimar¿in¢

It is a commentary on Pratyabhijµ¡k¡rik¡ of Utpaladeva. The
work is called Laghv¢ vimar¿in¢, because it is smaller in size when
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compared to Pratyabhijµ¡viv¤tivimar¿in¢. The first work consists
of four thousand verses meanwhile the latter contains eighteen thou-
sand verses.

3. Ìsvarapratyabhijµ¡viv¤tivimar¿in¢

This work is an exposition of the Viv¤ti written by Utpal¡c¡rya
on his own Pratyabhijµ¡k¡rik¡. The original text is not available.
Viv¤ti written by Utpala is known to us through the commentary of
Abhinavagupta. This work is known as B¤hat¢vimar¿in¢. When
applying the old method of calculation, each thirty two syllables
can be considered as a ¿loka. According to this the work contains
eighteen thousand ¿lokas that is why it is called B¤hat¢vimar¿in¢.
From the attempt to write an exposition on his own work it is clear
that the author wanted to elaborate or explain some of the ideas in
the text which are left unclear.

4. Param¡rthas¡ra

This work is a summary of the essential principles of 'Trika' Phi-
losophy. Abhinava states that the work is an adaptation of the
Ëdh¡rak¡rik¡s of áeÀa muni,3 who is also known as Ëdh¡ra
Bhgav¡n or Ananthan¡tha. The work gives the basic principles of
the S¡´khya system. The way of emancipation as described in this
system correlates with the ideals of the S¡´khya system, discrimi-
nating Prak¤ti and Puru¿a. It advocates the principles of the Trika
system. In the second half of the 11 Centuary AD, Yogar¡ja wrote a
commentary on Param¡rthas¡ra.4

5. Bodhapaµc¡da¿ik¡

It consists of sixteen verses. The first fifteen verses state the ba-
sic principles of monistic áaivism and the last verse states the pur-
pose of composition of the treatise. The work was composed to
teach his pupils the fundamental principles of áaivism.5 It is a brief
description of áaiva doctrine on áiva and áakti, their relations, the
origin of the world, the nature of the universe, the bondage, libera-
tion and the ultimate reality of the highest Lord.

6. M¡lin¢vijayav¡rtikam

This work is also called "ár¢p£rva¿¡stra". This is an exposition
of selected verses of M¡lin¢vijayatantra.6 The work was written at
the request of his favorite pupils Kar¸a and Mandra. But unfortu-
nately the complete text is not available today. The available por-
tion contains the criticism of the Ny¡ya system.
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 7. Par¡trim¿ik¡vivaran¸a

This work is a commentary on the concluding verses of
Rudray¡mala Tantra.7 The word Par¡ means mistress of the three
powers; will, knowledge and action. It is also called "Trika¿¡stra.
The work is in the form of a dialogue between Bhairava and Bhairav¢.
There are some biographical references to Abhinavagupta in the
concluding part.

8. Tantr¡loka

Among all the work of Abhinavagupta Tantr¡loka is the biggest
one. It deals with all the important matters of monistic Ëgam¡s.
This work is based on M¡lin¢vijayatantra and also the personal ex-
perience of the author. This is divided into thirty-seven chapters or
Ëhnikas. It describes ritualistic and philosophical matters. The ob-
jective of this text is to explain the Trika and Kula systems. But
information of the Krama system is also visible here and there. As
the subject dealt with is strictly from the authoritative áaivagamas
the book also possesses authoritativeness and credibility as much as
its sources. Due its size a summary of this text was needed in order
to expound the doctrines elaborated in it. So two or more summa-
ries were made later on this text to simplify subject and reduce the
size.   The work enlightens the reader to choose the path shown by
Tantras. The work was written at the request of his pupils and other
devotees of  áiva.8

9. Tantras¡ra and 10. Tantrava¶adh¡nika

These two are the summaries of Tantr¡loka. As Tantr¡loka is a
voluminous work it appears to demand considerable time and en-
deavour to learn the subject so the need for a summary of Tantr¡loka
became inevitable in course of time. This led to the outcome of two
summaries. The Tantras¡ra was a bit larger so a briefer one,
Tantrava¶adh¡nik¡ was written to summarize it again.

11. Paryantapaµc¡¿ik¡

The Paryantapaµc¡¿ik¡ is a brief description of the Anuttara áaiva
Philosophy. It is also referred to by the names Trika and
Pratyabhijµ¡,

12. Gha¶akarparakulakaviv¤ti

It is a commentary on a small poem titled 'Gha¶akarparakulaka'
containing of twenty verses only. These verses are attributed to the
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poet K¡lid¡sa. The work proposes the theory of poetic freedom and
its basic concepts.9

The literary works of Abhinavagupta are given below

1. Dhvanyalokalocana

This is the famous commentary of Abhinavagupta on
Ënandavardhana's Dhvanyaloka. Abhinava's concept of Dhvani is
accepted by the latter writers like Mamma¶a, Jagann¡tha etc.

2. Abhinvabh¡rat¢

It is Abhinava's masterly commentary called N¡¶yavedaviv¤ti
on the N¡¶ya¿¡stra of Bharata. This was source of Abhinava's aes-
thetic concept of Rasa. In his commentary he recounts the views of
his preceptor Bha¶¶atota. Nevertheless he shows his dissension in
some parts of the work and tries to modify it rather than refuting
them. This is the only available commentary on whole N¡¶ya¿¡stra.

These are the important philosophical works of him. The Stotra
works of Abhinavagupta are delineated below

(1) Anuttar¡À¶ik¡
(2) Param¡rthadv¡da¿ik¡
(3) Pram¡rthacarc¡
(4) Mahopade¿aviÆ¿atik¡
(5) Kramastotra
(6) Bhairavastava
(7) Dehastha Devat¡ Cakr¡ Stotra
(8) Anubhavanivedana and
(9) Rahasyapaµc¡da¿ik¡

These twenty- three works are available in printed form. Apart
from these there are some unpublished works available from the
same author. They are,10

1. Tantroccaya

This is also a summary of Tantr¡loka. Scholars opine that the
style of writing is not likely to be that of the gifted author
Abhinavagupta

2. Bimba- Pratibimbav¡da

Although it is considered to be a different work of Abhinavagupta
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actually it is the third Ahnika of Tantr¡loka in which he declines the
Bimbapratibimba theory of Nyaya theoreticians and tries to estab-
lish his own.

3. Anuttaratattvavimar¿iniviv¤ti

This work is a small commentary on the Par¡triÆ¿ik¡, which is a
small part of Rudray¡mala Tantra

He also wrote some works which are not available to the readers
and presumed to have been lost. These works are known from the
references in other works of Abhinavagupta.11  They are:

1. P£r£rvovic¡ra
2. Kramakel¢
3. áivad¤À¶y¡locana
4. P£rvapµcik¡
5. Padarthaprave¿anir¸aya¶¢k¡
6. Prak¢r¸akavivara¸a
7. Prakara¸avivara¸a
8. K¡vyakautukavivara¸a
9. Kath¡mukhatilaka
10. Laghv¢prakriy¡
11. Bhedav¡davidara¸a
12. Dev¢stotravivara¸a
13. Tattv¡dhavaprak¡¿ik¡
14. áiva¿aktyavin¡bh¡vastotram

Among all these, four works are generally treated as highly Philo-
sophical12 due to their depth in nature and the vastness of the subject
they deal with.

 They are:

1. Bhagavadg¢t¡rthas´graha
2. Pratyabhijµ¡vimar¿in¢
3. Pratyabhij¡viv¤tivimar¿ini and
4. Param¡rthas¡ra

Contributions of Abhinavagupta

Abhinavagupta, the reliable authority on almost all subjects of
Indian wisdom, contributed his intellect on áaiva Philosophy, dur-
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ing the transition from the 'T¡ntrika' to the philosophical period.
Compared to his philosophic treatises his contribution on poetics is
very little.  He is better known as the exponent of the theories of
Rasa and Dhvani.

He is considered as the highest authority on three systems of
Kashmir áaivism viz, Krama, Kula and Pratyabhjµ¡. The Philoso-
phy that he had attempted are non Vedic but their fundamental doc-
trines are not opposed to the Vedic system despite they do not rec-
ognize the Veda as final authority.

These non Vedic trends of thought were very popular among the
Br¡hmins of Kashmir. For a long time these schools were neglected
even in Kashmir. Local Pandit families regarded monistic áaiva
Philosophy as the supreme one. For the past fifty years Kashmir
áaiva Philosophy gained much fame and contributed to the growth
of Indian language and aesthetics through the works of
Abhinavagupta.

Ancient Indian Philosophers always strove to establish whatever
they say is based upon ancient authority. Som¡nanda the author of
áivad¤À¶i and the founder of Pratybhijµa school states that his
áivad¤À¶i is based up on ¿¡stra and not a pure creation by himself.

The two important works on which his fame rests are:
Ìsvarapratyabhijµ¡viv¤ti and Ìsvarapratyabhijµ¡viv¤tivimar¿in¢. But
these two works are simply commentaries on Utpal¡c¡rya's
Ìsvarapratyabhijµ¡-k¡rik¡ and Viv¤ti. Abhinavagupta's contribu-
tion to the "Realistic- Idealism" is comparable with the "Monistic-
Idealism" of the Ved¡nta.

The distinctive feature of Kashmir áaivism is that it deals not
only with the experience of wakeful, dream and deep sleep states
but also with that of the transcendental (Tur¢ya) and the pure
(Tur¢y¡t¢ta) states.  These two states 'Tur¢ya' and 'Tur¢y¡t¢ta' are
claimed to be realizable truth and not a myth. Indian Philosophy
deals with the ways to realize these states.

Abhinavagupta's Philosophical works are considered to be very
important because it is believed that the author's findings are based
on his own experience.

The concept  Pratyabhijµ¡

This system was propounded by Som¡nanda in his áivad¤À¶i.
Later Som¡nanda's son Utpala wrote a book named
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Pratyabhijµ¡k¡rik¡ which is counted as a significant work on Kash-
mir áaivism. Moreover, he wrote a commentary named Viv¤ti, on
it. Later, as has been mentioned earlier, Abhinavagupta wrote two
commentaries on this work; Pratyabhijµ¡vimar¿in¢ and
Pratyabhijµ¡viv¤tivimar¿in¢. They are commonly called
'Pratabhijµ¡', which means 'recognition' or 'the realization of ulti-
mate reality'. The work which is named after Pratyabhijµ¡ attempts
to establish the existence of every universal self.

It is through Pratyabhijµ¡ or recognition the author proposes free-
dom from worldly pleasures. It is Abhinavagupta, who, for the first
time 'looked at the system as a whole and gave it a shape through
his magnum opus Tantr¡loka. He showed the comparative merit of
all the four means of MokÀa viz, Anup¡ya, áambhava, á¡kta, and
Ë¸ava. These concepts deal with the monistic áaiva rituals. His
writing supported the system with convincing arguments and ex-
tensive quotations from the Ëgamas. He also elucidated the exist-
ing work with erudite commentaries.

Conclusion

In the history of Indian philosophy Abhinavagupta stands as an
exemplary scholar who had given specific dimensions to the Saiva
movement in north India. His contributions to Kashmir Saivism had
shaped the Saiva school and gave an impeccable technical advance-
ment to it. His literary works are no less than the others when con-
sidering the part, they played in Indian literary tradition; especially
the theories on 'rasa' and 'dhvani' are still considered to be a gaint
leap in the then time. The contributions he made to the devotion
through the Stotra works are another conspicuous input that he gave
to the religious tradition of India. Most of the scholars and philoso-
phers of India had played their part in any specialized area of their
interest but Abhinavagupta is an exception to this. His influence
upon different knowledge systems are most noteworthy even to-
day.

Footnotes

  Pandey, K. C, Abhinavagupta- An Historical and Philosophical Study, , p. 4.

  Pandey, K. C, Op. Cit., p. 63.
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E÷Ú∫…÷®…®…Δ, n˘{…«h…Δ, x……Æ˙“, Ω˛…‰®…: ∫¥…‰n˘:, +±{…¥……S…EΔÚ, ∂…§n˘∫i…⁄h…“: ∫…⁄Æ˙ ¶…: <i™…n˘“x……Δ
|…n˘∂…«x…‰ BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™… EÚ]ıEÚ®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…:  GÚ™…i…‰* 8

   ®…÷Œπ]ı®…÷p˘…

+R¬ÛM…÷±™…: ∫…¥……«:  §…±……i…¬ ¥…GÚ“EfiÚi™… +R¬ÛM…÷π`ˆ: i…V…«x…“{……∑…Ê ™……‰V… ™…i¥…… ∫l……{…™… i… S…‰i…¬
i……o˘∂…“ ®…÷p˘… ¶…¥… i… ®…÷Œπ]ı®…÷p˘…*9 Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ®…÷Œπ]ı®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…: ™…l……GÚ®…Δ ∫…÷i…: ,
+{…¥…M…«:, ±……¥…h™…Δ, {…÷h™…Δ, ¶…>i…:, §…xv…x…Δ, ™……‰M™…Δ, Œ∫l… i…:, M…÷±°ΔÚ, EÚπ…«h…Δ, S……®…ÆΔ̇ , ™…®…:,
{…R¬ÛEÚ®…¬, +…Ëπ… v…: ∂……{…Δ, b˜…‰±……, n˘…x…Δ, |…n˘ I…h…Δ, J…x…x…Δ, i™……M…Δ, E÷Úxi…Δ,  ¥…GÚ®…Δ, i…{…x…Δ,
=iEÚ“h…», |…∫…¥…®…¬ <i™…… n˘ ∫l……x…‰ ¶…¥…Œxi…*

¥…fil……l…«:, ¶…fi∂……l…«:,  v…M…l…«:, ∫… S…¥…: ±…R¬ÛP…x…Δ, ∫…Ω˛x…Δ, n˘…x…®…¬, +x…÷¥……n˘:, V…™…Δ, v…x…÷:
+∫®…n¬̆∂…§n˘:, BEÚ¥……C™…Δ, V…Æ˙…, Ω˛Æ˙h…Δ, ¶……‰V…x…®…¬, <i™…… n˘ ∫l……x…‰ ®…÷Œπ]ı®…÷p˘…™……®…¬ BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™…
 GÚ™…i…‰* 10
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 EÚi…«Æ˙“®…÷J…®…÷p˘…

EÚ x…Œπ`ˆEÚ…®…¬ =z…®™… +x™……:  i…ª…: +R¬ÛM…÷±™…: ∫¥…±™…Δ ¥…GÚ“EfiÚi™… +R¬ÛM…÷π`ˆ∫™… +O…¶……M…:
i…V…«x…“  ∫{…fi∂… i… S…‰i…¬ EÚi…«Æ˙“®…÷J…®…÷p˘… <i™… ¶…v…“™…i…‰* {……{…:∏…®…:, •……¿h…:, EÚ“Ãi…: , E÷Ú®¶…:,
M…fiΩΔ̨, μ…i…Δ, ∂…÷ r˘:, i…“ÆΔ̇ , ¥…Δ∂…:, ∏…÷v……, ∏…¥…h…Δ,  ¶……π…h…Δ, M…¶……Ê±…∫……x…Δ, ®…fiM…™…… <i™…… n˘ ∫l……x…‰
Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… EÚi…«Æ˙“®…÷J…®…÷p˘…™…… : |…™……‰M…:  GÚ™…i…‰*

BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™… EÚi…«Æ˙“®…÷J…®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…: ™…÷π®…n˘l…Ê, BEÚ¥…S…x…Δ, ∫…®…™…GÚ®…:, §…Ω⁄̨ HÚ:,
+∫®…n˘l…«:, ®…i™…«: ¥…Cj…Δ,  ¥…Æ˙…‰ v…i……, §……±…EÚ: x…E÷Ú±…:, ∫…xn˘{¶…‰ ={…™…÷V™…i…‰* 11

 ∂…÷EÚi…÷hb˜®…÷p˘…

 ¥…Ω˛M…∂…÷hb˜ <¥… i…V…«x…” ¥…GÚ“EfiÚi™… +x™……: +R¬ÛM…÷±™…: ¥…GÚ“EfiÚi¥…… i…n÷̆{… Æ˙ +R¬ÛM…÷π ˆ̀∫…Δ™……‰M…:
 GÚ™…i…‰ S…‰i…¬ i……o˘∂…“ ®…÷p˘… ¶…¥… i… ∂…÷EÚi…÷hb˜®…÷p˘…* 12 Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ∂…÷EÚi…÷hb˜®…÷p˘…™……:
|…™……‰M…: +R¬ÛE÷Ú∂…:  ¥…Ω˛M…: <i™…‰i…™……‰: |…n˘∂…«x…‰  GÚ™…i…‰* BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ∂…÷EÚi…÷hb˜®…÷p˘…™……:
|…™……‰M…: +j… x… |… i…{…… n˘i…®…¬*

  EÚ {…i™…EÚ®…÷p˘…

+x…… ®…EÚ…Δ {…÷]ı“EfiÚi™… i…n÷̆{… Æ˙ i…V…«x…” ∫{…fiπ]¬ı¥…… EÚ x…Œπ`ˆEÚ…Δ  ∫…®™…E¬Ú {…÷]ı“ GÚ™…i…‰  S…‰i…¬
EÚ {…il…EÚ®…÷p˘… <i™… ¶…v…“™…i…‰* 13 Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… EÚ {…il…EÚ®…÷p˘…™……Δ |…™……‰M…: ¥……M…÷Æ˙…,  ∫…Δ∂…™…:,
 {…SUÙ…, {……x…Δ, ∫{…∂…»,  x…¥…i…«x…Δ, ¥… Ω˛:, {…fiπ`ˆ®…¬, +¥…i…Æ˙h…Δ, {…n˘ ¥…x™……∫…Δ <i™……n˘“x……Δ |…n˘∂…«x…‰
|…™…÷V™…i…‰ BEÚΩ˛∫i…|…™……‰M…®… v…EfiÚi™… x… ∫…⁄ S…i…®…¬*

  ΩΔ̨∫…{…I…®…÷p˘…

∫…¥……«: +R¬ÛM…÷±™…: =z…®™… +R¬ÛM…÷π Δ̂̀ n⁄̆Æ‰̇ ∫…Δ∫l……{™…i…‰ S…‰i…¬ i……o˘∂…“ ®…÷p˘… ¶…¥… i… ΩΔ̨∫…{…I…®…÷p˘…*
14 Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ΩΔ̨∫…{…I……J™…®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…: S…xp˘:, ¥……™…÷:, ®…x®…l…:, n‰̆¥…:, {…¥…«i…:,
∫……x…¥…:,  x…i™…Δ, ¥……xv…¥…:, ∂…™™……,  ∂…±……, ∫…÷J…Æ˙®…¬, =Æ˙:, ∫i…x…Δ, ¥…∫…x…Δ, ¥……Ω˛x…Δ, ¥™……V…:,
∂…™…x…Δ, {…i…x…Δ, V…x…:, i……b˜x…Δ, UÙ…n˘x…Δ, ¥™……{…x…Δ, ∫l……{…x…Δ, +…™……x…Δ, x…®…x…Δ, ®…VV…x…Δ, S…xn˘x…®…¬,
+… ±…R¬ÛM…x…®…¬, +x…÷™……x…Δ, {……±…x…Δ, |……{…h…Δ, M…n˘…, EÚ{……‰±…®…¬, +Δ∫…:, E‰Ú∂…:,  ¥…v…‰™…®…¬, +x…÷O…Ω˛:,
®…÷ x…: ®…i∫™…Δ, {…⁄V…x…Δ, EÚSUÙ{…:, <i™…… n˘ ∫l……x…Δ  GÚ™…i…‰*

™…÷π®…n¬̆, §…Ω⁄̨ HÚ: J…R¬ÛM…: <n˘…x…”, +Ω˛®…¬, +O…i…:, {…Æ˙∂…÷:, Ω‰̨ i…:, +…º¥……x…®…¬, =i∫…R¬ÛM…Δ,
|……Œ{i…:, ¥……Æ˙h…®…¬ <i™…… n˘ ∫l……x…‰ BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™…Δ ΩΔ̨∫…{…I…®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…: |…™…÷V™…i…‰*

   ∂…J…Æ˙®…÷p˘…

EÚ {…il…EÚ®…÷p˘…™……Δ ®…v™…®……Δ {…÷Æ˙i…: i…l…… i…V…«x…” {…fiπ`ˆi…: S… x…“i…: S…‰i…¬ i……o˘∂…“®…÷p˘…  ∂…J…Æ˙®…÷p˘…
<i™…… ¶…v…“™…i…‰* 15 ∫…\S……ÆΔ̇ , S…Æ˙h…Δ, x…‰j…Δ, n˘∂…«x…Δ, ®……M…», ®……M…«h…Δ, EÚh…», {……x…Δ, <i™……n˘“x……Δ
|…n˘∂…«x…… x… Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™…  ∂…J…®…÷p˘…™……Δ  GÚ™…i…‰*

  ΩΔ̨∫……∫™…®…÷p˘…

i…V…«x…“™…v™…®…™……‰: +O…¶……M…‰ +R¬ÛM…π`ˆ∫™… +O…¶……M…Δ ™……‰V… ™…i¥…… EÚ x…Œπ`ˆEÚ… +x…… ®…EÚ… S…
=z…®™… ∫l……{™…i…‰ S…‰i…¬ i……o˘∂…“ ®…÷p˘… ¶…¥… i… ΩΔ̨∫……∫™…®…÷p˘…*16 EÚx…“ x…EÚ…, ®…fin÷̆:, v…⁄ ±…:,
{……hb÷̃Æ˙¥…h…«: x…“±…¥…h…«:, ±……‰ Ω˛i…¥…h…«:, EÚØ˚h……, Æ˙…‰®…Æ˙… V…:, <i™……n˘“x……Δ |…n˘∂…«x…: ΩΔ̨∫……∫™…®…÷p˘…™……Δ
Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™…  GÚ™…i…‰*
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BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ΩΔ̨∫……∫™…®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…: ¥…π……«Æ˙®¶…:, E‰Ú∂…: Æ˙…‰®…Æ‰̇J……:,  j…¥… ±…: <i™…… n˘∫l……x…‰
|…™…÷V™…i…‰*

  +\V… ±…®…÷p˘…

∫…¥……«:+R¬ÛM…÷±™…: {…Æ˙∫{…Æ˙∫{…∂…«x…Δ  ¥…x…… i…l…… EÚÆ˙i…±…Δ  EÚŒ\S…i…¬ +…E÷ÚŒ\S…i…Δ  GÚ™…i…‰  S…‰i…¬
i……o˘∂…“®…÷p˘… B¥… +\V… ±…®…÷p˘…*17 Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…÷V™… +\V… ±…®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…: |…¥…π…», ¥…®…x…Δ,
¥…Œºx…: , |…¥……Ω˛: |…∫¥…x…: , |…¶……, >v…«V…:, E÷Úhb˜±…Δ, ∫…xi……{…:, ∫…Δß…®…:, ∫…n˘…, x…n˘“, ª……x…Δ,
Ø˚ v…ÆΔ̇ <i™…… n˘∫l……x…‰  GÚ™…i…‰*

∂……J……, GÚ…‰v…®…¬ <i™…‰i…™……‰: u˘™……‰: |…n˘∂…«x…‰ BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™… +\V… ±…®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…:
 GÚ™…i…‰*

  +v…«S…xp˘®…÷p˘…

+R¬ÛM…÷π Δ̀̂  i…V…«x…” S… ¥…V…« ™…i¥…… +x™……: +R¬ÛM…÷±™…:  EÚŒ\S…i…¬ ¥…GÚ“EfiÚi™… i…l…… ∫…Δ™…÷V™…i…‰
i……o˘∂…“ ®…÷p˘… B¥… +v…«S…xp˘®…÷p˘…*18 ™…tl…«:,  EÚ®…l…«: ¥…Ë¥…∂™…Δ, x…¶…:, v…x™…: nË̆¥…Δ, ∫®…fi i…,
i…fih…Δ, {…÷Ø˚π…E÷Úxi…±…®…¬ <i™…… n˘ ∫l……x…‰ Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… +v…«S…xp˘®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…:  GÚ™…i…‰*

+v…«S…xp˘®…÷p˘…™……®…¬ +∫…Δ™…÷i…EÚÆ˙|…™……‰M…: |…∫l……x…Δ, ®…xn˘Ω˛…∫…Δ, ÀEÚ∂…§n˘:, E÷Úi∫…x…®…¬ <i™……n˘“x……Δ
|…n˘∂…«x…‰ |…™…÷V™…i…‰*

  ®…÷E÷ÚÆ˙®…÷n˘…

®…v™…®……®…¬ +x…… ®…EÚ…Δ S… ¥…GÚ“EfiÚi™… i…™……‰: +O…¶……M……x…¬ +R¬ÛM…÷π`ˆ∫{…∂…«x…|…EÚ…Æ‰̇h…  GÚ™…i…‰
S…‰i…¬ i……o˘∂…“ ®…÷p˘… B¥… ®…÷E÷ÚÆ˙®…÷p˘…*19 nΔ̆π]≈ı…,  ¥…™……‰M…: V…R¬ÛP……,  x…i…®§…:, ¥…‰n˘:, ∫……‰n˘Æ˙:,
∫i…®¶…:, =±…⁄J…±…Δ, ¥…‰M…“,  {…∂……S…:, {…÷Œπ]ı:, <i™…… n˘ ∫l……x…‰ Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ®…÷E÷ÚÆ˙®…÷p˘…™……:
|…™……‰M…:  GÚ™…i…‰*

BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ß…®…Æ˙®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…: i…÷ M…xv…¥…«:, V…x®…:, ¶…“ i…:, Æ˙…‰n˘…x…®…¬ <i™……n˘“x……Δ
|…n˘∂…«x…‰  GÚ™…i…‰*

 ß…®…Æ˙®…÷p˘…

i…V…«x…” ¥…GÚ“EfiÚi™… +x™……: +R¬ÛM…÷±™…: =z…®™…  GÚ™…i…‰ S…‰i…¬ i……o˘∂…“ ®…÷p˘… ¶…¥… i…*20
M…Ø˚n¬̆, M……x…Δ, V…±…Δ, UÙj…Δ, n˘Œxi…EÚh…«:, <i™…… n˘ ∫l……x…‰ Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V…™… ß…®…Æ˙®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…:
 GÚ™…i…‰*

BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ß…®…Æ˙®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…: i…÷ M…xv…¥…«: V…x®…:, ¶…“ i…:, Æ˙…‰n˘x…®…¬ <i™……n˘“x……Δ
|…n˘∂…«x…‰  GÚ™…i…‰*

  ∫…⁄ S…EÚ…®…÷J…®…÷p˘…

®…v™…®……®…¬ +x…… ®…EÚ…Δ S… ¥…GÚ“EfiÚi™… i…™……‰: ={… Æ˙ +R¬ÛM…÷π Δ̂̀ ™……‰V… ™…i¥…… {…∂S……i…¬ EÚ x…Œπ ˆ̀EÚ…Δ
∫…®™…E¬Ú {…÷]ı“EfiÚi™… i…V…«x…“ ∫…⁄ S…EÚ…∞¸{…‰h… ∫……I……i…¬ ∫l……{…™……‰i…¬ Bπ…… ®…÷p˘… ∫… S…EÚ…®…÷J…®…÷p˘…
<i™…… ¶…v…“™…i…‰*21

 ¶…z…®…¬, =i{…i…x…Δ, ±……‰EÚ: ±…I®…h…:, {……i…Δ, ®……∫…Δ, ¶…⁄:,  ∂… l…±…Δ,  <i™……n˘“x……Δ |…n˘∂…«x…‰
Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ∫…⁄ S…EÚ…®…÷J…®…÷p˘…™……: |…™……‰M…:  GÚ™…i…‰* BEÚ: EÚπ]Δı, V…b˜:, +x™…: ¥…Ω⁄̨ HÚ:,
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∏…¥…h…: EÚ±……,  {…÷Æ˙…, +™…®…¬, Bi…Ë, Æ˙…V™…Δ,  EÚŒ\S…i…¬, ∫……I…“,  x…Æ˙…∫…x…®…¬, +…M…SUÙ, M…U«Ù,
™…÷r˘…™… <i™……n˘“x……Δ ∫l……x…‰ BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ∫…⁄ S…EÚ®…÷J…®…÷p˘…Δ |…™…÷V™…i…‰*

 {…±±…¥…®…÷p˘…

+R¬ÛM…÷π`ˆ®…¬ +x…… ®…EÚ…™……: +v…: ∫…Δ∫l……{™… +x™……: +R¬ÛM…÷±™…: =z…®™… ∫l……{™…i…‰ S…‰i…¬ ∫……
®…÷p˘… {…±±…¥…®…÷p˘…*22

¥…X…Δ, {…¥…«i…∂…fiR¬ÛM…Δ, M……‰EÚh…», x…‰j…n˘“ÃP…®……, ®… Ω˛π…:, {… Æ˙P…:, |……∫…:, V…xi…÷:, ∏…fiR¬ÛM…Δ, <i™……n˘“x……Δ
|…n˘∂…«x…Δ Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… {…±±…¥…®…÷p˘…™……Δ  GÚ™…i…‰* n⁄̆ÆΔ̇ , {…h…Δ, v…⁄®…Δ, {…÷SUΔÙ, ¥…‰j…Δ, ∂……±…™…:
<i™…… n˘  ∫l……x…‰ BEÚΩ˛∫i…®…÷{…™…÷V™… {…±±…¥…®…÷p˘…Δ |…™…÷V™…i…‰*

  j…{…i……EÚ®…÷p˘…

+R¬ÛM…÷π Δ̀̂   EÚŒ\S…i…¬ ¥…GÚ“EfiÚi™… i…V…«x™……: {……∑…Ê ∫l……{™…i…‰ S…‰i…¬ ∫…… ®…÷p˘…  j…{…i……EÚ®…÷p˘…
<i™… ¶…v…“™…i…‰*23

Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™…  j…{…i……EÚ®…÷p˘…™……: |…n˘∂…«x…®…¬ +∫i…®…™…®…¬, +… n˘, ∂…Æ˙“ÆΔ̇,  §…÷v…:, ™……S…x…®…¬
<i™……n˘“x……Δ ∫l……x…‰ |…™…÷V™…i…‰* BEÚΩ˛∫i…|…™……‰M…®… v…EfiÚi™… |… i…{……n˘x…Δ +j… x… EfiÚi…®…¬*

 ®…fiM…∂…“π…«®…÷p˘…

®…v™…®……®…¬ +x…… ®…EÚ…Δ S… ∫¥…±{…Δ ¥…GÚ“EfiÚi™… i…™……‰: ®…v™…‰ +R¬ÛM…÷π]‰ıx… ∫{…∂…«x…Δ  GÚ™…i…‰ S…‰i…¬
∫…… ®…÷p˘… ®…fiM…∂…“π…«®…÷p˘… ¶…¥… i…*24

®…fiM…:, {…Æ˙®……i®…x…: <i™…‰i…™……‰: {…n˘™……‰: |…™……‰M…: Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ®…fiM…∂…“π…«®…÷p˘…™……Δ  GÚ™…i…‰*
BEÚΩ˛∫j…™……‰M…®… v…EfiÚi™… x… ∫…⁄ S…i…®…¬*

  ∫…{…«∂…“π…«®…÷p˘…

∫…¥……«: +R¬ÛM…÷±™…: ∫…Δ™…÷V™… ∫¥…±{…Δ  ¥…GÚ“ GÚ™…i…‰ S…‰i…¬ ∫…… ®…÷p˘… ∫…{…«∂…“π…«®…÷p˘… <i™… ¶…v…“™…i…‰*25
S…xn˘x…Δ, ¶…÷V…M…:, ®……xt®…¬, +v™…»,  ¥… EÚÆ˙h…Δ,®…÷ x…: , n˘Œxi…EÚh…»,  ¥…v…⁄x…Δ, Æ˙I…… <i™……n˘“x……Δ
|…n˘∂…«x…Δ Ω˛∫i…u˘™…®…÷{…™…÷V™… ∫…{…«∂…“π…«®…÷p˘…™……Δ  GÚ™…i…‰*

  ¥…v…«®……x…EÚ®…÷p˘…
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|…n˘∂…«x…‰ |…™…÷V™…i…‰*

  +Æ˙…±…®…÷p˘…
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Archana C.S

APSARËSES IN VËLMÌKI  RËMËYAÛA

The word Apsaras is denoted by the epitome of feminine beauty
and youthful charm. The high scale of women beauty is explained
by this word. Apsar¡ses are celestial nymphs designated to please
the Dev¡s and worthy human males. They themselves are semi di-
vine beings or demi- goddesses. However Apsar¡ses have different
characteristics from humans, they are considered to be eternally
young and their beauty is said to be non- perishable. We can only
see young Apsaras, neither children nor the old aged.

The concept of Apsar¡ses is a beautiful theme with wonderful
explanation of female beauty. The word Apsaras consists of two
constituents: Ap- 'water' and Saras- 'reservoir of water'i. Character-
istics of Apsar¡ses may include dreamers, romantic, beauty-con-
scious, make-up artists, singers, dancers, actresses, painters, per-
cussionists, and so on. Veda, Pur¡¸a, Ìtih¡sa have great influence
in the growth of Apsara concept. The concept of Apsar¡ses are seen
not only in Sanskrit literature but also in Art, Iconography, and Ar-
chitecture etc.

The Apsar¡ses are commonly thought to be celestial nymphs
who dance in the court of Indra, the King of the Dev¡s. They are all
highly attractive and talented in both dance and music. They   also
have the capacity to change their body structure. Indra and the other
Dev¡s used Apsar¡ses for important responsibilities, such as inter-
rupting the Yagas of Sages, distressing the mind of a certain person,
and so on. Mostly Dev¡s escaped from the curses and Apsar¡ses
became the victims. Rigveda contains the earliest reference to
Apsar¡ses including Urva¿i and the dialogues of Pururavas and
Urva¿i. With reference to the Rigvedic verse 10.10.4 it may be said
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that the expression Apya Yosa water nymph denotes Apsaras, since
she is the wife of the Gandharva residing in water. In Mah¡bh¡rata,
a good number of sages and kings are found to have born of
Apsar¡ses. Ka¿yapa married thirteen daughters of DakÀa and Pradha
was one of them. She gave birth to number of Apsar¡ses like
Alambu¿a, Mi¿rakesi, Vidyutpar¸a, Tilottama, Aruna, RakÀita,
Rambha, Manorama etc.ii

Apsar¡ses in V¡lm¢ki R¡m¡ya¸a

According to V¡lm¢ki R¡m¡ya¸a and in ViÀnu Pur¡¸a the ori-
gin of Apsar¡ses are from the ocean after churning.

+{∫…÷  x…®…«l…x……n‰̆¥… Æ˙∫……k…∫®……u˘Æ˙Œ∫j…™…&*

=i{…‰i…÷®…«x…÷V…∏…‰π`ˆ i…∫®……n˘{∫…Æ˙∫……‰%¶…¥…x…¬**iii

V¡lm¢ki R¡m¡ya¸a in B¡lak¡nda mentions Apsar¡ses number
to be six hundred million and their maidservants were innumerable.

π…Œπ`ˆ& EÚ…‰]ı¨…‰%¶…¥…Δ∫i……∫……®…{∫…Æ˙…h……Δ ∫…÷¥…S…«∫……®…¬*

+∫…ΔJ™…‰™……∫i…÷ EÚ…E÷Úi∫l… ™……∫i……∫……Δ {… Æ˙S…… Æ˙EÚ…&*iv

Neither the gods nor the asuras had married them. As a result,
they remained common wives or property of both gods and devils.
They were treated as prostitutes. Indra employed their services in a
variety of ways, including seducing seers and sages who were un-
dergoing intense penance with a spiritual goal in mind. Indra was
terrified of his position as God's King. As a result, he attempted to
disrupt the sage's penance.

V¡lm¢ki describes a good number of legends about the Apsaras.
Most of the renowned Apsar¡ses described in the V¡lm¢ki
R¡m¡yana are Menaka, Rambha, Puµjik¡sthala, Gh¤t¡ci, Hema,
Urva¿i and so on.

Menaka

Indra became frightened because of the severe penance of
Vi¿v¡mitra and he sent Menaka, one of the charming Apsar¡ses to
disturb the penance. Vi¿w¡mitra was fascinated by her beauty, ges-
ticulation and dance. He saw her when she had taken bath in the
sacred water of PuÀkara and was bewitched by her beauty. He lived
ten long years with Menaka. As a result of their union Menaka gave
birth to child. Sakuntala is known as the child of them.
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Rambha

Visvamitra was filled with guilt for wasting his time and
energy with Menaka. He discarded her aside and continued his pen-
ance. Indra intervened and sent another Apsara Rambha to seduce
him. Cupid and the spring season were sent by Indra to assist her.
Rambha's song accompanied Cuckoo's note. Visvamitra was ini-
tially pleased to hear the singing, but eventually concluded that it
was Indra's plan, and he cursed Rambha to turn into a marble stone
and remain there for ten years. Rambha just worked because of Indra's
words, but it turned into a disaster for Rambha. Here Indra is secure
and Rambha became victim. This was detailed in the eleventh and
twelfth slokas of the B¡lak¡nda.

∫…Ω˛ª……I…∫™… i…i∫…¥…»  ¥…Y……™… ®…÷ x…{…÷R¬ÛM…¥…&*

Æ˙®¶……Δ GÚ…‰v…∫…®…… ¥…π]ı& ∂…∂……{… E÷Ú ∂…EÚ…i®…V…&**

™…x®……Δ ±……‰¶™…∫…‰ Æ˙®¶…‰ EÚ…®…GÚ…‰v…V…™…Ë π…h…®…¬*

n˘∂…¥…π…«∫…Ω˛ª…… h… ∂…Ë±…“ ∫l……∫™… ∫… n÷̆¶…«M…‰**v

Puµjik¡sthala

Puµjik¡sthala commonly known as Anjana was the mother of
Hanum¡n the commander in chief of R¡ma. She was originally a
nymph. The story of Puµjik¡sthala was retold by J¡mbavat. Anjana
was the daughter of Kunjara and wife of monkey king Kesari. She
was very beautiful. Because of the curse she was born in the ape
family. Once she was wandering along the green hills. She was beau-
tifully adorned. God V¡yu was charmed by her beauty and em-
braced her amorously. In Anjana was alarmed by this and nervously
asked about this. God V¡yu replied her that not to be afraid of him,
who never gave harm her at all. He consoled her that he would enter
her body only in thought and assured her that in due time she would
give birth to a strong and intelligent son like him. Thus A•jana got
pleasure coming in contact with the God V¡yu and due in time she
gave birth to son in a cave. He was Hanum¡n. The story of
Puµjik¡sthala was drawn in KiÀkindak¡nda of R¡m¡yana in sixty
sixth chapter.

+{∫…Æ˙…{∫…Æ˙∫……Δ ∏…‰π`ˆ…  ¥…J™……i…… {…÷Œ\V…EÚ∫l…±……*

+\V…x…‰ i… {… Æ˙J™……i…… {…j…“ E‰Ú∫… Æ˙h……‰ Ω˛Æ‰̇ &**vi
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Gh¤t¡ci

In B¡lakanda 31st sarga 9th sloka explains that Gh¤t¡ci have 100
daughters in Kusan¡bha.

E÷Ú∂…x……¶…∫i…÷ Æ˙…∫…Ãπ…& EÚx™……∂…i…®…x…÷k…®…®…¬*

V…x…™……®……∫… v…®……«∫…… P…fii……S™……Δ Æ˙P…÷x…xn˘x…**

After the establishment of Sugriva as the King of Kiskindha, he
forgets the treatises he had made with R¡ma. He was addicted to
worldly pleasure. LakÀ¡ma¸a visited and remained him about his
contract. Sugriva felt ashamed and terrified so he sent Tara to calm
LakÀma¸a with gentle words. Tara referred to the incident to Gh¤t¡ci
with Visv¡mitra eloped forgetting his severe austerity. And she re-
minded him of the miserable condition of the self-controlled
Visv¡mitra who had to spend ten long years with Gh¤t¡ci.

Svayamprabha and Hema

In their journey in search of S¢ta, Hanuman and his companions
meet an ascetic woman in a deep cave. Her name was Svayamprabha
a nymph. She told her story to them. She was married to
Mayad¡nava who was known as Vi¿vakarma among the d¡navas.
That cave  belonged to Hema an Apsara who was her friend, but
she had to vacate in on some grounds. Svayamprabha helped
Hanuman to come out of the cave by virtue of her magical power.

In R¡m¡yana it is mentioned that R¡va¸a during  his victorious
journey, he got a chance to meet Mayad¡nava with his beautiful
daughter Mandodari. In their conversation  R¡va¸a    came to know
that

 Mandodari was the daughter of Apsara Hema. Then Mandodari
married  Rava?a . This story is explained in forth chapter of
R¡m¡yana.

Urvasi

King Da¿arata of Ayodhya was unhappy due to lack of descen-
dant. According to the advice of his priests Da¿aratha arranged a
putreÀti yajµa. The priest in that sacrifice was ÎÀya¿rnga the son of
Vibh¡ndaka maha¤Ài. The birth of the ÎÀya¿rnga is explained with
a story. Once Urva¿i the Apsaras appeared before Vibh¡ndaka due
to the instruction of Indra. Vibh¡ndaka was doing penance in wa-
ter. He and could not resist his passion for   Urva¿i, his generative
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fluid fell on water. That water was drunk by Doe and as result she
became pregnant. In due time she gave birth to a son. That boy
became renowned as  ÎÀya¿rnga with two horns on his head. The
story of Vib¡ndaka and ÎÀya¿rnga is described in B¡lak¡nda.

Paµc¡psar¡ses

M¡¸·akar¸i sage practiced severe penance for ten thousand years
seated in the pool. The gods were frightened by this penance and
they engaged the five Apsar¡ses to disturb him. The RÀi fell prey to
his passions and he made those Apsar¡ses his wives. M¡¸·akar¸i
became young by his yogic powers and built a secret chamber to
keep these five Apsar¡ses. As the five Apsar¡ses were living in the
pool they came to be known as a Paµc¡psar¡ses.vii

Conclusion

Apsar¡ses are the overall feminine beauty. We cannot see the
nymphs in childhood or the nymphs in old age. They don't have a
permanent husband. They are helpful and obedient to Dev¡s. Espe-
cially Indra uses Apsaras for his personal matters. He used the
Apsaras for seduce the sages, disturbing the penance of sages etc.
Indra strategically escape from sage's curse and Apsaras became
victim. The unearthly female beauty is said to be Apsara beauty.
There are various theories about the origin of the Apsara. Their
primary responsibility is to literally follow the Dev¡s directions and
to work for them. They've grown accustomed to following others
demands and commands while ignoring their own thoughts, desires,
and pleasures. The number of Apsar¡s also varies by origin as well.
They have supernatural powers also but they can't use them for
themselves. They don't have permanent relationships are also may
be one reason for their exploitation. The Devad¡si system can be
said as the refined version of Apsara community. Nowadays in Thai-
land, Cambodia and Indonesia there is dance form called Apsara
dance.

Footnotes:
 i A Study of the Apsarases in Ancient Sanskrit literature and Art, p.4.
ii Mahabharata, 1.59.47-49.
 iii Ramayana, 1.45.33.
iv Ramayana, 1 .45. 34.
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v Ramayana, 1.11-12.
vi Ramayana kishkinda Kanda, 66.7., 10-13.
vii Ramayana Aranya kanda, 10.11.
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Amrutha K.B.

CONCEPT OF GUÛA AND DOâA IN SANSKRIT POETICS
AND MAÛIPRAVËLA

Ma¸iprav¡la is a prominent branch of literature which greatly
affects the evolution of Malayalam language. It normally concerned
as the mixture of Malayalam and Sanskrit. Ma¸iprav¡la was a rela-
tively new aspect of literature and was highly inspired by Sanskrit.
This impact of Sanskrit itself is clear from the basic text L¢l¡tilaka
of an anonymous author. It is the basic authoritative text on
Ma¸iprav¡la. It is a pure scientific treatise written in Sanskrit, in the
form of sutras followed by v¤ttis. It is obviously the only Sanskrit
text which speaks about Ma¸iprav¡la.

L¢l¡tilaka is a text which shows the independent existence and
strength of Malayalam even though it is highly influenced by San-
skrit. It is quite different from other texts not only in the case of
chosen language but also the entire structure of the text. Unlike the
other poetic texts, grammar is also explained here. The text is di-
vided into three parts- The first part is the discussions on language
and literature, grammar is discussed in the second and the third part
consists of literary aspects. Not merely the structure of poetry, the
author's urge is to present and define the structure of Ma¸iprav¡la
and respond with the p£rvapakÀa. Author receives the opinions and
findings of former rhetoricians like Bh¡maha, Da¸·in,
Ënandavardhana and so on. But the narrating style is different and
independent. In the fourth chapter of L¢l¡tilaka, the gu¸as and doÀas
are described. The present topic is widely discussed by the former
writers, especially Mamma¶a in his K¡vyaprak¡¿a. As one of the
basic text in poetics, the discussions on gu¸a and doÀa in
K¡vyaprak¡¿a is accepted here as a tool to analyze the discussion
of gu¸a and doÀa in L¢l¡tilaka. The present study is a search to find
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out the important changes in Sanskrit tradition after it is fused with
Malayalam and formed as Ma¸iprav¡la. The present paper tries to
analyze gu¸a and doÀa of both texts. The study is also aimed at the
evolution of the concepts in Sanskrit poetics which influenced on
the vernacular Malayalam language deeply.

Gu¸a and DoÀa

Poetic merit or K¡vyagu¸a means the additional quality factors
of poetry which give a special charming to the poem, such as the
clarity of the poem is one of the merit or gu¸a, whereas poetic fault
or doÀa means the distracting elements of poetry which diminish the
beauty and attractiveness of a poem. It includes inappropriate words.
These two concepts are essential for poetry and discussed widely
by former rhetoricians.

According to Mamma¶a the author of K¡vyaprak¡¿a, the defini-
tion of gu¸a is illustrated as-

™…‰ Æ˙∫…∫™……%R. M…x……‰ v…®…«…& ∂……Ë™……«n˘™… <¥……i®…x…&
=iE ¥π…«Ω‰̨i…¥…∫i…‰∫™…÷Æ˙S…±…Œ∫l…i…™……‰ M…÷h……& *
={…∫E÷Ú¥…«Œxi… i…Δ ∫…xi…Δ ™…‰%R.M…u˘…Æ‰̇h… ∫…Δ ∏…i……&
Ω˛…Æ˙… n˘¥…n˘±…RÛEÚÆ˙…∫i…‰%x…÷ |……∫……‰{…®……n˘™…&**1

L¢l¡tilaka addresses four kinds of gu¸as and twenty types of
doÀas.

K¡vyagu¸as in L¢l¡tilaka

Poetic merits are the salient features of a creative work. It makes
the work more attractive. Mamma¶a in his work K¡vyaprak¡¿a gives
an elaborate discussion on three important gu¸as2 Though Dan·in
already described ten varieties of gu¸as early.3 Mamma¶a briefs these
ten types of gu¸as into three later; ®……v…÷™……Ë«V…|…∫……n˘…J™……∫j…™…∫i…‰ x… {…÷x…n«̆∂…*4

L¢l¡tilaka speaks about gu¸as in the fifth chapter. It divides gu¸as
into four -5

 áleÀa
 M¡dhurya
 Pras¡da
 Samat¡

áleÀa

According to L¢l¡tilaka, ¿leÀa means Mas¤¸atva of poetry. It is
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also called the softness of the poem. Beautiful alignment of words
otherwise the compatibility of words which maintains the fluency
of the poem. That is- ∂±…‰π……‰ ®…∫…fih…i¥…®…¬*6 It is also described by former
writers such as V¡mana7 and dan·in.8 As noted earlier the ¿leÀa
gu¸a is not included in include the three types of gu¸a explained by
Mammaa.

M¡dhurya

M¡dhurya is one of the important gu¸a which accepted by al-
most all former writers such as V¡mana and Dan·in It means the
power of poetry to produce happiness. It is defined as +…º±……n˘EÚi¥…Δ
®……v…÷™…«®…¬* It is of two types. One is melodious with beautiful words and
the other is entertaining by heart touching theme. This particular
gu¸a is also discussed in K¡vyaprak¡¿a similarly. Mamma¶a states
that-

+…º±……n˘EÚi¥…Δ ®……v…÷™…» ∂…fifiR.M……Æ‰̇ p÷̆ i…EÚ…Æ˙h…®…¬*9

Pras¡da

Pras¡da means the quality of poetry to quickly access the mean-
ing. It includes clear ideas and presenting those in an appropriate
structure; Z… ]ıi™…l…«∫…®…{…«h…Δ |…∫……n˘&*10

K¡vyaprak¡¿a also speaks about the same gu¸a in the name
Pras¡da. Mamma¶a compares this  gu¸a with the burning of dried
wood.

∂…÷πE‰Úxv…x……ŒMx…¥…i…¬ ∫¥…SUV…±…¥…i∫…Ω˛∫…Ë¥… ™…& *
¥™……{x……‰i™…x™…i|…∫……n˘…‰%∫……Ë ∫…¥…«j…  ¥… Ωi…Œ∫l… i…& **11

Samat¡

It is the uniformity in the structure of words. It is not accepted by
Mamma¶a. It is described by the writer as §…xv…… ¥…Ëπ…®™…Δ ∫…®…i……*12

These are the four gu¸as described in L¢l¡tilaka. It is different from
other texts in the number of gu¸as. Instead of the trilogy of gu¸a-
M¡dhurya, Ojas, Pras¡da generally accepted by former writers, L¢l¡tilaka
admits four types of gu¸as. The concept of gu¸a depend upon Rasa in
K¡vyaprak¡¿a whereas it is described in L¢l¡tilaka as purely language
based or the essential factors of Language.

DoÀas in L¢l¡tilaka

In the fourth chapter, L¢l¡tilaka points out twenty different types
of doÀas, which are similarly discussed by former Sanskrit scholars
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like Mamma¶a,13 V¡mana and Bh¡maha. The doÀas described in
L¢l¡tilaka are: Apa¿abda, Av¡caka, KaÀ¶a, Vyartha, AniÀ¶a, Gr¡mya,
Punarukta, ParuÀa, Visandhi, R¢tidhuta, Ny£napada, Asth¡napada,
Kramabha´ga, Yatibha´ga, V¤ttabha´ga, Durv¤tta, S¡m¡nya,
áuÀk¡rtha, Asa´gata, Vik¡r¡nupr¡sa.14

Apa¿abda

It means using words which are not suitable for lakÀya and
lakÀa¸¡. i…j… ±…I™…±…I…h…Œ∫l… i… ¥…EÚ±……‰%{…∂…§n˘&*15  It can be occur in two
types- one is the excess of letters and the other is the shortage of
letters. It is also described by Mamma¶a and known as Cyutasamsk¤ti

Av¡caka

It signifies that the words become inadequate to express the in-
tended meaning, such words are av¡cakas +∫…®…l…«®…¥……S…EÚ®…¬16 In
K¡vyaprak¡¿a the same doÀa is described as Asamartha.

KaÀ¶a

Getting the meaning difficultly is known as kaÀ¶a; n÷̆π]ıx™……™…Δ EÚπ]ı®…¬17

It can be seen as KliÀ¶a in K¡vyaprak¡sa, but it shows close relation
with cyutasamsk¤ti in K¡vyaprak¡sa.

Vyartha

Non beneficiary words of the poem denotes the doÀa Vyartha.
 x…π|…™……‰V…x…Δ ¥™…l…«®…* The same doÀa is explained in K¡vyaprak¡¿a as an
arthadoÀa named ApuÀ¶a.

AniÀ¶a

Using unfavorable words is called aniÀ¶a doÀa. That means the
words are inappropriate to the given context. +x…x…÷E⁄Ú±…®… x…π]ı®…¬*
Mamma¶a considers it as prasiddhihata.

Gr¡mya

Poetic language and styles are different from normal conversa-
tional language. Gr¡mya is another k¡vyadoÀa which means the
usage of worldly language and words in poetry. E‰Ú¥…±…Δ O……®™…Œ∫l…i…Δ O……®™…®…¬*

It can be seen similarly in K¡vyaprak¡¿a. Mammaa says about
gr¡mya as O……®™…Δ ™…iE‰Ú¥…±…‰ ±……‰E‰  Œ∫l…i…®…¬*

Punarukta

Retelling of words is known as punarukta. {…÷x…¥…«S…x…Δ {…÷x…Ø˚HÚ®…¬* In this
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case, the same word is repeating again. This doÀa can be seen in
K¡vyaprak¡¿a as Kathitapada.

ParuÀa

If the words of a poem are not symphonic and not at all good for
listen, it termed as a doÀa of poetry. The poem should be melodious
and attractive otherwise it is affected by Parusa doÀa. ∏…÷ i…EÚ]÷ııEΔÚ {…Ø˚π…®…¬*
It is accepted by Mamma¶a as árutika¶u doÀa.

Visandhi

If the given poem does not possess sandhi among its words or
possess sandhi unsuitably is known as visandhi. +¶……¥……S……Ø˚∫…Œxv…®…n¬˘*
K¡vyaprak¡¿a treats visandhi as Vir£papadasandhi.

R¢tidhuta

It signifies the deviation of the poem from the pattern in which it
has already started. The entire pattern is changed here. |…GÚ®…¶…R.M……‰
Æ˙“ i…v…÷i…®…¬* It is related with akrama doÀa in K¡vyaprak¡¿a.

Ny£napada

Deficiency in the number of words in a poem is called Ny£napada.
If the number of words are inadequate the poem cannot express the
real meaning and idea. x™…⁄x…Δ {…nΔ̆ ™…œ∫®…∫i…z™…⁄x…{…n˘®…¬* It is noticed similarly
in K¡vyaprak¡¿a.

Asth¡napada

Dislocation of words in a poem is referred to Asth¡napada. Words
are not at all keeping their exact position. +∫l……x…x™…∫i…Δ {…nΔ̆ +∫l……x…{…n˘®…¬*
It is accepted by Mamma¶a also.

Kramabha´ga

Disorder of the conveying message or theme of the poetry is
called Kramabha´ga. It affects the quality of poems. GÚ®…v¥… Δ∫…&
G Ú® …¶ …R ¬ Û M … &*  Bhagnaprakrama is the corresponding doÀa in
K¡vyaprak¡¿a.

Yatibha´ga

Violating the rules of padaccheda in a poem is defined as
Yatibha´ga. Yati means the peculiar pausing points of ¿lokas.  The
poem is best when the pausing is correct. ∂±……‰E‰Ú x…™…i…∫l……x…{…n˘SU‰Ùn˘¶…R¬ÛM……‰
™… i…¶…R¬ÛM…&*
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V¤ttabha´ga

It is concerned with the fault in the law of prosody. Prosody
means the science of v¤ttas or metres. Metres are the important fac-
tors of poems. According to L¢l¡tilaka, violating metre rules is a
doÀa. ¥…fik…∫™… ¶…R.M……‰ ¥…fik…¶…R.M…&*

Durv¤tta

Metres inappropriate to the poem of Ma¸iprav¡la is known as
durv¤tta. n÷¥…fi«k…Δ +x…÷ S…i…¥…fik…®…¬*18 Sv¡gata and Indram¡la are examples of
durv¤tta. It cannot be seen in K¡vyaprak¡¿a.

S¡m¡nya

Verses with entirely colloquial concepts has the doÀa known as
S¡m¡nya. ∫……v……Æ˙h……l…» ∫……®……x™…®…¬*19

áuÀk¡rtha

The idea of the poem should be great and heart touching, other-
wise it is not attractive. Incapability of words to express the concept
is ¿uÀk¡rtha doÀa. ∂…÷πEÚ…l…«¥…i…¬ ∂…÷πEÚ…l…«®…¬*20

Asa´gata

It is a doÀa in which collocating incompatible concepts.
+∫…R.M…i……l…«¥…i…¬ +∫…R.M…i…®…¬*21

Vik¡r¡nupr¡sah

Inappropriate anupr¡sa is known as vik¡r¡nupr¡sah. Anupr¡sa
is a ¿abd¡la´k¡ra. Ê ¥…®…i……x…÷|……∫……‰  ¥…EÚ…Æ˙…x…÷|……∫…&*22

Conclusion

L¢l¡tilaka is not merely a literary text and unlike other forefront
Sanskrit writers, the author does not try to create a literary science.
The author intended to construct a guideline to Ma¸iprav¡la litera-
ture by consider the newly formed fusion language, analyses its
nature and illustrates the concept of gu¸a and doÀa.

The fourth and fifth ¿ilpas of L¢l¡tilaka give a detailed view of
the structure of gu¸a and doÀa. The writer analyses each and every
gu¸as and doÀas with suitable examples in a systematic manner.
Most of the examples are cited from the texts Padyratna and
U¸¸iyaccicarita. And it is interesting that the verses illustrated as
the examples of doÀas will also help us to familiarizing with the
models of medieval Malayalam literature.
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L¢l¡tilaka is discussing about four gu¸as and twenty doÀas.
Among this some gu¸as and doÀas possess similarity with former
literary texts. Comparing with K¡vyaprak¡¿a, the text shows cer-
tain variations in its content and the entire structure. Thus it can be
concluded as the form of language is changed in Ma¸iprav¡la lit-
erature than the old Sanskrit tradition. The changes include-

L¢l¡tilaka treats gu¸as as the requirements of poetic good-
ness and for language, whereas the Sanskrit writers considered gu¸as
as the components of rasa. Rasa is not at all important here.

In the case doÀas, the emphasis is given to the structure of
language than poetry. It is also noticeable.

When the new language stream is formed by the fusion of
Sanskrit and Malayalam, one of the major changes is occur in the
case of language. That means the importance of language become
increased. It became the first priority.

The other valuable change is the emphasis on Rasa or senti-
ment of poetry is decreased.

Footnotes
1. 8: 66,67
2. 8: 68
3. K¡vy¡dar¿a, 1: 41,42
4. 8:68
5. 5:93
6. 5:94
7. K¡vy¡la¸k¡ras£trav¤tti, 3:1,11
8. K¡vy¡da¤¿a,1:43
9. 8:68
10. 5:96
11. 8:70,71
12. 5:97
13. K¡vyaprak¡¿a,7:49,50
14. 4:66
15. 4:67
16. 4:68
17. 4:69
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18. 4:82
19. 4:83
20. 4:84
21. 4:85
22. 4:86
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Ananthan K.P.

ECOLOGY OR  ECO-LOGOCENTRIC DISCOURSE?
ANTECEDENCE OF PRESENT DAY ECOCRITICAL

THOUGHT AND ITS TRANSCENDENCE IN
WHITMAN’S SONG OF MYSELF

Ecology, the very word is traceable etymologically to Greek,
oikos and logos, the former of which means 'the house' and the
latter, 'word or reason'. Put together, it then should literally mean 'a
word about the house' (a rational discourse on 'the house/home'). In
fact, truly, In the true literal sense of the term, Ecology ought to put
into discussion 'Man and his home', or 'the house in which he lives'.
It should be a recognition of Man not as isolated and treated sepa-
rately from but as contained in, and his oneness with, his home. Or,
in other words, it should be an acknowledgement of Man's insepa-
rability, undifferentiability from his environment.

Yet, the very inclination to theorize the conception, though, in-
deed, has moved a little in this direction, has often been far too
otherwise: tending to 'construct and create' rather than 'understand'
Nature. A Nature of its own is seen synthesized in terms of words. A
Nature wherein Man plays an active role, either as an agent of de-
struction or of conservation; nevertheless, in either case, Man is
thought to wield a power of agency (governing, controlling, presid-
ing over the multitudinous processes that take place around him).
Man is either at the center or at least is presupposed to be in the
place of a subject and endowed with a sense of authority.

(Of course, at another level, the etymology of the word, "ecology"
allows such a digression to its meaning as well. A house is one that is
constructed. Yet is nature so? Constructed? Man lives in nature, not
having made it. Nature simply contains man and he exists in it.)

Ecology positions Man on the active side whereas actually it
behooves him better to be placed on the passive side. This privileg-
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ing of man and his immediate concerns over everything else and a
conception of him as an agent rather than a subject to the agency of
Nature, is not an exclusive phenomenon pertinent to this one par-
ticular discipline called Ecology. It is rather one of much wider sig-
nificance. Every knowledge discipline whether scientific or that of
Human Sciences posits its arguments upon this basic premise that
Man is a sort of center. A focus on what is of immediate concern to
Man in the changing circumstances is what governs their course. A
question of what is profitable to Man from time to time is what de-
termines the dynamics of their development. And in that sense, Ecol-
ogy is neither too different. Its apparently genuine concern for, and
callings upon for conservation and preservation could only be treated
as wailings over the lost comforts. Its constant mourning and regret
over what is already lost can neither be interpreted as signs of a
redemptive rethinking over its deeply ingrained general orientation
toward 'whatever is profitable to Man'. In short, one cannot treat
Ecology and the various discursive modalities subsuming under it
to be any less distant from Nature than other theoretical disciplines
of its kind. Precisely because, by and large, it maintains explicitly,
that there is a divide between Man and Nature (though this time it is
Man coming to the "help" of nature rather than as of old, defying
and turning against it in hostility).

The traditional conception of 'Nature' itself is problematic: it is
thinking of nature as a distant image, as if it were something else
that existed apart from Man, which has been examined with ample
details by Timothy Morton, first in his book Ecology without Na-
ture and later in The Ecological Thought, where he observes: "Ecol-
ogy can do without a concept of a something, a thing of some kind,
"over yonder," called Nature. Yet thinking, including ecological
thinking, has set up "Nature" as a reified thing in the distance, under
the sidewalk, on the other side where the grass is always greener...''

The concept of "Nature" (which, since, pertains to the realm of
conception rather than perception)  tends to look at nature as an
entity - abstract rather than concrete. But ecological thought must
be, remarks Morton,

...thinking [of] "totality" as big as we could. Now we
can't but think it. Totality looks like a giant sky-scraper
shadow into the flimsiest thought about, say, today's
weather. We may need to think bigger than totality it-
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self, if totality means something closed, something we
can be sure of, something that remains the same. It might
be harder to imagine four and a half billion years [The
estimated age of Earth] than abstract eternity... This "con-
crete" infinity directly confronts us in the actuality of
life on Earth. Facing it is one of the profound tasks to
which the ecological thought summons us. (ET: p. 4-5)

So, in every discourse showing a concern for environment, there
is Nature at the center stage yet as separate from the person who
thinks of it. Is real Nature such? Does it not underlie, and inhere
even in the thought that conceptualizes it. As says Levinas,  "Infin-
ity overflows the thought that thinks it."

Identification of the 'I' as different from everything else is itself
detrimental to theoretical enterprise of any kind. There am I, as dis-
tinct from whatever else is other than me. And I shall be so kind as
to give my voice to whatever else is other than myself. It is a sort of
magnanimity on my part. Endowing, of my own accord, the speech-
less with the privileges of the word (or logos). And by giving them
voice, I make them my own. It is I who is exalted, extolled by my
description of what I speak of, not its own inherent greatness. This
has always been the fundamental lie underlying all "logocentric"
discourse. It is not mere discernment and cognition of things but
description; and a construction of things by its means, that is, by
power of speech. It is not simply seeing but a compulsory, simulta-
neous putting of it into words. I see and by talking about what I see,
I make it my own, I make it myself. In other words, perhaps, the
"other" is  acknowledged only when it is, in one way or the other,
made a part of the "self" (and which is most often done by that very
action of the "self" referring to the "other"). I assert my authority
over things by making whatsoever is other than me a part of myself,
precisely with the help of the power of logos (or the words of mine).
My words are the center, not at all what they talk of. That is
logocentrism: centering oneself upon the logos (or the word). In
fact, the concept ought to be redefined in this manner, as distinct
from how it was originally proposed by Derrida.

Logocentrism is not a privileging of speech over writing (both
are in fact the same, being only two different manifestations of the
same linguistic phenomenon, just as the former was called "arche-
writing" by Derrida) nor is it a grounding of things on a being-present
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(ousia). It is the very supremacy of speech over vision. It is center-
ing of things never on a true presence, but on the "effect" of such a
presence constructed purely by the medium of language and reason
(logos). Western thought is logocentric in that it has always pre-
ferred 'the word' (of relation, of description) over 'vision' itself. It is
fond (and wont) to conceive things with the help of words and rea-
son rather than perceive, and see things as such. Truth is expected
to be represented; it is expected to be revealed by words and reason
rather than ever by plain vision. Truth is anticipated to come wrapped
in the vesture of words and reason rather than raw, as a plain vision.
Words and reason are deemed to be the sole means by which truth
could ever present itself; and therefore, it is accepted and accounted
only when it so does: i.e. appears dressed in the apparels of reason.
That which is reasonable alone is acceptable, whether it concurs
with or contradicts vision.

The bias is evident even from the beginnings of philosophical
discourse. Reason has been constantly given a preeminence over
any other faculty of human mind: be it the affective, or the percep-
tional. One needs only to look into Plato's Republic where he con-
demns arts that are imitations, appealing to and evocative of the
"inferior" components of the "soul": ""... the best part of the soul is
that which relies on calculation and measurement... . And the con-
trary part is to be found among the lesser elements of the soul... arts
appeal to that part in us which is far removed from intelligence.
They cannot be our companions or friends for any good or healthy
purpose."

The penchant is, in fact, a characteristic trait inherent in the na-
ture of logos (speech, language). Word and reason are two con-
comitant principles. Things fit into the framework of logos only
when they accord to logic. Logos is linked inextricably to logik®
(the art of reason). Logos comes only in the garments of artfulness.
Only that which is intelligible to human reason is legitimized by
language.

In other words, logocentrism is an inclination to describe and
delineate, to articulate rather than see. Precisely this is seen prac-
ticed in discourses since times as old as that of Plato and Aristotle.
Further, such act of articulation is by no means a neutral gesture.
Why should an articulation or representation of things be more pref-
erable than things themselves? Why should one tend to have a spe-
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cial liking for speech rather than vision? Precisely because it is a
way of making what one sees one's own.  Precisely because, by the
very virtue of its having originated through the medium of language,
an articulation is anthropogenic (or so is it deemed to be), and there-
fore bears the seal of Man's agency.

 By merely seeing things I do not master them, rather, on the
contrary, it is the vision which masters and asserts its control over
me. Yet on the other hand by describing things according to my
preferences, I own them, I ascertain my dominance over them. I
endow them with the power of speech. I create a vision rather than,
any longer, be an observer of it.

If, thus, logocentrism is a centering of things on the creation of a
presence (at least in effect) by means of logos, it may be asked:
whether one could ever understand or ascertain any presence other
than by the help of words or language; whether any knowledge,
perception, intellection is possible but through language; or simply,
'is there anything outside language'?  The answer is, yes. Not only
because Man is capable of having vision without the necessary in-
termingling of a language, but because the presence created out of
the medium of words itself is admittedly only an effect of a pres-
ence (one may recall Derrida's demonstration that meaning is only
an "effect" of a presence). It is so, moreover, because language, as
is popularly defined, is a system of differences. (whether language
is so, to be delimited strictly within the visible and the manifest, to
be defined only in terms of the components of its peripheral struc-
ture like phonemes, morphemes, words, etc. is altogether a different
question, extraneous to the present matter of discussion, which, there-
fore, one may set aside, to be inspected at some other occasion).
And meaning, thus defined only in terms of differences, can have
only a limited view of things. It overlooks infinite other possibilities
of linguistic relation (similitude, synonymy, subsumption...). Nev-
ertheless, a presence defined by words, and hence a meaning made
possible by its contradistinguishing difference from other possibili-
ties of meaning, can bring into view only a narrow perspective of
Truth or the real presence. It overlooks the vast outside space, an
acknowledgement of which might possibly contradict the impres-
sions one would have had otherwise.

The effect of a presence created by logos, and "disseminated" by
a discourse, is only a partisan view: precisely because, it comes
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from an individual having preferences wherein things would be
treated differentially, and above all, invariably according to their
relations to the "self"; and moreover because the view is limited so
as to accord solely to the individual's immediate concern, which
may most possibly change from moment to moment. This temporal
dimension of presence is what is shown by Derrida's in his discus-
sions on "différance." Yet only a presence defined at a particular
spatial-temporal point of occurrence in terms of its difference from
other such points in the infinite spectrum of spatial-temporal rela-
tion, is subject to differance.

Presence ought not to be defined by difference, neither its mean-
ing. Only meaning of words; and hence the "effect" of a presence
locatable in them. Unlike the representation of a presence rendered
in words, which is subject to différance, the vision of a presence is
rather more stable an entity. Truer, indeed, than a mere effect: pri-
marily because it is, to a great extent, free from the self's assertion of
its dominance. When put into words, with the aid of human reason,
a vision is reconstructed; a truth is represented. Logocentrism, thus,
is also a privileging of the representation of Truth over Truth itself.

It may be asked, at this point, whether speech and vision are not
yet another of the many none-too-clearly-defined binaries denounced
and attacked extensively by Derridian and Foucaultian analyses.
Are they not an arbitrary classification, scarcely based on rigid foun-
dations? Do they not often encroach upon each other's province?
And further, the question whether one is capable of vision (or an
understanding of it) without the aid of language may still persist. Of
course, such questions should have to be considered substantial, if
language were to mean, unlike as is conceptualized and consensu-
ally held by the existing norms of linguistics, a larger entity encom-
passing all forms of a conveyance of meaning between various units;
nodes of the network of being. Speech would, then, have engulfed
vision (and vision, speech). But language, as rigorously and, so as
is claimed to be, clearly defined by structural linguistics (and as is,
more or less, left unquestioned by later developments in the field) is
a system of signs purely based on differential relations. Such a lan-
guage can never incorporate vision (precisely for it should, on ac-
count of its being based solely on differences, inevitably obscure
vision, dividing, disrupting, deconstructing) nor ever subsume un-
der it.
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Alternatively, logocentrism is centering oneself on logos: the very
bias to center one's attention on language than what it seeks to con-
vey. Ironically, Derrida himself (along with the whole of
poststructuralist discourse), owing to his exclusive attention towards
the mechanics of language; due, moreover, to his overemphatic fo-
cus on the medium rather than the message sought to be conveyed
by its means, was being no different from and perhaps even more
logocentric than the "metaphysics of presence"(Of Grammatology
22), which he proposed himself to scrutinize. His fondness for equivo-
cation, and the play of words/differences (jeu) itself was an impedi-
ment for him to discern truth.

And, to be logocentric is, no doubt, to be anthropocentric. For at
least the superficies of language is a human construct, and is
"anthropic" in its texture. This centrality of the "anthropic" has been
governing every discourse of human sciences till the present. All
theoretical discourse (especially of the critical domain, since it is
what concerns most to the present matter in discussion) is essen-
tially logocentric in that its individual discursive streams exist as
"powerful narratives" by virtue of their being simulations based
purely upon linguistic relations and the power of logos. Each such
discourse is no less logocentric than it is anthropocentric. For each
carries with it this purport to "construct" and "appropriate" things
(to the self) with the help of logos (both language and reason); to
assert the self's dominance over the "other", by making it a part of
the self, and that too, by the very means of articulating it (the Other
is acknowledgeable only when it is, in some way or the other, made
a part of the Self).

Anthropocentrism has its origin in this basic theme that man is
essentially different from other beings: which acts as a foundational
premise on which are posited further arguments; a necessary pre-
condition - simply, the Cartesian 'cogito' (Latin for 'I think') - that
underlies, precedes all eventualities of discourse. "The Cartesian
subject of the cogito," observes Rosi Braidotti in her The Posthuman,
serves as the inaugural premise of all discourse: "At the start of it all
there is He: the classical ideal of 'Man', formulated first in Protagoras
as 'the measure of all things', ..." (p. 2331)

The conviction that 'Man is the measure of things' is, therefore,
the center (an anthropocenter, it might be called). However, if one
may look closer, the conception tends to completely elude a totalistic
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perspective: it tends to neglect, in Nature, all 'resemblances' (in sem-
blance as well as in spirit), dependencies (among each other and to
the whole chain of Being), associations, complementarities,
undifferentiability... Anthropocentrism is, thus, a deliberate over-
looking of the real nature of being; a self-conscious negligence of
that 'infinity which overflows' all possible limits of a 'thinking'.

And to be anthropocentric while I speak places the impediment
of myself upon what I speak of. Such a sort of intervention of the
self as separate from anything else should be there even while, in
the domain of Ecology and Eco-criticism, I devote my kind atten-
tion towards Nature. I speak for Nature and therefore it is I who is
extolled at its expense.

(one may be reminded, at this point, of that famous phrase of D.
H. Lawrence's: "Man and his circumambient universe," which un-
derstood in this particular context, is evidently no fortuitous coinci-
dence, but a notion deeply ingrained in the general mind of every
anthropocentric society. This essential separation of Man from the
rest of the components in the vast, interconnected, inter-inseparable
network of relations called Nature, is an underlying premise of all
dominant, inherently anthropocentric, cultural practices. In fact,
"civilization" itself is this forced extraction of a fragment (a bead in
a garland) from that perfectly interwoven texture of life called Na-
ture)

The notion could be very easily and quite efficaciously analo-
gized to the variable undulations of narrative voice in Walt Whitman's
remarkable work, Song of Myself.  The Impressions therein, that
are gathered into the "self" from the "other" and their articulation by
the poet persona, is absolutely illustrative of the phenomenon in
question.

That Song of Myself is anthropocentric in its approach is evi-
denced by its very title, which carries the bearing of an all-impor-
tant "I". The whole work is one that is centered around the articula-
tion of "Myself".

Every possibility of an exaltation of the Self is seen exploited in
Song of Myself. And the means for it are occasioned by the de-
scription of multitudinous episodes drawn from an indefinitely di-
verse array of experiences. Each fragment of experience presents,
each time, a different dimension of "I". The poet identifies himself
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in countless versions of his own self so as that, moving along, it
assumes anything and everything. Yet in each such episode, invari-
ably, by a celebration of the things presented (moments, traces and
images), one sees "Myself" being ennobled.

 "I", we understand, am an ardent idolater of each and every frag-
ment, counterpart of myself, in Nature; whether it be the colossal
spheres far out in the space or be it a tiny little leaf of grass: "I
believe a leaf of grass is no less than the journey-work of the stars,
/ And the pismire is equally perfect, and a grain of sand, and the egg
of the wren." (lines 663-64) "I" celebrate myself by articulating my
moments with the spontaneity of Nature. Yet I am different and
distinguishable from the plethora of fragments that surround me and
with which I intermingle. Thus evidently, even in a peripheral view
of things the poem carries prototypes of present day Ecocritical
thought.

 Yet this separation of "I" from Nature, in Whitman, is not with-
out a purpose. The poet locates himself as one amidst his country-
men. It is for them that he speaks and his self becomes representa-
tive of their collective self. It is their very being that is articulated
by, epitomized in, the poet persona. And one could imagine, repre-
senting a predominantly anthropocentric culture as that of America,
how necessarily Whitman should have had to show such logocentric
gestures as those which are aforementioned. And so does he, in
order that the spirit of his countrymen be faithfully articulated: he
maintains such a disposition and orientations of thought all through
his work, as are inherently logocentric in nature, which is made
clear in the very outset of the poem: "I celebrate myself, and sing
myself, / And what I assume, you shall assume, / For every atom
belonging to me as good belongs to you." (lines 1-3) The poet has
here something to convey to the anthropocentric world regarding
its general tenor. And that he does firstly by assuming the place,
stepping into the shoes, of each and every one of its occupants.
Moving forward in the poem he performs precisely what is expected
of him in each particular juncture: speaking out what his fellow be-
ings are wont to feel. And in order to suit this purpose, a consider-
able part of the work is essentially molded in such a way as to have
an obvious logocentric bias in the nature of discourse. And therein,
It is all a play of words. It is ascertaining the Man/Nature dichotomy,
'my' existence as different from, and over anything else whatso-
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ever. It is a proclamation of 'myself' through 'my' domineering voice,
as is explicitly put into words in: "I sound my barbaric yawp over
the roofs of the world." (line 1332)

Indeed, the whole work is logocentric, alternatively in that it cen-
ters itself in language, in the free association of words, and exploits
the immense power of it. Though wandering about with words, in
domains as disparate as it could ever be, it binds the reader fast with
its strong narrative voice.

Though it is a narrative centered on "I", moving on along in its
anthropocentric contemplations, the poet himself realizes their ludi-
crousness, and rethinks over the substantiality of an isolation of "I"
from that which are "mine". How could one ever clearly demarcate
the boundaries of an "I" which is scattered and lost among its innu-
merable miscellany of entanglements?

Thus, the expanse of this singular unit called "I" keeps on wid-
ening all through the course of the work. And the reader is inti-
mated of the need to realize it. 'I' am no more what he thinks to be.
And thus the reader is compelled to ponder on the delimitations of
what he thinks of as 'me': 'It is time to explain myself-let us stand
up./ What is known I strip away, / I launch all men and women
forward with me into the Unknown. (lines 1134-36)

The poet is addressing a society that is preoccupied with this one
unit "I" as clearly defined against every other unit in the chaotic
indefinite array of things, all which differ from "me". He explains
what he had been meaning all along by referring to this first person
pronoun: I am not that which you might think of. Not I, a poet, a
person nor this frail outfit of fallible demarcations, this conglomera-
tion that would soon disunite. I am not that you know of. If you
need to find me, yourself, look within you:

There is that in me-I do not know what it is-but I know it is in me.

Perhaps I might tell more. Outlines! I plead for my brothers and
sisters.

Do you see O my brothers and sisters?

[Where are the outlines which separate me from the rest of the
world? Do I not occupy the very extents of its space? Then why
should there be grief? Where is there a space for discontent? What
I lack in one fragment of my self, I receive amply in another. Why
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should there be death at all, when I find myself prospering and flour-
ishing in innumerable other fragments if be evacuated from one?]

It is not chaos or death - it is form, Union, plan - it is eternal life
- it  is Happiness. (lines 1309-17)

Indeed this is what the poet had all along wanted to convey to his
characteristically anthropocentric society: if it is the self that is im-
portant to you, if it is your very center: Behold! It is spread over
multitudes. It encompasses the whole universe.

The notion is essentially contradictory to the one with which the
poem had been progressing in its initial course. Thoughts predis-
posed themselves to a clear distinction between 'I' and Nature, even
at the instances where 'I' irresistibly break 'my' frontiers and pour
out into Nature. Yet nearing the end, Whitman is seen to bring such
an evident shift as is contradictory to the earlier turns of thought,
where the point of divide between the binary, Man/Nature, becomes
all the more obscure.  Man, one finds, expanding to each and every
thing in Nature. No more then is it Man. Nor then can Man be seen
separate from the living, throbbing life of the world (spiritus mundi).
There is only the phenomenon of life. And that is where poetry
transcends the limits of logocentrism. That is where anthropocen-
tric line of thought in itself and by its own very means tends, de-
scends to negate it; which Whitman puts neatly into words:

Listener up there! What have you to confide to me? [The poet
addresses the reader who might have spotted this antithesis in mean-
ings]

Look in my face while I snuff the sidle of the evening.

(Talk honestly, no one else hears you, and I stay only a minute
longer.)

Do I contradict myself?

Very well then I contradict myself [and I deliberately do so]

(I am large, I contain multitudes.) (lines 1320-25)

 And thus is how the poet so confidentially conveys to his most
beloved fellow men the truth behind their existence. "I" that had
deployed myself in fragments over innumerable particularities of
occasion, gathered a greatness from each of them, now lay scat-
tered and spread irretrievably over the manifold, yet unified, inte-
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grated as a single meaning, a single whole. And thus I and my being
is no longer differentiable from the meaning of the manifold uni-
verse. The "self" that was initially separate from the "other", soon
loses itself in the sweeping-over current of innumerable identical,
fragmental replicas of itself in the other. The self and the other to-
gether make one whole and is revealed to have been the only exis-
tent being, misconceived, though, formerly as two. This is the exact
realization which the poet had all along purported to pass to the
reader.

Yet still he knows that this would not be ably conceived by all.
Because of the fact that, being logocentric in their making, many
dwell solely in the plane of language, and would not grasp nor ever
understand that which is beyond language. Language alone does
not convey anything, mere language in and of itself. Only those
who are able, transcend the plane of language, would know. And to
do so one should inevitably free oneself from the logocentric creed.
Thus the poet addresses only them: "I concentrate toward them that
are nigh, I wait on the door-slab. / Who has done his day's work?...
(lines 1326-27)

To the others his words should be only a preposterous title-tat-
tling, being categorically against the basic premises of
anthropocentrism.

Of course to be logocentric, to wallow oneself with words, is a
sheer waste of time, and the poet knows it only too well. What he
speaks of is ineffable, able to be known only by a few: "The spotted
hawk swoops by and accuses of me, he complains of my gab and
my loitering. / I too am not a bit tamed, I too am untranslatable."(lines
1330-31)

The vision chides the play of words, and Man becomes as un-
tamed as every other beast, Shedding his logocentric reservations,
relinquishing his authority over words he becomes one with the vi-
sion.

  And one does find Whitman's gab and loitering surprisingly
transcend the limits of language as well, making one transcend it,
leading one to dominions of knowledge that outstretch far more
beyond the limits logocentric and anthropocentric prejudgements.
And one may note farther, that it is language and logos itself that
leads the poet (and the reader) to a recognition of its shortcomings;
to a transcendence of its limits:
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The last scud of day holds back for me,
It flings my likeness after the rest and true as any on the shadow'd

wilds,
...
I depart as air, I shake my white locks at the runaway sun,
I effuse my flesh in eddies, and drift it in lacy jags.
I bequeath myself to the dirt to grow from the grass I love,
If you want me again look for me under your boot-soles. (1333-

39)

And therefore, one may own, if logocentrism is a confinement
within the bounds of language, it is not, after all, a thing to be looked
down upon either, insofar as it leads one to the very realization of its
detriments and, furthermore, of its inefficacy in and of itself to be of
help to pursue truth. Logocentrism, in this sense of an affinity to-
wards the phenomenology of language, may be considered as a
profitable disposition so long as it drives one's attention (as how it
happened to Derrida) towards its own futility and thus, by that very
action, transcends its limits to enlighten a truth. Logocentrism is a
positive gesture provided, of course, that one is not lost in the moors
of its wilderness and tempted toward the marshes of tergiversation.

Nevertheless, Whitman's poem should be treated as one that could
potentially give a direction to the critical discourse of our time, es-
pecially to that centered on ecology, since it bears both prototypes
as well as antithesis of the prevalent turns of Ecocritical thought. It
provides an absolute paradigm for true Ecocritical thought.
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Anisha G. Krishnan

WORD SENSE DISAMBIGUATION  DURING SANSKRIT
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING

In word sense disambiguation, a system attempts to determine
the sense of a word from contextual features. Major barriers to build-
ing a high-performing word sense disambiguation system include
the difficulty of labeling data for this task and of predicting fine-
grained sense distinctions. These issues stem partly from the fact
that the task is being treated in isolation from possible uses of auto-
matically disambiguated data. Word Sense Disambiguation has been
a research area since the evolution of Natural Language processing.
Sanskrit is having many ambiguous words.

How NLP helps in Sanskrit Computing?

Sanskrit is considered as the most ancient language in India. It
uses Devnagiri script. But in the case of Natural Language Process-
ing Sanskrit is in its budding Stage

What is natural language processing?

Natural language processing or NLP is the ability of a computer
program to understand human language in its spoken and written
form  It is a sub component of artificial intelligence.

How does natural language processing work?

NLP enables machines to understand human languages and to
analyse different aspects of the language. When a language is being
processed natural language processing uses artificial intelligence to
take real-world input, process it, and make sense of it in a way a
computer can understand

Language is used as a means of communication. It mainly involves
two steps. First person expresses his thoughts through a spoken lan-
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guage. This is called string Generation. Secondly the receiver inter-
prets his language named as Natural Language Generation or NLG

Alexander  et al[1], A presents a neural network architecture for
word sense disambiguation (WSD). The architecture employs re-
current neural layers and more specifically LSTM cells, in order to
capture information about word order and to easily incorporate dis-
tributed word representations (embeddings) as features, without
having to use a fixed window of text. The paper demonstrates that
the architecture is able to complete with the most successful super-
vised systems for WSD and that there is an abundance of possible
improvements to take it to the current state of the art. In addition, it
explores briefly the potential of combining different types of
embeddings as input features; it also discusses possible ways for
generating "artificial corpora" from knowledge bases - for the pur-
pose of producing training data and in relation to possible applica-
tions of embedding lemmas and word senses in the same space.

 Eneko  et al[2], The method relies on the use of the wide-cover-
age noun taxonomy of WordNet and the notion of conceptual den-
sity formula developed for this purpose. This fully automatic method
requires no hand coding of lexical entries, hand tagging of text nor
any kind of training process.

Ariel  et al[3], The Concept-Based Disambiguation(CBD), a novel
framework that utilizes recent semantic analysis techniques to repre-
sent both the context of the word and its senses in a high-dimensional
space of natural concepts. In such concept-based spaces, more com-
prehensive measures can be applied in order to pick the right sense.
We evaluate our framework and show that the anchored representa-
tion is more suitable to the task of word-sense disambiguation (WSD).

Roberto et al[4] In this paper study how word embeddings can
be used in Word Sense Disambiguation, one of the oldest tasks in
Natural Language Processing and Artificial Intelligence. We pro-
pose different methods through which word embeddings can be le-
veraged in a state-of-the-art supervised WSD system architecture,
and perform a deep analysis of how different parameters affect per-
formance. We show how a WSD system that makes use of word
embeddings alone, if designed properly, can provide significant
performance improvement over a state-of the- art WSD system that
incorporates several standard WSD features.
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M.Srinivas et al[5] Word sense disambiguation is an important
area which has an impact on improving the performance of applica-
tions of computational linguistics such as machine translation, in-
formation retrieval, text summarization, question answering system
etc. we have presented a brief history of WSD discussed the super-
vised, unsupervised and knowledge-based approaches for WSD.

Jyothi et al[6] In the context of developing an English-Hindi
machine translation system, the transfer of senses of each preposi-
tion into the target langue needs done with much attention. A super-
vised machine learning approach called Support Vector Machine
(SVM) is used for disambiguating the senses of the preposition "at"
in contrast with Sanskrit equivalents.

Word sense disambiguation  is identifying which sense of a word
is used in a sentence, when a word has multiple meanings. Word
sense disambiguation is the problem of selecting a sense for a par-
ticular word from a set of predefined possibilities.

WSD is an important but challenging technique in the area of
natural language processing (NLP). It is necessary for many real
world applications such as machine translation (MT), semantic map-
ping (SM), semantic annotation (SA), and ontology learning (OL).
It is also believed to be helpful in improving the performance of
many applications such as information retrieval (IR), information
extraction (IE), and speech recognition (SR).Many Natural lan-
guages like English, Hindi, French, Spanish, Chinese, etc. are the
languages which have some words whose meaning are different for
same spelling in the different context (polysemous words). In En-
glish, Words likes Run, Execute, book, etc. can be considered ex-
ample of polysemous words.
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Example in word sense disambiguation

a)  Madhavah Paayaat
b)  Madhavah aagatah

The first sentence means May god Madhava bless you where as
in second sentence Madhavah means spring season has arrived

a) Ragena racayaami
b) Saa Ragayukta bhavati

In this first sentence ragena means paint with red colour. In the
second it refers to affection

a) Saindhavam aanaya

In one context it means bring some salt. Where as in second it
means bring the horse.

Word Sense disambiguation (WSD) is one of the major tasks in
natural language processing (NLP). For getting correct and quality
MT output it is very much necessary to identify the correct sense of
each and every word in a particular sentence. In WSD, we try to
detect the actual meaning of a word in a given context. Sanskrit
sentences are mostly ambiguous giving different meaning interpre-
tations. There are two approaches that are followed for Word Sense
Disambiguation (WSD): Machine-Learning Based approach and
Knowledge Based approach. In Machine learning based approach,
systems are trained to perform the task of word sense disambigua-
tion. In Knowledge based approach, it requires external lexical re-
sources like Word Net, dictionary, thesaurus etc.

Dictionary Based Approach

Knowledge base approach is based on knowledge resources of
machine readable dictionaries in form of corpus, WorldNet etc. they
may use grammar rules for disambiguation. The aim of Knowledge
based approach (Dictionary based approach) WSD is to exploit knowl-
edge resources to infer the senses of words in context. The knowl-
edge resources are dictionaries, thesauri, ontology's, collocations etc.
The above methods have lower performance than their supervised
alternative methods but they have an advantage of a wider range.

Rule based machine translation

Rule-based systems can be used to perform lexical analysis to com-
pile or interpret computer programs, or in natural language process-
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ing. Rule-based programming attempts to derive execution instruc-
tions from a starting set of data and rules. This is a more indirect method
than that employed by an imperative programming language, which
lists execution steps sequentially. Rule-based machine translation
(RBMT; "Classical Approach" of MT) is machine translation systems
based on linguistic information about source and target languages
basically retrieved from (unilingual, bilingual or multilingual) dictio-
naries and grammars covering the main semantic, morphological, and
syntactic regularities of each language respectively. Having input sen-
tences (in some source language), an RBMT system generates them
to output sentences (in some target language) on the basis of morpho-
logical, syntactic, and semantic analysis of both the source and the
target languages involved in a concrete translation task.

Issue in WSD

Dictionaries

Dictionaries describe the speech of words, meanings and other
attributes statically. Whereas, Corpus dynamically presents the use
of polysemous words in real text situation. Rule base was planned
as stated in the knowledge of linguistics by linguists.

WordNet

WordNet domain is used for identifying the accurate sense of
the word. A domain may include synsets of different syntactic cat-
egories. It groups senses of the same word into homogeneous clus-
ters, with the effect of reducing word polysemy in WordNet.
WordNet domain provides semantic domain as a natural way to
establish semantic relations among word senses

Information Retrieval(IR)

As proposed by [2] in information retrieval WSD assists in en-
hancing term indexing. [2] has shown that if the senses are included
as index terms, word senses give better retrieval performance. There-
fore, ranking of documents should not based only on words but it also
depends on word senses, or grouping of words and word senses. For
example: Using different indexes for keyword "madhva" as "lord
vishnu", and"spring season",  will give better accuracy to IR system.

Machine Translation(MT)

WSD is essential for MT. It facilitates in understanding of source
language and translating it into target language . Depending upon
the usage context it also affects the lexical choice [1].
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Speech Processing

Specifically Speech processing is processing of homophone
words which are pronounced the same way but spelled differently.
For example: "to" and "too" or "right" and "wright".

Text Processing

When words are pronounced in different ways based on their
meaning is called Text to Speech translation. For example:
"saindhavam" can be "salt" or "horse".

Application  Of Word Sense Disambiguation

1) Machine translation: Word Sense Disambiguation is required
in machine translation for words that have different translations for
different senses. For example whenever we translate any sentence
from English to Sanskrit language it should give correct meaning.
For example consider a sentence "Kunthah Pravisanti"and
"Manchan krosonthi". Here the meaning of these sentences if trans-
lated in Sanskrit gives different meaning because here the words
have different senses in different context. If we take literal meaning
of the word from one language then it translates it to another lan-
guage then sometimes the translated sentence does not give the same
meaning as of original language.

2) Information Extraction's is required for the accurate analysis
of text in many applications. Word Sense Disambiguation is also
used in text mining.

3) Information Retrieval: ambiguity must be resolved in some
queries for example the noun "cricket" then what information should
system retrieve because cricket is a insect as well as it is a sport so
WSD plays very important role in information retrieval. Most of
search engines do not use explicit semantics to prune out docu-
ments which are not related to user query. An accurate disambigua-
tion of document base with possible disambiguation of the query
words would allow it to eliminate document containing the same
words used in different meaning and to retrieve document express-
ing the same meaning with different wordings.

a) Cross language information retrieval: in cross language infor-
mation retrieval the user presents a query of the usual form but some
of the documents may be written in a different language. For ex-
ample user types query in English language and wants document in
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German language, here it needs to convert that English query in
German language and then retrieve the document. Here the prob-
lem of ambiguity comes which is why word sense disambiguation
is used.

b) Question Answering: Question Answering is the oldest natu-
ral language processing application. In this system specific ques-
tions are asked for example "when the computers are invented?"
and it receives the concise answer rather than a set of relevant docu-
ment. To retrieve concise pages we need to have correct sense of a
particular word so word sense disambiguation plays a very impor-
tant role.

Result And Discussion

In this study I have selected 6 papers. The table below discussed
the methods used in each paper, their advantages and disadvan-
tages and also their accuracy level.

Paper Method Used Advantages and 
Disadvantages 

Accuracy 
Level 

Concept-Based Approach 
to Word-Sense 
Disambiguation. 

Knowledge 
based approach 

Advantage: 

Textual overlap 

Good  

Embeddings for Word 
Sense Disambiguation: An 
Evaluation Study. 

 

Supervised WSD Advantage: 

Good approximation to 
word meaning and word 
embedding. Disadvantage: 
It is difficult and Time 
consuming  

60-80% 

Word Sense 
Disambiguation with 
Recurrent Neural 
Networks. 

 

Neural network 
architecture 

Advantage: 

Solving the all-words 
lexical disambiguation 
task and word 
embeddings. 

70% 

Word sense 
disambiguation using 
conceptual density. 

 

Conceptual 
density 
disambiguation 
of free running 
test. 

Advantage: 

Its application for 
automatic spelling 
correction is outlined in. 

Not 
mentioned 

 

An empirical study of 
word sense 
disambiguation. 

 

Supervised, 
unsupervised and 
knowledge-
based 

Advantage: 

Discussed in different 
disambiguation methods 

Good 

Sense Disambiguation of 
English preposition in the 
context of English-Hindi 
Machine Translation 
System. 

English Hindi 
machine 
translation 
system. 

Advantage: the mapping 
of English preposition into 
Hindi preposition depends 
on the sense.  

Not 
mentioned 
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CONCLUSION

All human languages have words having multiple meanings/
senses and choosing the correct/intended meaning in a given sen-
tence is important for proper understanding of the text. This is per-
formed using WSD techniques.
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Athira Chandran P.

VASANTASENA – A UNIQUE CHARACTER IN
MÎCCHAKAÙIKA

Plays are carried important role in Sanskrit literature. In Sanskrit
literature plays are generally called r£pakas. According to
N¡tya¿¡stra the r£pakas have ten division such as - n¡¶aka,
prakara¸a, a´ka, vy¡y°ga, bh¡¸a, samavak¡ra, v¢dh¢, prahasana,
·ima and ¢h¡m¤ga.

Among them, prakara¸a is 'The play in which the writer prakurute
(devices) by his own intellect an original plot with its hero, and
works up its elaboration is called prakara¸a.1 The prakara¸a, is an
important and stand closely to n¡¶aka in its some features. But the
characters in the play are different from n¡¶aka. The male charac-
ters in the prakara¸a type of r£paka are Brahmin, merchants, minis-
ters, priests, senapati, etc. The dh¢rod¡tta are not allowed as a hero
and it does not contain the character of any god and story is con-
nected with ordinary peoples. Then it includes d¡sa and vi¶a and
should contain the attendees of courtesans as well as exploits of
deprived women of good family. There is a condition that no cour-
tesan should be brought in the family circle of Brahmin, priest, min-
ister and leader of caravans, in the story of prakara¸a. Another con-
dition is that at the same time there should not be meeting between
a high born lady and a courtesan, and wise versa. There is an ex-
ception in the above mentioned that if there is a valid reason; occurs
then the meeting of courtesan and the kulastr¢s; but their manners
and language should be kept undistorted.

M¤cchaka¶ika is an important play of áudraka which is included
in the category of Prakara¸a. This play is totally different from other
dramas in nature, theme, plot and story. The love story of C¡rudatta,
a kind merchant and Vasantasena, a courtesan is the main plot of
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this play. The play is connected with a number of social, economic
and political elements like gambling, prostitution, property matters,
crime and corruption, and penal justice. Majority of the n¡yikas in
Sanskrit dramas are worshiped by their partner or lovers with devo-
tion. But here Vasanthasena, the n¡yika decides her own way to
introduce her love to C¡rudatta.

The M¤cchaka¶ika is considered as the category of Prakara¸a.
According to S¡hityadarpa¸a, Vi¿vanatha says that the plot of
prakara¸a must be an innovation of the writer. The hero must be a
Brahmin or a minister or a merchant. The heroine may be a courte-
san or a lady of noble birth. M¤cchaka¶ika absolutely follow the
above conditions. Here C¡rudatta, the hero is a Brahmin by birth
and he is a merchant by job and the heroine Vasanthasena is a pros-
titute or a ve¿ya by profession.

Women Representation in M¤cchaka¶ika

The position of women in the society which is described in the
Sanskrit literatures is now also significant in our modern society.
The characteristics of woman reflected in writings are very impor-
tant. The picture of women representation in M¤cchaka¶ika gives a
picture about the outlook of lady representation in Sanskrit plays
also.

There are women with different facets in M¤cchaka¶ika and are
mainly classified into two types. The first type is courtesan, second
type is Kulastr¢. Here Vasantasena is the courtesan and the heroine.
D£ta the wife of C¡rudatta is the kulastr¢ in the play. And other
characters like Radanik¡, Madanik¡ na¶¢ v¤ddh¡ are presented in
the play. The representation of Vasantasena and D£ta are very im-
portant and so the characters are mentioned below.

Vasantasena

In early Indian society prostitution and sex works are not keep-
ing away from day to day lives. It's common and had high approval
in society. But same time courtesans become forced to accept the
people they don't like. Vasantasena is a professional courtesan by
birth but she is not like a professional courtesan .She decided to live
according to her likes and dislikes. In M¤cchaka¶ika, vi¶a reminded
to Vasantasena about her duty that "a courtesans palace is mainly
dependent on young man for help; and considered that courtesans
are just like a creeper growing in the tree in the wayside. And pos-
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ses a body that can be used to earn money and hence the courtesans
body like an article for sale in the market. There for serve equally,
one much coveted by you, and one disliked by you"

˚i…Ø˚h…V…x…∫…Ω˛…™…Œ∂S…xi™…i……Δ ¥…‰∂…¥……∫……‰
 ¥…M…h…™… M… h…EÚ… i¥…Δ ®……M…«V……i…… ±…i…‰¥… *
¥…Ω ∫…  Ω˛ v…x…Ω˛…™…» {…h™…¶…⁄i…Δ  ∂…Æ˙“ÆΔ̇
∫…®…®…÷{…S…ÆΔ̇ ¶…p‰̆ ∫…÷ |…™…Δ S…… |…™…Δ S… **2

But the courtesans are accepted by society by her power and
wealth, and not accepted as a woman and as a person.

Vasantasena is described in many places in M¤cchaka¶ika. In 4th

a´ka, á£draka expressed the detailed picture of the palatial estab-
lishment of Vasantasena. Her eight quadrangle house is the symbol
of prosperity. Vid£Àaka explains the animals like oxen, buffalo,
horses, monkey, elephants etc.., and other assets like half read vol-
ume lying on a gambling table, paintings,  dense atmosphere of
music, wealthy kitchen etc., are the accumulation of wealth of
Vasantasena. It is depicted from first to eighth quadrangle of house.
These types of descriptions indicate the social status of a courtesan
and her wealth.

Even if courtesans are prosperous and posses abundant wealth,
but C¡rudatta the hero is not accepting the same and he was feeling
ashamed to admit interaction with Vasantasena. When the court called
C¡rudatta to enquire about the crime connected with Vasantasena ,
a sense  of disgrace is noticed in the voice of C¡rudatta. When court
asked of his association with Vasantasena he is humiliated and says-
"Officers, how can I spell out a thing like this, that a courtesan is my
friend! Its my youth that is at fault, not my character".3 This indicate
the moral consciousness in C¡rudatta and from the narration of this,
we can understand the real picture of dual morality of the society.

The M¤cchaka¶ika mainly deals with the love story of C¡rudatta
and Vasantasena. Vasantasena is a rich courtesan in the society.
Once she met C¡rudatta in the festival of the god of love in the
temple garden and falls love with him. After falling into love she
always talk and think about C¡rudatta. She is a different character,
compared to other heroines in Sanskrit literature, that she is very
courageous to go to the lovers home alone. Her crush for C¡rudatta
grows so intense in the end that she goes to visit him as an abhis¡rika,
in spite of a raging thunderstorm.4 According to Vasantasena she is
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considered her love is wholsome. Many of the heroines in Sanskrit
literature are devoted to their love in the form of worship. But here
Vasantasena herself make initiation to express her love.

Dh£ta

Dh£ta is the wife of C¡rudatta. She is represented in the cat-
egory of Kulastr¢. When áarvilaka steeled the ornaments which
pledged by Vasantasena, from C¡rudatt's house,  C¡rudatta faint
when he know this. D£ta is shown to be a devoted wife, knew it
from Radanik¡, gives her most precious and valuable ornaments to
C¡rudatta in his crucial situation. Then the entry of D£ta is in 6th
a´ka. Vasantasena get the stolen ornaments then she gave back
D£tas ornaments to her. But D£ta not accept it back from
Vasantasena. She believed that it is not fine and she considered that
the Aryaputra is the real ornament and wealth of her.

On hearing the death of C¡rudatta, D£ta became ready to ob-
serve Sati. She is considered as so called pativrata, who wish al-
ways her husband's goodness and she admitted Vasantasena with-
out a word of complaint a courtesan a equal and rival.

 CONCLUSION

The detailed study of M¤cchaka¶ika shows the dual moral con-
cept which modern society cannot agree.. The wife and courtesan
represent extremely two different kind of category of life. But in
M¤cchaka¶ika presents the amazing friendship of the Vasantasena
the courtesan and D£ta, the wife. D£ta accept the relation between
Vasantsena and C¡rudatta with her husband.

Vasantasena is special character in M¤cchaka¶ika. She is a chal-
lenge in traditional concept of heroine of Sanskrit drama. She has to
experience two types of position such as dual disposition from the
society. Economically well positioned women but as an individual
she cannot fulfill her desires. But the end of the play she attained the
fulfillment of her desire.

Footnotes
 1 . Natyasastra of Bharatmuni, p.362
2. M¤cchaka¶ika 1.31
3. i…i…& |… ¥…∂™…i™…÷V¥…±…… ¶…∫…… Æ˙EÚ…¥…‰π…‰h… ¥…∫…xi…∫…‰x…… ∫……‰iEÚh`ˆ… UÙj…v…… Æ˙h…“  ¥…]ı∂S…*
4. The Mrcchakatika of Sudraka, p190.
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Devika P.

MËDHAVÌ AS A SURVIVOR: - A FEMINIST READING

INTRODUCTION

Sanskrit epic poetry divided into two main classes: that which
comprises old stories goes by the same of ltih¡sa (legend), ¡khy¡na
(narrative) and Pur¡¸a (ancient tale), which the other is called k¡vya
or Artificial epic. Mahabharata is the chief and the oldest represen-
tative of the former group, and the Ramayana is of the latter. The
Mahabharata consisting of eighteen parva's beginning with ¡diparva
and ending with svarg¡roha¸aparva is the longest epic poem that
has ever existed.

The epic itself informs us that it was composed by Vy¡sa after
the great battle with a view to spread the fame of the great P¡¸·ava's
and other KÀatriya's in the World. It was known as the Jayak¡vya as
it narrated the events of the victory of the P¡¸·ava's over the
Kaurava's. The text again reveals that ¿atas¡hasri saÆhita
(Mahabharata) was composed by Vy¡sa (The son of Satyavati).

The narration of the episodes also known as up¡khy¡na's. A
story which is build up from the main story, it helps the listeners to
understand the doctrines of philosophy. The episodes of
Mahabharata contain a countless number of moral and ethical verses.
These verses preserved in metrical form are mines of practical good
sense.

STAGES OF DEVOLEPMENT

It is very difficult to find out the number of times the Mahabharata
was revised, but from internal evidence one can be sure that there
was a great effort of three composers, it was clear. In the first sec-
tion of the text, it can be assumed that the references to Bh¡rata
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consist of 1,00,000  verses, though it is difficult to separate each
section. These three stages are traditionally called, respectively Jaya,
Bh¡rata, and the Mahabharata. It is called Jaya because it describes
the victory of the P¡¸·ava's over the Kaurava's. Hence the
Mahabharata was an epic war consisted the heroic songs related to
the Great Battle. When Vai¿amp¡yana narrated the epic to
Janamejaya on the occasion of the sarpayajµa, it represents the sec-
ond stage called Bh¡ratasaÆhita, which excludes the episodes. The
epic attained the name Mahabharata when Sauti narrated the same
to the sage áaunaka as he heard it from Vai¿amp¡yana.

THREE MAIN EDITIONS

1. The Calcutta Edition (1834-39). It consist of four volumes,
also included HarivaÆ¿a.

2. The Bombay Edition (1863). It contains the most famous
Sanskrit commentary of N¢laka¸¶ha.

3. The third edition, printed is Telugu characters, is comprised
of four volumes. It was published in Madras in 1855-60. It's
included the HarivaÆ¿a too.

MËDHAVÌ AS A SURVIVOR

Vy¡sa introduced some of the most powerful female characters
in the M.bh and so on when there is no emphasis on feminism at all.
He presented strong characters such as Draupadi, Kunti and G¡ndh¡ri
who have their own unique opinion and decisions. It was surprising
that Vy¡sa presented a powerful character like M¡dhav¢, that even
he was not a feminist. So Vy¡sa may have had a feminist mind-set.
Vy¡sa has played several famous and nonfiction characters.

The male-dominated society always used a woman for their pur-
pose. And there are so many characters who have an untold story of
how they abused. Some of them have tried to expose what was
happened to them. There is always a window with the hope of self-
protest. M¡dhav¢ was also a strong woman. She is done with the
world of men and finally, she is ready to expose her own story to
all, at the occasion of second wedding. Then M¡dhav¢ leave the
world, which means she got independence by the way she chooses
the forest.

The story of M¡dhav¢ which is narrated in the G¡lavacarita
(Mahabharata, udyogaparva 104 to 121), on the occasion of K¤À¸a's
embassy at Duryodhana's court. K¤À¸a tries to convince Duryodhana
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that he should share his kingdom with P¡¸·ava's and the ¤Ài N¡rada
tells him the story of M¡dhav¢ to warn him against the dangers of
excessive abstinence and pride. It's strange to say, how M¡dhav¢ is
against all the rules concerning the perfect treatment and behavior
of women. Yet neither M¡dhav¢ herself nor those who inflict that
treatment on her, are ever blamed or said to act in a way that is
contrary to dharma.

Throughout the narration, M¡dhav¢ is expressed as a mute spec-
tator to all the events happening in her life. Her life takes a turn
when the enraged sage Vi¿v¡mitra orders his persistent pupil to
quickly fetch him eight hundred horses that are as white as the moon
but have one ear black.

The protagonist of the story is M¡dhav¢, the beautiful daughter of
king Yay¡ti. Her father sells her or at least gives her away to a man
who in turn will sell her. The king said that if you can give this M¡dhav¢
to any king, they will give you anything in return or she will help you
to fulfill the gurudakÀi¸a for the Vi¿v¡mitra. But in that period the
custom of donating or selling one's children is not recognized as ille-
gitimate. An educated father never takes a bride price for his daugh-
ter, they must believe that it would be like selling his child like a pimp.
The biggest cruelty to the character was the father Yay¡ti never ask-
ing M¡dhav¢ about her feelings and opinion.

She has four husbands in turn instead of only one. She is given
against ¿ulka (bride price). This type of union is also called as ¡sura
or demonic. There is no acceptance for a woman who has been
purchased for money she is not considered as a wife. She cannot
take part in rites for gods and ancestors. They are considered to be
a slave the time all. ¡suraviv¡ha is recommended for a common
people and servants, and also it was traditionally considered as wrong
and never to be performed.

 The different types of men chooses a different way to approach
with her in sex life. She despises the entire male dominants. The
forest was a thousand times better than men. Men use a woman for
his physical needs only, they never take care of the likes and dislike
of a lady. A forest is a safe place for women to escape from this
dirty society. Only animals are living in the forest which are better
than men, and she believes that the forest is the best place for future
life.
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M¡dhav¢ shoulders three-fold duties here: To save her father
from disgrace, to aid a Brahmin student to fulfill his promise, and
the third, to free the three lands and kings by ensuring them that
they procured sons to extend their dynasties. After return to her
palace, Yay¡ti has on sorrow for thinking about M¡dhav¢'s future.
He arranges a svayaÆvara for M¡dhav¢. At that time she doesn't
react. She wishes the location must be the shore of Ga´ga and
Yamuna River. Yay¡ti arrange the svayaÆvara near the river.

On the wedding day, she said everything about her life and what-
ever happened in her life to those kings who arrived there to marry
her in the marriage hall. The narrator says that yet she is a virgin
and no one rejected her. But she chooses the forest and goes away
to live like a deer. Strangely this raises no protest whatsoever
amongst the multitude attending the svayaÆvara. No one tries to
prevent her from leaving, not even at all the assembled kings and
princes who were certainly hoping to get her as their wife.

Her choice seems to be perfectly acceptable to all. The concept
of the female ascetic is in itself an anomaly. According to the ortho-
dox male point of view, the woman is so identified with both family
life and sexual pleasure that the idea of a woman renouncing these
things is a contradiction in terms. The only time when a few texts
said something about women renouncing the world is after they
have been widowed, which is not M¡dhav¢'s case. We can see that
she choose this way to react against men, who value her as just a
commodity to exchange.

She depends on a forest rather than her father or her husbands or
G¡lava. She felt that the forest as her mother who protects her from
society. In this story, the reader can think that she must be consid-
ered one of the Paµcakanya like Ahalya, Draupadi, Kunti, Th¡ra
and Ma¸dodari. She is apt to one of them. She suffered that much
which the others suffered. In the case of M¡dhav¢, not she was able
to be a wife and a mother, in true sense. She had to be a mother
'technically'. Each time after childbirth, she is separated from the
baby and father, and she has also no opportunity to nurse the baby,
to care for him and to bring him up to manhood.

The emphasis of her life seems to be elsewhere. Here detach-
ment is not by choice but forced upon her circumstances. The status
of the woman is supposed to be certain to judge the cultural ad-
vancement of that country. But in ancient India, right from the age
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of Îgveda, as also in the Mahabharata, there is a contradictory state-
ment about women, the statements of the eulogy as well as condem-
nation. The patriarchal society in the Mahabharata, consider the birth
of a son as a boon while that of a daughter a bane.

G¡lava had expected to entrust M¡dhav¢ to a king in return of
the 800 white horses having black ears but he is baffled when he
learns that, the king was not rich  could offer him more than 200
horses. Here M¡dhav¢ finds a solution. She reveals that she had
been blessed by a saint to retain her virginity after each delivery.
Thus the 'problem' of losing chastity by sleeping with a man is solved
and the disciple and the kings are happy.

The responsibility undertaken by housewives was the most im-
portant and praiseworthy. Discarding all her likes and dislikes, the
housewife in her pregnancy guarded and nourished the unborn child
in her womb. After giving birth to the child suffering great pains,
she had undergone immense trouble in bringing up the child. Hence
the mother is glorified in the Mahabharata. Also, it was the mother's
special duty to educate daughters. In bringing up the children prop-
erly the woman was not to be angry with the children nor to abuse
or beat them. But M¡dhav¢ was unlucky in terms of this experience
as a mother.

The treatment of virginity in the older text is again a much con-
troversial issue. Many have argued that such notions of continued
or restored maidenhood were moral or legal fictions invented at the
later period. The classic view of scholars, however, converged on
the understanding that virginity in those contexts does not refer to
the state of their bodies but to the state of there being. Virginity here
does not refer to the physical condition but the unsullied mind and
attitude of those remarkable women. It is a state distinguished by
purity, determinant, and independent.

It is explained when these woman in Mahabharata who knew
more than one man or bore children, were respected by ancients as
kanya's, that was meant to suggest they were independent woman
enjoying on identity their own.

The reader can see her attitude through the nature of quality.
Whatever happened in her life, she is ready to tolerate that. At first
sight, we thought that she doesn't have any own opinion. M¡dhav¢
doesn't respond to her father's action even through fear. Not even
Vy¡sa mentioned her feeling in it. The Mahabharata with its patri-
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archal ideology reduces M¡dhav¢ to her metonymic function. She
is valued for her womb which becomes the instrument or organ
under which she enables G¡lava to procure the horses for his mas-
ter fee.

Conclusion

The story of M¡dhav¢ in the epic assumes significance in the
light of the pitiable predicament of woman referenced to at several
places in the epic. What strikes one about the character of M¡dhav¢,
her elusiveness, and her lack of attachment and ties to anyone. Her
family background was mysterious:- Yay¡ti of the cause, is said to
be her father. But her mother's identity was not disclosed. She had
four successive husbands and the four sons she has had with them,
and ultimately the whole of society without any demur, without any
protest, without looking back, with what appears like monstrous
indifference. M¡dhav¢'s lack of feeling seems inhuman. And in-
deed, she is not treated as a human being at all, but as a chattel, that
can be given away exchanged and bartered.

Someone's one single word can change someone's destiny. Here
Visv¡mitra's one word changed the whole life of M¡dhav¢. She
suffered a lot. And someone's zing also makes some unexpected
modes with the peoples they don't have any idea what is going on
them , here the G¡lava's zing makes the teacher angry. It the reason
for destroyed the M¡dhav¢'s life. There are several characters in
Mahabharata, whom male-dominated society completely tortured
them, some of them fed up with society chosen forest. This is the
only way to show their protest on society.

There is nothing earned by M¡dhav¢, but everyone here was the
earnest, G¡lava to fulfill the master fee, Yay¡ti to discharged his
duty as a king provide for someone help, and M¡dhav¢ considered
her duty to save her father's promise and increased her fame. And
this is the process of assisting a dedicated student to fulfill his prom-
ise to Vi¿v¡mitra and rescue the royal lines from dynastic extinc-
tion.

Her silence indicates her reaction against male dominance. Be-
cause four different men may have four different characters or na-
ture, and their approach towards a woman is also entirely different.
However, Vy¡sa doesn't explain a single word about M¡dhav¢'s
reaction towards these circumstances. She chooses a different way
to protest against these situations.
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Dictate of Manusmriti especially harsh in defining the duties of a
woman. This strictness, however, has been adopted to protect the
chastity of the woman folk.

"§……±™…‰  {…i…÷¥…«∂…‰  i…π ‰̀̂ i{…… h…O……Ω˛∫™… ™……Ë¥…x…‰ *
 {…÷j……h……Δ ¶…i…« Æ˙ |…‰i…‰ x… ¶…V…‰i∫j…“ ∫¥…i…xj…i……®…¬ ** 148**''

'A woman must stay in the guardianship of her father in child-
hood, of her husband in youth, and of her son after she has been
widowed. But in no circumstances, should live independently."

Likewise, N¡rada concludes his tale by warning Duryodhana
against self-pride (Yay¡ti's fault) and obstinacy (G¡lava's fault). So
mainly the boons are only made to support the sub-stories. In this
story, we can see how the male dominant society behaves with a
woman. Madhavi is equal to Amba, in the way of resistance.

Thus she forsakes the patriarchal human society for the more
humane and perhaps compassionate realm of nature. This is her
protest and also her most effective act of self-definition. M¡dhav¢ is
a survivor in the inimical patriarchal space but she tried to articulate
her resistance and seek a safe space for herself with only a modi-
cum of success.

M¡dhav¢'s voice corresponds to the voice of the silent women
down the various epochs of human history who lead ignorable lives
and surrender to fate. Her voice creates unrest in the annals of his-
tory where women are subjugated and conditioned to obey the domi-
nant forces of Patriarchy. The story of M¡dhav¢ in the epic assumes
significance in the light of the pitiable predicament of woman refer-
enced to at several places in the epic.
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Roshna S.R.

DASAPUáPA CULTIVATION

Da¿apuÀpa is a collection of ten sacred flowers. These 10 benefi-
cial herbs are employed in the Ayurvedic medical system, and they
have a lot of medicinal and prospective benefits. It comprises a va-
riety of flowers with distinct personalities. These beautiful flowers
belong to several families such as Amaranthaceae, Oxalidaceae,
Sapindoideae, Asteraceae, Convolvulaceae, Poaceae, Hypoxidaceae,
and others. Anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial, anticancer, antifun-
gal, antipsychotic, anti-rheumatic, antiarrhythmic, antidiarrheal,
anthelmintic, anti-diabetic, and other activities are included. It of-
fers a well-established traditional medical system. Furthermore, they
provide therapeutic effectiveness while causing no side effects. The
major goal of this review is to provide broad information about these
plants and their medicinal properties.  (Uthaman & Nair, 2017)

The plants which are called as Da¿apuÀpa are listed in the fol-
lowing table 1. TABLE1: DAáAPUâPA

   BOTANICAL SOURCE   MALAYALAM NAME   SANSKRIT NAME    PARTS USED

Aerva lanata Cheroola      Bhadra Whole plant

Biophytum Mukkutty      Vipar¢thalajj¡lu   Whole plant
sensitivum

Cardiospermum Valliyuzhinja       Indravalli   Shoot, leaves
halicacabum

Curculiogo Nilappana        Musali   Tuber
orchioides

Cynodon Karuka        Durva   Leaves
dactylon
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Eclipta alba Kayyunyam        B¤nghar¡ja   Shoots, leaves

Emilia Muyalcheviyan        Ënkh£kar¸i   Shoots, leaves
sonchifolia

Evolvulus Vishnukranthi         Harikr¡ntha   Whole plant
alsinoides

Ipomea sepiaria Thiruthali         LakÀma¸a   Whole plant

Vernonia Puvamkurunnal         Sahadevi   Whole plant
cinerea

Aerva lanata - Cheroola

Cheroola also known as polpala of Amaranthaceae family an
important gregarious shrub growing throughout Bangladesh, par-
ticularly along waste places in India. It's a branching shrub with
white to pale pink spikes of 1 to 1.5 inch long clusters of flowers
(Athira & P., 2017). The herb is grown in India, Sri Lanka, Arabia,
Tropical Africa, Java, and the Philippines (Varghese, et al., 2010).
It works as an anthelmintic. In the treatment of headaches, plant
roots are employed. It's also good for strangury and as a demulcent
(Ayurveda). It is used as an antidiarrheal, diuretic, and lithiasis treat-
ment in traditional medicine. It's used to treat coughs, as a vermi-
fuge for youngsters, to relieve headaches, and to treat arsenic poi-
soning. Malaria and skin problems are also treated with the herb.
The plant is anti-inflammatory, diuretic in lithiasis, antimicrobial,
anti-diabetic, and anti-tumor. (Varghese, et al., 2010).

Biophytum sensitivum - Mukkutty

This herb, belongs to the Oxalidaceae family and is found as
weeds in damp shaded spots across India's hotter regions, as well as
throughout tropical Africa and Asia to the Philippines. It's a little
flowering plant with an erect stem that's stout or slender and gla-
brous. Each plant produces five to ten tiny yellow-petalled flowers.
For the people of Kerala, this plant flower (Mukkutty) is a signifi-
cant flower. During Onam, Kerala's national celebration, the flower
is used in Athapoo, a particular floral configuration that adorns court-
yards and public spaces (Varghese, et al., 2010). Medicinal plants
are widely being used by the traditional medical practitioners for
curing various diseases in their day-to-day practice. Biophytum
sensitivum  is used as a traditional folk medicine in ailments such as
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inflammation, arthritis, wounds, tumors and burns, gonorrhea, stom-
ach ache, asthma, cough, degenerative joint disease, urinary cal-
culi, diabetes, snake bite, amenorrhea and dysmenorrhea (Bharati,
2012).

This is a tonic, stimulant, and is used in the treatment of stomach
discomfort, diabetes, and asthma in Ëyurveda. Insomnia, convul-
sions, cramps, chest problems, inflammations, tumours, and chronic
skin disorders are all treated with it. Asthma and phthisis are treated
with decoction. Lithiasis is treated using a root decoction. Bitter,
expectorant, stimulant, and tonic, this herb has it all. The diuretic
properties of the leaves help to ease strangury. The seeds are ground
up and administered on wounds as a powder. In gonorrhoea and
lithiasis, a decoction of the root is used. Chronic skin problems are
treated with the crushed whole plant. It is consumed to make a guy
sterile. The effect of the leaf extract on glucose homeostasis in rab-
bits was researched for the treatment of hyperglycaemic patients
(Varghese, et al., 2010).

Cardiospermum halicacabum -Valliyuzhinja

Plants common names are Balloon vine, Heartseed vine, love in
a puff and Winter Cherry.  A plant of Sapindacea family wide spread
in tropical and subtropical Asia and Africa. Throughout India's
plains, a climbing tendril-bearing herb with a wiry stem. The seeds
are globose in shape. Leaves are often used as a leafy vegetable in
India. The root has diaphoretic, diuretic, and aperient properties.
The emmenagogue properties of the fried leaves are well-known.
The stem and leaves are used to treat the common cold and angina.
To kill lice and other insects, the leaf paste is applied to domestic
animals. Hair oils containing the plant are used to cure dandruff,
alopecia, and to darken hair. On the CNS, the plant extract exhib-
ited considerable analgesic and anti-inflammatory effects, as well
as a calming impact. Seeds have anabolic action and raise body
weight by causing a nitrogen balance to be positive. Antibacterial
activity was also found in the seeds. The root has diaphoretic, di-
uretic, and aperient properties. The emmenagogue properties of the
fried leaves are well-known. The stem and leaves are used to treat
the common cold and angina. To kill lice and other insects, the leaf
paste is applied to domestic animals. Hair oils containing the plant
are used to cure dandruff, alopecia, and to darken hair. On the CNS,
the plant extract exhibited considerable analgesic and anti-inflam-
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matory effects, as well as a calming impact. Seeds have anabolic
action and raise body weight by causing a nitrogen balance to be
positive. Antibacterial activity was also found in the seeds (Varghese,
et al., 2010).

Curculiogo orchioides. - Nilappana

This plant, which belongs to the Amaryllidaceae family and is
an essential Ayurvedic and Unani medication. It has been observed
in the western Peninsula's subtropical Himalayas, from Kumaon
eastwards, up to 1800 metres. This plant is called as nilappana in
Malayalam. It has been used as folk medicine for decades. Bitter,
appetising, nervine, adaptogenic, sedative, anticonvulsive, andro-
genic, and anti-inflammatory properties are all present in the root. It
can also be used to treat jaundice, urinary issues, and skin ailments,
as well as piles, weariness, and blood diseases. The rhizome is utilised
for asthma, diarrhoea, diuretic, renal tonification, and muscular and
bone strengthening. Root is warm, aphrodisiac, appetiser, and ef-
fective in the treatment of piles, tiredness, and blood diseases, ac-
cording to Ëyurveda. Root is carminative, tonic, aphrodisiac, anti-
pyretic, and beneficial in bronchitis, ophthalmic, indigestion, and
vomiting, according to Unani medicine (Varghese, et al., 2010)..

Cynodon dactylon - Karuka

This herb is known as durva, belonging to family Poacea can
grow in poor soil. It's a creeping grass that can be found all around
the country. The Hindus considered Bermuda grass, also known as
Dhub grass, to be a sacred grass, and it is still used in temples for
worship. The Romans squeezed the juice from the stems and used it
as a diuretic and to halt bleeding in ancient times. It thrives in open
places when disturbances like as grazing, flooding, and fire are com-
mon (Varghese, et al., 2010). Bermuda grass, Bahama grass, and
Devil's grass are some of the common names for this grass. The
stems and leaves are the portions that are utilised medicinally (Parihar
& Sharma, 2021).

Inflamed tumours, whitlows fleshy excrescences, wounds, cysti-
tis, nephritis, and scabies and other skin ailments are all treated with
the grass Karuka. Astringent, anticatarrhal, and styptic effects are
found in this herb. The dried fibrous root is used in menorrhagia,
metrorrhagia, and burning micturation, according to the Ayurvedic
Pharmacopoeia of India. It's also antibacterial, demulcent, diuretic,
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and emollient, according to reports (Parihar & Sharma, 2021). To
stop bleeding from piles, a decoction of the root is employed. It is
used to treat chronic diarrhoea and dysentery internally. Hysteria,
epilepsy, and insanity have all been treated using the leaf juice.
Headache, haemorrhage, hypertension, measles, snake bite, uro-
genital diseases, warts, and wounds are among folk remedies for
the plant (Varghese, et al., 2010).

Eclipta alba - Kayyunyam

Eclipta Alba, is a member of the Asteraceae family and is widely
known as False Daisy. Annual herb that grows erect or prostrate in
wet wastelands throughout India. The roots are highly developed,
and the main root has a number of subsidiary branches that are grey-
ish in colour. In India, leaves are used to treat epilepsy. Insanity is
treated with roots. The whole plant is used to treat tuberculosis and
as a hemostatic agent. Hair growth and colour are both aided by oil
soluble extracts. In India, its hair oil concoctions are utilised as a
scalp tonic. 9. It has estrogenic activity and is used to treat hepatitis
and cirrhosis, as well as being an antibacterial, anti-haemorrhagic,
and snake venom antidote. Other biological activities such as
hepatoprotective, antiviral, antirheumatic, molluscicidal, antimalarial,
and antifertility have been reported (Varghese, et al., 2010).

Emilia sonchifolia - Muyalcheviyan

This plant often known as Red Pualele, is a member of the
Asteraceae (Compositae) family. A glabrous, slender herb with a
height of 30-40 cm. Branched in a variety of ways. The flowers are
purple and the leaves are obovate. Throughout India, Ceylon, and
the majority of tropical and subtropical regions. The entire plant is
utilised for therapeutic purposes. Cupid's shaving brush is another
name for it. This can be found in landfills and damp regions
(Varghese, et al., 2010). Sudorific, antiseptic, astringent, depurative,
diaphoretic, diuretic, expectorant, febrifuge, and ophthalmic are all
properties of the plant. The leaves are used to make a tea that is
used to treat dysentery. Eye inflammations, night blindness, scrapes
and wounds, and aching ears are all treated using the juice from the
leaves. It's used to treat infantile tympanitis and gastrointestinal prob-
lems. The root is used to treat diarrhoea. Under medical supervi-
sion, the leaf is used to treat otitis media. This plant's aqueous ex-
tract had antibacterial properties (Varghese, et al., 2010).
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Evolvulus alsinoides - Vishnukranthi

This plant is a member of the Convolvulaceae family and is known
in Sanskrit as 'Vishnu's step.' It was utilised in worship. The herb
was used as a dysentery treatment as well as to boost intelligence
and memory. This can be found in tropical and subtropical climates
all over the world. It thrives as a weed in open, grassy areas in India.
It's a little woody perennial herb with a small root stock. The leaves
are elliptic-oblong in form, alternating, and simple. The flowers are
pale blue in colour and can be found alone or in pairs. Fruits are
globose capsules with four valves that droop (Varghese, et al., 2010).
Bronchitis, brain tonic, conception assistance, astringent,
antidysenteric, and asthma are all benefits of this plant. It can also
help with epilepsy, amnesia, hair loss and greying, fevers that come
and go, and overall debility. It's also one among the constituents in
Bramhi Grita, a polyherbal preparation (Varghese, et al., 2010).

Ipomea sepiaria - Thiruthali

This plant is a member of the convolvulaceae family and is known
in Sanskrit as LakÀma¸a. The majority of India is covered by this
species. The entire plant is utilised for therapeutic purposes. This is
a vine that grows year after year. Annual, with long, thin stems that
are frequently purplish, twining, and glabrous. Flowers are pale
purple or pink, funnel-shaped, in umbellate axillary cymes, and are
simple, alternating, whole, petiolate, cordate, blotched with brown-
ish or purplish spots towards the centre, and thin. Fruits are ovoid
capsules with 2-4 seeds that are grey in colour and covered in silky
pubescence (Varghese, et al., 2010). The plant's juice is used as a
deobstruent, diuretic, hypotensive, uterine tonic, and arsenic poi-
soning antidote. Seeds are utilised as a cardiotonic, hypotensive,
and spasmolytic. Women's sterility, urine retention, constipation,
and gynaecological diseases are all treated with this plant. Accord-
ing to reports, the plant has aphidicidal properties and might be used
as a pesticide (Varghese, et al., 2010).

Vernonia cinerea - Puvamkurunnal

This plant, which belongs to the Asteraceae family. It grows as a
weed along roadsides and in open areas throughout India. The plant
was recorded in Sanskrit scriptures as being found throughout north-
ern, western, and southern India, according to its history. The
triterpenes are the main components. In a feverish state, the entire
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plant is said to induce perspiration (Varghese, et al., 2010).
Antihelmintic, antibacterial, antiviral, antifungal, anti-inflammatory,
diuretic, and stomachic are all properties of the plant. Diarrhoea,
cough, inflammations, skin illnesses, leprosy, renal and vesical cal-
culi are all treated with the roots. Humid herpes, eczema, ringworm,
guineaworms, and elephantiasis can all benefit from the leaves. The
flowers are used to treat conjunctivitis, vata vitiation, and fever.
Roundworms, threadworms, cough, flatulence, leucoderma, psoria-
sis, and chronic skin disease are treated with the seeds; the plant is
used as an anticancer, febrifuge, and diaphoretic (Varghese, et al.,
2010).

2. Possibilities of Cultivation of Da¿apuÀpa in Kerala

Kerala, which is rich in biodiversity, is likely the only state in the
country where Ëyurveda is still practised in its purest form, and the
state has become almost associated with Ëyurveda. The need for
medical plant-based raw pharmaceuticals in the state is rapidly rising,
in tandem with both domestic and export demand. The State Medici-
nal Plants Board (SMPB) and industry leaders in Kerala have pro-
posed large-scale plant cultivation in several districts to meet the de-
mand of manufacturers due to a shortage of herbs for the production
of Ayurvedic pharmaceuticals. OuÀadhavanam, a project run by a
labour cooperative association in Mattathur, Thrissur district, for the
past three years, has been suggested as a model to follow. The asso-
ciation has a deal with Kudumbasree Mission-registered farmers to
cultivate plants, which they then buy back and sell to companies in-
cluding Kottakkal Aryavaidya Sala, Sitaram Ayurveda Pharmacy,
Vaidyaratnam Oushadhasala, and state-owned Oushadhi. The SMPB
is providing funds for procuring seedlings (Jayanth, A.S., 2019).

Given the scarcity of therapeutic plants and the need to maintain
approach, the cultivation and sustainable collection of wild plants
has become essential. One solution would be to encourage small
farmers and tribal people to grow herbs and make large manufac-
turers of herbal products acquire their supplies from them. The lo-
cations with the most biodiversity might be discovered, and materi-
als may be cultivated there. Many tree species can be planted in the
vicinity of agricultural regions, and certain plants can be grown
alongside other plants or crops. Another important role is local com-
munity involvement, particularly in tiny, fragmented areas. Tradi-
tionally, indigenous communities and women have been the guard-
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ians of the region's abundant biodiversity. Communities in medici-
nal plant-rich areas can be identified, and cooperatives can be formed
under the control of the local panchayat. Because the panchayats
would be handling the interactions with the forest officer, the com-
munities will be able to grow the plants without having to run around
looking for certificates. Availability of land when it comes to farm-
ing, land availability is a major stumbling block. There isn't much
land in India that isn't under cultivation. The only possibilities are
government-owned forest regions and revenue wastelands, where
the government is currently striving to cultivate medicinal plants.
The government's decision to allow the Kani tribe in the Western
Ghats to grow Trichopus zeylanica (arogyapacha) in the forests under
the Integrated Tribal Development Project, but not to sell it, is an
excellent model for inspiration.

The Medicinal Plants Board, which was formed in November
2000 to look into "all aspects" of medicinal plants, will decide on
the incentives, as well as raw material conservation and collection,
legal issues, and patents. Representatives from commerce, market-
ing, the pharmaceutical industry, and medico-ethnobotany make up
the board. Cultivators, researchers, non-governmental organisations,
and state governments are expected to play an important part in the
board's operation. Aside from the lack of incentives for small-scale
farmers to produce medicinal plants in their backyards, the legal
complexities are too much for them to handle. The Indian Forest
Act of 1927 and the Wildlife (Protection) Act of 1972 are the two
major regulations controlling medicinal plants at the federal level,
however different states have changed the restrictions to meet their
specific needs. The findings, however, may remain on paper unless
the institutes collaborate with farmers and the government revises
its crop policies. Besides, the list of plants on which work is going
on is not comprehensive.

According to the WHO, medicinal plants provide health care to
80% of the world's population; and because there is a rising belief
that natural goods are safe because they are non-narcotic and free
of side effects, demand for Da¿apuÀpa is increasing globally. Me-
dicinal plants have long played an essential role in India's indig-
enous health-care system, and Indian medical systems such as
Ëyurveda, Sidha, and Unani are well-known around the world.
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Furthermore, India has a distinct edge in the production of medici-
nal plants, since it is one of the world's top 12 mega diversity na-
tions in terms of medicinal plant genetic resources. Furthermore,
different climatic and soil conditions occur in different parts of the
country, allowing practically any sort of medicinal plant to be grown.

However, currently, 90% of medicinal plants utilised by the
Ëyurveda business come from the forest, with only 10% coming
through cultivation. The supply of medicinal plants in their native
habitat has reduced over time due to destructive harvesting, result-
ing in the endangerment and even extinction of some species. Do-
mestication of medicinal plants is now the only realistic alternative
for supplementing supply. However, due to the tiny land holding
size and heavy pressure on land, the opportunity for commercial
cultivation of medicinal herbs as a pure crop is severely limited in
Kerala. Medicinal plants, on the other hand, fit well into a range of
agricultural systems, guaranteeing that solar energy is effectively
harnessed and that the farmer's returns per unit area are increased.
The state's homesteads are suitable for growing medicinal herbs.

3.Conclusion

Da¿apuÀpa have a vast therapeutic potential that has yet to be
fully explored for the treatment of many illnesses. The creation of
novel therapeutic compounds from these plants should be fostered
through research and development. So far, medicinal plants have
been obtained from natural sources. However, plant material ob-
tained from these sources is rife with adulteration and
misidentification issues. Furthermore, wild-collected plant material
may be contaminated by other species or sections of species. The
presence of active components in wild variety varies greatly from
one region to the next. All of these circumstances may have nega-
tive implications. As a result, cultivating genuine, authentic plant
varieties may be the only option to obtain high-quality raw materi-
als. Cultivation of these plants, on the other hand, has never been
simple or commercially successful. This is the primary cause for
their wild-source exploitation. Some of the key obstacles include a
lack of adequate techniques, soil, and real plantation material.

The safety and quality of raw medicinal plant materials and fin-
ished products are influenced by genetic makeup, environmental
circumstances, collecting and growing practises, harvest and post-
harvest processing, transport and storage practises, and so on. Inad-
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vertent microbiological or chemical contamination during any stage
of the manufacturing process can also degrade quality. The medici-
nal plant industry has increased in importance around the world in
recent years, not only in terms of providing safe and long-term health
care, but also in terms of important biodiversity conservation.

The study of its standardization, pharmacological activity, toxic-
ity, and clinical trials could aid in the development of novel medica-
tions to treat a variety of disorders. As a result, medication develop-
ment from these plants has a bright future. Some research has been
done on these plants over the last few decades, which has sparked
interest among scientists to learn more about Da¿apuÀpa. Da¿apuÀpa
should be the subject of further research and development due to its
economic and therapeutic potential. Since some plants, such as Kali
musali, an Ayurvedic Da¿apuÀpa and a revitalizing and aphrodisiac
medication, are on the danger of extinction, appropriate conserva-
tion measures can be implemented. As a result, those plants must be
conserved and cultivated.
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Theyyam is a traditional art form of Kerala. The human artist
dresses up the form of the deity and dance with ecstasy to please
them, and it believed that they will be blessed by the deity in this
manner. One who does Theyyam is called a Kolakk¡ran and the
way they put on traditional Theyyam attires is known as Kolam
ke¶¶al. The word 'Theyyam' is supposed to have evolved from the
word 'Daivam' meaning God. Therefore, the process of presenting
it, called Theyy¡¶¶am (the dance of theyyam) can also be meant as
the dance of God (daivattinte ¡¶¶am). Most of the kolams in the
forms of deities (devata) are known as 'Theyyam' in regions like
Kannur and Kasargod. Only those like Ve¶¶aikkorumakan,
Urppazhacci, Vairaj¡tan, Munn¡yar¢¿varan are called as 'Thira' at
these places. However, most of the kolams in regions like Kozhikode
and Wayanad are commonly called as 'thira'.

 There are a number of opinions exist regarding the origin of the
term 'thira'. Dr. Achuthamenon in his book 'Keralattile K¡l¢seva'
says that 'thira' is actually a material made out from wooden plank,
which are held above the heads by these artists while playing the
roles and hence they are called the same. According to another opin-
ion, this is an art form played on the floor (tara in vernacular usage),
hence called Thira. Dr. Herman Gundert states meanings like
daivadar¿ana (a vision of God) or daivika arpa¸a (offering oneself
to God) to this term. Kolams are played and presented with a com-
mon purpose of pleasing the deity and gain their blessings to their
homeland. However, they are often staged with a belief to eradicate
deadly diseases, increase agricultural prosperity and well-being of
cattles, and sometimes to undergo exorcism as well.

Sruthi S. Nath

THEYYAM: A FOLK PERFORMANCE OF KERALA
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Concepts of Deity (Devat¡sankalpa)

Over 400 deities are found in the folk-art forms like Theyy¡¶¶om
and Thiray¡¶¶om. They vary in numerous forms and concepts. Some
among them include Mother Goddess (amma daivam), regional
deities like Village Gods/Goddesses (gr¡ma devata), Deities of
Valour (yuddha devata), Deities of Epidemic and cure (roga devata),
Snake and Animal Deities (n¡ga, m¤uga devatas) Demon Gods and
Goddesses (bh£ta-yakÀa-gandharva deities), Goddess of the Wild
(vana devata), deities of manthras (mantra m£rtti) and mythical char-
acters, which account to the important types.

Concept of Devasanketas in Theyyam

Theyyam and Thira are popularly exhibited and staged either at
traditional elite family homes (tarav¡tu) or at divine destinations
(sanketas) like temples, sacred groves (k¡vu), divine chambers (like
ara or palliyara) or other sanketas like Mu¸¶ya or Ko¶¶am. It might
be the lineage of Dravidian culture that led to the traditional wor-
ship of the deities (devatas) at the roots of gigantic trees. The pre-
mises of banyan trees are provided with a platform (called ¡lttara)
or stone lamps (kalvilakku) to attribute the concept of a deity in its
shade by representing it through a stone, sword, armour or even
lighting a lamp. It is a tradition that is still followed at many places.
Though trees are not directly worshipped here, they are considered
divine as they were places of worship. They finally resulted in the
worshipping of sacred groves (k¡vu). A handsome number of sa-
cred groves with gigantic trees and creepers exist in northern parts
of Kerala. These can be considered the forerunners of the concept
of Devasanketa.

Such sacred groves never had a sanctum (¿r¢kovil) but a plat-
form (¡lttara) alone at the onset. However, many such groves built a
sanctum at a later stage, which were eventually called as Palliyara.
(meaning 'sacred rooms'). There are unique names for the temples
of certain deities. The devasanketa of ViÀ¸u-m£rtti deity is called
Mu¸¶ya and that of deity is called as Po¶ikkalam, while those of
Tiruvappan deity are called Ma¶appura as well.

Warriors with divine spirits were worshipped at centres called
ko¶¶am. Many communities have their own distinct kottams.
Theyyam and Thira are not common in temples. However, some
temples perform kaliy¡¶¶om, that too in a dedicated space or a sa-
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cred grove outside the temple complex (n¡lampalam).

Some elite families too stage kaliy¡¶¶om performances at their
family homes. Traditional Hindu family homes have a dedicated
prayer room for their deities. Even palliyaras are seen at some fam-
ily mansions. These sanctums may not have daily offerings, but
they will be done during special occasions.

Theyyam and Thira are also staged at public places which are
not a part of any worship. These are based on special occasions and
purposes. M¡kkam Goddess is put on and played with a belief that
it would even make sterile couples fertile. During the outbreak of an
epidemic, kolams like Putiya Bhagavati and Vas£ri M¡la are por-
trayed and staged according to traditional beliefs. Palliyaras are tem-
porarily set using sticks and palm leaves for this purpose. Once the
event is over, they are demolished and completely removed.

Languages used in Theyyam

Thottamp¡¶¶u and V¡c¡ls (oral) are the literary parts of Theyyam.
'Thottam' is derived from the Sanskrit word 'Stotram'. The various
elements of thottam include Varavilithottam, Anca¶ithottam,
M£lathottam, Urappilthottam, Stutis, Kirttanas and Polichup¡¶¶u.

The language of Theyyam is quite simple. Initially it was an an-
cient Malayalam with Tamil inflection. Later on, it transformed with
certain elements of Sanskrit as well. Language of Theyyam also
include Kannada-Tamil words as well as native language words too.

The Abhinaya in Theyyam

The v¡cika form of actions in Theyyam are known as
Thottamp¡¶¶u. The origin of each Theyyam, its history and devo-
tion are signified in thottamp¡¶¶u. Similarly, the commandments
after setting the Theyyam (called kalpanas), and the way each
Theyyam got its forms are also signified by the thottamp¡¶¶u. It is
said that the deities appear in the dreams of the artist (kolakk¡ran)
to reveal the form. There are several other myths too in connection
with this art from. Several characteristics like ancient population,
concepts, emotions and aesthetics are evident in various forms of
Theyyam.

Ëh¡rya speaks about the attires and appearance of the artists
according to the characters they play. Supernatural characters need
to be presented differently on stage in order to convince the audi-
ence. The body of the artist is converted to the form of a deity through
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practices like meyyezhuttu (depictions on the body), mukhattezhuttu
(depictions on the face), wearing special attires called u¶ay¡¶a and
tying up various decorations upon the body. The varieties in the
forms and concepts of the deities are made evident by enacting them
in various ¡h¡ryas. It is found that more than 400 types of Theyyams
exist in this tradition. But there are only marginal differences among
their ¡h¡ryas.

The major components in ¡h¡rya are either resources obtained
from nature or man-made objects.  The ways in which colours are
applied on the face (c¡yam pura¶¶al) are of two types, namely
mukhattezhuttu and teppu. Products like palm leaves, cinnabar (ver-
nacular: c¡yilyam), black coal from burning lamp mixed in edible
oil etc. are used for mukhattezhuttu. For teppu (smearing), turmeric,
pastes and rice powder are used. If Kathakali follows a tradition of
starting the makeover by writing the long gopikkuri upon the fore-
head using palm leaves, the make-up for Theyyam starts by writing
the eyebrows. Mukhattezhuttu is chiefly divided into three types:
á¡nta, Raudra and B¢bhalsa. As Theyyam holds an aggressive form
(raudra-bh¡va), red colour is given more prominence. However,
each character is portrayed in different colours in Kathakali. The
black lines that encircle the eyes of each kolams account to the ag-
gressive appearance of Theyyam. Each deity is given different pat-
terns and shapes around their eyes depending upon their types and
forms.  Eyes play a vital role in any dance form. One could find that
about 36 types of actions with eyes are explained in N¡¶ya¿¡stra.

The visual appeal of Theyyam can be improved by the use of a
masking technique called Poimukham. It helps the artist to feel that
he himself has turned into the deity.  The artist is indeed the deity
for the devotees once he puts on the form (kolam). Popular forms of
Theyyam include Gulikan, Po¶¶an, A¸u´´um Bh£tam, Karimku¶¶i
Ch¡ttan, Kuratti, Paniyan and so on.

Another important aspect in the ¡h¡rya in Theyyam includes
Mu¶i. Kathakali also have a similar aspect, which are referred as
K¤Àna mu¶i, Kari Mu¶i and Va¶¶a Mu¶i. However, those in Theyyam
are different in size and shape in comparison to Kathakali. At the
onset, mu¶i were made of palm. Later, it took the form of a crown.
Crown was used by kolams like Vi¿¸um£rtti, S¢ta, Daivatt¡r, P¡lo¶u
Daivam, B¡li and K¡ran Theyyam. The mu¶i of B¡li has certain
similarities with that of Kathakali. Elements like cloth, pieces of
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lighter trees like murikku (Erythrina variegata), kumbil (Gmelina
arboria), p¡la (Alstonia scholaris), the planks of palm (especially
'kavu´´u': Areca catechu), the shoot of palm leaves (p¡la) and cer-
tain types of bamboo were used to make 'mu¶i'.

Even N¡tya¶ha¿¡stra says that each deity (devatas) should put
on different make-ups to stay distinct. Bharatamuni opines that
'¡h¡rya' is about attires and for 'n¡¶ya' (acting) to be perfect, the
form and attires need to be equally perfect as well. Commonly there
are two types of attires (called u¶ay¡¶a): one is made of cloth that
would be red in colour while the other would be completely carved
out of palm leaves. Majority of the Mother Goddess Theyyam forms
and Bhagavati Theyyam forms put on u¶ay¡¶a made of palm leaves.
Many male deities like Gulikan, Po¶¶an, ViÀ¸um£rtti, Ka¸¶akar¸an
too wears these types of attires. Meanwhile, various attires like
k¡¸imu¸¶u, velimban, vit¡nattara, ciraku?uppu, ku¶¶ivelimban,
ottavelimban are also used as utayatas in Theyyam.

The ambience of ¡h¡rya mode of action in Theyyam is equally con-
tributed by the use of fire-lit torchlights called t¢pantam(s). The kolams
in Theyyam either hold these torchlights (pantam) in their hands or fix
them upon their waist or crown (mu¶i) during performance.

The jewellery in Theyyam greatly contributes to its visual ap-
peal. These jewelleries can be categorised into four:

1. K¡kkuru: The jewellery worn in the legs are called as k¡kkuru.
They include cilambu, pattump¡¶akam and ma¸ikkayam.

2. Aracamaya´´al: The jewellery for the waist is made out
either of cloth or palm leaves. They include ce¸¶arayil ko¶¶u,
manjammal¡¶i, pa¶iyarayil ke¶¶nnatu, koitam, o¶a,
ka¸¸ivalayan and o·y¡n.

3. Kaikkaru: This includes those jewellery worn in arms, body
and knots in neck.

4. Talacamaya´´al: This include mu¶i, mukhattezhuttu and any
make-up or jewellery worn above the neck

Rituals and Ceremonies

The many rituals and ceremonies associated with both Theyyam
and Thira are not the same everywhere. It is seen differing accord-
ing to the regional variations, based on the caste of the people per-
forming as well as the deities worshipped.
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Prior to the performance of both Theyyam and Thira, there ex-
ists the practice of deciding the date to be performed and this spe-
cific date is informed to the kolakk¡ran (the one who performs).
This practice is known as A¶ay¡lam Ko¶ukkal. But in Calicut re-
gion, the task of giving this ceremonial duty to the person who is to
perform Thira is known as Pa¸am Ko¶ukkal. Later, the man who is
to perform is respected by giving betel leaves, money and pazhukka
in front of the deity and he will be instructed thereby on the kind of
form to be worn. If that ceremonial form is demanded of a fasting
and strict discipline, it is regarded to begin by the same day. Prior to
the beginning day of Theyy¡¶¶am, the performers and the instru-
mentalists will be announcing the play by evening, before the deity.
It is known as Theyyam K£¶al. This is where the actual Theyyam
and the rituals are expected to begin. There are two kinds of Theyyam,
respective of the presence of Thottam(songs)-Uccathottam and
Antithottam. Uccathottam will begin around noon and evening,
whereas, Antithottam is expected to commence only after dusk. The
man who performs Theyyam, alternatively called as Kolakk¡ran
will be receiving a handful of rice and candle wick on a tipped plan-
tain leaf (n¡kkila) from deity and this is known by the name,
Ko¶iyilathottam. V¡c¡l(oral) is to be said when the komaram (oracle)
in relation to the ceremony at K¡vu reaches each home. V¡c¡l will
be grand and pronounced when it is mixed with certain regional
words of the Northern Kerala and other astrological words as well.

Specific rooms (aniyaras) will be given to those who dress up for
Theyyam. Or else a room will be temporarily constructed next to
any tree for this purpose. And those forms (kolam) that have small
constructs on their head will be arriving from the a¸iyara directly
being dressed and whereas that requires big hair braids will be en-
tering the scenario only after applying colors on face and receiving
n¡kkila (a small, tipped Plantain leaf) and candlewick before palliyara
and eventually faces north for the varavili. Later, rest of the facial
colors will be applied. There exists a practice of these forms look-
ing mirror after being dressed up with colours. It is believed that on
such a moment, the performer will get an unconscious thread that
he himself is sworn as the deity and this unconscious effort will give
him an energy to perform well. By the same time, a 'Karmi' (the
person who does worship with mantras) will sprinkle raw rice from
the palliyara. Eventually, the Kolam will start their performance. If
the Kolam is with a masked face, it is expected to perform with the
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same and some Theyyam will be having an entry accompanied by
Kala¿am (Cleansing with tantric activities). For this the man who is
vested with this task is expected to carry a pot with toddy upon his
head and accompany the Kolam. The Theyyam will follow this per-
son performing its steps. Later on, other ceremonies that comprises
of the proclamation of positions, receiving of offerings and the kuri
ko¶ukkal (giving money as a form of showing respect) take place.

The performing Theyyams will have a walk around and to vari-
ous sides in front of the God and will rhythmically chant the origin
and legacy of Gods. There are deities who accept the sacrifice of
hen (called kozhibali). Such Kolams (performer) will be screaming
out and laughing aloud while having hen by themselves. Most of
the Theyyam and Thira forms have the practice of offering hen
(kuruti tarppa¸am). For those who don't need this are alternatively
provided with 'P¡ra¸a' (ilan¢r and malar). Subsequently, the
Theyyam will be receiving words and offerings from the devotees,
succeeded by Kuri to¶al ceremony. Theyyam forms will be giving
devotees Pras¡dam (it can be in the form of food or grains). The
'pras¡dam' differs according to the form they act, like if it is a
Bhagavati Theyyam, they will be giving out yellow powder, for
Muttappan, it will be dried form of rice (u¸akkalari) and for Shiva
forms, it is usually Bhasmam. The ending ceremony of Theyyam
and Thira is known as Mu¶iye¶ukkal. The notion and devotional
aspect behind that ritual is the transferring of power and energy
inside the performer back to the deity itself.

Theyyam - In Present Days

Theyyam is completely a ceremonial art form. It has got many
other variations like V¤t¡nuÀ¶h¡nam (based on fasting),
Karm¡nuÀ¶h¡nam (based on rituals) and Mantr¡nuÀ¶h¡nam (based
on Mantras). It is heard and said that the one who is performing
Theyyam and Thira will get the courage and ability to perform many
tasks such as jumping into firepit, dancing with heavy Mu¶i (a knot)
on head and fire lamps tied to the waist. Theyyam and Thira had its
origin from Dravidian Culture. It is true that we won't be able to see
most of the Dravidian art forms and rituals now, as they got influ-
enced by Aryan Civilisation. However, Theyyam and Thira are cel-
ebrated more ceremoniously than earlier and how they got such
prominence is a matter of discussion. Traditional art forms like
Theyyam and Thira are mostly based on devotion. It is obvious that
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the roots of devotion and worship begin from fear. During the era of
Dravidian civilisation, it was Nature and its other powers that trig-
gered human minds more than others. The seeds of first worship
began with the idea of pleasing the Nature to avoid such calamities.
Similar was the fear of epidemics. Eventually, they were inclined to
do many rituals with an intention that it was the rage of God that
paved way for such epidemics. Kolam and its performance were
done as a solution to all these troubles. Similarly, performances were
done to please their forefathers as well. When we analyse the roots
of these rituals, we are likely to believe that such forms took its
origin from superstitions, but it strongly stands as a symbol of pro-
test and implies the freedom of expression. In the Northern parts of
Kerala, establishments like Theyyakk¡vu and Ko¶¶a got into domi-
nance as a form of protest to the negligence that a group of people
had to suffer, who were primarily deprived of the freedom to wor-
ship.

There exists a transformation to the face of Theyyam in this era.
There is a rising tendency to turn all these culturally rich K¡vu and
Ko¶¶a (ancestral forts) to temples. Through that, they aim at making
the places accessible to a few privileged sections of society. Today,
the committees and leadership circles of Theyyam are formed par-
ticularly on the basis of caste orientation. Towards the upper parts
of the strata, the people working in public domain and ones with no
caste. Even though, they seem to be secular and standing out, they
do belong to particular castes at the same time. These people make
easy entrance to brahmins and astrologers to Theyyakk¡vu. It is
desperate to see an art form which grew as a method of raising voice
and protest against caste system being drowned to the older pool it
resisted. Even though, it is outwardly said of the unification in the
people associated with K¡vu and its functioning, there is a clear
demarcation in the power politics and different ladders of people
involved. Another threat to it is the vast commercialization. Theyyam
is marketed globally as a commodity to make money and profits. It
requires an expense worth lakh of rupees to stage a kaliy¡¶¶om,
which increases with the course of time. The performer is given
lakhs as an offering to do Theyyam and it is seen the performer
eagerly waiting for his turn. This has caused many conflicts in joint
families. And due to that, a community named Aµµ£tt¡n took a
pledge not to teach or let anyone practice Theyyam from that fam-
ily.
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Theyyam is crossing so many hurdles and situations like these at
this point. One could sincerely hope that this art form will be even-
tually revived, filtering it out of the many superstitions, power poli-
tics, caste discrimination and commodification in the coming years.
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Introduction

Philosophy is the pursuit of wisdom and it includes metaphysics,
psychology and also explains the systematic arrangements of the
nature of reality. It satisfies the highest needs of human life and
conveys ones's inner consciousness. The self-realization is the ba-
sic goal of human life. This truth is enshrined in the UpaniÀads, the
G¢ta and Brahmas£tra. While the UpaniÀads describes the mystic
aspects of Vedanta, secondly the Brahmas£tra of B¡dar¡ya¸a de-
picts the eternal foundations of Ved¡nta and also the metaphysical
aspects and the G¢ta emphasizes moral, spiritual, humanitarian ap-
proaches. The Bhagavad G¢ta stresses the fundamental problems of
human life and values of society.

The article aims to discuss a few principles of the Bhagavad G¢ta
and also the contemporary relevance and spiritual values. Since a
scripture, by definition is timeless and self renewing.

The Bhagavad G¢ta - The Ways of Self Knowledge

Bhagavad G¢ta is the essence of the teachings of all the UpaniÀads.
The word G¢ta is derived from the root 'gai' meaning to sing. It
comprises Bhishmaparva of Mahabharata. The author of G¢ta said
to be Vedavyasa or Badarayana. It is equally known as Moksa
Grantha (®……‰I…O…xl…&), a treatise on liberation. It comprises 700 verses
which spread over 18 chapters. It expressed an integral approach to
the leberation of the soul through the discipleness of karma, bhakti,
jn¡na and vair¡gya.

In Bhagavad G¢ta, Krishna plays the role of a true friend, con-
scious philosopher, spiritual and moral guide to Arjuna. The battle-
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field the Kurukshetra symbolically represents the moral conflict
between Good and Evil. It teaches how to follow the path of dharma
or unfitted situation in daily life. It is addressed not just to Arjuna
but to all humanity. "The word Arjuna means 'One who makes sin-
cere efforts and the word Krishna means the centre of conscious-
ness' one who makes sincere efforts inevitably obtains the knowl-
edge that directly flows from the center of consciousness".1

Education is conversation transmission and renewal of culture.
It should help a person in the harmonious development of his men-
tal, spiritual, psychological faculties. The Bhagavad G¢ta helps to
attain these aims. It describes the path of knowledge, the path of
devotion, the path of psychic control. The main doctrines as sum-
marized to humanity in the form of dialogues more relevant today.

To be courageous.

To reach our highest potential by realizing in our identity with
Ultimate Reality.

The doctrine of NiÀk¡makarma or desireless action.

The doctrine of integral yoga as a comprehensive mode of
s¡dhan¡ (Spiritual discipline).

Commentaries on the Bhagavad G¢ta

The Bhagavad G¢ta contains in condensed from all the philo-
sophical and ethical wisdom of the Upanisadic thought. The unique
dialogue between Krishna and Arjuna deals with all aspects of hu-
man life. Many ancient and modern philosophers explore the sys-
tematic commentaries on Bhagavad G¢ta. The most prominent writ-
ings or interpretations are of Sri Sankara, Ramanuja and Madhva.

"Acording to Sankara the Bhagavad G¢ta leads one beyond ac-
tion and beyond all the distinction of the phenomenal world to the
realization of the Absolute. Sankara views the Bhagavad G¢ta as an
expression of Advaita Philosophy. He described Bhagavad G¢ta
Bhashya In the light of Brahman as the only Reality, the phenom-
enal world is illusory, the Identity of the Self with Brahman (•…¿∫…i™…Δ
V…M…Œx®…l™…… V…“¥……‰ •…¿Ë¥… x……{…Æ˙&*)2. He asserts that only direct knowledge of
the Ultimate Reality can being freedom. The highlight of Bhagavad
G¢ta selfless actions ( x…πEÚ…®…EÚ®…«) help to purify the mind.

Ramanuja interpreted the Bhagavad G¢ta in accordance with his
Vi¿iÀ¶¡dvaita doctrine emphasizes the devotional aspects of
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Bhagavad G¢ta. "According to Ramanuja argues against the renun-
ciation of actions and asserts that the phenomenal world is real rather
than illusory, although it is totally dependent on God". Ramanuja
occupies the Bhagavad G¢ta teaches that devotion to Vishnu is the
highest path3.

Madhva (Dualistic Philosopher) also interprets the Bhagavad G¢ta
from a dualistic frame work and criticizes the monistic view that
there is only one consciousness. He asserts that devotion is the only
means for attaining liberation4.

Modern Interpretation of the Bhagavad G¢ta

The teachings of Bhagavad G¢ta help one to understand the dis-
tinction between the Atmanatmavicara (+…i®……x……i®… ¥…S……Æ˙&) which plays
a most important part in self-realization in the modern interpretation
of Bhagavad G¢ta is widely accepted and respected. Bala Gangadhara
Tilak, a prominent leader in India's quest for independence, describes
in G¢ta Rahasya that the Bhagavad G¢ta highlights in the concept of
karmayoga. Tilak stresses the importance of selfless service for man
and society not for personal achievement.

Mahatma Gandhi also wrote a commentary on the Bhagavad G¢ta
that stresses action based on truth, non-violence a (+ÀΩ˛∫……) and self-
lessness a ( x…πEÚ…®…EÚ®…«).

Sri Aurobindo wrote a collection of essays based on Bhagavad
G¢ta offers a synthesis of the different paths of jµ¡nayoga,
karmayoga and bhaktiyoga. The yogas are of knowledge, action
and devotion respectively.

An Apraisal of Spiritual Values in Bhagavad G¢ta

According to Bhagavad G¢ta, Atman, the centre of conscious-
ness is never changing, everlasting, eternal and infinite whereas the
body is constantly changing and prone to decay. The difference
between the reality and the unreality is the subject matter of all spiri-
tual texts. Bhagavad G¢ta summarizes the qualities of spiritual as-
pirants and also the path of self-realization. They are

'+¶…™…Δ ∫…i¥…∫…Δ∂…÷ r˘Y……«x…™……‰M…¥™…¥…Œ∫l… i…&*
n˘˘…x…Δ n˘®…∂S… ™…Y…∂S… ∫¥……v™……™…∫i…{… +…V…«¥…®…¬ **
+ÀΩ˛∫…… ∫…i™…®…GÚ…‰v…∫i™……M…& ∂……Œxi…Æ˙{…Ë∂…÷x…®…¬ *
n™……¶…⁄i…‰π¥…±……‰±…÷{i¥…Δ ®……n«̆¥…Δ ø“Æ˙S……{…±…®…¬ **5
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1. Fearlessness (+¶…™…®…¬)

Fearlessness is the first and foremost principle in the realm of
self-realization. It indicates faith in God, wisdom, mercy, love and
His omnipresence.

2. Purity of Heart (∫…i¥…∫…Δ∂…÷ r˘&)

It denotes transparency to truth. One's consciousness should be
free from all the attachments. The heart or citta concentrated to di-
vine spirit.

3. Steadfastness (Œ∫l…i…|…Y…&)

Steadfastness is the essential quality for reaching liberation. It
means in seeking wisdom and in practicing yoga (Y……x…™……‰M…¥™…¥…Œ∫l… i…&).

4. Aimsgiving (n˘…x…®…¬)

The true devotee or aspirant unselfishness service to the society.
Dana or Charity is the most precious factor because unselfishness
actions lead to union with God.

5. Self-Restraint (n˘®…)

Self-restraint is the power to control the senses in pleasure and
pain situations. An aspirant when who is master of his senses is
ready for emancipation. All the worldly desires is related to sense
organs so they control all the worries dispelled.

6. Religious Rites (™…Y…&)

According to Vedas and great scriptures a devotee performs sym-
bolic representation of religious rites burning the wrong desires in
the flames of wisdom.

7. Right Study of the Scriptures (∫¥……v™……™…&)

Cultivating good qualities gives one the essential means to the
path of knowledge, light and spirituality. ∫¥……v™……™…& inspires a devotee
to practice the holy teachings wisdom and thoughts.

8. Self-Discipline (i…{…&)

Self control is the basic principle the aspirant on the path of spiri-
tuality courage, will power, strength these essentials are means to
make his journey easy and smooth. Straight forwardness (+…V…«¥…®…¬) is
the quality of sincere devotee.
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9. Non-Injury (+ÀΩ˛∫……)

Non-Injury helps one to express his love to his fellow being and
fellow creatures. "In the Mahabharata ahimsa is referred to as virtue
entire (∫…EÚ±……‰ v…®…«&)". (The Bhagavad G¢ta, Sri Sri Paramahamsa
Yogananda, P.120)

10. Truth (∫…i™…®…¬)

Truth is the moral foundation of the universe. The devotee the
practice of non-injuring with mind, action and speech leads to one
to realization of truth.

"According to Mahatma Gandhi (+ÀΩ˛∫……) the avoidance of harm
to any living creatures in thought or deed. A man of non-violence
neither will fully gives nor wishes harm to any" (The Bhagavad
G¢ta, Sri Sri Paramahamsa, P.61).

Observations and Conclusion

The Bhagavad G¢ta is unique spiritual treasure among the philo-
sophical and psychological realm. The timeless and universal mes-
sage of the G¢ta is all-encompassing in its expression of Ultimate
Truth. The G¢ta teaches man his rightful action in life and how to
overcome selfish motives. In short, the sublime teachings of the
Bhagavad G¢ta are that non attachment to the world and the tech-
nique of yoga, meditation and the devotion union with the God.

G¢ta also showed that the ideal devotee or aspirant perform his
rightful duty with non attachment and perfect practice of yoga, medi-
tation constitute the royal path of heart, performance of holy rites
self discipline etc.

The Bhagavad G¢ta is more relevant today than it has ever been.
Many ancient and modern philosophers, social reformers interpreted
Bhagavad G¢ta in different visions and concepts. To achieve the
goal of life, one should learn to follow in the footsteps of the an-
cients whose experiences are recorded in the scriptures. The au-
thentic scriptures serve as authorities and guide the aspirant.

Let me conclude this article with a quote from Dr.S.
Radhakrishnan "Bhagavad G¢ta it serves even today as a light to all
who will receive illumination from the profundity of its wisdom which
insists on a world wider and deeper than wars and revolutions can
touch. It is a powerful shaping factor in the renewal of spiritual life
and has secured an assured place among the world's great scrip-
tures"6.
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Explanatory Notes/References/Bibliography shall be given at the end of the article.
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author, the title of the book and the place and year of publication page number with in
the text come in that order. Well-known abbreviations for  journals should be used,
without further, explanation of the abbreviations. Use of forms like ‘ibid’, ‘op.cit.,’
etc is recommended for saving space in the notes.
For quotations, arrangement of paragraphs, abbreviations, bibliography, use of brackets
etc. also standard uniform method must  be followed.
For the articles in Sanskrit also similar consistent method should be pursued.
The papers which do not observe these guidelines will not be entertained.
Research papers submitted by the scholars would be refereed by selected eminent
scholars in the field. Only such reviewed research articles will be accepted for
publication.
Only one copy of the journal will be given as gratis to the authors of
the articles published.
The number of articles in one issue is limited approximately to Twenty.

(Articles which donot follow the above instructions will not be accepted for publications.
So please strictly stick on to the above instructions.)

Address for correspondence:

The Editor
Pratyabhijµ¡

Department of Sanskrit Sahitya
Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit

Kalady, Keralam, PIN- 683 574, Web. www. ssussahiti.in
E-mail: pratyabhijna2020@gmail. com.

Ph: 04842 46 33 80, Extn-207.
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